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ABSTRACT
The workshOp documented'in_these-prliteedingS.had four-.

purposes todevelop dialogue yithinand between'the several:-
sect ors- of society whbse-interests and'expertise are focused upon the
role of television in the lives of children-and youth; (21 try
increase - awareness of the need for making: the televiSion,viewing,
experience-of children and ,youth positive, peneficial,.. and
educational: (3) to encourage and assist the, deVelopment of
programmatic,efforts within organizatiOns:iand (4) to identifY and
develop: the ,ftundations ior c011aborative efforts awong
organizations. Each workshop, participant was, a member of a special
interest, clgroup and oeebr of a task:forte. Each'of the four spetial
interest groups-(educators, youth leaders, parent:leaders,,-and TV
industryi:developed- recommendations which could be taken back-to-the
representatives, organizations and shared with similar organizations.
Each of the..four task.forces, with equal representation -of' parent
leaders,- educators, youth'leaders, and' industry professionals,
developed recommendations for collaborative efforts at ths national

-and local levels. (Author LLs1
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use -OUTV-Prorams,as ^adjuncts tcr=classroom- activities in public .

schools. 114sbeOn very'-sPcbeSsfulelevision scripts have,b-eph used to teach
reading, and-Many.-teachttsguides to programS have bet(-published,--'and
distributed priortcrsdheduled:broaddastsi

The ideas expreSsed-.WparticipantS-of the conference, -!'TeliviSioh;' the
__BOok'_=and:---the:,ClassrOom,-!!,$ponSoredjointlyby,theA. S. OffideT.of---IdudatiOn-
and:the :Library- of. Congre0Hin- April, 1g78,- further .Contributed-'to-the:
development of. _the'. Q. $.:Offict-af:EdUdation's program, td develop. critical
television viewing. skijlsin

programOSesidesigne0----,to--bridge the gap .lietweep-what,,thiTdren-learn--from their-TV sets -and what they
learn in their, schoel- Classrooms."

two -year 'program,-beguh:_Oatober 1; 1978, covered tWo phases:
01aphipgdesign; prototype development, andlield.testing:during-tbe first
year, rnd national_ distribution -and traini.hg during i.the secondyear. Four
contractors were -...selected.: -Southwett EdUtationaM--DeWbpMenitHl.ab- for
'elementary. school:(kfOergarten through fifth grad0,..StUdents,-WNET for middle.
school students:F:ar WeSt,Educational Lab for secondarysChbol-students;:and

. .

Boston University for post-sedondary choOl students.---ve.
The objectives of the Critical TV Viewing Skills Project were to enable

and encourage students ,to learn critical TV viewing skills and to use,these
skills to become evaluative and reasoning_ consumers of televlsion. As
delineated by the U. S. Office of Education,' critical television viewing
skills are those factors which enable ,a person to (1) distinguish among a
wide range of program elements, (2)- makejudicious use of their viewing time,
3 understand the Psychological implications of commercials,
4)

)

distinguish- fact from fiction, (5) recognize and appreciate differing
and/Or. oppbsin§--'views, (6) understand the style and content of dramatic
presentations, documentaries, public. affairs, news, and other television
programming, and (7) understand the relation between television and the
printed wor

A majoi- =priority tl of -the U. Sil'Office of Educatiod prograM was the
dissemination of information and the raising of awareness about the need for
students to learn and tb ',use critical TV viewing skills. Leaders in
education; parent, and -youth-serving agencies' and organizations on the
national, state and local levels were involved in many Aspects of the four
contractors' projects. Each of the four projects culminated in a series of
workshops heldaround the country. While the workshops varied considerably in
format, style, participants and length, the general objective Was to train
leaders who in turn.could train and assist others in their organizations

As part of their- project, the Southwest Educational Development. Lab
organized a national workshop of leaders in four major areas: television
industrY, education`,: parent' associations, and youth-serving organizations.
Whiles several prior meetings, conferences_ And -symposia involving-
eepresentatives of-several of these areas, had been held in previo s years, the
dialogue usually turned negative and counter-productive.; In sho t, there had
been little productive dialogue among represedtatives from all four areas.
People in each area have their own perceptions of the benefits an problems of



television and these are often construed as being in-conflict with the
perceptions-of-the-people- in-another-area: -TW-iMportant iabue-s-hid beebine
clear. Forst, people in the areas of parent organizatiogs, youth-serVigg -

organizations, education and the television industry halie.:nformation,
-insights and resources which would be very, helpful to ea other, but largely
have not been able to interact constructively and thus f il to benefit from

ell

each others! information, insights and Second, to achieve the'
goal of making the television viewing experience beneficial to youth, the
collaborative efforts'of educators, parents, the-television industry, and

'youth leaders is essential. It is.now apparent that parents can't achieve
this goal alone. It is similarly agparent that the television industry alone
cannot achieve thegoal without help. Furthermore, the assistance of youth
leaders and educators is needed. Therefore, SEDL organized a special workshop
to initiate the four-way dialogue. The ground rules were made very clear.
Regardless of previous rhetoric, the workshop was not a forum to discuss why
the televiaion industry had not provided letter programming; was not a forum
to discuss why parents had not used better child-rearing approaches; was not
forum-to-discuss-why-teachers-had-not-mad*-more-edlritional-use-of-televii-on--
and was-not a forum to discuss why youth-leaders had riot been more invol!ved in
helping youth use television more wisely. The workshop was indeed the time
and place -for:representatives of the four areas to begin the process of
working together.-



Many people provided.the seeded skills, energy, and enthusiasm
the National Workshop on Television and Youth successful.

make

Very special thanks to the five group leaders who made the discussionsfruitful: K4ren Bartz of Campfire, -Inc.,-- Jean Dye of the National PTA,
Rosemary Potter, a reading specialist for the Pinelleounty Florida Schools,
Lee Polk of Gold Key Entertainment,,and Debbi Bilowit of MNET.

)

The five speakers provided us all with a sense of' direction: GeorgComstock of SvracusehUniverSity, Patrick Daly of the American Federation for
Teachers, Thomas Bolger of thebNational Association of Broadcasters; Virginia
Snarling of the Netionel-PTA, and Abbott WashbUrn of the Federal CoMmunic Ion
Commission.

p
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Many.thoughtful insights 'were shared by the resource people: Hope.Daugherty of the'Department of Agriculture (4-H), Julie Gilligan of Girl
Scouts df the USA, Bradley Greenberg of Michigan State University, Trish
Gorman of the American Federation for Teachert, . Ben login of the Media Action
Research Center, EllibeMedrich of the UniversitYige California- at Ilerkeley,
Oliver Moles _pf the National Institute of Education, Jerome Singer of Yale
University, Ellen Wartella of the University of Illindis, and Tannis Williams
of- the University of British Columbia.

Special appreciation needs to be expressed to the eight organizations who
cosponsored' the workshop with the U.S. Office of Education: American
Associetion'of School Administrators, American Federaton of Teachers, Girl
Scbots -of the ASA, National Association of Elementary School Principals,
'National Association of State Boardsof Education, National PTA, National
School Boards Association, and the Television Information Office of the
National Association of Broadcasters.

The supportor-the Prnject'Monitor,:F.rank Withrow,of the U
Educaton was-instrumentat jn tbe suctess of the workshop.
dedicated SEDL staff, made it all fork: Bonnie Greenberg, Mike
Pesz, Diana Scarbrough' Sherry Stanford and Jo Ann Star..

.S. Office of

Finally, the
Pereya, Lois
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The Natjonal Workshop on Television and-Youth was held in Washington,
0 C on March 12 and 13, 1980; The.woftshop,---sponsored by the U Office
of Education, was also co- sponsored by the- =American Association of School
AdministratOrs, American Federation of. Teachers, Girl Scouts of the 'USA,
National Association of elementary School Principals, National Association 'of

State Boards, of Education, National Congress of .Parents and Teachers, National
School Boards Association, and the Television Information Office of the
National Association = of Broadcasters and = organized by the SouthWest
EducationalTevelopment Lab; National leaders from the television industry,
youth-serving organizationsi parent groups, education, federal agencies, and
-the research community attended.

The purposes of .the workshop were (1) to deveJop dialogue within and
betwedn the several sectors of our society whose interests and expertise are
focuied upon the role of television ,fn the lives_ of aildren and youth;
(2) to _increase awareness of the need--for-making the-television-viewing
experience of chldren and youth positive, beneficial, andeducational;,() to
encourage.. and . assist the. development of programmatic efforts within
organizations; and (4) to identify and develop the foundations for
collaborative efforts among organizations.

The Workshop was,a work-oriented meeting. Each participant was a member
pf a Special Interest Group and a member of a .Task- Force. Four Special
Interest GroPPs (Educators, Youth °L Parent Leaders,_ and TV Industry)
were composed of representatives _froretheir particular lector', Plus resource
Persons from the federal agencies and theresearch ,commdbity. Each Special
Interest Group had the assignment of developin9 recommendations which could be
taken back to the representatives*.organizations and which could be, shared

-' with similar organizations.. Four. Task Forces were then formed with equal
rqpresentation of parent leaders, educators, -youth leaders, and industry
professionals. Each Task Force had the assignment of developing
recommendations for collaborative' efforts ti ssist the TV industry,
educators, parent leaders,-and youth leaders.

During meals and at- the beginning .of each of the two days, participants
heard presentations-.by George Comstbck, professor at the S.I. Newhouse School
-of Public Communication at Syracuse University; PaNck Daly, high-school
'teacher in Dearborn, 'Michigan, and national vice presilant for the.American
Federation of-Teachers; Thomas Bolger, president of wriTv-pr, in Madison,
Wisconsin, and chairman of the board -of the National Association of
Broadcasters; Virginia Sparling, president of the National PTA; and Abbott
Washburn, member of the Federal Communications Commission.

De'spte the lack of prededence for a working meeting of this scope, there
was a r6larkable commitment to find a common ground upon which all

participants amid build.` The Workshop was an opportunityito begin developing
codperati4e. efforts and was not expected to,find final solutions. By the end

alof the Wohop, the desired and hoped-for results clearly. effierged. Through
all the existing -problems andsmisunderstandings, the overwhelming consensus
was a desire td,carry on the initiatives established during the two days.
Other and )rilore ambitious meetings and, programs were suggested. The greatest
concern `was is the beginnings of'productive dialogues must not be lost.

10





THE NEED FOR AWARENESS

n invited keynote address to the
onal Workshop on Television & Youth

March 18-1L 1980

Ge e _omstock-
5 Newhobse Profess°

Syracuse _University

This is a highly propitioys-monent for an assessment of television's
contribution to what and how children _learn. Three events, each distinct and
separate, are converging to place the topic of children and televisidn more
prominently on the public agenda.

First, there is currently underway a retrospective on the scientific
progress in understanding the role of television in the lives of:children-
since the report ,of the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on
Television and Social Behavior in 1972, Television and Growing lipi The Impact
of Television Violence. The National Institute of Hein 1-Trans to
Filease this corne enslve statent--The Sur on General's Reyort: A Decade
Later, perhapsin 1981; As did the or na report, it wi iF cover a broad
range of topics, including the impact- of'televition on behavior and thought,
use of time, learning, and relationships within the fenily. Again, violence
in entertainment will be enlYone of the topics covered. k

Second, the Federal Trade Commission, after a. decade of urging by Action
for Children's Television, the Council on Children, Media and Merchandising,
and other advocacy groups, has-been ex*nining evidence on the influence on
children- and parents of advertising accompanying' Children's weekend and
weekday' programing. Specifically, the Commission is considering a ban or
restrictions on advertising when very.young children are predominant in the
audience, and a ban or restrictions on the advertiiing of sugar-coated foods,
when - chi ldieen under-- 12 years of -age-are-predominant-in the-audience. The
arguments on behalf ofregulatory steps against the advertising adcompanying
ahildr s programing is (1) that such commercials may be unfair,,or-deceptive
becaus hildren do not comprehend the mercenary intent of advertisers, (2)
the foods advertised may be nutritionally suspect, and (3) -nurturing consumer
desires in children may make parenting unacceptably difficult. Those who
oppose regulatory intervention hold that no harm traceable to exposure to
convmercials can be demoristrated.

Third the Federal Communications Commission is entertaining, the
possibility of requiring 'seven-and-a-hairlifours per -week of educational and
cultural programming for children--five hours for very young children, 'and
two-ind-a-half hours for older children. In considering such a rulemaking,
the Commission is reacting to a conviction on the part of its staff that
broadcasters have not complied with its 1974 policy statement calling for mbre ,

and better progring for children during the week. As.the result of this
step, controversy has arisen. over the proper measure of' broadcaster
performance in regard to children, the appropriate definition of cultural and
educational programing, and the extent of the Commission's authority to



mandate one or another type of programming'.-:
. .

AS a backdrOptothese..thret eventse:there are three decades Of -social'
and -behaVioral science researchAeVote0 children and :television. Some of
itis:Worthless. -Muth of it is .redundant. But nevertheless, a body of
knowledge. has emerge& that makes it clear that .television commands our
attention when we think aboUtthildren. This research can be placed in 'the
Context ofpolitical.events and-lublic-contern in terms of fOur periods:

The first can be characterized as a period of g roviing public attention to
the issue of the effects of. television on children., It began in the.early

1950's when television reached only about one - fourth of American homes-40
million--and the typical set was a fourteen-inth, black-and-white. The very
first-clngressional,hearing devoted-to'televisien programming -was heldJn:1952
by the HoUse Committee on Interstate and Faeign COmmerce.. The topic was
violence and sexual provocativeness in enter ainment and their possibly
detrimental effects on young viewers. The tam themes, only before much more
prominent forums,' occupied CongresS again and dg n for the next seventeen
years. 'Senators Estes' Kefauver and Thomas Do d chaired a series of highly
publicized Senate hearings into the possible contribution of violent
television entertainment to juvenile delinquency and 'crime. The pattern
throughout these hearings has continued to the pretent. 'The atmosphere was /
One of hostilitylbetWeen defenSive broadcasters and critical congressmen. At'
the same time thev'e was, as there .is today, considerable ambiguity over Ahe
powers of Congress or any other federal entity-to influence or;take any, adtion
affecting the content of broapst entertainment. What the hearings
unambiguously constituted was -a-symbol of public concern over the influence of
_ilevision; and one legacy of this concern was the acceptance by many of the
monitoring of televisiOn violence as one measure of broadcaster performande in
the "Public interest, convenience, and necessity."

The next period, from 1968 through 1971, can be characterized as one of

intensive scrutiny. The staff of the National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence published a comprehensive review of the research In

1969 on the preValence and influence of violence in television, newspapers,
and films. The Commission itself declared in its report, Mass Media and
Violence, that violence in entertainment was a cause fOrEace171:7-TNRE
evenft-Were immediately followed by vrequest from Senator John Pastore for a

concluslVe scientific examination of the effects of television violence, which
led to the Surgeon General's inquiry. The result was the, publication of the
report of the Surgeon-General's, scientific advisory committee in 1972,

accompanied by five volumes of new and varied research on television and

children.

The staff report of the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention

of Violence constituted a state-of-the-art survey of existing evidente. The
report of the Surgeon_ General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Television

and Social- Behavior added' important new evidence from new research. Neither
had much immediate impact, but their long-range effects haVe been significant.

This period of intensive scrutiny' began with violence in entertainment
and its effects on children as the principal concern. Before the Surgeon
General's inquiry, there were about 50 experiments published in prestigiouS

scientific journals which demonstrated that exposure to a violent portrayal
increased the aggressive behavior' of children and adolescents 'immediately



subsequent to exposure. The question that remained unanswered was whether
these findings of influence, in,the setting:. of a laboratory-type experiment
.were .generalizable- te:dverydaylife-. .What the Surgeon Geneeal's study added
mat -evidenCe'from a series of surveys that the regular viewing of violent
television drama

.

-was positively associated with a highee degree of °

interpersonal aggressiveness. Further, it left the exposure to television
Violence as -a quite plausible contributor to this heightened aggressiveness 6y
eliminating several alternative explanations for the .documented association.-
The data indicated that the association was not attributable to the greater
aggressiveness of frustrated adolescents faring poorly in schodt, whO also
watched a great deal of television. Nor was it attributable to the.presence
in the sample of adolescents from families . of lower socioeconomic
status--where television viewing is greater and norms on aggressiveness more
perMissive. The relationship between- violence viewing and, aggressiveness
remained when sex, socioeconomic status, and school achieVement were taken
into account. ThUs, the combined evidence from the laboratory-type
experiments, which demonstrated the possibility of a real-life causal

-°'influence, and from thb surveyt,,which documented the,-association that would
be consistent with a causal influence,-supports the conclusion that television
was influencing the behavior of children. Put simply, the evidence supported
the view that children were learning, how to behave from television.

The third period, 1972 through 1974,'Cin le described as one of apathy
and controversy -- apathy on the part of the public, and controversy within the
scientific and broadcasting communities. The public apathy was explained by
the rather technical language employed by the commission staff report, the
Surgeon General's committee, and the researchers themselves, which not only ,

effectively, shielded the public from the import of the data, but left the
press confused. The New York Times reversed the conclusion of the Committee
that the .experimentilaTurvey evidence converged in favor of causality in
its initial front page coverage. Other media followed suit.- Two journalism
professors at the University of Texas 'examined the press coverage and found
some newspapers reporting that violence viewing stimulated aggressiveness,
some that it inhibited it, and others that everything--as was obvious from the
beginning--depended to a great extent on the child, the family,' and the

circumstances. As a result, the next three years passed with public
indifferente--a tribute to the power of the press.

The controversy centered on the composition of the Surgeon General's
committee, which included sever persons closely associated with the

television business, and the role of that composition in the opacity of the

language employed in its report. It also centered on the validity of the
scheme for monitoring television violence developed by George Gerbner and his

colleagues at the University of Pennsylvania, an annual endeavor now
approaching the status of an institution that was first financially supported
by the violence commission and the Surgeon General's inquiry.

Douglass Cater and Stephen Strickland in Television Violence and the
Child concluded that the Surgeon General's -11411177had-do-tmpacr- They
TUETTshed their book in 1975, and they wrote too soon and looked too narrowly.
They overlooked the large impact of the inquiry on knowledge about children
and television, and they missed what was on the horizon.



The final period began in 1975 and extends to the present. The -best.

descriptive term is confrontation. The three years lhat had passed since the
issuance of the report of the Surgeon General's advisrY committee- had been
long enough for corrective press coverage--in the New York Times, Newsweek,
U.S. News and World Report, and elsewhere --to_ enter PUSTfE-ERIRET5 and this

F.FaiPrpilliTTE consciousness-raising was enhanced by prominent Senate
hearings held by Pastore in 1972 and 1974.

The issues of sex and violence- now became entangled with general'
congressional dissatisfaction with the FCC, and Congress instructed the agency
to act effectively in this sphere or face .budgetary retribution. Richard
Wiley, then chairman of the commission, gained the accord of the three
networks and the National Association of Broadcasters to ,adopt the faMily
viewing- -code that prohibited entertainment suspect-from the perspective of
suitability for viewing by all members of a family between the hours of 7 and
9 p.m. This policy achieved national attention,'and at least in terms of name
and principle, gained the support of the public. Shortly thereafter, the,
National Congress of Parents and Teachers and the American Medical Aisociation
entered into-campaigns to reduce the violence in television entertainment.
Family viewing, as official poll!, met its demise within a year as the result
of a ruling by Federal Judge Waren-Ferguson in' Los Angeles that both the
nature and means. of this particular social innovation violated the First
Amendment. The issue since then has been remanded by an appeals court to the
FCC for possible future action.

Nevertheless, what the family viewing code and the campaigns against
television violence expressed was a deep dissatisfaction with the quality of
television entertainment reaching children. It is that dissatisfaction that
we see expressed in the current FTC and FCC inquiries, and it is a
dissatisfadtion that will certainly '-draw strength from the forthcoming
retrospettive on the Surgeon General's inquiry--not because its report will be
an indictment of television, but because it will certainly further the belief
that television plays an important part in the way children grow up.

The controversy has also spread far beyond television violence. It has
come to include the legitimacy of directing advertising at children, the value
of the role, models television offers to children, and the penalties that the -.

time children spend with television may extract through the diminution or,
play, interaction with others, reading, study; and introspection.- One legacy-

of the Surgeon General's inquiry is the research on the influence of
television advertising on children that has figured prominently in the -FTC

hearings. Before the publication of a scholarly treatment of this topic as
part of this inquiry, such research was almost wholly proprietary and directed
to serving the interests of manufacturers. Now, there is a growing body of
disinterested social and behavioral science evidence on this issue. Much the

same can be said about other spheres of inquiry. This is what Cater and
Strickland missed in conf'ioing.their assessment of the impact of the Surgeon
General's study to television-violence. What the Surgeon General's study did
was - establish a sizable, fresh bOdy of data that has served as a foundation
for research in a number of new directions. By giving enhanced credence to

the view that some kinds of television entertainment may have detrimental
influences on the behavior of children, it also suggested that programming
that is carefully designed to encourage. positive and constructive behavior can
havea beneficent effect. Thus, the major contribution of the Surgeon



Gene'ral's inquiry is to enhance, by empiric
broadcasters.

the moral -obligation of

This moral obligation also can find guidance for its expression from the
social and behavioral sciences. .Violent portrayals, it appears, can have
rather wide effects by stimulating all sorts of .aggressive behavior--but
portrayals of positive and constructive behavior- are more.sharply limited to
influencing behavior closely akin,to precis ly'what has been televised. The
evidence 'supports the skepticism of W.C. Fields: "children can always find
some mischief,:" What this implies for brdadcasters is that they must take
particular care with violence, and they must search assiduously for the
positive and constructive kinds of behavior that in fact fall realistically
within the scope of children's daily activity, if in fact their programs are
to have a beneficent effect.

Looking back over the past three.decades of controversy and scientific
inquiry, much has 'changed. The supposition that violence in television
entertainment might adversely affect children has been replaced by empirical
evidence strongly supportive of the view that it increases aggressive
behavior. This evidence, in turn as helped to widen the range of portrayals,
over which there is concern b ause it supports the belief that children do
learn from television entertainment. It has given strength to.that very early
suspicion of many that television is the school in the home.

Historically, sociologists and political scientists have not been much
concerned with the mass media in connection with children because before
television, children did not spend so much time with the mass media. Nowi the
average child under 12 years of age views more than 27 hours per week during-
the fall and winter. Now children notAgly are more involved in what the mass
media convey by entertainment but also are more often exposed to the news of
the day. What was once largely or exclusively the province of adults has,
through television, been introduced into the world of the child. *

Television is largely entertainment; but much of that entertainment deals
with public issues--honesty in elected office, criminal justice, the behavior;
of doctors and lawyers, and other questions that are subject to intervention
by law, reform, and advOcacy. Television news, on the.other hand, brings a
perspective unfamiliar to the child of the past. Unlike the schools, which
emphasize the symbols of consensus - '.the office of Alle_Presidenty., the three
branches of governmentvtne Constitution and the Bill of Rights, limits of
power, the responsibilities of officials, the thrust westward, the Monroe
Doctrine, and the.greit World Warvand perhaps do so'to the .detrithent of a
realistic education, television emphasizes the symbols of dissension. The
schools emphasize those things which unite the society. The news concentrates
on the signs of rupture and conflict. 'Except at certain recognized times,
such as the Bicentennial and the Presidental inauguration, the-news focuses-on
.tle strains and stresses in_society. Thus, television has introduced a new
factor through both its entertainment and .news, in the way. children are
prepared to become citizens. Its influence in this sphere is almost certainly
growing, because the traditional strength of the family in shaping. political
opinion- is becalming more uncertain and problematical as voters increasingly
desert party allegiances and politics become more volatile and unpredictable.



Over these same three decades, there has been a significant shift from
acceptance of the mass media to a more skeptical and critical stance. The
media, of course, have always been 'subject to criticism, particularly in

regard to theJr influence on children and public morality. The history of the
movies and the campaign against violent comic books are.two examples preceding
the television age. However, there has been a subtle but important change
that holds.beth promise and danger. That is a shift among the better
educated, the well-informed, among those whom porlitical scientists and
sociologists, think of as. elites, from thinking of the media as needing
protection from a public indifferent to the First Amendment toward thinking of
the public as needing some protection from the media. The danger, of course,
is that the First Amendment may be subtly weakened. The promise is that the
media, In elf-protection, may actually serve the public better.

The axiom that the proper question is not, "what does television do to
children?" but, "what do children do with televisiqn?"'is.true enough. But
the proposition that the influence of the mediute is contingent on the
characteristics and re- tions of each individual childrshould not be allowed
to obscufie the major issain evaluating the performance of the broadcasting
businessthe quality and character of -the television with which children made
do.

There are- certainly valid, documented reasons for taking an interest in

the role of television in the lives of our children. Since the first test
pattern appeared on a screen, folk wisOom -has held- that audiences would turn
away when the novelty wore off. Such prophecies have failed, For the past
three decades,'televisionhas consumed progressively more and more hours in
the average home. One consequence is the mass media have come to assume a
Mix larger place in everyone's life. Another consequence is that a wide
vai Ay of other activities, suchLas conversation and social interaction have.
become slightly attenuated.

jhere is also justification for interest in the demonstrated fact that
the influence of television on children is sensitive to intervention'hy
parents and teachers. Two example's tell the story. If a violent portrayal is
criticized by an authoritative figure, the degreetowhich an experimental
subjects subsequently wil) display aggressiveness is sharply -reduced. During
the Vietnam war, children and adolescents received most of their information,
about the war from television, and not from schools or parents, but their
Partisanship in opposing or favoring the war followed the partisanship of
their parents. The implication is unambiguous. Television may teach, but the
outcome of that teaching isosubject to the views and opinions expressed by
parents and teachers. Much l_f 'the power of television depends on an

unnecek!ry vacuum that adults create by omission.
. .

The.so-called new technology also dictates interest and concern. These

varied devices--cable. television, pay-TV; video discs and cassettes, in -home
recording and playback, and satellite transmission--in the abstract promise a
great d of television programming, with far more programming being
available or children. In the abstract,,they also premise television for

specializ d and smaller audiencit tharthese from which broadcatters now reap
their rewards. Yet, there are two unanswered questions. The first concerns
who will pay and how will universal access for children'be achieved. Access
to these devices are contingent on family affluence, and *hat the new
technology may bring is two video cultures -one, barren and stripped, for the



thildren of the poor, and other, rich and varied, for -the 'children of the
rich:. The secondL concerns how the ostensibly Operior programming will be.
financed. Television is an expenslyd business, and' the fract)oping tf the
audience simply may not result in enough viewers to, make new and different
'programming profitable. Thus, the new technology may.ctme to mean only mire
of -the same--if the new technology draws enough viewers away from broadcast
television to reduce the 'investment thatbroadcasters now make in hew
programmingt TefeviSion not only commands odP.attention for what we have seen
of it, but for the Unknown that' we w311 discover in the future.
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THE NEED FOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT

An inyited.keynote.address to the.
-Natitna1.Workshop on'Television -Youth

by

Patrick L. Daly 2

-Vice President, American Federation of Teachers

$00porning. Ever since receiving this as-lInment, my pleasure in

viewing television hasVeatik.diminiShed. -1 used to--WatChjilA-Srti -and-,-BARNEY
MILLER with a- ind of simpleminded pleasure. Now, I am very conscious. of my
viewing -.habit and.Iiaveworkedat developihg my viewing skillS.- i.§ee now
-that-"Hot'Lips". is not just:a big, good looking girl with a wam.heart,' : It is
clear that she is _a.:Victim of"Hawkeye's" chauvinistic remarks. ¢9 The
experithce,,howver, hastieem goddior me. It has forced me to Ithink- about
some....thihgs ._ : simplyshaven't had time to think abOut,ai a classroom. teacher,
This inorning, I. wouldliketo.touch quite-briefly on Some-of the things that I-

-- have had tolthink:about.imthe,past few weeks. ,Specifi4ally*,:i would .like to
Make a fewremarks.aboOthow0Ithink some of the burgeoning, technological
,developments in the _television industry are going to-impadt education' and what
new tooperatioh efforts now maybe needed. I also Would like to make a feW
,suggestions -.on how I thinksomezof'the distance separating the world of the
televfsion- industry-and education can-be bridged. Ahd,ffhally, I- would like
to say a word or twolabout.some problems that I think will face us in the very
,near future.

In the teacher's-lounge of:the higli school in which I teach, there is a
TV set.: Although it is a somewhat. old, black k-And white model, it is in
Perfect working It has been in the lounge fot4,-tweive or thirteen
yearn,- -and it is situated in a corner of the room apart from the mainjwork

, area. There are comfortable chairs and couches,and'even a rug on the floor.
Im_short, there:is every inducement for teachers-to spend part of their lunch

-Period or their preparation hour watchiqg TV. Durjng.the years . the set has

teen 'there it has, asfar 0,1 candetermine been turned on twice. Once, to
catch a Critical 1966 World Series game-that the Detroit 'Tigers won, -sand a

tecon&-',.time. for-the funeral-servicts for Hubertliumphrey--a former Member- of
mY.union,and a man for whom many teachers had a,particular- affection. think'
that the role.usually-played by television in most high school classrooms is
ahalogpus to-the TV set in that lOungesomethibg- nice. to haVe around,
something potentially useful--but,Stmething essentially ,irrelevant to what
.goes:on'in the ClaSsrooM. There of course,. perfectly :understandable
reasons why',teachers doWt watchTt in thelbunge. They have more important-
thirigs to 46.) For one,they:would'Orefer td:talk-tOtheir- colleagues 'during

--their half -hour lunch break -and during the hour they have for preparation-of
classes,. -Hut even 'if a teacher-decided to .use a TV set in the. classroom,
would e impossible to do so, PecauseaSide from the set. in the:teacher's
lounge--- there-is 'no.other set in the building! There- are in

hoWeVer,- 2Q Movie' projectors, a great array of phonographs, tape recorders,
cassette recorders, DuKane projectors, and, at last count, severi computer
temhinals. 'It is not that there hatn't been a TV set available- because -the
distrittca- t -`afford it-or because requests for one haVe beenAenied,arid, it
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certainly hasn't been because the teachers L. work with are.lacking in
innovative ideasor.creatiVity.: tie haven't had a-set:available for: classroom
use simply becausem One felt any.particular need, to have one.

Daytime commercial TV is, for the most part, irrelevant to the needs of
Secondary teachers. The daytime programming of children's shOWS, game shows,
soap operas, interviews, etc.4.has only a marginal- utility- for a class in-
.English, chemistry, accounting,tc. The fertile field of high schooLuse, of
course; is the array of prime time programs. Until recently there.* have been
seemingly, insurmountably handicapS for secondary ',teachers seeking. to
'capitalize on what TV has to offer. One might assign a:program to be watched
as homework, but it simply was not the same as a regular homework asSignment.
Homework. is, hopefully,- ,something that students go..off and complete by
thethieliies. with 4' minimum of interferen6e by other fanily menibers.-. A TV
,ASsignmentis something different.

JO Some households watching a TV:program is something that has to be -
negotiated with other members of the family. In talking to my students,
however, who might beescribed as very middle middle class; I find that in
many households two TV'sets'is the norm, with--many households having three or
Thur sets. I found five out 0135 who said there 'were. six: functioning TV
sets in their homes.,:01xvibusly; for thete StudentsN :--negotiating'to-Watch a
program is not usually aOroblem.

.

,,,A major difficulty.in assigning an evening TV show, however, is that
there is a lapse between the time that the student watches the program and the
time it is dismissed in class. If a'student has read a novel, he has the
novel right there in front of,him to refer to as discussion takes place; but4
until very recently, this kind of immediate feedback has not been possible
when utilizing TV programs.

Another difficulty in assigning TV showS has been the inflexibility Of-TV
programming. The program that was scheduled for'8 p.m. had to be:watched at
exactly 8 p.m. Anyone who knows anything at all about 'high school students
k6Ws that they are a very mobile group-and the older,they get, the more

, mobile they become. In an average,hfgh, school senior class,'I would--estimate
that ,close to 75 percent of seniors hold some kind of job which they have

--

obtained- eitiher on their own or through ajob.placement program sponsored by
the school. I realize very well that the situation is quite different in many
inner city schools.. If they get the 'oppOrtunity, most older 'high school
students' want to work and do work. The Puritan.WOrk ethic is alive and well,,
inhigh idtools despite what you -may have heard--at least in terms of work-for
pay. Work to broaden One's intellectual horizons Still seems to.encounter the
Usual resistance. The demands-of a job, plus,the mobility afforded by the
ownelliblp of 'cars, has made it unrealistic to assume:that it is going to be
possible to get 30 students in an English .class to be 'soMeplace ,and,,be

that students spend decreasing amounts of: ime in their own,homes as they move

stationary for one': hour on a-particular-night to The'fact

through the "grades in high.sChoolliaslade-theassignme t of-TV programs A
frustrating experience for most teachers..:

About. three months ago.a -revolution was wheeled.: into -my school..
you've guesspdi it is a very sleek, multi-buttoned video cassette system
completoNith camera, receiver and all component parts.' The'arrival of video
.cassette. s31tem. in tne::.school,$ has changed. everything. i :7-think it
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interesting that the particular ,system.. my school now possesses was not

aaquired :at_ the- demand. of teacherbut'was.a gift. to the school from last

year class. 1 think there is something significant in that. It

is--just posSible that a generation. so much 'a part of an electronic era

perceives more quickly tha:n.the-a4rage adult the instructional possibilities

inherent. in' this partieUlarlechnologicaY innovation. I think it is pretty

, easy to see how the disadvantages of the usual TV assignment now -MP be
overcome.

me weeks ago I asked the chool "s media center to set theequipment to

videotape the: President's State of the Union adders. I &mit know why, but

there is something. mysterious and just a little unreal about. this machine

turning itself oh--in .the middle dU the evening in a deserted (room and'

recording a- prOgram with -no -humam being.presentsometilkng of an electronic

crock pot. :TV critics might. think that fs a more apt analogy than Ireally

had intended. In the goVerhment class Iteach I. will be-ready to study --the

institution of the presidency in about three weeks.-- the past I haVe used ,

printed copies of the State of the, Union address, to---thoW how the .President

approadhes the performance of this duty. mandated by the Constitution. One

doesn't' realize ,just how dull' a State of the Union message. Can be until it fs.'

read rather than heard. I've- always been dissatisfied with this particular
One loses the impact, ,the-drama that one hears,,amd.also sees on.the

TV screenthe President being announced by the doorkeeper of the House, the

very political walk up the aisle, to the podium', with dozens. of hands ,being

thrust toward the President, the obvious presence of the Secret Service agents

searching even that prestigious audience for any unusual activity. Finally,-

as the speech is being delivered, the TV eye enhancet:the drama and importance
of,the occasion by lingering on the Supreme Courtjustices in their robes, on

the Pretident's family, and then sweeps{ in closer to pick up the facial

reactions of the President's -friends and foes. o what_is being said 'There is

. a vast difference between. hearing and seeing the reactions of the President's

fellow Democrats and reeding the word. "applause" on a written transcript. The .

whole visual excitement Of the event lost Wheh one sits in class and reads

aprinted copy of a speech such as .this.

Now, when I am ready to deal with this particular-aspect or the course, I

will bring in the video -casette and let students both hear and see the

address. I can stop-it at any pdint for analysis and discussion. The video

cassette, in short, becomes a very effective teaching tool. I won't abandon

the reading of the address. In combination with the taped address, it is an

excellent means of showingstudents how the delivery of words and the setting

in which they are delivered can heighten the impact and significance of what

is being said. Also, it can show how thatsetting and delivery might mask a

lack of content, and how style might triumph over substance. I think everyone

can'' see how useful this single innovation can be to the science teacher who

wants to make use of a NOVA-program orN4n English teacher who can supplement

the reading of Shakespeare With'viewing'N professional production of the play

being studied. Now, the time of discussidn can follow the viewing of the

prqgram immediately. -The4wogram, or a_portion of it, can be used when it is

most appropriate. Particular portiOns of the program can be used for a period

of days. It can even be-used for a period of time, be set aside for week,

and then be brought back into the class for whatever purpose the teacher sees

One now can guarantee that all the students in a particular class will

see a program without interference from other members of their family, the

student's job, or the 500 other things from rock concerts and sports to visits
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.:to. the local pizzeria kthat distract a high school student. JAnd:if the student
should be absent on the day when the video'cassette is used in class, he can-
view it on his own at a convenient time in the school media center.

I decided-to spend the past few moments going into some detail about how
just one recent innovation can change what happens. in school. One could spend'
a lot more time than we have today analyzing what is going to happen to
American education once the full potential of cable television and satellites
is realized. Educational journols, .however, frequently carry articles about
some innovation -- particularly a new piece of .hardware--that promises to'
revolutionize education-. After the first propaganda blitz, most of these,

things either disappear, prove to be: much too expensiVe'for the averag0
school, or-simply lock the. inservice training that would enable.-teachers to
utilize the innovation. In many cases new equipment tits unused- because it
has broken down. .Even though there is money enough to make the purchase of
the equipment, there is little or nothing to repair and maintain it. I

believe video cassettes and video discs and all, the .new technology.. and
hardware that are slowly finding their way into schools has an enormous
potential for changing what we will teach in the schools and hOw we will teach
it. For years most teachers viewed television as somethingion the fringe of
what we taughtsomething extra, idMething.that supplemented, that- added to-
what-we-- did.-- Sometimes an unusual-programtkike ROOTS or THE HOLOCAUST' comes-'
along; then mony-teachers use the programs Ilfthe core, the essential part of

-a teaching unit. In -the future, however, it is going to become mach more
feasible to bring television iA from the outer circle of what- we do. The

-programs. might now becomehe core of a-particular teaching unit. Books, of
course, are not about to be replaced. The availability of printed materials
and the familiarity that both teachers and- students feel with such material
makes it inconceivable that print wouldn't continue to be the primary .source
of information in Schools. New technology has simply widened the-options
available to us.

I would suggest, however, that there are three groups who must. play
much more active role than they have thus far -in helping teachers to f ly

utilize these new developments. One would be those who administer th cess
of education, the school boards, superintenlents, principals and coordin rs.

Second, those who manufacture. the equipment. which webave been talking .about.
Third, is the-federal- government which is inoreasing' the source of funding for
-utilizing TV in the schools.

Teachers are much like other people. Things which are new and rather

technical can intimidate them. It is difficult to change old habits, 'old
patterns. It isn't'joing to be enough to bring an expensive piece of

equipment before a faculty, give them a half hour of instruction on how it
might be used, and then wheel it back to the media center and wait for the
flood of reservations that should follow. A few teacherson the staff will
Accept it -as -a challenge and run the risk of falling flat on their, faces as

they experiment with it.. Do you know what it is like to fiddle around ineptly
with a piece of electronic gear before a alassof.17-year-olds.--hose bedrooms
resemble the testing laboratories at RCA?

. Many more teachers.will be: filled .with well meant resolves to.try.it out
than will actually use what is now available, but which is new and unfamiliar.`
If the introduction of this new technology into the schools is not accompanied
by well thought out inservice programs that clearly demonstrate how and where
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the equipment. might be used, the school system is- wasting its money If the
lanufactutvrs of the equipmentrefuSe to take an active role'and to make an
inveitment'in_promoting.and contributing to this inservice-training, then it
seems to me that they will be very shortsighted in limiting the niarket for the
produtt they manufacture. Finally, I- believe.the federal ..government mut
continue to fund- research development and the training of teachers in the
application of new communication technology in the classroom. I _think 'a

cooperative.' eltrt, between- the groups I've mentioned and ,one 'that would
.involveteac- organi izetions)tould result.in Amprovement in education, profit
for manuf urers, and repretent a positive contribution to the public good.

The emphasis I've,placed on theie-new developments in television does not.
mean .. that.. T regard this -asthe sole arena for tooperatton_hetween.educators
and other. groups cttncerned with the impact of teljvision upon children.
Holding- a central spot among these groups are the,networks;.and something must
be Said about our. relations with. them in particular. r think some of the
causes of misunderstanding and antagonism that have marred relations-between
edutator groups and others and the industry are rooted in our i4igistence that
the commercial TV- indOstrybe.something that it probably never can,be,.and*the
TV industry's. miSunderstandin of the role that organizatqons Such,as the:PTA,
the National Sthool Boards Astociation and the AFT must _play in. society. We
'all know that TY networks exist to Make-Money,' and to produce profits for
their shafeholders; for' that,. they owe apologies to no one. In our pragmatic-
way we have created a mixed economic s em within which television services

,

are going to be delivered through -th the. public and private sectors. We
know also that the need to make profi s constantly affects the choice of
content in TV programs and the tree -went of that content. For many of, us
(exempting this audience, of course) that'is the extent of our knowledge abut
the economics of the television industry. 1 don't think that is enough; I

belieVe that those of us who would hope to persuade the industry to improve
the.- variety, content and availability of television offerings and those who
hope to improve the viewing skills of young people must develop. `a much more
sophisticated perception o the' economic pressures that underlie decision
making in the industry.

1 don't want to be mitunderttood. 1 do not think this is a situation
-whee to know all is to forgive all. 1 am 'not promoting the idea thatto
better understand the economic dynamics of the television industry is to
forgive them their excesses. V91 convinced that we give very little credence
to critics who we feel have little basic underStanding tf,how our businesses,
professions, or organizations 'operate. Every union knows that to bargain
effectively, one must know as much or more about the organization on the other
side of the table as, one knows about one's own operation. I think. it is
imperative for organizations like mine and -like yours to do everything
possible to educate our members on how and why the television industry
operates as it does--to understand as thoroughly as one can the economic
forces that shape the industry. '16 turn 1- think the induStry must do a better
job than it has in the past to understand that our organizations' must play the
role of critics if we are to carry out the purposes for which'we were created.
For tie PTA or the Girl Scouts or the AASA not to serve as criticale,ratchdogs
would be to fail to carry out the publit 17service they.were meant 15 provide.
For an .organization interested in the'educattonal uses of television* not to
function as helpful critics can only. mean one of two things. EitlF the
organization finds nothing to criticize or it has been effectively co-opted by
the.industPy it should be monitoring.
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How each of our orgapizations can best educate its members is something
foe each organization to decide. Very quickly, however, I would like to
suggest one method for,prOmoting the kind of alistic dialogue that has to be
the basis for any cooperative effort,betwee: the world of television and the
schools in particdlar. I have been interview d a-few times on TV: I have
served on one or two television panels andbeen,in theaudiencefor one or two
more and have, had a few brief moments of glory in an occasional
"man-on-the-street" interview when one of our locals has held a demonstration
or been on strike.- I would gubss that that constitutes 95 percent more'
exposure, to what goes on in the workaday world of-television than the average
teacher ever has. 7o,inost teachers knowledge. About television largely comes
from being part of the viewing audience. if I knew more abbUt how the
programs my students and I 'are- Watchihg were- created and what kinds pf
techniCal,. aesthetic and economic decisions had to be made:ta, deliver that
program, I would be a much better teacher.
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For a longtime I have had the idea- that the television networks, in

cooperation with their affiliate stations; should help sponsor a series
one -day workshop's for teachers to !pip them develop thekind=of insights into
the industry -.that most of us do not presently have. The 'purpose of. these
workshops would. be very simple, and.itcould_be.twofold. One goal:would be to.,
.educate-teachers on the technical side of TV productiOn. I rarely have felt
more like a klutz than while being-prepped in the TV studio for a TV interview
show. You- are told to look here and not.there, place your,hands this way and
not that way, turn aside, smile, keep your eye on the guy
you,.haVe ten seconds to summarize all your)najor potnts on the fiscal crisis
in'America's urban schools, and be careful not to knock off the little: gizmo
that they have clipped to your tie. And of course the last admonition you
hear before the cameras roll At, "just look natural,and relax." So one sits
there like a-docile booby because this is someone else's turf, and "they" are
the experts. No one really objects to what I've described, since, it is . all

part of trying to get a job done. But I have.Always had the desire to yell,
"Stop!" and then-go around and ask people, "what is'that that you're doing?"
and "why are you. doing that?" I think other teadgErs- are just as curious as I
am about how TV gets -put together.

After a morning spent showing a group of teachers how loc=al programs are
produced and exploring how other people do their jobs; liwodld take them all
out to lunch. For those of you'who do not teach, take my word Yorit,' eating
lunch out on a School day--removed from the sight and diWnctive aromas of a
school building - -is a gala occasion.. For all its rewards, teaching is a very
confining profession, One 'has-very few options for lunch. It's either the,
salisbdry steak in the cafeteria or a brown baiin the teacher's lbunge: Of
course,. -the cafeteria also offers the dietician's latest creation--two peanut
butter cookies covered with marshmallow whip and topped,With rmberry jello.
,It will be lime jello next week. for St. Patrick's Day. In the afternoon
would bring the group back to discuss with matragement spire of the coptern
that teachers have about what our childrehkwatch-nota confrontation or a
gripe sessfbn; but an attempt at an honest dtalogue. I assume that the kind
of sessions I'm proposing have been done ir1 a number of places, but I- doubt

that it. has been done very extensively. How Myth would all this cost? . Very
little. . It would incldde the cost of a substitute for the teacher caOput $35
per teacher), the time of the Station pdrsonnel involved, and that lunch.
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My organization learned a long -time ago that mhen_e job had to be done
ch was too big for our-group alone, common sense dictated that we join'
rces with other groups of like mind to acbieve-common, goals- in' short, to
rm a coalition. We believe in coalitions.as an operating principle. In the
ast few years we heye.made common cause with a number of groups represented
ere today on a varity-of issues, and the experience has been erewardingbne
or.us. My union and the National School Boards Association hold somewhat
ifferent-views on -.a mmber of-significant issues, but it would be foolish for
notAD join with them-when -the funding for Title I programs s threatened,

or not to' join with the PTA (as we did) to oppose a tuition tax credit
)roppsel. I think we are entering e period when coalition building will be
increasingly .irriportant." Everyone here is Well. aware of the financial
difficulties that nowface cities and educational institutions. The shortage
of fundi in many areas.-of e6cation has reached- crisis proportions, and in our

"large cities,,0i:iarticularithe crisis, is- almost a chronic condition. As
belts get 'tighten-0e are-increasingiy going to hear demands that we cut out
the =frills--.7whatever th6§e may be. And frills to many people are the kind_ t of
programs related totelevision and education that are under_discutsion at this
conference. It may seem obvious to you or me theta .medium_ that influences
every facet of ourlives--our politics, our economy, our habits and our family
life7-and. affects these. Oings'with increasing intensityi-demands'our' fullest
attention. Helping Students to learn from and to cope with the audiovisual
images that receive- so much of their atteFErari may seem like a self-evident ,
priority 'to this.audience perhaps; but it certainly isn't one to many of the
legislators and other decision makers who control the. funding for the programs
we promote. I believethat the contacts that have already been made among us
must be strengthened, and that stronger coalttons must be formed .if.whet we
hav ,accomplished thus far is to be,preserved'end if television is to achieve
thetotential that we believe it has-'-to furtherenrich our lives and those of
our children. My-organization, the American Federation of Teachers, is eager.
to join all of you in achieving that goal. I would like to thank the SEDL for
its kind invitation and you for your Attention. Thank you.
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In .the recent past we-have becomd so embroiled in the criticism of
television that in some respects we have forgotten its tremendous
advantages--the rhetoric has obscured the realities.

Today's'television, like any medium, is not all good.: Just as with
nivies, books, and radio stations, not everything-on TV can be justified as
enlightening or informative. However, by watching television' a child" can
still

\
gain a considerable amount of knowledge and perceptions of values.

Television conveys to a child the inner world of human experience 'on a
daily basis, exploring emotions and feelings, like liive, anger, and grief; and
values, like honesty and respect for others. Watching with our childre
allows us, as parents or teachers, to explore these feelings with them in
non-threatening way by using television as a starting point to discuss our own
experiences and values.

Television has an important advantage over other mediathe visual,
entertaining style t uses to present' ideas and information can entice a child

drawn to watch a tel vision proram that can provide equilr en

to watch. Where h4:ight not be motivated to pick up a text ook, he may be
g information or

increase his'curiosity to learn about the subject.

Television can certainly,be improved. Yet we should not allow criticism
of its weak points to, cause us" to lose sight of the broad spectrum of
knowledge it is capable' of .bringing into our homes today. It is our

0111

responsib lity to grasp this opportunity and make it a positive experience for
our chil rem.

Indeed, that is the purpose of this conference..,. to explore ways in which
we can improve television and edutation for hose most important
beneficiaries, our children.

Those of you who criticize television for not being an educational medium
are dreamers rather than -realists. .Television is a simultaneous national,
entertainment, information rand new Medium. And. I underline the word
"entertainment." The American people are television's` collective program
director, and, television programming reflects .theit wishes and tastes.
Television is not--and I 'hope never will be--a self-conscious educational
instrument. To me that implies an elite doing the "educating" of the great
American unwashed. There are plenty,of television systems in the totalitarian
world which are that and only that. I believe, despite the criticisms I hear,
that the, American people love theit television and certainly the boxcar
figures fot'audiences night after night after night demonstrate its, dominante



in American society.

But what about children? n-this group, I suspect, there are people
wringing their hands because children no longer seem to be.motivated. Their
_attention spans are too short. They are no longer disciplined. They are no
longer willing to woeV:hard. They are too distracted by frivolous activities.

To these people the principle arch criminal is television. We are told
that in television' we have great oppoi-tunities which squander. Television
could be a wonderful teaching tool,-if only we would do the-.Job that many
teachers and parents can't see_m to do for .themselves.

To-these-Pei:Pie-I would--Say,-tele011on is hot-compultPry, nor will
ever be. Television will teach only-if it is interesting, stimulating and
fun: Dry lectures, rote lesions, talking headT,---unimaginative and ponderous
presentations are King to teach few children anything. The audience for' that
kind of. TV will be confined'only to those children whose parents force them to
watch. And, while Parents may be.able to force them, to watch, they will never
be able to force them to PAY attention andlearn. Television learning will
occur only by taking the approach of CAPTAIN KANGAROO and SESAME STREET, in
which learning becomes visual' lively, interesting and fun. -,-Certainly the
best and most successful teachers try to make their own teaching'visual,
lively, interesting and fun. Indeed, became so ntnyeyou----havefonowed---1.
those precepts, television and its use have greaily improved in the last few
years.

think extiting oPPortunities for educating by television lie in the
approach of using' the _programming thaVs_ on_televisiorvevery day.--I=can.
almost hear.some of you mumbling"What on earth can you teach- with that
stuff?" People who think that are falling to recognize an enormous
opportunity the fact that televlsion viewing is one of the most .important
factors in ,children's lives.

Let's see-how that's done. First take the easy ones: The news. Not
only can students learn what is happening in their city and their nation and
the world, but they learn something about who runs that city, to nation and
the world. Who commits the crime and what society does about it Local
injustices are frequently pictured and they fire people up and give them a'

chance to talk about those injustices. And while you are doing it, you can
talk about whether television was fair in its coverage and whether it gave
emphasis to one subject over another and why.

Interview shows demonstrate to kids the variety of opinion on the very
same subject. They have a chance to learn about politics, medicine, show
business, religion and sports. And afterwards, the kids can talk about which
people they agreed with and why, who made the best argument, and who presented

weak or false argument's.

And I think I don't really have to present supPort for such things-as 60
MINUTES., and drama shows based on famous books such as ROOTS, or classics such
as ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT, or original dramas such as ELEANOR AND
FRANKLIN, which can be used to teach many subjects: history,.socialogy,
drama, -etc.

0 7
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1 Those are all obvious teaching vehicles. -But there-is another untouched,.
undiscovered load, sometimes called those terrible police shows. Capital
Cjties Communications developed a.- program in which students were = assigned
reading the scripts beforehand and watching POLICE WOMAN, THE ROCKFORD FILES,
QUINCY, and similar Shows. What could be greater heimework asstgnments from
the kids' pointof view? You are'assigned to watch ,a television show you are
probably dying td watch anyway. So how doet that teach you anythingf Well,
the next day students talk about such questions as was the person really
guilty, what was he charged with, did the police treat him fatrly, should he
be punished for what he did, why, arid how much, what kind ot punishment should
be imposed, did the law work? Now what those imaginative teacherS are really

__doing teaching. morality and sethicsi_probably sorne law and_ historyact_im
and directing, using the most denigrated shows on television. But, the r
value is that children are motivated-to' read...because they want to. s

A recent survey indicates that almost 50% of the teachers in this country
occasionally assign the .viewing of a televigion program as a homework
assignment., To help in this effort, various 'broadcast organizations in

addition to Capitol Cities are-producing study guides-for certairi-prograls.

The Television'Information Office, sponsored by broadcasters all over the
nation,: publishes a booklet -ialled.the "Teacher Guides to Television."-tach.

centrates on a ou ti Irg otrallthree networks.-
The description of each program, includes detailed suggestions for educational
exercises and assignments .based.on the, program. k feature on The Miracle
Worker," for example, -might detail lessons on understanding the problems of
handicapped people that can be used in the classrooin after-the chtldred have
viewed-the-program-at-h

The television networks themselves also produce _mViewer's GuidesTM- for
programs they feel can be especially beneficial to children. ,The guides are
available free of charge from station affiliates. =

A nonprofit orlanization.called Prime Time School Television produces.
teacher's guides on programs it feels .are relevant and important.' The guides
Provide suggested activities, questions for exp ration, and resources for
additional study.

Much ke Capital Cities, CBS underwiltes its own Television Reading
PrOgram ipirf which students read scripts before the selected programs are aired,
and= their teachers use special guides to- stimulate class discussion and
activities based. on the program content. A segment of THE WALTONS,sfor
example, has been used as a 'springboard for lessons on Pearl Harbor and World
War II. Again, because the television scripts 'seem especially interesting and
relevant to many students, CBS feels the project is encouraging 'students to
read more than they would otherwise. A survey of 262 teachers in eleven
cities =w ,had used the program indicated that all the teachers were
interest d using it again.

The Parent Participation TV Workshop Project funded by NBC is another
project that seems to hold special promise for valuable broadcaster and parent
cooperation. These workshops have been spreading all across the nation since
their inception a few years ago.



So, broadcasters can make i positive contribution o.the= development of

children through available programming, study guides, reading programs, and -

parent participation workshops. But television is not perfect. We have
definite weaknesses and we can and should be doing an even better job than we
-are at present.

But, let me first explain. The -competitive nature of the broadcast
industry dictates that we 'strive, for large audiences, which makes it very .

difficult for us to carry programs that will not achieve.high. ratings. Most
programs' that do not attract large audiences simply can not be broadcast on
commercial Tv,. even if they are believed to be,orhigli quality and that is a
unfortunate fact to have to face to.

The sensitivity to ratings does not occur because commercial broadcasters
are greedy or hard-hearted. The vast majority of us believe we are
responsible individuals who act in the public interest. We are concerned
adults like yourselves with children of our own. In addition to our concern
for our children and our audiencesAowever, we must recognize: and live within
the -basic economic realities of our medium.

Broadcasters, like other business people, have an obligation to our
..investors as well as to ouetudiences--so there is a limit to how often we can
produce special-interest programming at a loss.

The fact that we can -not broadcast a large amount - of high-quality
Programming that appeals 'only to-narrow audierices is ,lust one-of our problems..
Another weakneis we-have is that too many of our children's programs are
broadcast on Saturday --mOrningt_or-the-late-the. -we need_more_in_prime
time, when 26% of audiente is tompose-d'oftbildren under 12. I would
suggest we establish a goal of broadcasting at Wast one high - quality program
in early prime time each month that is designed specifically_for.children and_-
with more than just entertainment:in_mind..-NBC President Fred SilVerman has-
already,embarked on just such a program with the announcement of "Project
Feacock.m Starting in January, .1981, NBC plans to broadcast*a children's
special every other week in prime time. rr

I feel -We have another fault as broadcatters. It As the-lromotion of

.

.

negative. stereotypes through our reliance on reruns Of-syndtcateCprograMs.---:
Although new cartoons and 'children's programv-are'noW carefully. prodUced..to=
show women and minorities in petitive,impOrtantroTes, the older programs in
our _inventory, like. THE -.FLOTSTONES and MY THREE. SONS, tend- to
minOrities and show women only in traditional-stereiftypical roles.

This is a. difficult problem, because there-is not enough new programming

currently available to fill our broadcast' days, and we have to rely,to a'
certain extent on older programs. Many programs with objectionable

_stereotYPes have been scrapped. However; my, hope, that we will make a
greater effort to permanently retire programs with_negative. stereotypes as

soon as a sufficient quantity of newer programs becomes available;

The promotion of television viewing is another-area which needs reform.
Some children spend too much time watching television, and we encourage.them
to do sir. As broadcasters we try to persuade children to, ;watch' as many
programs?, as' possible because we want our audience levels to be high. But the
time a child spends in front of the television set is time in which he not



interacting with other people, not reading,- not,engaging in physibe exerctte,

and not engaging- in creative or artistic :Play. In other =words, many
activitiet that are essential -to a child's growth and'development become
progressively curtailed as the child spends more time in front- or- the -set.
Sensible limits, carefully 'explained and firmly enforced-by:parents,'are
needed by those children. Perhaps the broaddasters--.should be running the
public service - spots encouraging children to do other things -than. Just watch
TV, and demonstrating to them projects and activities they can engage in, or
suggesting out-ofndoors sportsand-gamei.

To conclUde, I would liketo recommenita few ways ,in which we can work
_ ogether_as_broadcastersi,parents; and_educatorsunitodfor_the_imorovement
children's television...to build efoundation for cooperation.

In order to increase television's positive-effects. on children and
decrease the negative effects,:broadcasters,_parents, and educators must work
together. And we must start ly recognizing each other's strengths and
weaknesses and what we can and cannot achieve-on our own. One of the best
waYkin'which to open up such -a dialogue-is-by,doing.exactly-what we are doing-
nown!-imeeting in workshops and'conferences together to explore mutual needs and
problems. %Tope NAB conducts a national workshop on children's Prpgring for--
stations, e

amm
tworks, program producers, educators, and viewer organizations

every two years, in order _to. promote 'the deVelooment' of high-quality
children's programming. At '-our -last conferenci.we showed over 40 locally
Produced children's showsfroi all stied markets across the.country.

In addition to national conferences, it is probably even -more. -important
that work hop be held on -the Broadcasters*' parentsi-and
educators should form local'organizationt.forthe AdVancement and Improvement

of television for young people. --These 'organizations could be .called
"television enrichment teams"; they could greet regularly to increase
interaction between local broadcasters and .the community. These teams could
improve* use of the television in the classroom and-could also be used% to
teach parents ways to impftve their childrenls critical viewing skills.

The teams could also put out a bi-weekly local newsletter describing
upcoming 'television programs of positive value to children. Local
.broadcasters might fund it; or parents could subscribe.

Broadcasters can` also cooperate with educators through-, the funding'
research into the effects of television onyounT-people. Much of thivis
going on*now, but more canjle done. It is important to stress that this money
should go toward productive researchsome research that occurs now is too
shallow to be of, benefit and can, in fact, be .destructfve.' For example, the

research. used as the ..4basis for the recent FCC staff report on children's
Programming relied on five experts who were asked to.decide the 'availability
of children's. prograns entirely on the basis of-the program's titles - -not on
any deseilptions-_of the4orograms. There, is no. evidence that anyone actually
-watched the programs that were judgedyet it is upon this repUrt that the FCC
is basing its,proposal for rules that would set a precedent for government
intervention into television programming.

Research like this should, =of coursp,:be- avoided but' that should not

prevent us from going forward with-better-constructed research projects.
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ur 'children 'are ---the -future_ of our society. You know that -an know,
ha .None- of us CanTafforCtd ignore-their needs. -We must -tlOselY_--eiMine
he-4 fect_TY--nas on them and carefully__issess- whether our-_overall_ r.impact-

_positiVe, or negative.

We-broadcasters need to recognize our""pervasiveness--ancipower arid- do_ :ail-
-we -64n ti-use them wisely.: Tonight I gave you severill-eXamples-of how we are
doing- this, :from the_prOduction of, better programing_to -the- development- _of
television study guides -and parent paiticipation-workshoPs-:-
.examplesO -areas in which we_ are _still we including a lack; of gob&
children's- programing in prime time, the se of programs with- negative
stereotypes :.and promotion of-- televis ion
actlifties. To remedy ---isoine of. -these- defiCiencies;:_ I- set --some golds _for-
broadcasters inclu4ing- theischedul_ing of more children's programing in -=prime
time, the gradual phasing out-of programs with negative stereotypes and the

__=promotion :on -our own -air..time-of alternative activities_ for-children.--

In return, I -niVe asked that you recognize our limitations as- --a medium.
Our reliance on- advertising..revenue-as-our-sole source of funding-forces us-
emphasize mass-appeal programs that are marketable to advertisers. We -want
you to prod us continually and to help us recognize the areas in which we go.
wrong, but-don't ask that we do the impossible. YOUr input t-is crucial but
should not - -it cannot--be too unreasonable or it will go unheard.

e ill need to recognize that we are not adversaries. Wetoo:often take
marediatOly defensive posture towards each other that pre-Vents us from
listening. Broadcasters,`parents and educators are all in the business

nicaingbutweoften fail _o cormiunicate with eachoother.

Let.us -enter the eighties her--parents, teachers, arid broadcasters
_united --the effort .to e e evisiOn: as useful,- .-educati.onal, .atd

informative as it can .-poisibly,be. With its great :influence and
to

In
virtually, every kmerican home, television has tremendous power -to influence
society and improve the world in which we live.- Raw,. than falling:into the
frUstrations of an adversary relationship, let us use the-next_decade to
cooperate fully for the. publ ici goOd.

W broadcasterspledge to(llsten to your concerns, with clOte attention:
and .serious interest, because. the nature of our influence. On:- future',-,
generations might have a role in determining the success.-or failure of society
as .a whole.- As long as we truly listen to each other--and keep the lines of
convnunication open; I feel we will ,be able to move forward _together. Our
children are counting on us.to enrich their -present--and We are counting on'
them for-our future.:
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would like-te approach my timt.with- you-this morning from a different
_ perspective-1 would lIke to look at _the_ past.: I would like to _ look at the

--- -present. >Then IwOuld like, perhaps, tti,speculateon the TItiture.- Also, 7 I
-_ would like to Make:- this -_ presentation in relationship- to the necessity- for
building coalitions. _

we cannot do- -alone. Getting TjOb" -done- Is
often -dependant upon those-whom we can convince, obtain cOmithentivand front-
whom we subsequently robtain commitment and -dedication tolhosethings_ which we
feel- are -right and-just. And so I offer a perdeption of reality from..three
perspectives: the pasthe present and the future.-

.- Just for a' few,.mo-Mantsw_-please.consider this situation--and I'm-sure-that'
may of --you:have--dontthis before. ',-Yeiu and your-family are watching an action
show on television in which one actor suffocates ,another*Ith a pillow. When
the show- fi ni shectone---of7your:you ngsters-taket--aililloyff rem -the7) iVing
room sofa, -walkt :over to the fitily.. dog, ,and. presses- the pillow- over the -dog
face. Now, the question ise, hat WoulCyouldo?

Many tidies Incidents such as the one I have just recounted really do
happen. k This particular one Was related to the National PTA by a mothefKfrem
a Chicago suburb whose foster thildenacted this scene before -the horrified
eyes of, the rest of the, family; Even worse, the object of _suffocation could
have, Seen a panger'brother or 'a..younger sister. In a. very immediate way,
this' brief ;case history illustrates the fact that there,can be a. direct coutal
relationship between the violence that's seen on television and aggressive,
hostile behavior -by certain kinds of -children. ',The National PTA, through-its
television-project,_wanted to find out if children are being victimizedkby_
constant expOsure to the gratuitous violencton:television; if they are b0pg
tempted to imitate what-, they set on television, and consequently are
desensitized by the tir-utallgy whith:parades- across our TV screens; are they
alsti being made,--so numb thatIthey find it hard to distinguish between reality.
and fantasy r:or. to know that the victims of violence in real life do indeed T:
suffer ,pain? '

Because youngsters send so much fime-witching television, more thanythey
spend in class--and I'm not going to repeat the statistics that we all know
very, very well, and have Iheard-so many times--then what can be tione about it?
-If you add to the mother of hours of tremendous exposure to television the-

, fact:that by the time they reach a Certain age they- have---witnessed many, many,
murderi, not including '*fights, robberies, kidnappings, and other kinds of
violence, you can reach the tonclusion that television's-school of hard knocks
.provides qot enrichment . for children, but training 'in different kinds of



The National PTA did indeed Want iito learn why the tremendous Power -t
television to educate was not being utilized-for the benefit of children, but
rather for their detriment. Why, instead Of teaching positive social- values,
does television offer many detailed - instructions in crime and other antisocial
acts? All of-these questions reflect our :_deep concernifor children and -for
the environment in which they live- tndirow.. And now we'think that we have
some of the answers.

Historically, the NatiOnal PTA has been Concerned about the effects of
maaa ===media on the y rung. but -no medium--of-entertainment-has-eVer-been 1.-as--
,persuasive or pervasive in nearly every home as has television. WS a- _-part
of our environment and of our lives, and it has the:power to either pcillute or
enrich. This is. why since 1968 the PTA has-been focUsing its attention -on TV.
-Initially- were

,o

e -Urging:an tmprovementH in the quality .of TV programming, but
finally we focused onr'soMething-we felt- that we could do something abdut--tnd
that was gratuitout violence in prime' time television. Repeated' petitions- to
the industry to:the Federil'ComMunicationS COMMtaSitri-.-for 'less violence
and better 'programs have, in the past,_ fallen on deaf ears. Repeated-
resolutionS. were offered at our national conventions.- These reSolutfons
indicated a -growing -conCern among our membership with. whit-we perceiied ts'thi*
Steadily worsening- Situation. Finally, it was at our national convention in,
1975 that vie:received-a mandate from our- 6.5 million members via a resolution
whicb demanded that the networks and local stations redue the amount .of

violence' .shown on all-trograms--not-jutt children's shows. At about the same
time national opinion polls began to indicate the public's disenchantment with
TV7vtolencec- ThiS-sMall-voice-had7nOwTgrown-to-a-7Ert0772-perant-7mtjority of
those ,interviewed, boldly stating. that we had had enough.

The National PTA's project on TV violence and- its effects on children was
obviously an idea whose time had come. It was launched in' September of 1976, .

And it probably is the-most comprehensive effort ever undertaken on.- this
particular. subject. The Primary objectives of this prOgram.viere. to achieve a
reductiotin television violence and to piit our attention the reduction of
_other offensive programming. We wanted to affect an improvement in the
overall quality and diversity of the shows, to focus 'national attention on the

Problem$, and to do-something about a. resolution -- carrying a very-clear and

forceful message to our .four target groups: the television industry,'
advertisers who sponse?* OrograMs the FCC, and the general public. We had in
effect said. that we have had enough- television' violence and poor quality
programs._ The National PTA-with its- 6.5 million memberS is determined to see
the situation changed. We said further, that unless we did see- a substantial
and positive response from the industry, there would be a. consideration of
other forms of action, including development of an identification code. for
violent TV programs, challenge of license renewal of television stations, and
even the consideration of boycotting ,-those violent programs and, their
sponsors. Now, we are pleased to say, we have not- had to take those other
forms of action.

_Communicating these beliefs to the public and getting feedback on the
prevailing mood concerning TV violence occupied the PTA during the early
months of 1977; In eight major cities across the country we conducted a

series 'of marathon public hearings obtaining the personal testimonies of, over
SOO people from all walks of life: PTA members and non-members, professionals



and lay persons-, persons from the government, rom the field of education; and
many others. ,The - testimonies were heard by a=njne-Member;TV Commission.- We
wanted to take-aur case to the people becauteIie belieVed that the testimohy
would substantiate what we felt to'bel true : that TV -violence is harming
children and that the public wants bitter programs minus -the brutality. After
50,000 pages of testimony, we found co census with Us and some of'the answers-
-to questions referred to 1'm going to mention briefly the major
themes that emerged- again, I know that this audience has heard them in
Much more detail than I will give them to you today.

The first one that was -confirmed was related to aggression. -Many
chi ldren-- become -more --aggressive- in =their behavior--due-torthe -influence-of
television violence--acting out the hostilities portrayed .on television.
Another theme is imitative behavior. Some young people will indeed be incited
to commit violent acts in direct imitation of behavior seen on Xelevision. We
lc-nowthat =not everyh-i-lif---is going to do that, but there are children and
young people who-are ripe for that kind of suggestion-. Desensitization is a
concern --and we speak primarily of the youth, but'ive speak also about adults.
There it a growing callousness and 'indifference to violence and the sufferinl
it causes, due to the quantity and intensity, of violence on television.
Distortion is. another problem. Perceptions by children and youth of real-life_z_
Problem-solving methods are dittorted. 'On television we see that violence is
a sure and easy way .to solve all problems. Rarely do we see nonviolent
methods used. And lastly, continual exposure to murder, rape, arson, and
assault does indeed diminish the quality of life for both children and adults.

A definition of the kind of TV violence that we are talking about also,
ed. While some violentactiOn may be necessary to story development and
al to-the plot, it's a fact that much television violence is gratuitous

n. e. As such, it is not crucial to the story line and is merely
injecte to provide vicarious thrills to vietiers, to support a weak plot, or
to hold viewers' attention until the next commercial. During the hearings
held across the nation, representatives from the broadcasting industry--both
network and-localcontinually challenged us on the results of the research
done by the scientific community. What does anyone 'really know about
television as a cause of violence or other antisocial behavior in the real
world? But if you remember, Newsweek, February 21, 1977, noted that the
overwhelming body, of evidence drawn from more than 2,300-studies and reports
is decidedly negative regarding the influence of television . vjolence on
chil dren.

The National PTA is not a research group, and frankly we feel that the
full relationship of television violence to increased aggression by children
may never be completely ascertainable. But we have serious doubts about the
wisdom and the risk of witholding judgment or action while we continue to find
definitive data. Accordingly, the National PTA launched its ,first action plan
which was the next step in the TV. project. This began-July 1, 1,977 and
continued to 1978. This initial action phase was a probationary perldod
which we tried to determine if there was some way to do sornethrng about the
impact of television violence on prime time programing. Durinig this time,
PTA members across the nation were directly involved, in an intensive training
program and in activities to make this cause visible to the television
industry, to advertisers, and to the public. At the base of all these
activities was the National PTA Television Action Center from whence came the
focus for this particular program. Certain activities of the Action Center



were planned to involve people in each community, to bring to their attention
the impact on our children and youth. There was a massive letter w ting

e;:t\tcampaign. We supplied our members with names and addresses and told th haw
to write letters 'to local broadcasters. Another aspect wavinstructi n to
parents in monitoring techniques for the shows that were to be viewed by he,.
children, and actual monitoring activities for that six-month period. Parents
reported their observations)and theh turned in their consensus to the National
PTA. These reports formed the basis for the devdlopment of the first Program
Review Guide, which rated the shows and then fame, in Addition, some
information on the quality of the show and an explanation otAhat particular
program. In addition, other- training sessions were-held for the PTA members
and others- in the-community.---The direction-ofthe action plan evolved-from
the recommendations made from individuals who had come to Aestify at those
hearings.

Since that time, he National PTA has releated. five Pro ram Review
Guides--but that was not enough. :The thing that We-felt'we had to .was -to

.-expand -the -' focus of this -particular_ Project. So- -we moved ln :Another_
directioh--toward the development of a TV viewing skills curriculum for
classrobm and-home-use. Work is now in prOgress on a.comprehensive series of
educational materials,:._ both__=_print- and audiovisual,-for kindergarten through
twelfth grade. The first unit is N.Sfecial Effects on Television,'" and that

available at the.end of the summer of 1980.. This subject ,was selected.
for early development of the immediate physical 'danger to .unknowing-

, youngsters- who, often 'attempt-to mimic television action; Work Me begun on
the second Unit,' "Family AwarenesSt! which has been funded by a fouhdation- in
New York.. Ilia purpose of this curriculum is to show students thelallacies in

.

some portrayals of the Americamfamily.- Children see-families-spending little-.
or no time -on day-to-day, responsibilities -of family-life. They see them
solving eVen. the most dire - problems in a very Short:, period -of .time. -These
curricula are not in : competition -with any of the fine curricula that are-being
developed by other's, -but they are -complementary to any of the curricula
:presently under development.

,Under consideration for the future are other modules on persuasive
techniques and characterization. The kinds of effects of television need to
be studied and the inherent.nature of-the medium needs to be '-taught to our
youngsters

A question'that has been asked-during the time that the National PTA has
been-Involved-in thi-s project is who is ultimately responsible for resolving,
the problem of offensive-television prOgramminb? It is, perhaps, the single
most controversial question which has iliminated the project from.the very
outset, and it has been debated heatedly.

'This is where we truly look. at -the abi- ilty to develop coalitions,
'because the blame- is with no -one. It is a_ matter of all-of us, parents,
teachers, professionals, the people in the community and members of the
broadcast industry_ working together. The responsibility must be shared. We
feel that advertisers also-share this responsibility, as well AS the Federal.
COmmunications Commission when it licenses stations which provide, the

-programming. The-airways belong -to the people and it -is we; the people, --who'
must make those kinds of decisions. SO we have the beginnings'of the National
.PTA's Television Project; Where are we Presently in this project? What are
we doing? What motivated a- volunteer organization of over 'six million-



parents, teachers and students to become involved in such a massive project?

Number one, it was a parent's - realization of the...impact.of television .. on

her child. It-was -talking-aboutlt with parents andotherCOmmonityinembers
Soona resolotion:came.toAkt-floOr of a National ',PTA ',Convention. That
reSelOtiOnAave the authority for action and the beginning of the planning and
i0plementation_of,-the project.

Second, it was the realization and concern of parents for, the continued
pervasive influence of this medium on children: We know change Is needed.
But often :bringing about change means additional commitment, additional

_ _ . _ _ _ _
dedidation, and a different kind of discipline--a discipline of diligence to
the tasks, sequential steps to be taken .to intervene at the most propitiouS
time. It means that together in a Community you develop a plan that is
comprehensive, whose purpose is well stated, and that is precise in its goals.
It also means the concern of one multiplies itself into, a Plan whose success
potential captures the energies of what we like to call "the human network"--a
human- network of-people who are-concerned about children. AcroSs this nation
Parents teachers, students, and others in the community joined with in

training .sessions and writing letters. They watched television as they had:
never watched television before. -And they began to look for certain kinds of
actions in the television programming. The components of each program became
very. real. For the first time they saw television in a different light. They
attended workshops to learn more about the industry, and the public began to
know what made this industry tick. They also began to know that they had a
:responsibility in seeing that there was qualitY Programming for their
children. They__learned the meaning of the word ascertainment, and
acknowledged their t'esponsibility to assist the local -stations. They
discovered that the airways do belongto the people,,and the programming must
be done for the convenience, interests, and necessity of the people. They
began to understand how they could bring about change. At the same time,
other kinds of services were being offered. This is an example of the kinds
Itif things that can, happeiwhen you put your shoulder to they same wheel with
other people and you build a collaborative program.

Throughout all the hearings, members of the te)evisiop commission were
told that there needed to be some way-to get infOrmation about television.
So, one of the first things that was imcomplished was the installation of a

hotline in the. Television Action Center. This enabled people across the
nation to have access to A constant source of information. And it has been
used consistently. Also, our. Program Review Guide, the fifth one now having
been published, goes out to a very broad 170ence. There is another
publication' is also sent out--a newsletter which contains information
and results of meetings that are held so that there is a constant source of
information going out to the people who are interested in television '.and its
Potential for learning for Young Children. At Pwsame time; training manuals

. were prepared, so that people would know how to go aboilt writing their letters,
how to go about the ascertainment process, how to 'go about these kinds of
methods and programS. Involvement? Yes, indeed. We have had a great deal of
involvement, and a great deal of commitment. The National PTA has been asked
many times to put together a group of people who can serve as a cri=tical'
review team. Producers and advertisers have come to us and asked us if we
would serve in that capacity for them, so this is another thing thatkis being
accomplished.
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e something else that we must take cognizance of. The
activ at I have mentioned do not stand in isolation. It is one thing
to pay a ion tothis aspect of the television industry and its effect upon
children. But what about some of the other things that are critical at the
me time? What about those things in the area of opposing deregulation of
radio? What does this have to,do with the television industryt- What about
the need to prepare and to give testimony to the FCC on. .public policy issues?
What about- preparing and giving testimony to Congressional committees on
possible rewrites of the broadcast act? .How about the need to serve on
advisory committeesito local _government for the selection of cable systems and
encouraging teleco mmunications policy analysti and decision makers to be aware
of-Ahe-,well-being-of-consumers-as =their major priority?--These thingsi-too,
the public is learning about as they work together in collaborative ways.

Yesterday was a very exciting day in the life of the National Television
Project. As' part of the *present" I' would like to tell -you that yesterday, in
Los Angeles we gave awards to the ten top slims in the prime time t9levision
industry. And- f'd like to share with you now those particular shows: EIGHT
IS ENOUGH which I'm-sure you all know, is, a coptemporary family show that does
a tremendous job of showing the human and humane side of family life, solving
problems and dealing with sensitive issues in a sharing, caring way. The
series characters in that show are realistic and identifiable with members of
the viewers'.own family. A good family role model is portrayed when family
members respect one, another, and resolve conflicts-through negotiation and
discustion.. This is the fifth time that this show-has appeared in the, top ten
of PTA's list and I haiten to add that these are not in any rank order. They
are as I have them 'on'my paper, and I must go back and say that CBS SPECIALS
came first in this alphabetized-order. I'm sure that you all know from PUFF
THE MAGIC DRAGON to ALL QUIET OR THE WESTERN FRONT, CBS leids the networks in
excellent special productions. ,CHARLIE BROWN, BUGS BUNNY, 'FAT ALBERT, and
RAGGEDY ANN AND ANDY mingled with the KENNY ROBERTS SPECIAL and ihfoMative

issues of CBS REPORTS assure monitors enjoyable fare with. insight,.
information, or laughs for the whole family.' This is their second time on
PTA's top ten fist.. CBS SPECIALS, interestingly, have climbed in PTA members'
esteem from two stars, up to two-and-a-half stars, three stars, and finally to
four stars.

The third show was NBC's LITTLE HOUSE-ON THE PRAIRIE. Rural family -life
in the late 1880s, as portrayed in these. sensitive epitodeS, exemplifies
positive human and social values in the family and in the community. They are
heartwarming stories and they make lessons in humanity enjoyable for the
entire family. This is their fifth time on. PTA's top ten.

PRIME TIME SATURDAY, Tom Snyder's weekly video magazine, blends timely
ports on current issues with' enjoyable, informative feature items. The

viewers appreciated the appealing variety as well as the timeliness of news
and feature segments. This is its first time on PTA's top ten list. This is
also PRIME TIME SATURDAY'S first-inclusion in the PTA's Program Review Guide.
I hatten to point out that this is the first time the awards have 'been given,;
although this is the fifth Program Review Guide that has been released to the
public from this project.

The fifth prograM was. QUINCY, which blends fascinating medical concepts,
a humanistic appreach to forensic medicine and informative material on public
health and safety to make this a particularly good program. Characterization



of Quincy as -a dedicated, -thorough professional who is_ willing te fight for
the truth is appreciated by the viewers who find the prograi intelligent-- arid
well produced.- This is the first-time on-PTA's top ten list. QUINCY has been
consistently rising in the monitors' esteem and is now rated four star.

SALVAGE ONE was on that- list, and you know about_ the scientific
information, wholesome values,:and-non,sexist characterizations that appear in
this particular program. Also SIXTY MINUTES appeared in the top ten dn this
Hit for the fifth time. THE WALTON% a loping, close-knit family which
weathered the- Depresion and are now dealing with Wcirld War II by helping each
other and friends, has beerra favorite with our PTA monitors. You realize
that -there are -6-A00-Of- thest-PTAThiembercatroti-thi-fittfoOTiifili-iredoliffthii
monitoring and returning those forms to the TV Action Center.

TWENTY/TWENTY with a focus on peoplels an hour-long video magazine _with
interviews and features deli ring information and interesting issues.

Number ten on our list WHITE SHADOW.- This presents very realistic
subject matter, reinforcenent of moral messages and sensitive treatment of
predjudice. It makes the racially mixed basketball team and their coach
objects of the PTA monitors' praise. This is its first- time an PTAii top ten
list, and this program, too, has climbed from a three-star'place in spring of
1979 and its first appearance in the Pro n Review Guide.

Yesterday was an .important day because we wanted to honor pro s and
n tworks'.produng fine quality programs. It was also an interest ,f4n
t it_

ain_thalast2three

of_our_Pro ram Review_Guides_we_also_have_kept
advertisers. Special recogn on was the meeting yes
Sterling Drug for its major efforts in upgrading its advertisi
Two seasons ago in the fall of 1978 this corporation had b
PTA 'as the most'o-ffensive advertiser.on prime time televis
particular Monitoring period. The achievement of 85 percen 416c

the top quality shows during this fall 1979 season .certainly eients a
significant accomplishment from the PTA's persmitive. In the new Program
Review Guide, which utilizes a different'format, wehave not only the -topbt also the most violent, the least violent,' and all of the prime
descriptors; We would like to send this to you along with the advertisers a
the descriptors of the programs on the inside.' This ts new for us. We were
told last year at convention, through resolutions, once again that more arid,
more people want to have sortie guide to television programing so they can. work
with their children and watch shows they feel are good family viewing. This
is our response to that resolution. And so that is the present,what's
happening oday--,in a very,brief way.

Now let us look to the future. And what do we'' see? Again, in the field
of television, it seems tome, that the general 'public and-particularly those
professionili 'who work with 'youth must do some very specific things. First,
we must all gain an understanding of :.how the television inaus
Indeed, how does it operate? 'What are the ramificattons of that.
We must understand the medium of television itself. We must contin
for quality programming, especially, for 'our yodng viewers. And
implement electronic literacy programs in our schools.
professionals, educators, and youth leaders, all need to understand
of television on children. And to the extent that we are able
guide children's viewing andvdiscuss with those children 'the c
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they see on the screen. The .TV industry must face -the inevitable fact that
television does-indeed have .a profouneeffect on children, and the industry
must -examine its programming to determine if it is diminishing or enhanding
the quality of life in AmeriCa. On the front of the brochure that the
National PTA produced early in the project on electronic literacy was a
subtitle, "A_ New Challenge Confronts the PTA." Any time- .you accept a
challenge, you also accept the possibility that you may fail. You take a
risk. When we're talking about television and its impact on children we
accept a challenge, but we cannot Afford to fail.

4



THE NEED FOR COMMITMENT

An,invited keynote addreSs_-to the
National Workshop on Television,& Youth

-March 12-139'1980

Abbott Washburn
-00missioner, FCC

Thank you. Vim sorry that I wasn't able ;to he here yesterday. -We had% a,
Commission meeting. But I am very delighted to have sat in for a while on one
of the Task Force panels this morriing,, nd': am looking: forward to the
summaries that will follow this luncheon.

They tell the story of Oliver well 11 Wines .once Wheri he was on the
train. The Conductor asked for his ticket and .s Holmes went through his
pockets, he realized-that he must have forgotten it. The conductor said, "Oh
that's all right, yodlook like an honest man." Then the Justice said, "No,
you don't understand. It's not a question of where is my ticket it's where.
am I going?"

I think-this movement, as you called it Charles, definitely
it's ooing. This workshop has no questions about what the goal
-is a media-wise society in which we make-the most constructive
awesome tool, televisioo--the most constructive use by parents
by broadcasters,. and by yoUng people, with the help of
organizations, advertisers and government agencies.

knows Wive-
:The 400

use -of': this
by educators.--
ybuth-serving

For over three Years now I have been talking about this =growing
partnership between educators, broadcasters;2 and parents, working together
constructively, trying to find new ways to improve television and to develop
critical viewing 'skills in students at all ',levels. And obviously, you have
been focusing on that in the sessions yesterday; and today. '.

I was-supposed to.talk about commitment, but I think commitment clearly
is.,'already,. present. What you have been dealing with is implementation,
recognitibg fall the while that this is going to be e-a long process. It takes.
time to devise and mount Programs to change-viewing habits, to', inculcate good
viewing habits, But, it is a very exciting Prospect, and a veryimportant
What you are:looking at here is a new generation of discrimipating.viewers who
are educated in the medium.

"But. why has it-taken -so long to-get-to- this point?"' someone' asked the-the-,

other day. Why are we only, ust now studying how to use TV intelligently,
learning. when to turn it-on and when to turn if off? Well,. we forget, thinknOthatttelevision is a very you medium. It is only 3t-years-olC;commercially
speaking. One wag quipped "Critics should, remember that television- is still
in its infanCy; that's why you have-to get up -and change it so' often."

These are some of the mileposts ,along the. way' to where. we are now.
Michael McAndreir 'worked in PhiladelPhia really pointing the Way to what'ydu
do with TV scripts to teach reading. Rosemary Potter's work in Florida, Lynn
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Ganek in New Jersey, and Elaine Sklar in upper New York are-- more exathples
Then the reading.and:television.programs that have come out of some -of, that
work--Capital Cities'- Program, CBS Reading. Program, the NEA grant. to Camille
Faith over in Baltimore County in that pioneering exercise Over there called
"TV. Literacy." 'There is the Parent Partidipation- Workshop Of NBC under the
supervision of Gloria Kirshner and HEW's decision in 1978 -to award grants
totaling 'II' million for the -. development and testing of critical-
viewing - skills- courses at Aifferent-levels.. The underwriting. by ABC of the
work of Drs. Jerome and DorothySIngerat Yale, developing courses for third,
foUrth .and fifth grade levels is another. The CBS Lil3rary of Congress,
"Read-More-About-It Project" is another milepost which- started here not tong,
ago with the network. presentation- of ALL. QUIET -ON THE WESTERN.FRONT. .Richard
Thomas. gets- up . afterwards and names four books about World War I that,you
might want to read, including Barbara _TuchMaills Guns of-August, -Dan: Boorstin:
of the Library Congress told me, by-the Way,- that-5f all the things he has
done since -he'has -been. Librarian,: he-doesn't think anything is more important
than working-out that "Read-More-About 4It" project, I asked why he said that.
And he said, "because-it touches so many people and it touches them in the
home' and refers them to books." Then there was, of course, the intensive work
of Action for Children's Television, the ParentTeacher.' Assodfation,- the
American' Council-for Better Broadcasting, and groups like WATCH herein D.C.,'
and alltheseother dedicated consumer, groups whose work has made.. a 'big.

-difference.. They have made awards for the better programs. They have kept
--thedonsct-busbeSshigh of- what this is all:- about. And -then ..the many
children's television conferences-sponsored,by the NAB, CBS, National-Council
for Children's Television, NEA--I can't name them all, but never before-.Untii
this last decade have you had this kind of attention to this subject. As-one
reason for it I think we have to credit the FCC's Report and PolidyStatement
of 1974. And Lam very-proud that I had,something to do JEW writing -ate

Alohg with this has been a big growth, as'you know, in. the quality of
printed teaching maprials .explaining. programs, like ROOTS, and EDWARD, THE
KING. and the Shakespeare series..'A lot of this is done by that excellent
organization,` Prime' Time School Television in Chicago. -Some of it is
Sponsored blethe networks; some of it is sponsored by individual corporations
like Mob il- .111e same type of material is in Teachers' Guide to Television,
which-J414t,ft.improved a,great deal. And Glorra-reMindiTme We7MTTi
going:;Porivt years with Teachers' Guides to Television. Then, of course,
thot :e-` i s , the Teiglision Information Office of the NAB andAll the work of Roy
Dirrith atitf- his roWd. Then I thought a very important milestone was the
NationWAssodiatiph,of State School Boards,41n their meeting ofState Boards
of IdUcatitin in.': Hershey which I was lucky enough to attend in October, 1978
and their there to all fifty state boards to. " "encourage parentt to
assume -.'a.,wbrking partnership with the schools in using public and commercial
television to facilitate the formal and informal learning of their children."

L ing-how to handle the media becomes'even more urgent when we look at
the 4trgeoning new technology. For example, 80 percent of the cable. TV

r6syste today are 12-channel systems. Twelve channels seems like a lot =when
you,,.,sit down in the evening to decide what you want to watch. But the new

`tyStems will have 40, 50, CO, even more channels. The other day, Warner Cable
Was awarded the franchise for Pittsburgh. Its new system will have 78
channels. A decade from now 90-channel systems will not be uncommon.



Meanwhile, other channels will be coming into the home directly from
satellites overhead- to a, small dith antenna on your roof or. -on yoUr.windOW
.sill . And then .there .area video cassettes-.of all kinds. and all. - subjects -that:.
will be .available., offering moreoptions, more Choices.

Last week I spent a fascinating :day' and a half -out in Los Angeles
attending a:Tele-Text Conference, sponsored .by-therpublit station.there,KCET.
The additionalterviCes WhICh,this neW-dimention.Can add to television are
almOst unlimited. I was amazed.,bythe'SCope of thote devices. And their
.educationa-1 application is particularly interesting-. At the conclOtion, for

. instancei.of a NOVA program.on the*tolar.system, there couldhbe a follow-up-on
a'teletext segment 16.whichlour child. could' antwer- questions, :like "whith
planet: is the. farthest'. from :the .sun - -Pluto, eptune or Saturn ? ". AndAlr

presting:a little key pad, he or she. Would. interact with the tele-text
machind!--thut changing TV from a passive. to an.active Medium..

*Then too,-there is the ever emerging cOmputer technology which will add,
or is adding, still more °Wens. Computers are interfaCing with the
television screen. It is miming how.rapidly young people today are .able to
master the:, language of computers. They Just take to it like fish to.water.
And they love the interactive character of it, working on the electronic
games,' and all the rest of it. When the time comes, they will see nothing at-
all. strange about ,electronic banking,. bill-!paying,. and electronic mail
service. But I don't believe in.the Oredictidns- of a "paperless society." I
don't think. the lawyers will let that happen. The lawyers want. their ?S
copies, as always.

Now, does all this portend a hazard of information pollution, of
electronic communications overload? Yet, the answer is definitely yes. If
you. think you have lot A lot-now, wait until five years, -ten years, fifteen
years from now. And that's what really makes thisworkshop and what you are
doing here so important. The American editor, Josiah Holland ''wrote: "The
mind grows by what it feeds- on."And there's going tObe so much for-it to
feed on over the next couple of decades that the skill to make wise choice$ is
absolutely essential.- .People must learn how. to -.make those choices
intelligently.

So, there are 78 channels on the cable system in Pittsburgh. What are
they going to 7.-put. on all those channels?. More.-of the same?. 'or more and
better/ I remember Ed Murrow saying once: "no matter'how many communications.
technologies. are invented, it inevitably. comes down to this: someone has to
sit ,down and decide- what to isz and how-to' say itYwhich, of .coriFii7Ts7WhIE.did

o'ruarveYusly -wei

..-.SimilarlY,someone at the:other end has to make the® choice. .te receive.
that -00'00,, We want that choice to be an informed choice, not .a
thoughtless-haphazardOrleaninglest Choice.' As the number of discriminating
viewers increases, '. the quality'of television- fare will rise proportionately-.
So will-the.diverSityOf programs of excellence, addresting the special
interests nand special needs of particular audiences.

a

I. have beenimpra:psed over` the past couple of year's by. the number of
senSitiVe'.'television programs dealing with the of teenagers. The

. . . .

needs today are as .great,-: Or-.greater,- than _those of
-Jeschooletv and grade-scheolert. I don't-think there has'ever been a time in



e history of -this-country when it was quite so tough to. be a teenager. (We
ye a daughter who is almost 16.) For example; on-one evening earlier latt

.

mbOth--I think. it was February-6MS scheduled sobering .docUmentary. :on
teenage Oegnancy called BOYS AND GIRLS TOGETHER, narrated by Harry Reasoner.
Th4tovas followed immediately on the network by a touching two-hour. drama, on
tee age. alcoholism called THE BOY- WHO DRANK TOO MUCH. -Both of -these
excOgdingly useful prograMs were on prime time. Recently, I made a list of 25
40itprograms over the past two to three years:- 'It included NBC's outstanding,
nmplo, WRITING, & REEFER. on which*, Ed Newman was the interviewer and
narrator. This prograin dealt factually and powerfully with the 'alarming.
increase in the use of marijuana.in- the schools.

Jane Pfeiffer, chairman of NBC,.madothe decision to run, REEFER a second
time, and this . time it was.run at 4 p.m. to catch-the afterschool audience.

.

She also waived the rights so that-any school could, copy it by videotape
recordef and use it in the classroom and at Assemblies. = While110.6eds of
schools took advantage of thii opportunity, there were thousands thatIdid.-not.
Yet, every school. .could _benefit by having a print of REEFER.' It shows so
graphically how young daily users--some only in the sixth gradeare turned
into dropouts and .zombies by pot. Any of you who saw that will know the
,impact of it, because Ed talked with the kids themselves. And the kids,- out
of their own Mouths, showed what this does.

So, a 'better coordination is needed. Broadcasters cannot rely on
teachers and administratort to check TV. Guide dr their daily newspaper
schedules to.know about opportunities like'-this:. Educators need to have more
time to plan the -utilization of resources of this kind. Parents also should
be informed in'advance.- .Now, I don't know how that is done, but I know it
needs to get done--and it isn't being done adequately now. Perhaps that is
something .you are already. addressing here, or could address.

Incidentally, -one problem..I have with the FCC's current 'proceeding- with
children's television. is the narrowness of our definition. This isn't Susan
Grogp's fault, because the definition was there before she seized this nettle.
we define it only as those programs specifically designed for children
12-years-old and below. I have suggested, in view of these extraordinarily
fine teenage. programs and the need in that area, that the Commission consider
changing the definition to "programs contributing to the learning experience
of young people 17-years-old and below."

The period of time allowed for filing comments in this proceeding is
still open. If any of you would care to comment, we invite you to do so,
whether it is in on this question of definition or on any of the other issues.
There is a little form that we have, informing people on how they can go about
that in our -Consumer,AsSistance Office of the Commission. Or Susan can tell
you about that. We want your comments, of course,'in that proceeding.

A couple of weeks ago I began getting a bunch of letterssort of out of
the blue--from school superintendents, administrators, and principals, asking
for my ideas about education and television. Dr. Robert-McGill of the Grand

= Rapids Michigan ,Public Schools solved the mystery-by-send-pig_ me this copy of
an ,article in the March, 1980 issue of the Executive -Eddcatbr. In the middle
of the piece are two little sentences of mine about "educators taking more and '

'Moro interest in-the tie-in betwemhome televisidn'and children's classroom
work." That little thing got all. these letters.- I submit that it means this



.
topic- that pebp1Cin the- profession are interested in. And I have .been:

answering ,these, letters personal ly appropriAte._enclosOretl' And
np

aTf
suary..bf. the:-':highlights. of:this:Workshop.. 'preparea,- 1- will be glad .to, tend
that .eachof -these-'; men and women al to.

.

COngratulationt .on a very significant
Me, to come here oday,

and thank you
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CRITICAL TELEVISION VIEWING:
A PUBLIC TELEVISION STATION REACHES OUT

by

Debbi Wasserman BilowSt
WNET/THIRTEEN New York

How many times have we heard "Children spend more time in _front of atelevision set than they do in a classroom?" By now that statement has almost
become a cliche. Yet, it remains significant. For, if children are spending
that much time watching television, it is a force to be reckoned with--not by
ignoring it or condemning it as many advocates insist, but by finding ways to
harness that force, by helpinj children to turn those viewing hours into
adtive, thinking hours.

At PBS station WNET, in New York, we,began working on this approach about
ten years ago. At that time we were coriductiog workshops in schools to help
teachers incorporate our daytime.instructional television programs into the
classroom. Teachers started to ask us how they could help their children
become more active television viewers, how they as teachers could make use of
the student's many hours of prime time viewing.

It sounded like a good idea to us. Children watch many hours of
television, we thought. 'Let's help the teachers turn, those hours into a
teaching resource--not just a few well-produced programs, not a special
Program here and there, but program, all of those hours. How? BYp hg some standard learning skills to television, .by teaching children
analytical skills that they can practice every night when they watch
television at home. For example, at some time all children, learn how to
analyze a story according to its plot, conflict, setting,;characters and
theme. Those elements also exist in most of the television programs which
children watch. Children who learn hOw to analyze television stories for
plot, conflict, ctaracters, setting and theme will not only be better able .to
understand TV situatidm- comedies or dramas but also will be better able to
understand and enjoy the books which they read.

The concept of helping children to understand television is now, called
"critical television viewing" and, in various incarnations, it is being
explored around the country.

The term "critical television viewing" has a different meaning for
everyone. More often than not, that definition has to do with a person's
individual concerns over television. Some 'people feel that there is too much
violence on television, and for them critical television viewing means
developing,,a sensitivity towards that violence. Some geople feel that
children.,4atch too much television, and for them critical television viewing
means knowing when to turn off the television set. And some people feel that
the quality of television -programming is poor, and for them critical
television viewing means knowing how to evaluate the programs.

TO us, critical televition viewing is -all.that
p,e-planned, viewing -schedules: an .aler-ness: to
drawbacks, an.abit-i4

and more. It' includes
-television's assets and

a an ability:to' make..



unique, well- informed judgmentt about televfsion Our task is not. to. persuade:
people to watch- only-TV Orogritsthat are "good" for them, but to :help them-
ci-eveIpp the inner resources for setting their 'own-personal:Criteria &out what:
to watch andlioW.to watch it.

WHAT IS CRITICAL TELEVISION VIEWING?

. television viewing is lianalytidal. 'teleViion ...viewing" or
"teleVision awareness." -More spetifically critical television viewing skills
are:

The ability to analyze what you see and hear on
televition;

The ability to evaluate what you have analyzed- -for what
is, good about. it what is bad about -i- and how it relates
to Your life;

The ability to espress that evaluation -- through something
you talk about, through something you may write, through
something you, may choose to read, . or .through the
.television programs you select.t6 watch.

HOW DO YOU:TEACH SOMEONE CRITICAL,ITELEVISIOWNIEWING SKILLS?

The WNET'staff teaches critical television through national workshops and
print materials. r Our approatk is to ConcentratOn what the viewer .sees and
hears on television- -as opposed to developing background knowledge or
technical expertise about television production. We approach critical
televisicin,viewing.the.tame way. a language arts teacher might_ approach, the
analysis of a novel or -poem: by lOokihg at thepiece'which hat- been set
before us.

More tpecifiCallyt in our workshops and books we ask children and adults
to analyze,. evaluate and discuss some of the many different elements that they
see and hear on television.

The following are some of those elements, each followed by questions,
WhiCh we ask people to consider. The first six elements are literary elements
which children study in school when they learn how.to analyze novels or short
-stories. The last four. are technical elements which contribute to the impact
of the program on the viewer.'

These elements were identified for us by a number of, advisors from the
educational community (educational leaders, suchas-eil Postman,. as well as
teachers-and.schooladministrators), from the:television industry (including
Norman Lear and-Walter Cronkite), and from the field-of television criticism
(Lee Margulies of The Los Angeles Times and Robert McKenzie of TV Guide).'

Literary Elements

'Characters,- Who are the characters in the show? What do they look like?
How do they dress? How do they move? 'How'de they walk? How do they talk?
Books use adjectives to destribe. characters.. What adjectives would you use 'to
describe the characters ?. Why did you choose those adjectives?.
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Settin_. When-and where did most of the action -take place? This does
not jut- mean the ma-or settings, but the minor settings .as well--some of the
places where action mi t have taken place. for-only fifteen to thirty seconds.
Why did the action ta e lace there? Why.doyou suppose the director and set
designer chose these iocati -s What do those locations look like. What Are-,
some of the details that you c n remember from some of those locations?

Conflict. Who is clashing or disagreeing? What are they clashing or
disagreeing about? This includes not only the major conflict in the story,
but also the more subtle conflicts.

Plot. What happeried-in the story? How was the conflict resolved? What
was the order of events, in detail?

Theme. What:-is one sentence that expresses the major theme or message of
the story? What are the minor themes? How were these themes conveyed
(dialogue, casting, plot)? Do you agree with those themes?

Logic. Was there anything in the story that did not make sense? Why do
you su0Pose, it did not make sense? Was it because the story deals with a
fantasy or supernatural situation, because the program must conform to certain
time restrictions, because social convention discourages showing certain
things on -television, or.because the producer/director was. How-
would the story have changed if everything made sense?

Overall Content. Did the story Content interest you? Did you care
about what was going to happen?

Technical Elements

Castin . Did the actors fit their roles? Who else might have played
that ro e? Might the role have been played by someone older, younger,
shorter, taller, of another race? How would different casting change the
nature of the program? Would different casting contribute to or detract from
the theme and the overall thrust of the program?

Make -u_p and costume. Were the actors' costumes and make-up appropriate
to the actors, the time, the place and the situation? How might they have
been different?

Music and sound effects. Was the choice. of music appropriate for the
scene?: DiT-it make the Scene better than it would have been without music?
Were the sound effects believable? necessary? excessive? too sparse?

Special effects. Did the special effects look real? How do you think
they were done?-1164 else might they have been done? Were they necessary?

WHAT IS WNET'S CRITICAL VIEWING SKILLS PROJECT?

We have received-two-year-.-i-of funding from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare to develop seven items. They are:

1.' A. Student Work Text: A workbook and textbook combination has been
eves 'for children in middle school grades which will teach them

tcritical television viewing skills. The student book is



pahjudgmental, relates, critical viewing -skills to language _arts.
skills which are already being taught-in the classroomi'and it: deals,-
-with -generic skills that ian)0 uses with any television program.
The curriculum in book has been tebted nationally and is now
available, for:purchase. (Pub fished by CaMbridge Book:Ce'

A Teacher's Annotated Edition to the student work. text: This helps
the teacher fhcorporate- the student Work-A-TextAntoaclissroom
curriculuM.- It shows:the..teacher how critical viewing can be taught.
with Htelevision equipment and withoUt*equipment.in the classroom.'.
(Published by.Cambridgeaook Company.).

A Family Guide: An eight -page family guide will help parents- Make
more ,positive. use of the programt which their children are already
watching. It recognizes that many parents d9 not -Watch' television,
with their children.-

. 6

4, A Training Manual-for Teacher Trainers: and

5. A Training Manual for Community Leaders: These training-manuals are
designed tip trainers work with either teachers or families to
turn television Viewing-into a positive.experience. In the case of
teacher : trainers, the manuals will help trainers work with teachers.
to incorporate critical television viewing into existing _curricula
In. the case of the.CoMmunity leaders, it will help people such as
public librarians and other kindt of community leadertrk With
families to make:television viewing agood'experience in the home and
to help everybody to get more out of what they're watching.

. . . .

. ,

Training _Sessionsjor Teacher Trainers: and

Training Sessions for Cpmmunit- Leaders: Besides doing national
presentatIWRTW haVe se dote ten sites around the country in which
we will conduct one all -day training session with teacher trainers
and one all-day training :sessionmithcommunity leaders. We will
also be working with the public television stations around the
country as part of our training, and providing them with special
Trainii*-Manuals.

DOES CRITICAL TELEVISION VIEWING WORK?

People are constantly asking us if children. can actually learn generic
Critical television viewing skills which can be transferred

well
reading or,

writing. People are constantly asking us if chiidren:respond well-to learning-
critical television viewing skills. The answer to both those questions is
definitely yes. We tested ,our: print materials and workshops around the
country in the spring of'19.70. Teachers, students and parents in Palo*Alto
(CA), Stamford (CT), Newark (NJ), Nashville (TN), Salt Lake City (OT) and
Lafayette Parish -(LA) used our guides and,participated in workShops with our
staff. In addition, we tested many of the activities in .the guides before
they were included. Here are some of.the things we discovered:
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1. Children can transfer their critical -television viewing skills to
book . Lynne -Breriner-Ganek,_our project.writer, is a teacher on leave frOM
the classroom She Visited her-old-SOW. to test some aatiVities klthb_ a
sixth grade class. Before She began; she asked the students about books
were-reading td see if they'could-tell her about the charatterS, setting,
:conflitt, plot- and theme. They:couldn't. She then showed them a scene from
ALL IN THE FAMILY and talked about those elements as they related to the
televison program. They responded immediately. liynne.then began -to talk with
them about a book they had been' reading in class in terms- of character,
setting, plot, conflict and theme. And we found that most of the children
were-able to transfer that knowledge about TV story. elements imMedlAtely and
without hesitation to books. Before they had been-unable to dis uss those
books'in literary terms, now:they could.

2. Critital.television viewing- can be incorporated into the teachers"
current class. curriculum. The teachers who used-our- materials in the
classroom last-OPI6g. told us how they incorporated them -into r'their classes.
Some of.them taught one critical viewing_condept a day- -about fifteen minutes
a day--and related thote concepts, as they --were appropriate, to other subject
areas- For instancw-, a teacher who taught a unitzon news,.might spend a few
minutes-each day doing those critical viewing activities which relate to
television news.

Some teachers spent one class period a week on critical television
iviewing, In some cases,. they went though our work-text n sequence; in other

cases-they chose. chapters as-they were relevantit other existing- classroom
subjects. . One social studies teacher, foe- instance, used the chapter-on
television persuasion-.in conjunction with a uniton propaganda..

And some teachers were able to arrange a special mini - course ,in critical
.. television, viewing which might last-from one week to one-semester. In those
cases, the teachers related language arts or social studies. skills as they
were appropriate to what was being studied in critical television viewing.

3. Children can grasp critical television viewing skills fairly quickly.
One i activity which we conduct during our workshops involves observation. We
shovta scene from a television program to the participants and ask them --to
list all of the visual details they saw and the sounds that they heard.
During, one workshop in Nashville, 'Tennessee, the children became .-so

-enthusiastic about enumerating those details -which they saw and heard that we
had to ask them to pause for a moment to give their parents and teachers--time
to speak. Another 'activity involves discussing the theme to a television
prOgram ertommercial.-. In Palo Alto we explained the concept of "theme" to
the children and then- showed them-a commertial for a breakfast cereal. We
then asked the children- "What is the theme of the commercial?" Naturally, at
'first they noted themes like, "buy our cereal; our cereal-tastes good;" but in
a veryftrief amount of time, they were also adding themes like, "women serve
breakfast to men; breakfast can be fun; families should eat breakfast
together."

Time and time again, we discovered that children were quick to understand
critical television concepts -and to relate them directly, to television
programs which they saw. We also found that children -were eager to learn how
to analyze television. This quick response led us to feel that perhaps we are
not teaching the children anything new after all; we are simply helping them



to organize and express `their thoughts'
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triticalJeleviiion Viewing: isnOt kpanacea. Its use will- not.. suddenly
turn eVeryone into incisive cOt)01 thinkers or- avid readers.- It can,
however, help improve family commubipati!ohs, provide teachers with-`a classroom
resource, and help children tor-hake' more Wormed decisionS about their
television. viewing.

We teach children how to read bOoks--how nalyze a. novel or a poem and
how to discuss the concepts presented in N-W, let's teach -them .how to
read television as well.



CRIT ICAL. TELEVISION VIEWING FOR ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL STUDENTS

by

Charles R. corder-Bolz
and

Lois Pesz

Southwest EducationAl De4elopment Laboratory

Most children are regular teleiision viewers by the age of ,three. Some
preschodlchildren would rather watch teleVision than play with their friends.Television programming can have many different effects upon a child's life..
Television. greatly expands children's awareness of the world around them.
_Children,of the television era are more knowledgeable' than the children of
,Previous .generations. in a variety of topics including symbolic and visual
communication, social issues, and historical events. For example, childrennow know about more. the working world, and they gain most of their
occupational knowledge from television. However, television is not

, necessarily a neutral force In our. society.

While it is difficulteto imagine what life would be without television,
.social science and educational researchers have recently been able to identify
at least some of, the ways television affects its viewers. With young childrenas regular Viewers, the television industry integrates, them intea mass
communications. community. However; many-young viewers fail to,gain the - -full,
benefit of tele ion.- Moreover, students, especially young students, can be
negatively influe by television.

The negative effects, are largely. due 'to three',components- .of the
teleVisiOn-viewer interadtion. teleViSion is a comOnifcatiOn medium
and thus iSsusceptible- to distortion. The events, characters, And, actions-
portrayed,- .whether -_in a news program, a,doCumentary, a comedy,-dr a dramatic
presentationt..tanneVer be totally realiancfrealistic-,_but rather are part'' ofan unavoidably distorted, -abridged- presentation of realty.. Seciand,
television, for the most part,-it'a commercial industry in .America and .thus
must° be- responsive to commercial pressures-. While many television -.

professionals would rather use: '-the industry as -Vehicle- to..bring many
enriching programs into oedple't lives, they -do .have to contend -with the
economic necessity of -television programs'. ability- to attract viewingaudiences, Third,. young childrenbecause., of their incomplete cognitive.
development, often. fail. to realistically interpret'.portrayals -fn. television
programs and commercials. For example, young,Children infer that a television
character did something bad if something- bad hapPens.toHthe Character' as a
consequence. Also, children are unsophittitated!. with regard to thedifferences in many formats-used in television. advertising.

.Students" critical.` viewing, and -evaluation. ,of televisfw content isfundamental .if televisioniis-to be a ooaitive'contributor to their lives By
tompailiigtelevtsioni with bthertodrPes.of information, students can become

-more sophisticated consuMers.of_teleVision... Students will be-.able-to begin to
14ecognize,imc(VPrectate wellA,xAcuted.teleViAlon_progrAmmingtudents.Hvill'
be able to_ identify end incorporate infOmation* and ideastlreented on



television. Students will be able5to more accurately discern the elements
truth in television commercials.

The task of t hing critical television: viewing skills to elementaryschool studentS ifficult. In order to teach children to driticallyyie*
television, :twohmaror elements of,chljdreetAnterattion with television. need.to be 'addresSed. (.1i)rst, Iflutlf:2407',Ohjldren'stelOision viewing behavior,h4bitual. Viewing, habits areAeVeloPeb over time in response to, the' viewing
environment- to be very resistant to changeResearch inhabit,
develCOMent'an&dhange indicates that a change in the'environmentiover A long:perfod. Of. time i s .-'nedessAry to change habitual:beha.ViOr Second, critical
television viewing skills incorporate critical thinkingtkilltheA0neralinterest in teaching thinking skills to students has ,declined becausOtliAS
become apparent that suchskills-Art not easily taught, especially within the
tifrate-of'a feiirdayt,' weeks, Or even months. The acquisitionof-reasoning
skills. appears to'be'acumulatOe maturational prcidess-that occurs as ,a resultof an increasing use -of: such skills in a variety ofsettings. Because of the
Characteristics of these two element$'1,.,any intervention to enable'Andencourage. students 'to use.

of
-Viewing-skills'imill requires a locally

a. active,effort*er a- period- 'Of many: months. Previous effOrts-lb--teAdh
!PPCific criticalvieWing-skills_. for-example na time perip0Of.alew'weeics
have been unsuccessful.

The USOE Critical TV Viewing Skills Pro ,ject

The Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (SEDL) under a two-yearcontract with the U.S. Office of Education has conducted a Program designed to
teach critical television viewing skills to elementary ,school students.
outlined by the U.S. Office of Education, the program focuses on eight primary
television viewing skills: (1). ability to distinguish .program elements;-(2) ability to make judicial:Is use of 'viewing time; (3)- ability to understand
psychological implications of advertising; .((4) ability to distinguish factfrom fiction; (5) ability. to' recognize and appreciate differing views;(6) ability to understand content of dramatic presentations, public affairs,news, and Other -programming; (7) ability to understand style of dramatic
presentations, public affairs, news, and other program formats; and(8) ability to understand the relation between television programming.aneprinted word.

The philosophy of, the project has been to reach elementary schoolstudents directly as well as indirectly through their parents, teacherS, and
leaders of youth organizations. A long-term effort is required in order toteach students critical TV viewing skills. Teachers and parents who have the
primary opportunity to have an impact upon students are necessary to the.success of this long-range effort. Therefore, materials and activities have
been developed not only for stents, but also for 'parents and teachers.
Furthermore, trainining manualS'Land workshop materials have been developed for
education, parent, and youth leaders'who tan train other parents, teachers,and youth-serving professionals.

Three specific tasks have been performed to reach students, their patentsand their teachers.

Curriculum materials for students, parents and teachers have; been
developed, field tested, and revised;
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orkshops-and'training MaterialsilaVe-beenr-provided-. _ _parent education, and youth-serving orgahizatiotis;

-National . disseiination of ,the mi e laJS-_has been
'Conducted.

Emphatii has -bed placed upon specific materials :_and_ dissemination_ _ _

approadhei_desighed to -reaeh-a,wide range_ of_ spdioecafipmicieVelt_and_cUltura
_-..41gn

The,;objective;haszbeeh;to,makItize-the4toadtfof7thelifoeCt176'aTT
relementary _school students,. including studentsAh-poor-rdrat-and=poor-urban
settinpl,who-are usually,diffthlt to-reagiL

A
_

Curriculum Materials
1

-Materials for _students, _teichers,_ and__Oarents_ were -_develoPed-
acd-ohinodati the particular needs of each of three kinds of users students,
:teachers, and parents. The-Mat&ials are designed 'for individual 'or` group use'
at- school or _at,home,and require little or'no adult supervision; espeCiaily
for the older students.

Student Materials. The philosophy-.of the student-materials is to
increase stunts' -awareness and understanding: of television at a level
appropriate for the cognitive skills with specific materials which are
naturally interesting to students. The materials are_misually attractive-and
subttantive bbt simple to understand. Both fairy tales and realistic
storybook characters have been developed. Through- charming 'stories and
interesting games, young students are introduced to-a- variety of TV viewing
concepts.. In the fairy, tales, these concepts are interwoven subtly with the
adventures of the make-believe characters.- In the more -realistic storybook
series, the characters serve as models for appropriate viewing: behavior.

THE FROG FABLES feature See-More -Frog, a delightful character, who setsout. to "see more" of the world and to learn about something called "TV.1
Through a series of adventures and-misadventures, See-More meets Tuner-Fish as
well as some human "frog people" who introduce the reader to-TV terms, .

programining techniques, and the use of TV program guides to plan viewing time
There are three stories to be read sequentially: SEE-MORE FINDS A FRIEND,
'SEE-MORE FINDS OUT THE FACTS, and TUNER'S TUNE-IN GUIDE; Each story builds on
the previous one The readerprogresses along with See-More and Tuner from
knowing only that "TV is something to watch" to learning about the many people.
and pieces of equipment necessary to produce a TV show to understanding how
and why commercials are made.

-
THE SLOE STORIES relate the activities and experiences of an average8-year-old suburban child. Ech story is separate and is based'on findings of

research on children and television. SUZIE'S BROKEN TV deals with a child'sfrustration when "therek nothing to do." While the family ,TV set is in the
repair shop, Suzie rediscovers her neighborhood friends, her bicycle,, her-.

.parents, and the art of conversation: SLOE MAKES T6E,MENU conveys the
sometimes overwhelming impact of advertising aimed at children. Suzie triesto plan her family's weekend meal from those products she sees on TV
cOmmercials. The TV takes over and Suzie ends up with a weird menu plus a lot
of food for thought. FAMOUS SUZIE'finds Suzie in the spotlight as she and her
brize-winping safety poster are filmed for a TV news broadcast. However,



Suzie iS. mayed 4to find that,what people_sei3On the_TV, news is not always
the whol story:' Her parenti.Use meliatiOn techniques and a lot of patience
to help_SuZie understand-TV news reporting, editing, and visual interest value-
of stories.

STORIES _FOR SPECIAL AUDIENCES featurerealistic' children from variousethnic=, and- 'socioeconomic. _backgrounds as -the. main characters. While the
characters-have spedific environments and different outlooks on life, their

. stories-have Universal appeal. A COWBOY COMES TO DINNER s-a-humorous account_
the -misconceptiqns-an-Indiargirand-li&-hei-fr-lefid(whb lives on a ranch)

have regarding each other. Their preconcelyed_notions and biases -are based on
their most prominent-means of information--the TV's distorted portrayali of
cowPoys and Indians.

-

The TV FROG LOG, illustrated with the-same delightful cheracters as THEFROG FABLES, complements the-lessons learned =from these books. _THE FROG LOG
encourages planned and elective viewing habitt. Symbols for different types .

of shows help children identify program formats.. As an added attraction, they
learn to read, write, and plan, too.

The TV DISCOVERY GAME with its bright colors =and TV-related graphics Asdesigned to be played while watching, a program that tells-a story. Question
cards are divided into three decks-one for younger children -, one for Older
children or adblts, and one for commercials; Each player picks a question in
turn. If the player can answer correctly or-make-a-judgment,-he-or-she moves
along the "road to discovery" about television.

Teacher'Materials.- The philosophy of the teacher materials is
encourage3nd assist teachers in using television as an educational resource.
It was felt that while teachers likely would be -resistant to 'teaching TVviewing, :they would be very receptive to attractive supplementary materials=
utilizing television-viewing to` teach educational' objectives of their own
choosing. For example, students-. can learn English grammar by watching for
grammatical mistakes on TV commercials. When teachers and students usetelevisibn' in specific educational. tasks, students learn to perceive TV
differently,, begin to evaluate-TV programming, and 'realize that TV is animportant educational' resource. With this rationale in Mind, SEDL designed a
compact- set of TEACHER CUE CARDS that suggest ideas of how television can beused to teach areas such as language'arts, math" concepts, geography, history,
science, health, end social studies. The cards are color coded according tosubject matter. They, 'list the TV viewing skills to be taught, the basic
skills with_ in the subject that will be, taught, and give ideas for activitiesor discussion. Each card is also labeled for grade appropriateness. Teachers
are encouragedito_adapt, expand, and add to the idea cards. The TEACHER. CUE
CARDS alsb -refer to other SEDL. critical TV 'viewing skills materials for

children which can be used to further enhance the activity or study. Although
information about televiSion- is pre5ented the major emphasis.is on helping
the teacher achieVe the eduCational.objectives she or he has set for thestudents. In this way it is.thought that teachers will use the materials, the
students.will realize a greater benefit from the materials, and the students
will learn to view television critically.

Parent Materials. The philosophy'of-the parent materials is to present
ideas-EriakteleVision viewing at home a positive part of children's lives. -

The materials are bated upon the assumption that parents are doing .a good job
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of parenting, that 'parents have differentr parenting- styles and approaches, and
that parents have varying-- amounts of time available to Anteract with theirchildren. 'A positive approach is used rather than one which puts the parentsthrough another "guilt trip." Guides for-parents in the -form of a% set of
family-oriented- newsletters entitled wTELEVISION: A FAMILY FOCUS" have been
developed:, Each issue has 'a basic theme concerning one aspect of children'sTV viewing'.- On this theme there are one or mdre brtef articles for parents
with "how to" emphasist These articles may be_adapted by parent organizations-
for programs or leaders of youth organizations who are utilizing TV viewing in
their_programs.--Inadditioni-each- issueincludes
family. Some issues have TV Bingd games which help everyone identify
different program eleMents. Others have word games. In addition,- there arepoems and suggested activities on each theme.. Titles of the five issues are"For Parents Only: Learning to Use TV"; "What is Your Prime Timef"; "Learning
TrorrITV";"CopingwithCommerciale;and"PuttingTVin-Perspective."

A TRAINING MANUAL for teaching critical TV viewing- skills has beenwritten for all those adults -- parents, teachers; educators, church leaders,.
and Youth leaders--who have an interest-in developing workshops-for interested
adults in their communities and organizations.. Besides a short chapter on
basic philosophies of adult education,- there is an overview of the SEDLproject, a Comprehensive chapter detailing results of studies on. __TV-and
children, and a bibliography and' resource list. The main 'portion of theTRAINING MANUAL. includes specific ideai for workfng with each of the target
adult groups--teachers, parents, and youth leaders._ Sample _activity_ and
workshop scripts are included in each category. The book is designed to be
used in Part or in whole to effectively disseminate the teaching of these
important skills, to children. )

Dissemination and Distribution

A, major element in' the SEDL project is the effective.. national
dissemination and- istribution of the curriculum and training materials, Many
good educational and public information materials never reach their intended
audience. Two major reasons appear to cause the lack of success of many
materials development and distribution projects. First, materials developedfor a national audience often fail to address people's particular needs and
thus have a distant and remote feeling: 'They're great, but I don't needthem." Secondly, such projects very rarely have an organization or network
that reaches the grassroots nationally. These are both major,, critical
barriers to successfully teaching elementary school students critical TVviewing skills.

SEDL has attemPted to'overcome these difficulties ,by collaborating with
national' education, parent, and youth-serving organizations. Many of these
organizations have assisted in the development of the materials by identifying
particular needs of their members. Many organizations have also provided
informative evaluations of the materials. Now many of the organizations are
assisting inins. the dissemination of information. While . each organization
operates differently and has its own policies and priorities, they
individually and collectively represent a communication network that can reach
literally tens of Millions of students.and their parents and teachers, andprovide informational and educitional'services to children and families who
often .are not rea ed by such services. Therefore, the SEDL project hasinves d a grew deal of time in collaborating with many organizations which



-directly work with -studentS,-parents and teachers.

To keep- these organizations and interested individuals apprised of theproject's progress, a_ free newsletter, "TV Viewer," 'was developed-and
published periodically. More recent issues have also featured other critical
viewing skills projectsland research. Fifteen issues have been published withtbelast issue mailed-September. 12, 1980.

Public. The media has __been extremely,interestedand hashe1pedto
e7--7-79-nformat O-n----abbI-ft-7thTW6jeot'.'7C8S,T- Morning News taped 'a

four-minute-feature-which aired- May 29, 1979'; The New -I York Times has had_----Several:f4rtic1es, as have several major -magazines.-76 aWdrelon,-,--te Chan inTimes seht_a 'feature _writer to the National Workshop:On- Television and out_-.
5-be,'_ wrote an article based on the workshop that appeared in the August. 1980
issuewh4th contained much of the SEM Family Focus Mater.'ials. Daisy, theGirl Scout _magazine, _published=:"Suzie-MakdsTthe-Meridandthe-editor-plans to--other _stories and materials. The Girl Scout Leader magazine contained -an article on television and

-Pu_blicatiOns-''af"--th-e-IAMeridan--Pederatioltl'of,Teachers,--'8bySr-ClUbt, _ Camp Fire,
, Parents Without Partners have had articles about th-e project. Thewell-known '-professional magaiine, --Teacher, -has had: two articles : about theproject in Ritter's co and. Instructor, .another widely read---

teachers' magizine, will carry an article in the November

'..ThrainingAll'anualand==the -order --form-have-been- incorporated into theSpeech Communication Module of ERTO__:-Olearinghotise for Reading. andCorimunication., An additional resource pamphlet entitled, "ResoUrces-,' -for.Television':-,inEdudation,"" which Mentions the -SEM project, has been publishedand distributed to teachers by the Research. and -Referral' service at -Ohio StateUniversity..
. .

Field TeStin:,..- MaterialsHirtlield' test form were distributed -nationwideto: he 'hundriU teadhers and fifty families. Their participation has
undoubtedly raised their awareness and effectiveness , in teachinv_Hcritical
television :.,viewing skills. One 'teacher in- Not Jersey became enthusiastic
About the materials,. that she callecFthe'newspAper'with----,her storY-, which '.:: was
subsequently published.. -In:general; the results 'indicated. that the materials ,.
are very effective in teaching critical TV viewing skills.

.

Another factor which has, aided' the distribution of the materials was thedecision to place ythem. the public domain, and make- them available, to _--organizations : and individuals in.. several Ways (1) ,:c-ameratready copy of the:materials. at cost, or (2) __printed -copies- of_ -material cost.Organizations were -encouraged to reproduce the materials. It was thought thatthis method --would'make materials more readily available to organizationsmake
-..to special populatiOns, -.such: as poor urban and rural -families.

,

Workshops. Workshops, too provided the opportunity to disseminateinformation and di stri bute materials. One of the primary objectives of thesecond year of the Critical' TV viewing skills project was to -train leadersparent,' teacher, and youth organilations- through:: workshops. Real izlngthat itwould be difficult to reach,.children-directly.and,.T-that-changing-.Viewingjhabits.-would be a -slow_ process, strong emphasis was placed on teaching --teacher,
parent and youth leaders who have suttained.ccintact.with. -yoUngsters, and who.



in turn could teach;critical TV viewing skills to children over a prolonged
period of time. Hopefully; these leaders would also: train other adults who
can -work with children.

.

To accomplish this goal, twenty workshops were planned and presented at,
, meetings of major national organizatons having impact -on youth. Each workshop
Was tailored to meet the specific needs and interests of each of the
organizations. Information was given about critical TV viewing skills and
other research_studies dealing with television_

for-ustng-the-SE0L-MiteliTS--in the framework of the organizations's programs.
Participants were also taught hoW to train others in the use of the materials.
A special twoilaY workshop in March, 1980--the National Workshop on Television.
and Youth--provided materials and information for key people in education and
youth organizations, the television industry and government.

Summary

Television is, a major force in a young students' lives. It is importantthat television be a positive contributor,to-children's academic and ,personal
development. Thus, It is important that children acquire and use -criticaL.
television viewing skills; The best approach to enabling and encouraging
stAdents to use critical viewing skills is through their parents.and teadhers.The SEDL materials for teachers help the teacher achieve established
educational objectives. The family materials provide assistance with specific
aspects of family environments.- The materials-for-students are naturally
interesting to students.

While it is important, that the curriculum and training materials be.
effective, it is equally important that the. materials reach students, parents,and teachers. With the limited funds available, SOL attempted to maximizethe impact of the project upoti elementary school students throughout-the
country by'obtaining the advice, cooperation and assistance of national andstate teacher, parent and .youth organizations. It is hoped that thecurriculum and training materials will effectively Address' the -specific
concerns of parents and teachers of elementary school students so that every
student wIll benefit from the protect:



POSIT-IVE- USES".10F,' TELEVISION-ICTHE-CLASSROOM _

'Linda M. Kahn

and

-Thomas Rosenbluth
--Prime-Time-School-Televisioo------------

Clearly, the time has come to inake constructive use of evening television
and to stop regarding television as the, enemy. Television can be used to
discuss substantive,issues,-social problems, and to, build critical viewing
skills _in the_T.schools. _and ,in _the nome._,Our_remarks_are_written frow_the.____
perspective of an-organization-that'work with teachers to utilize television

classroom as-an-ongoing resource. 4

For the past ten years Prime Time School Television (PTST), a
Chicago-based 'nonprofit educational organization, has been working with
teachers to make positive use of evening television programs. PTST develops
teacher guides for outstanding television specials on commercial and public
television networks. The guides include a synopsis of the program, disCussion
questions, student projects, and resources. The idea is to provide teachers
with ways to incorporate the use of the program in their classroom activities.
The guides are-distributed regularly, well in advance of the air date of the
program. Typical programs include ROOTS, FRIENDLY FIRE, MYSTERY!, ANNA
KARENINA, ONCE UPON A CLASSIC, ABC AFTERSCHOOL SPECIALS, and ALL QUIET ON.THE
WESTERN FRONT. Elementary and.secondary school teachers receive the guides
directly or in Media and Methods, Today's Education or Learning magazines.

In addition, Prime Time also develops curriculum units which utilize ill
types of, television programming and commercials. For example, in the PTST
economics unit, a situation program like ALL IN THE FAMILY may be used to
discuss an economic concept like supply and-demand& In one episode Gloria
prepares "chevalle a la Bordelaise," or horsemeat, when the price of beef
becomes more than the Bunkers can afford. Students log such information'from
-television and use that information as they- begin classroom discussion of
various economic concepts. Lesson Oins and student readings provide
additional information. In both the program guides and the curriculum units,
our- main goals are to utilize the program information and to make the viewing
experience an active one.

The first stew involved in utilizing television in 'a positive fashion' is-

a change in attitude. There is a prqilent and somewhat elitist attitude that
television, ard7)ther popdiar arts for that matter, are somehow less valuable
than works that appeal to smaller, more specialized audiences. Rather than
regard television as some-type of cultural blight, it should be accorded the
same respect that is given to the written word. In fact, television demands
this respect simply because of its social impact. The average student will
spend almost as much .time in front of the.television4set as in the classroom.
This does not mean, necessarily, that television should be elevated to the
same -level as Shakespeare, but it should be approached with the same critical
seriousness.
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If, we approach television with an open mind andthe:-realikation that an
aesthetic standard is-just as-100ortantfor television as lt is for_any other
-art,-then-pattiVeLiatchert slouching-An front_ofthe-Setcan become :a- thing df
-the past. Ohe of the .major barriers to-,using teleViSien,jducatignally-is that-.
not enough people:.takelt)serioUtlY. This-attitude-'-affetts. viewing habits.
An opera aficionado does net,gorto a performance of Wignet'and carry on a
conversation -or read:his,newspaper. Only when viewers- begin- to think- of
teleVition as an art form -will they learn to be attentive, active watcherS:

.---,:Teichers'.or,parentscan,playa_major_role_in_energizingrthe_wAv-students..._
watch -, Out :they must be tactful in- broaching the subject. :An,-
adultiti,entering a Werld-that it :Specialbp the' st4dentand it must ti-e

aPOrOathed-witbout:Prei04011101t... .ilarlYstudents have built*J:relationships. and
strong leelings-lowitheit-fivorite-shokHanhaidctes-.;..-Mnst.Ae willing
to-- talk about television, -but not if feellhat'an opprobrious judgment
has already been passed.

It pis importantthat-teachers- -.:010 '-parents' work to_ -transform- student
, .

. :viewing :- ..habits = -- because: televisionHisont-ref the major shapers in students'_
......,... . . ... .

with
.

.orception.of reality.-: -A whole.- generatinn:le01 Ap With Ozzie- and Harriet
Nelson. fixect:.in,i their minds -. as theideal:Oirents, Jelevisi6K:is evenAore

.-4360ular today.-Trograms and stars are -reflected'. on 100. tioxes. and.

shirts;' conversations heard,- ori:- the.: -set-the night before' are:echoedih
tonversationsat.sthool the next. day..- It is .:almost imppstible to 'shield_
ourselves from:. televiSiOninflpence, so:we mustAeveldpthe ability to

-I-intelligently' -analyze --the-7werdsz-and -- images --tbat-emanate7 from --it,,
SpecificallY- students -most,:develeri.fluenty:in the:Visdallanguage:of video
and,filM-to that they can 40derttan&-how editing and- camera 'angles-. are
affecting: their :viewpoint; they need to become awarepf-technicidet ,used.by
.advertiterS:tosellprodutts.

.:The very pervasiveness ..of television can. be turned:tb,an:advantage inthe
classroom.. It ts_oneJ3f-"t few. elementt,sharedltlyeveryoneinfour,Society

-.Almost. every student will...bring -into class 'some viewing experience.' This
'familiarity tendS-'to-make theele.stshy-in expressing opinions Or:joining-An
.discussions, the7educetorvs- task it:to;:ttimUlate,stddent5 to re-examine this
familiarObjectwith-lresh eyes. ', ,

Using examples of - discussion topip-:and .attivity'Auestiont: that.. Prime
Time'.School:Televiiionhas:oesented.in:viewing-guides-tp television.programs,

.,

theJelloWAngseetion illustratet.ways.televiSion can be.used as 1:,positive.,,
educational forCe, Thp.examples .selectecFarejromi-a-Wide varietSvof-Orograms,--
endshow-that:there is a,wealth _,of educationalinformation- in :.prime: time
programs as well as specialn.broadcasts-

Whether Using,speciallY:Orepared progr-ant4Uidet .or_developiOg. their -owl:
curriculum 'materials4' .teadhert might. f011oW :these guidelinet. for creative
practical activities. The activities 0604 capitalize -an the information in:
the prOgram, expanding'on that particular topic., TheN the teathershould- use
the interest students work

s
er

tkilltuch---- as reading, andpath, as. at.to-deVelop
more critical OewingCsgills: .:Activities shouittappW: to a wide range of:-
interests so that they are aPpropriate.to:.e.variety of-sphjects.-:.Finally,
activitiet*d.discuStion topics'shoulkfbeexnandedwetLheyond the limits- ','of

the program -itself-jhis -type of .activity helps the student to realize =the
.



interrelation between. differint 'facets of oUr society.

Television 1..ogs,: Viewing as an Active Experience

Viewing log.- activities -are important, as they make the students
accountable for what they watch on 'television and help to organize their
viewing. The program =information is the starting point for discussion and
analysis. By directing students to focus on particular issues, the television
viewing process becomes an active one.

Logs can be designed for use with dramas and sitcoms as well as with news
programs or commercials. The log allows for flexibility in viewing,assignments. Not all students will be able to watch a given program. If thelogs are organized thematically or by a particular concept, they, may be used
with any number of programs over a defined period of time. Below is a sampleof how a viewing log might be organized and its purpose:

Have students keep a viewing log for 30 MINUTES, the CBS
weekly views magazine for young people. Use thefolloVing
format:

VIEWING k.OG30.-MINUTES

ssue. QUestionS Interviewees Conclusions

Teenage.,..
Alcoholism

How wide-spread
is the problem?

Is tt confined
to one class or
group?

Should the
legal drinking
age be raised?

The log should be.

discussion.
7

. Discuss each segment o the progi'am in .terms of
-44

accuracy, interest, thoroughness, content, and
conclusions. Use specific examples from the viewing logs.

42t

Teenagers
Parent's

Police .&

Teachers

The.,legal
drinking:.age
should-.-be
.raised to 21;

Alcoholism. is
.:as -seriOUs-ia,:'

pytblem: as
drug ' 'abuse

as starting `point for class:

B. Research newspaper and magazine coverage of the
same issues and compare the print versims to the



television coverage.

C. Organize- a debate about one of the subjects
covered on 30 MINUTES. Stress the research involved in
investigative reporting and the need to understand and
present. both sides of an issue. Debates might be about
such school, issues as coeducational sports teams, honor
codes, study halls, dress codes or censorship in school
newspapers'.

Going Beyond the-Progr Content

PTST developed a teacher guide for the series WHEN -HAVOC STRUCK. The
following are some of the ditcussion topics and study questions geared to one
episode in the series, LIFEAT-THE LIMIT, about the dangers of- race car
driving._ Once again, ,the activities reach well beyond-the content of the
program:

LIFE AT THE LIMIT can be used as :a starting 'point for
a discussion of death.

A. How does our society deal with death? Do we tend
to,ignore or avoid the subject?

. These discussions can lead to an analysis of our
values, for example, "Do we have a youth-oriented
society?"

Our attitudes toward death can be compared to
other cultures. This Will involve research
skills, potential reports to the class.

The students may writd a short story 4or poem
dealing' with the subject of death. This both
gives them an opportunity to creatively express
themselves and provides a writing exercise.

A discussion of-death is a facet of the prog
that would be appropriate for involvement.

The program can be used to teach vocabulary words and
spelling. As a study in vocabulary words and
etymology, have the' students trade the roots of words
that have sprung up from or are used in conjunction
with' cars. For-example, the word "horsep-oWEr7u

I. The program can- be used as a. springboard to an
,historical look at, our society. Students =could
discUss the effect the car had, on the manners and
Morals -of The Twenties. An excellent background book
is The Ili Change: America Transforms Itself,
1906=050- by FrederickEiWTE-Allen. class could
TM TOSW At the literature of the period: F. Scott
Fitzgerald's The- Great Gatsby or The Rievers by
William Faulkner.



_

let-program can _ .be; tisecV,,, scuts ''mOdern `----man's,

concept"_:of _=_= space----and_:_ time._ As -fve move faster, do
'- -digtancesrseem smaller?;;---1S 'there such -a-,thing -- as an

_isolated community today?
.

Using Popular _Evening Television Series to Study History

Evening television series present 4 view of life during different time.
periods in= American history. Teachers can capitalize on the popularity of the

--grograms-as-they-incorporate-viewing-assjgnments r-into--that-nturricu)a,--11tql--'"
activities, below are intended to promote study of rican history and to
develop language arts skills as well ,as stimulating active television viewing.-

Research and discuss life in the United'States at the end
of the- nineteenth century. How does LITTLE HOUSE ON. THE
PRAIRIE depict iach ',of the__following: __transportation,
occupatiOns, tools and technology, clothes, recreation,
education? Research each category either as a. class or in
small groups. Set up classroom displays of old tools,
clothes, maps and magazines. Visit a local museum to see
artifacts, historical documents and art objects of the
era.

What do, the Ingalls do for entertainment? How much-.
leisure time do they have? What kinds of games do the
children play? _What kinds of toys do they have? Write 1
short story about life without TV.

Explore the kinds of technology used on the Ingall's
farm and in their home. What farm equipment is used?
Compare it with equipment used today. How are clothes
washed? How are meals prepared? .

In what ways is the school the Ingalls children
attend similar to or different from your school? Imagine
that you attend their..school for one week. Write a 'diary
recording your observations and feelings.

Using large sheets of paper, create time lines comparing
occupations, modes -of transportation, clothing styles,
leisure activities, teaching methods; tools and technoloW
for the time periods represented by family programs such.
as LITTLE HOUSE ON'. THE PRAIRIE (1870-80), THE WALTONS
(1930-40), HAPPY DAYS (1950's),' EIGHT IS ENOUGH and FAMILY
(1970-80). Make a separate time line-for each.time span.
You may wish to use pictures, of clothes, tools, etc.., with,
accompanying explanations. (Kahn, Linda. Learning
agazine. Ottober, 1979.

Using Television to Teach Citizenship and Social issues

When considering the needs of youth in the age of television, one cannot
overlook development of citizenship skills, of decision-making and,`
responsibility for one's action. The program FRIENDLY FIRE which aired on
ABC in April, 1979 dramatized the efforts of a famil,Alo investigate tkleir
son's death in-Vietnam. In the process, Peg and Gene len lose complete
faith in the U.S. overnmeht; .The story of their pain is inseparable from the
scar that Vietnam left on our country.
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Television brings the World into our homes. We witness news events as
they happen: "assassinations, wars, invasions, elections, demonstrations.
News coverage of political candidates encourages participation in the
electoral process in terms of gathering information about candidates and
ssues.

The following activities excerpted from the PTST teacher guide were
suggested in connection with FRIENDLY, FIRE to' probe students' understandings
and Concrtions of citizenship. The tie-in with literature is more than just
areadingexercise; to in a--
'different =time to explore our changing views of citizenship. Again, the
program becomes the point of departure for discussion.

=

What is the proper relationship betiveen a citizen and a
democratic government? What happens to this relationship
in times of- national emergency? Was the proper
relationship- violated during the U.S. involvement in
Vietnam? Was the Mullens' behavior proper or excessive?
The following descriW models for democracy and will be
useful resources for this discuision: Plato's. Republic,
Henry David Thoreau's essay "Civil Disobedience," and the
Declaration of Independence.'

Discuss the poem "The Unknown Citizen" by W.H. Auden in
regard to FRIENDLY FIRE. _Can Michael %liens be_compared
to the "unknown citizen"?

The theme of what is a good citizen also may be used in connection ith
cartoon programs and popular dramatic series. Are the cartoon charact s,
SUPERFRIENDS, good citizens? Is THE INCREDIBLE HULK a good citizen? oes, a
person need,superpowers to be a good citizen? What is a good citizen?

Problems on television are generally resolved. As students watch
programs, teachers and parents should stress the alternatives to any given
conflict in a sitcom or drama. The ability to choose among alternatives, to
select a course of action or a solution to :a problem and then to follow
through responsibly on_ that action, accepting the consequences, is an
essential 'skill. Students might role-play endings to a given show. Role
playing alternatives allows freedom of experimentation. Writing letters .to

'the--protagonist of a= drama in which- students state their choice of action or
rewriting endings from another character's viewpoint are useful in getting
students to consider options other than 'those presented in the television
program.

As we work with today's elementary and secondary school students, we
recognize the critical :role of television as a learning resource. Using
program information about current events, historical periods and scientific
advancements provides teachers with a learning outlet accessible to virtually
everys student. Incorporating televisicin viewing assignments into the
curriculum \provides countless opportunities to deal with the impact of the
medium by examining hetkes and role models, separating fantasy from reality or
analyzing the audio-v.isual techniques. Teleyision is a part of the students'

esdaily lives. As such, we need to harness its power into productive learning
experiences.



r-IMPORTAKE-OF,--CRITICAL:,NIEWING SKILLS

by:

-Donnalloyd-Kolkin _

Far West Labor4torY
-

19 pury ew of one as '-iiierseen
't development of one of the four Critical Television Viewing. Skills projects

funded by = the U.S: Office of Education. At Far-West Laboratory_ in. San,
Francisco, _we worked with public television -station WGBH_Ail Boston and-
Educational Testing- Service in Berkeley, CA to develop and field= test
'curriculum materials for the high-school-level student. This paper reviews
the need for the = curriculum; some of the-issues we .encountered, the -solutions-
we identified, and our view of the future.,

-The need to train stud ants in critical television" viewing skills is
tmperative. Students at alJ grade - ,levels spend a considerabld amount of their
leisure hours in front of e set. In fact, one estimate has it that the
average student will hav logged 18,000 hours watching TV before high school
graduation compared to 11,0po hours in the classroom. For many observers, the
amount of viewing is the issue -= hours: spent watching television are hours not
spent_reading,_engaging-in-imaginative-plaY,-socializing, or-playing-outdoors.
And this is a significant-problem, especially for the child who seeks solace
from TV on a regular basis in the absence of friends.

Another issue ch concerns many observers is the ualit of the
programs viewed dur ng the child's many hours before the set. hese observers
contend that rather than being delighted or engaged by well-written,
imaginative programs, the child viewer is barraged by violence, stereotypes,
poorly written and poorly executed formula programs. -Content analyses of
television programming confirm many of these .claims.

There is further concern' that television is a pervasive educator,
teaching a curriculum that may, run counter to that of traditional educators.
Clifton Fadiman for example, asserts:

here is no way of reconciling the values of literature or
science with the values of the TV commercial. There is no
way of reconciling the vision offered by Shakespeare or
Newton with the vision of life offered_ by the "Gong Show."

While we wait for television to reform itself--or be reformed--we are
still confronting those many hours of viewing time. The solution identified
by many and set into actuality by the U.S.- Officdcf Education was to devtlop
curriculum and family materials to assist students in becoming more aware and
discriminating consumers of the medium. In 1978, the agency contracted with
four organizations to develop materials at the elementarr, middlp, secondary
and post-secondary levels.

In developing the secondary-level curriculum, the first problem we
encountered was an adequate definition of critical television viewing skills.
What precisely, were we hoping student; would be able to do after studying



. curriculum? __A "series of meetings with high, school students, teachers, parents
and consultants generated a list of SO 'different Wills, We consolidated
these into four -over-arching skills that we felt adequately defined what we
were attempting. These four skills are:

I.- The ability to evaluate and marlag one's own te evision viewing.

2. The ability= to recognize the arguments employed on television and to
counter-argue.

The ability to question the reality of television programs.

4. The ability to reCognize the effects of televisioh on one's own life
and the lives of others.

To develop these skills, we felt we had to teach the content areas of the
business of television, the production of programs, and regulation of the
medium. -In part, this was due to the consideration that high school students
will very shortly be adult citizens and need to understand the influences of
television on consumer choice as well as to "t'alk back" to their TV. Another
basic consideration we, were concerned about was the need to emphasize the
basic skills in the curriculum--thus, there are plenty of written and verbal
exercises, graph and chart interpretations, and a wide range of reading of
various levels_and range_of_opinions.

We originally designed the curriculum as a one-semester course, but
discovered over time that many schools felt they would be unable to offer such
a course as an elective in already crowded school schedules. Thus, we revised
the text so thateach one of the seven units could be taught in isolation from
th rest

Another problem revealed by the formative evaluation of the Curridul"
, and -later:Confirmed:An: our -:workshop:-training-experlenCesl': is that many
.teachert:feelhheqUipped to-.tOach:critical7teleVitieh.-viewing,' skills once
they have received training:themselves ,in this area. Thus, we revised the
teacherAulde te'thecurriculumio that-it' contains .day-byday -instructions
plus class.discussion-questions for .eaCh.uoit.

. .

The final touches Arenew being put on the classroom materials. The
student, textbookisentitled:Ihside Teievision: A Guide o-Critical
The family materials were'-an outgrOiitti:Of the classroomNturri577i77-A y.

G14(10:,Totelovisipo is 'A.Short,-.attractive booklet with quizZeS., lames and .

ati-vieriSjOr fA0tilyAlembers to use,-,toleam-about television anCexplore -

their oWn values and behavior in regard to the Medium.. 'A FamilyGUide.To
Television .is available at no'coSt by.writiegthe:Cqnsumer'InTormation.:Center,
Pueblo, 81009., ,:requestin9 Catalog No.' ',51SH.- entitled Children and
Television;

We are nowHengagioTinaHyearbf- educator and 'Parent OOmthuiiity leadir
VorkshO3S: to enceee.a§e.:Use' of the curriculum materials -aod :intrdduCe,%:

.-hartipipantS-to critical .television viewing skills. AMeng-teaChers;
that those whp:,,are_'-familiae:.With.:the medium are very excited abdut,th-
m4teriAls; _those who have 'net thought ..muCh.about .television.-neecF-further
exposure rte the issues -in vitt fielf,before they ecogOfze. trie importance of.



ical- viewing skill's in,thejr curricula. Thus; teacher awareness remains-
arr_Important issue if,critical viewing skills are to becOme, widespread among
America's students. In addition to teat s, school policy makers must also
become- aware'df_the need for and irnportae of this new curriculum offening.

Among parents, we find a major probl m in- identifying organized parent
groups among parents with adolescents at home. There is also a major probleg
in encouraging parents to come to training indicarton that parent

-.concern abobt television, once their children become teenageri, is not great'
--or-tfiat- parents-feel-thertannor=influence chi ld viewing "behavior at
this age. And to some extent they are-correct. Generally,- teenagers watch
less-television than other groups and often-serve as viewing models for their
parents--a contrast to their earlier years,when Mom 'and Dad set the pattern:fir - viewing behavior.

For the next several years, the roost pressIng need. s to continue- the
work already begun. There is a real need to conduct further basic and applied

4tre.leresearch on the range.and variety of critical Vision viewing skills which
should be taught, and-the teaching metho ost applicable. Further teacher
and parent training is sorely needed, as well as awareness sessions for school;`
policy personnel. . Pre-service training of teachers in , this area can be
expected to emerge, I believe, within the next mew years. With concerted
effort, we can develop and further. refine crt4ical viewing skills materials
and Methods so that the future lives of our children are truly, enriched by
their television experienc.e and not mesmerized by i



VIEWER EDUCATIONIT'S UGT BEGINNING

by

Ben T. Logan
Media Action Research Center

Tour years ago soowafterTheganputt_ng.most'q?,my tiMe,ltito'improving
the television experience,-.-Ibegan't6.feel-like.theArOnk whOIS-jtrYipg-talet
---.3he:frent gate'to'-the'doOr ofthe:house.and'keeptrUnninginto -OffiY,

ee -in'theyard.: Each tiMeMe.goes-bicicand starts over only to hitthe'tree:
fain. Finally, heSinks'down at the base- of the -tree,- saying, H"Lost,..

lostt4n- inAmpenetrable forest. "'

The whole area of tnproving teleVision's role in our lives, demanding
better programs, becoming "literate" viewers, using TV positively-- all that
sounded so logical when I began and has became so incredibly complicated. And
the tree in the yard that I keep running into most is us, the viewers.

The TV experience (and our relationship to it) is something few of us are
realty to cope with in any rational way. Asking uskto get objective about it
bewilders us because it is like asking a fish to define the water it takes for
3ranted, and it irritates us because it seems to suggest we may have to change
or even give up something that is like a second head.

SomethingPythad to do7,somethinganyone'Who-hapesto help. bring change
in-thit. field mdstHdois come to a better understandinglof my own innersion-
n_TV.,--This-7excerpt---7fram---thtTliatik'---reteviston .Awareness Training The_

. _

VieWer'iAdide:hthts- at where I've been:.

I am a rather well-disciplined person and have tended
to liveaut my.valueS but-television was. more than I was
prepared -to' , ItilSthe most demanding, tempting,
seductive medium .of change I have ever faced. It seems to
have been -designed with all my -needs, interests,
vulnerabilities, and weaknesses in mind. It seems to know
all about my tendencies to be passive- and- -lazy, my
willingness to suspend judgment while stare at the
Screed and,frantically.construct. images -out of dots, too
busy, doing that to question. I am hooked on.lingartiP
availablity of a -big, exciting, exotic world. I am
beguiled by a '.-romantic- never-lever .land where today's
behavibr- has no tomorrow -consequences. . and where
thingS/prodUcts from this Aladdin's lamp reach out to me,
promising' to make me sexieA happier, wiser, pain free,
and more successful at everything from being a great lover
to keeping. my'barber from ever= seeing a- ring around My
collar.

Television all too easily becomes my modern fairy tale
book and I A child again when I view it, disappearing into
nothing, .looking for happy times, easy solutions and

wanting them to come from outside myself and save me from
myself, do my thinking for me, tell me who I am and what



supposed`

We are irretrievably linked, me'.andmyiTV. (Sing to same
tune as "Me and my;114.-). Even if; I never viewed again-0.:

:and.- I do. and wi l l because
. -I. find it ::,valuable` and

interesting r swimming in its universe- where itstill
has become most,--,pervasive...:- and persuasive of all
values'. AteAchtrs--:-.My own identity and reality can:never

fdlly-'separated froMIhe.mythsand.fact.s. of the
-television;uhiversej1)..:-

I think-elot -of.Us who.Wanted-something:more-froM the:TV-experience have
been terribly naiveLL: We wected.too_mUch0 wanted TV to..,he "presocial"- and
"culturally enriching," wanted it to he the magical new technology that would
lead 11$ but of-our ignorance, be the greitMew potitive teaCher

It wasa good vision, maybe, but not very linked with reality. The . -goal
of commercial _TV ,net to be :p Joositive. orro-social4 the goal is to make
money. The TV:industry is 'very .good at that. ,,One.of the reasons is that it
knows a lot about us, particularlYhOwto keep us watching by the tens:of
millions. TV. isn't going to change much while we git, on doing. that, tiecause
big audience is big money. One minute of air time on the 1980 Super Bowl
telecast cost advertisers -$468000.(2).

From the .beginning,. we viewers wanted the industry e. to take .mor
responsibility than we -were willing to take. We surrendered ourselves to the
screen and got pretty.muchwhatwe,deserVed.

We can and must work for better programming and increased choices, but e
can and must also change how we use TV, how we let it use us.

My own work in viewer. education has mainly gone intojelevision Awareness
Training (T-A-T)- developed by Media Action Research Center (MARC) in
cooperation-With-thethurch of the BrethreN American 'Lutheran -Church,' andAhe
United Methodist -ChOrch. T. -A -T is a Curriculum-which helps. persons become
more aware .0:the messages and influence of tie teleViSion .experience, more
creative in the use of TV, and workers for a television systeM that better
serves the needs of the public. T-A-T resource. materials include , a

text/workbook, nine films, a leaders.'.training manual, and a design for study
in settings'ranging'from short preSentations to -major workthops of eight.

two -hour sessions.

T-A-TNational Trainers. conduct weekend workshops throughout the. United
States. Persons partlCipating in the intensive training. events have an
opportunity to become accredited T-A-T Leaders, equipped with training
resources for leading workshopi and making presentations in their own areas.

I have led dozens of widely varied groups through Television Awareness
Training.- experiences. The events have triggered both encouraging and
discouraging reactions -great enthusiasm, open hostility, clear evidence of
serious and life controlling addiction. Some partidipants have learned, grown
and changed.. Some have re ectedAny hint of change.
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A)tey -lesson: the relationship each of us ,has with TV.ispersonal Any-,

educational effort 15 deal with that reTitrcinTETO must-Ed7Equally personal;
We cannot pretcribe, for each -other. We can : provide processe*:- and
opportunities that help- each of us sortourtrivision experience and decide
to use it in ways that more nearly, represent who we -are, who we want to be,
-how we want to spend the-precious ticking-away moments of our lives.

,TV viewing is not really communal, not a _shared event. Even when we
watch with others, its subject matter is:rarelyexposedlp_other points-of
:view by good critical. discussion Thus, the whole idea,of_dealing with the-TV
experience in group settings seems threatenirig'and strange to many persons,
and calls for careful planning, trained teachers and good teaching resources.

Televtsion Awareness,Traihing was designed primarily for,use with adults,
but many 1-A-T .leaders find the system works well all the way down to the
fifth grade because the resources are. very adaptable. The key is-finding the
age-level reference points that get and hold -the studentt' interest.

Despite the effect of- age level pn program selections, it appears that
the basic TV experience ts often very similar for ages. In a TV. Guide

___ahticje... (3), a social workercumforks-LwitLteeneggruggests4hat-teenagers,-=--,
are not z_ea0T-age.workirig person who comes home tired from the job
and sits down in front of the TV.

They turn it on to anything...TV fills empty buckets.
It's an antidote to loneliness and the boredom of not
having anything to do. The teenager

only
talk to

anyone in his 'family anyway. They'll only hassle him. TV
doesn't talk back or make demands. And it can be a relief

`or
homework or worrying about the terrible present

`or the impossible future.

There is a real challenge. here for educators and parents alike.
Teenagers need help in finding creative alternatives to use in filling those
"empty buckets." And they, like the rest of us, need an opportunity for
learning how to use TV for something more than escape.

I have used Television Awareness Training successfully on many occasions
with high school juniors and seniors. I have also failed a few times, but
I've taught enough so I don't expect every day to be a winner. Finding where
TV, fits into their agenda is what breaks the awful ongoing sound of my own
voice and brings the turned-off faces alive.

Once, in a session on how TV viewing can set us up for receiving and
believing stereotypic images of females, I couldn't seem to get anyone's
attention. Then I said, 'to you think your parents or teachers ever decide
what you are,like from the teenagers they see on TV?"

That one question generated the interest and energy for a searching
forty-minute discussion. For some students, it was their first real thinking
about stereotyping. Follow-up reports from sessions often indicate that a

single such discussion can change how TV is used.
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T -A -T Leader, Melodie DaviS,of Harrisonburg, Va., corks -a.
.young people and lists the-following as important,clud'Ind entry points:

1. High schoolers have a natural interest in TV its stars, and
programs. A teacher who is careful can ask.kids to watch, almost any
decent program and windup with a productive, planned discussion,

I find a lot of high schoolers trying to be "sophisticated" and not
wanting to be "taken in" by,TV or anything else.- They've learned to
be. very.skeptical especially'of advertising.' .1his Aleads to good
discussions of tricks used in commercials.

They do enjoy reminiscing and calling out names of favorite shows and
characters and laughing at each others' favorites. This exercise is
a good "ice breaker" and helps everyone ,jump-in with both feet. They
are also still able to remember getting scared at thriller shows,
experiences Of.disappoihtments with, products advertised, and so are
quite fascinated at being "let in on" the various techniques Used In
making commercials and programs.

4. In talking about TV news, I found the high schoolers especially
interested; they are often told by teachers to watch the news but not
how to watch; they were surprised by the nuances and different ways
the networks have of reporting the same events. They were quick to
catch the difference between news and sensationalism.

Many other T -A -.T leaders also cite advertising -as a good .entry point.
Commercials are short, familiar and attention- getting. They are asking us to
believe something, and teenagers to -argue with them and look for
deception. That kind of discUssion. can lead into the more subtle area of
identifying all the secondary messages about relationships,' sel'uaitty,
stereotypes.

Experience, with sessions on TV news is more mind. Some groups find the-
news stuffy and patronizing and are eager to do. a Saturday Night Live kind of
analysis of' it. Others see the news as absolute fact an the newsUiliverers
as uncriticizable stars. What really works is a session where you have a
mixture of the two points of view. Viewing, assignments that bring out
variations in how different networks or channels cover the same story can help.
demythologize the news.

Helen Burns, T-A-T leader Atlanta, estimates she's worked with about
500 young people from fifth trough twelfth grade in the last three years.
Given her experience and training, the T-A-T films and exercises, she feels
she can get into dialogue with just about any group on the subject of TV.
"They're willing to have fun and are not scared of me or the subject," she
says.

She finds it is essential to admit her biases about TV right at the
start, be open and vulnerable, keep a sense of humor and not go on the
defensive. "Meet them on their terms," she advises. "I take my shoes off,
sit-on the-floor with them. And if you deal in facts and avoid judgments, you
don't have to be apologetic."



.She relies on a technique used often by.T-A4 leaders.to.get started with
d.:::,-irCitiP!'-H Saying .that shewatches TV herself, she theritakesa survey of.hoW'
Many-working-TV sets are in each home., HOmes with six or seven sets are. quite
cOmbn.- ThiS often legitimizes TV and defuses hottility.-

Oile session Helen Burns led turned out exceptionally well because there
--were some:adults,pretent. in-responseto filmed excerpts of-TV -violence,.the
adults were:shocked and the adolescents said, "So what ?..: We see-that all -the.
time.' The:Teasons for thatAreat.discrepancy in .reaction became :the focus of
a'very.good AiscUssiOns

A frequent student reSpOnselo T-A-T sessions is in .words H such as "I

never. :thtlught of that before, but there it- is." Several leaders report almost
identical reactions,

. A favorite T-A-T exercise asks participantsto.become people from ''space
who are studying Americans,' using TV signalS as their only source of
information. Their goal is to take back. to their leaders answers to such
questions -at:. "What are .men and women like? What do-the young do? What is
important? What .do people,valme-highlyT What do they -do for a living?
What's --their- piirpose- in' life?". Questions ''Are added-or.changed to fit-the-.
group. With youth, one.might add-such items as, "What are all the things'
autos are used for?. What do young people do that adults *rove of?
Disapprove of?"

. . -After describing Americans using only TV As a.source,-participantt become
Americans again-and' talk about how it feels tObe characterized strictly from
TV images. t

. . .

Leaders who work with youth find the space exercise a must. It's fun.
But more importantly, I think it works because it sets up a neutral territory,
letting the students become third parties'rather than having to answer for
themselves and reveal more than-they want.

Some of the experiences of Ruth Pflager, Cleveland T-A-T Leader, provide
warning signals for schools. She finds she succeeds beSt if she can convince
students she is not -a teacher (she. isn't). She encounters real resistance to
use of workbooks, which-seems to symbolize a boring, packaged approach to
education. She has been in schools where the room arrangment is sacred,
preventing any attempts to form a circle and be more informal.

The module-on sexuality holds student interest well, Pflager says.- TV is
the common' message source providing a good entry point, allowing students to,
talk about sexual behavior of TV characters and avoid being more confessional
than they are readyto be.

When leadin'g sessions on violence, Pflager encounters mixed messages.
Students say they are learning frOm TV violence but are confident what they
learn has no influence on theiT behavior. On stereotyping, a common response
is,'"You are Picking everything apart and making too much of it."

i

That is not:an unusual reaction from any age.group. Many participants in
workshops are-startled by the idea of looking at TV-for value messages. They
have thought of television as-values-free-Ontertainment,:and some are -.willing
to argue that to the death. Here, as in many situations, leaders have to.be.
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willing to back off, look for other entry points, and avoid arguments having
to do with logic. Reaching a consensus on logic is not a T-A-T goal. The
goal is to help people get new perceptions about the TV experience.

In helping high school social studies department set up an ongoing
study of TV, I found many students were extremely research-minded and just
need a little help in designing workable research projects. Some of the ideas
that sparked special interest were:

Finding out to what extent teachers get messages of what
teenagers are like from TV.

.Determining, What the composite image of teenagers is on
TV.

Monitoring viewing habits of young siblings, keeping logs
of what is watched, how much, and correlating behavior
.changes with program content.

Determining different perceptions of a program by a parent
as compared , to the teenager. This had a. hidden
agendA-getting into diScussion with parents about a

subject neither parent or teenager were otherwise willing
to discuss.

Watching programs which capture large teenage audiences
and looking for observable linkages of physical behavior,
mannerisms, and dialogue at school the next day.

Working with A-group on TV's tendency tostereotype-whether by omission
or by the way persons are treated--provides a good example of how the personal
entry point leads to expanding perceptions. Step 1: Students become aware
that they are being stereotyped. Step 2: They become aware that they and TV
are stereotyping others. Step 3: They are often ready to look at
stereotyping on a broad social level.

'A Time Magazine essay (4) spoke to the seriousness of just one example
TV stereotyping- -that of blacks.

.jihites know about whitet, and possess a built -in reality
adjuster that makes all the necessary corrections and
allowances for exaggeration and stupidity when whites are
being portrayed. Blacks know something about whites too.
But whites in the U.S. still do not know all that much
about blacks; most whites possess no automatic focus
mechanism to tell them what is nonsense and what is not.
Whites receiving a brutalized, stupid or stereotyped image
of black's through TV are liable to tell themselves, "Why
yes, that's the way blacks are."

An even more urgent problem involves the kind of image
that young blacks, who are along the most addicted TV
watchers, receive of their own race...



One:T.4-T 'exerctte oits at theorobleM,,bY asking. ijartitipants._ tc play
.detOctive and look for the missing persons on,TV--nativeAMericans,:Hispanic
Ame0Ons,-Asian-Americans,-olcipeople, black people. Are ''-they- there?' How
are they portrayed? MoW.pdwerful,.how important, how respected,: hoW likeable

.

are they? Ws-interesting to offer,'a :012e for the. first .-Adthentic- TV
sighting of a native,AMerican:in a Contemporary -setting.-

As a .continuation of the exercise, each participant lis groups he or
she doesn't have direct contact with and deelops,Alterna e-ways. of getting
more accurate infortation

This moves education about TV into a broader educational area. There is
no way to study just TV. In.studyingit we also study ourselves because we
are in relationship with TV. For me, this means we have only-begun. tollimpse
the edUcational possibilities TV offerS,,

Media Action Research Center has just completed deVelopment of a Church
school curriculum, Growin with Television with leaders' guides and
student leaflets forA twe_ve-seSsiontourte-On five age levels..

In the curriculum, students are asked- to be archeologists of the,'present,
Using TV as a way of seeing our values today, just as archeologists of the
future might use a. ibrary,ofvideo-tapes in learning what twentieth century
Americans.Were-like, what they valued.

The emphasis is on values clarification, with TV as the common
experience the provider of behaviors, ideas and ideologies against. which,
participants compare their own values. In that proceSs, each person comes to
know him or herself. better, learns-about the.goodAnd bad of TV, what_ to seek,
what to Avoid,- how to view-critically, how to talk about the TV experience and
remove it from isolation.

I see the Growing with-TelevisiOn curriculum as a..gOod example of hoW our
TV experiences--dAti. be usiTTFTEirn about TV and at the same time be much
more -- helping us learn_ about a rich variety of other subjects, including
ourselves. I hope the USOE-sponsored .critical viewing skills materials will
enable public school teacher's to move on to those broader learning
opportunities.

Television is a school syStem. It teaches many hours a day and it's
rare person who ever finishes that school. It "holds classes" for people of
all ages, starting with children so young that our word "preschooler" is now
an inaccurate term.

The TV school system has no school board, no one working far :a balanced
curriculum, checking for dangerous secondary values messages, or investigating
what viewers have "signed up" to take. The teaching screen does not see our
confusion or sense our unanswered questions. If you fall into the fireplace
and catch fire while watching, even a nice TV person like Fred Rogers will
just go right on saying he, likes you just the way you are.

Television is random: Turn it on to any functional channel something-
.

comes onto the screen, and we can watch for hours without making any choices
beyond thedecision to turn it on. If we .use__TV randomly, as many of us do,
we get a very questionable education, all the more questionable since we don't



know we're being educated.
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But. of Course we don't have-le use TV randely at all; We can say no to
television sometimes And say yes to more creative alternatives. We can -view
lhoughtfelly,- selectively, with our-minds turned on so that the learning we do
is also thbughtful and selective.. We can help the young learn to do the same
and build media -use habits that will last for a lifetime.

FOOTNOTES
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1-rtELflii$10N:AND:TEA6EkS4- -A NEW ALLIANCE

by-

Linda .Chavez, Editor:,

and

Trish Borman, Assistant Editor-
Ameritan,Federatioh.of Teachers

Television his-been blamed for,-,a decline in student test scores, an
increase in givenile violence,the corruption of Obr.young,peeple'SmoralS,
and.jutt,about,every other social .evil that Could, beset the Youth of our
natiOn. Whi0then, is an organization- like. the American Federationof
Teachers, 'which -represents over, :a hkif million -educators,.: interested in
.helping its :members. -bring- television into the classroom ?. it -is_precisely
because..televisioneerts so pervasive -an influence on students', lives that we..
feel- we must-begin l!elping teachers shape that influence into a more poSitive
one.

For many.teadhers,:televisiOn is the enemy. It keeps their students' from
completing hbmework:-Wmignmdnts:. It teaches their:students that "ain't ". and
"they wiz" -and "them'guYS"'areperfettlYacceptable, figures -rof- speech. : It

:giVes ..theme ,role.models that are sometimes crude, -inarticulate'and.physically
abusive._ i But the real danger, it seems, is not that so much of what.--there is
to watch on.television is either mediocre or detrimental, but that the young
3e-001e-watching-.television are Often. unable to distinguish between which
offerings .are good and,Milkh are bad;

. -The AmeriCan,Federationof Teachersollowever recognizes- that .although
much of what television has. to Offer is poorvthere-are-Programs'that'ttand
out for their high. qualitt.or educational. benefit. These include ROOTS and
its sequel,' ROOTS:. THE NEXT- 'GENERATION, HOLOCAUST., ABC's.-SPECIAL TREATS,
ABC's AFTERNOON SPECIALS,ALL-QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT, 30- .MINUTES, the
NATIONAL GEOBRAPHIC SPECIALS and PBS's popular science Series- NOVA.

Up until a few years ago,' one barrier-- to using televiSion, in a
constructive Manner in the classroom-was lack. of good,advanceinforMation on
programs. Teachers had to rely almost:solely On commercial advertisementS for
information -about specific programs - -and it was rarely- enough inforMationto
enable them -to advise studentS:in a meaningful way about what. _programs- might
be worth watching. Many teachers. also ,did not have the time or the resources
to provide students with background and distussion .material following a
television presentation.

Recently; however, the concern of parents, educators and the- general
public over the influence of television on young people.nas M6shrpOmeth
Suddenly, the Oblicis-retOgnizing-that television-ls not only here, to stay
but is offering disconcerting CoMpetitionOn-the classroom andjaMily life. A
number. of organizations, including the coMMertjal. televiSion networks, have

.lainched study- guide inaterials..for-seletted prdgrams or haVe-sponsored
_

projects designed to bring parents, teachers,-andyOungsters together to take
a closer:, 1.6-Ok'.at the issues -raised.' -in television programs. Other
organizations, such as Action for-Chiidren's Television and the -PTA haVe 0



-attracted publ iCitY through their caMpaigns again t -poor p ogre
,TV violence and some children's advertising.-

The American,federationcof Teachers has alsolleen active in,these- reas.
For the -past- two -year-. the -AFT_has included .a television section n its
professional jourraLfiMmrfinrlducator. 1'h:ft.-Supplement' provides pick-. for
teachers on specific upcoming :commercial and public televisionOrc-iwis,
including disCussioli of themes, backgrOund: information, .saggestior for
classroom ,discustion_and .:bfbliograPIV.O.AdditiOaTsciurce:materii We
alto.haVe carried:On- a -regular .basis artitle$ 'about the medium self,
educational projects. using. televitiOnlor, new technology suCh.as'-videod. cs.

Through the television supplement, teachers are encouraged to u! the
articles and study_ guides not only to stimulate classroom activit s and
discussion (including related reading), but to help students becorm more
discriminating viewers. Teachers not only may discuss with studet` s the
issues raised by a particular program, but In many cases examine that

t
.ogram

for dialogue, -character and quality of production. In many instances study
guide questions will center around the more general aspect's of the tel( ision
medium including advertising, stereotyping and the realistic or unre istic
portrayal of characters and events.

There-remain however, gapS in training or assisting teachers in t I use
of television in the ..clastrooth. The', critical televisidn:VieWing .kills
projects developed by SEIDL and others promise to help-fill that gap by living
deeper into, our-television-viewing habits and -'the messages we receive f.-gn th#
medium. College teacher training programs andgovernment financed' in rvIce
programs at the.local level can also do much to help fill that gap.

It is the AFT's intention to ass' st teachers in working with tel fision
to expand the educational, opportunities and activities-of th'E-ETassro 1. At
the same time, teachers are in a position to reinforce good programs Id to
present tritical analyses of poor programming.* By working with pare :s And
coMmunity4based groups, teachers can be a powerful force, in pressuri j the
television industry to abandon some of its worst practices and to work :oward
More quality programming. If students. can be' encouraged. to use tel ision
rather than simply- watch it, the medium dogs not have to be the pervas 'e and
persuasive "anonymous teacher" that it almost certainly. will become if it is
ignored.



TELEVISION'S 'RDLE- IN THE LEARNING PROCESS
CONSIDERATIONS FOR-SCHOOL LEADERS

by

Robert L. Olcott
National School Boards Association

and

Dr. David Jonassen
The University of North Carolina

AS.sch601 board members and :other educators develpp -Positions and:
.recommendations. on'teltvision .and-ItS place. in the learning process, it seems

._'prudenttb consider -three basic axioms of the mediUm.

First, televiSion now enjoys an-almost univertalpresence:An.the lives of
America's school -age popUlatiOn.

Second,. .vieWed: as a- conduit of, information; television is -a
pretentational vidium, which requres.of tie receiver (viewer) -low levels of
partidipation.

Third, television is a mediUm,with-both- demonstrated successes and --

much greater degree-tinrealized potential as an educati00l tool.

o. sf.

That-televisiOn- plays a Significant part'in the-daily-lives40 :America's
sthool-age children is, well documented...- Indeed, the medium is unprecedented
-both, in universality induse..- More.than 99% of all U.S.' householdtnoW liave
one or more televislonsetswhidh*e in use an average:of fourtand,one,half
:hours each day..- By the time Aligh:school:Araduation-arrives' the-' average
AMerican student hat sPent more time in 'front. of television than in-the
classroom. The "tube" has become an accepted surrogate in almott every
American family. Ironically, it is this omnipresence that, more than any
other factor, has impeded inquiry into television's effect on'children. It is
indeed -difficult to study "before and after".TV when most children already
have become purposeful TV viewers by the age:of three.

Marshall McLuhan was,- among. the first to speculate on the relationship
among. different -media, the messages they convey and:the receivers of those.
Messages. Coining the terms "hOt" "Ind "cold" media, McLuhan attempted to view
on a continuum the degree of involvement required by the receiver. to.decode
and absorb-the message. Television, he postulated,;i$ a "cold" medium-in that
it. requires relatively little attention, cognition and involVement-on the part
of the viewer.

.o

Social.scientists tell us learning. results from the interaction of
receiving, processing, and recalling fnformation and that it frequently-.
involves higher-level cognitive processes.-reasoning and problem solving, for
example. This model implies the active participation of the learner. More
than any other medium to date, TV interprets, refines and pre - packages
information for' the-viewer. In doing so, it Mediates experiences, reducing
themental activity of the viewer-to the passive reception of. -continuously



coded- inforMition and. ideas.
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This passivity:inherent in 'the-, TV-viewing. experience merits 'further
examination. What effect does -inactive .absorption have on-theLsocial and
intellectual development. of children? From their Observations ir the
classroom and from .hundreds of experiments, teachers and social scientists.
cite behavioral changes in students which they believe. may relate to the
healthy :doses. .of Tr watching common to-most school-age:childreri. Compared
withprevcousgeherations,,they tell:us that children today seem to -liave,
shorter attention spans and,:ae less .persistent, than ever before; that
children -seem morereluctint and have more difficulty affiliating- with. each
other; that except for words ancrphrases.they'absorb and parrot back from
hours .of television watching,:children today seem-less willing and able to use
language- to express their thoughts and ideas. With "television" -nownamed
students' favdrite pastime activity, we can only wonder how generations of
young people weaned-on television will learn to deal-with each.other.

A Given some validity:in:these generalized' obtervationS, it would seem
. useful for school officials to consider- nature, causes and subsequent
effects of these changes. Clearly,it.is,easY and convenient, to lay blame at
the doorSte0. of commercial television broadcasters. This would'Seemto be
misguided, however. Television,ls'only-one-' of -a ,series. of influences on
.children:and .only one..of a series of factors that influence the learning
process.''. The, influence :television. wields is contingent. on other
communications reaching the young viewer and on environmental factors' outside
the penumbra of any one medium.

Nonetheless, the -act- of -watching, television places the viewerthe
.childin the position,of:passive:receiverrather than in the role of-active
participant who must ,produce, proCess and transmit ideas. Moreover,
television, viewing is_ individual experience and, as such, the long
behaviorW4evelomen and intellectual. consequenceS of long hours of TV
Viewing must. be studied: and considered vis-a-vis methods of teaching children.,
Which haVe changed little in the past three decades. It is indeed

.understandable when teachers .complain of the frustration and di ficulty in
preparing lesson plans which compete successfully with exciting, rapid-fire
visual programming on television.

That television can function successfully as a conduit.. of inform ion and=
knowled e has been proven. We only need recall the medium's ability depict
the surrealistic horror of war in Vietnam'or the fascination and triv ph of

alityman's first step on the moon. .WithoUt television's vicarious eye, the
of these experiences would have-suffered geeatly.

Clearly, learning can occur from all formS of .television: commercial,
public, videotaped lessons, etc. Instructional television '8,,nd educational
television are produced for the explicit purpose of stimulating learning,
whereas commercial. television purportedly entertains'us. Learning from the
former could be termed intentional learnin- -that resulting from clearly
defined and. purposive instructional procedu ,Ilearning fromthMatter is
incidental,

..____-. , ,,.,____.,,____.,. ,,,, .__ , .................incldental, serelidlpitolitTletrnin-g-. .

The-effectiveness of educational/instruction41:television has been the
subject, of ,-hundreds of studies since- the early 1950's. Most research
generally has foUnd few significant differencesbetween televised instruction



'ttaditionAl. classroom instruction, probablibetaUSe mosOlOetions areand
designed to replica the effects of a classroom teacher. Not SUrprisingly,
when viewed tollecr*vely, research; indicates that teleyAiOnAlone- is
insufficient to carry t e task of teaching; that...-in Ambination' with

Cother media television is more than other instrUctiO60-Media- alone;'
and that,prograMMing.Whith encourages active participation by :vjewers best
facilitates, learning ft-Om-television.'

It.is important to reiterate,--however,-that .television Ap.Dpiy one. actor
in the learning-edudational .Model. Other factors jcome,(,Thito. play the
developmental. stage 'and. personality of the child .program
characteriiEics- such as subject matter, presentation and otOduCtion.techniques,.
and-environment-related factors such as viewing conditions.

Believing. these concerns ar4-issues-merited the attentiortor local school
board memberS, NSBA President-Hiroshi YaMashita-inA979 created an NSBA task.
force to study "What-Should. Children be:Taught..,About 'Critital: television
Viewing ?" The comprised of local SchOel.officlaiS AIO'represent
more than a million public _Scheol

--thildren.inH-21.states, was.tharged with
eiamining the role of television- In the lives of .American students l niearng-7-
about ways that children perceive-what they:seion.the'scree nand : developing.
recommendations to aid educator Iiitiate programs
detigned to increase theirstudeots' television- IQs.`

Spec if cally,
. ;

the task-force took a close lo6K-at a varie of .programs
and.- rese4rch projects currently underway tb'help thildren learn about the
,television:medium and put their viewing -experiences Into a more-%-informed
oersttective. From its .inquiry and be tions NSBA's TV task force
identified A number cif .important pointsfo sideration::

Fublic,school official mutt recognize that te4eyttion
a significant facto in the lives of Amerie'th
It is, moreover, a oe_Nasive influence in the ,lives of
their parents, too, and schools.- must take' this into.
account. Many patients cannot, or will not, help their
children' develop critical viewing skills, and oftentimes,
the children wha.need the most help with their television
viewing habits are the ones who receive the least amount
of assistance or encouragement from their parents.

Television, its effects on children, and the issue of
teaching critical viewing. skills should be viewed..froM
both short- and long-range :perspectives'. In the short
,term, the National School Boards Association should
develop clinics at the NSBA conventions to address these
issues. NSBA should, in turn encourage state school
boards association. to include ,similar workshops or
clinics at. their an annuals conventions.

Local. television stations should be encouraged by their
surrounding communities , to .carry advertisemgnts. that
underscore the importance ofwatching television with a

"critical eye." (Met-9 currently exist several television
public service announcements that 'show screen
personalities explaining the . importance of. critical



The task force. encourages NSBA to become actively involved
in any legislative initiatives with a potential impact on
the television medium This'involvement could take the
form of expressions of concern by NSBA, on behalf of
sChool board members nationWide, about the issues, =of

children and television whenever Congress _is considering a
legislative initiative* that could affect the television
industry.-

In addition- 0suggesting -potential -programmatic-, ctivity--for-the
association, NSBA's' TV task force proposed two resolutions for consideration
by the association's polfcy-making Delegate Assembly:

NSBA encourages local boards of education= to develop
programs in their schools to teach critical thinking and

. critical television viewing-skills to our nation's youth.
NSBA also urges its member state school boards
associations to encourage and support local boards of
education in their efforts to teach critical thinking and
critical television viewing skills.

--NSBA encourages = all education-related organizations to
join in its effort to work with the television networks,
local television stations (both public and commercial), )

and the National ,fissociation' le Broadcasters (NAB) for
improved program content on all local- stations.

At the same time, NSBAss task force members felt the need to address
their -cOncerh over the growing proliferation of Ifiolence portrayed on
television, Underscoring and strengthening an existing NSBA resolution, the
task force proposed for endorsement the following resolution: .

NSBA.o0pOses-violence pn television. and-supports Projects..
designed` to reduce television
NSBA entOurages local_ school- diStritts',t6;oPpose ViplenCe'r
on teleVisiOn. 415BA commends the- NationerAstOciatiOn-ofH
BroadcAsterS and the National:-- .Congress' of Parents and
leachers fOr -stiOS:.::mhich7theY havetakenHtd tieduCe-
crime d violence during-the time when :children watch
telivition NSBA.-(0mICOUrages its membertchool districts
tm:provide-for. appropriate: instruction in Classrooms
concerning the adVantigesoffinAtelevision.

their rcileas-:pollCYakers' .for America's.. 15A06:Oublic school
sySte6_,--locally 4leCteAand'aPOointed school board members must consider not_ .

only:their own-ppinlons .-and-..-.,'attitudes., but also those he)d.--within the
-community as weTi. .:Jadeed,-the,Strengthpf-this,c0Untry's system ctpubliC,
eduCation,hiS been'ittreSPOntiveneSS,throUghlocally ilecte&Hand. :Appointed
SchOol boards,. - the pribritiei:and-heeds ofAnOivtduaT:coMmunities-Where,

and'when..tPlevision-impactS ph-the...behaVioi-Al:and:intellectO4L.leveIcipMent-- of*-
-students, schbOlboar&meMbers will be involved in weighfng,thISHimpaCt and in
charting -direCtionSJ6r-school,systilms.Which.takt thitinfluence into- account.
E13,'netestity andeeasoh, thiS pretess of-..e4aluating telivision.And:determining



ts place n the learning process wi11 differ from one community to the next.
So, too, will the outcomes of these determinations vary.

But froig the perspective of local control of, and accountability
public schools, this is the way it should be.
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THE FAMILY AND TELEVISION
AN OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL '_PROG AMS

Carter Collins and Oliver Moles
National InstitUte of Education

Education (NIE) and apply it to four areas. These are: 1)-Kome.use of
tel low-income=and ethnic minority-families; 2) ongoing NIE -work,1
in the area; 3) the-program development, research-agd regulatory work'of-other
governmentagencies;'and 4) federal legislative activities. We shall be
concerned with home rather than institutional viewing 13

television--particularly information bearing on the family's role in shaping_

*--television use, and how television may influence interaction. These concerns
arise from the viewpoint of the NIE Families as Edudators Team of which we are:-
both members. . The Team's mission concerns social processes in the home tist-
which school children learn skills and values. Included is the use of
resources such as television in the family's educational activities.

Perspective of the National Institue of Education
-

The National Institute of Education is 'a federal research and development
agency in the U.S. LDepartMent of--Health, Education and Welfare. As a
consequence of its Congressional mandate, NIE is committed to -sponsoring
studies which lead to improving educational opportunities for all Americans.
In keeping with he agency's equity thrust, those groups of individuals whose
educational opportunities have, been unfairly restricted in the past are of
major concern. Out of the-vast.array of activities which may be utilized to
educate America's youth, TV is clearly a tremendous force and a potential
medium for achieving educational goals. If the nation's 'economically
disadvantaged, culturally different and female populations are to reap
substantial educational benefits from television, it appears that the
government and other relevant agencies must take positive, forceful action.
If such action is to be intelligent,. effective and economical, it must. be-
firmly 'undergirded With appropriate knowledge. We believe that viewing work
on television from the NIE perspective is consonant with broader societal
concerns for equalizing'educationaT-opportunities.

Television Viewing Among Low-Income and-Minority Populations

Research clearly indicates that low-income (nd cultural minority children
spend morehours viewing television than'do other groups. In a 1978 paper-
entitled "Learning About Minorities from Television," Dr. Bradley S. Greenberg
and Dr. Charles K. Atkin summarize several, years of research, 'about the
television viewing, behavior Of.bladk, Hispanic and Anglo children. The paper
relates that in a Cleveland study of 400 9-to-10-year-olds, poor Anglo
Children reported daily viewing of shows that geraged six hours per day.
More well-to-do children in the study reported four hours viewing per day,
while poor blacks reported an average of seven hours daily viewing. In _a
Philadelphia study which compared 300 ghetto and suburban high schoolers the



team found that while middle class, Anglo suburban stUdents averaged
three-and-one-half hours of- Sunday viewing, poor Anglos averaged
four-and-one-half and poor blacks averaged six hours. On the basis of their
extended studies, Greenberg and Atkins feel that the phenomena reflected in
these.two cities holds true for the entire nation. Two other significant
findings'-"of the research team worth noting are that economically disadvantaged
children tend to be non-selective in their viewing, often watching whatever
happens to be on, and that low-income children seem to be much more believing-
about what they see on television.

Although it is often stated that children learn well from educational
television without adult_gutdance,_little attention has,been_focused_on_the__
cideifion of how learning could be improved by increasing the adult's role and
otherwise strengthening the social environment in which television is viewed.

RIE Funded Projects

. !
$0VerAlj*ojettS being' monitored .by themberi-,. of the NIE Fami lies AS

-EdUcators-77qambear- on -Tquestions--orfamily interaction around-teleVitiOn"
viewing and /or equalizing educational opportunities. The.earliest is Project
HOPE (Home - Oriented PresChboltducatitin) which, beginning'jp.1960i, studied the:'
effects of 'eduatiOnal-televiSion prograft----:,beathedto-9enerally-,low-inCoine':

''-rural.' West Virginia families. -Home` viSltorsAielpod:parents.USe thelJpOgram-,-
material -A longterm-fOlToW-Up of the chtldreft:and theirjailies
conducted. -by_ EdWarotts,and will be .reported in the near future (Appalachian:
Educational Laboratory, 1979).

A set of studies directed by -Charles Corder-Holz at -the -Southwett
Educational Development Laboratory (1929) has demonstrated. that interpetive

=comments by adults can alter the attitudes of'elementary- school-age children
toward non-sexist views of Occupational and domestic roles for men and women,
and awAy from acceptance of violent behavior 'portrayed in commonly1 viewed
television programs. Corder-Bolt (1979) is presently testing different
methods of collecting data on family interaction, during television viewing
times.

A third and 'by far the largest project is "Freestyle, a thirteen-part
series on career awareness and sex-role stereotypes. NIE funded the
development of the series which has won several awards, supporting material
for school and home viewing use, and an evaluation of the series impact on
the target audience in grades four through six. The series portrays young
people' from- different racial and ethnic groups working' and. playing-together.
Black and Hispanic youthralso took part in the evaluatibn. Results will be
available soon. A fourth -project compares radio and television for their
ability to stimulate children' s imagination and inferences from incomplete
versions of the same unfamiliar stories in the two media (Greenfield, 1979).
Anglo and black children-from low and middle- income -areas are being studied,
but family interaction is now included in the design.

Finally, the Teaching and Leaiming Program of NIE h lds an annual
research grant competition, and the Families as Educators Team is part of this
program. Most recently, one suggested research area was "the way that
.non-school .educational resources and activities are used by families in the.
home (television, games, teaching devices,Apooks, toys, etc.)..." (NIE, 1979).
Proposals are currently under -..review, and several deal with the family and



television usage.
-r

Work of Otherifederal Agencies

We have placed into two broad categories the = work of other federal
agencies in regard to television. These are program development, funding,
research and evaluation; and broadcast monitoring and regulation. Brief

----- comments on the mission and recent activities of agencies in each of these
categories =follow.

Program developments- fundin 'research-and evaluation. The Division of
_-_E4*ationreandlogyin;-Ahe-U. ...=Office 40,==Education- =0E-4-administertf-three

legislated programs: the Special rPrpleCts_Act-edUcational teleVision and
radio __programming -section, Title IIAisic Skills _ Improvement ;:under the
Elementary.-Amd Secondary EduCition Adtand the Emergency School -Aid
Adt=EduCational.---TeleVItion and Radio. Under these-a0thOrizationsAEhas
fundeOuch'inotebleiprogrems as .,SESAME STREET, ELEOTRIO, COMPANY, 614

_QUE 'PASAH!LS.A. VIL4kALLEGRE and.CARRASOOLENOA:
Ndikr-werks- ifirOradOtili6nTindlude PEOPLE,.. THETAE', FIRST LiWr-(on American
indianS),-SONRISAjbiling441.-SPANISB),1-0-AND, COMING On'the-black fAWRY, BEAN
SPROUT 1(bn _As1407AMOicans) % and FRANCO fil.E_,(on7=_FrantorAMeriCanS). In-
conjunction: with and -in support- of thes0',. programs-,- OE -° has Sponsored
significant .amount :of research on characteristics of audiences, sch001
-utilization, Hvban penetration and-the impaCtofAiarious programs on= different
audientes._ .

The OE Division of Educational Technology also is supPorting four large
projects --on-critical .viewing skil =ls. These projects are developing materials
and techniques to be used with children and youth from preschool through
college age to make them more aware of their viewing habits, use of viewing
time, and how portrayals,on television match .real life situations. Within the
next year at least some of these materials ilillf'ibe_available for distribution.

The National Seence Foundation (NFS) has not been as :extensively
involved in television programming as the Office of Education, abut it has
funded some work in the area A-recent notable NSF venture has been the
co-funding of a new science series called CONTACT. This is an extremely high
quality science series which is multi-ethnic and strongly non-sexist.

The NSF also has a continuing grant program in telecommunications which
can include research on television. Under a special program solicitation
eight projects were supported on "Policy Related Research on the Social
Effects of Broadcast Television." One project dealt with the emotional effects
of televised violence on adolescents - black, white, male and female. (teen,

;Others dpalt with the cognitive effects of television advertising on
children.

The National Institute of Mental Wealth (NIMH) through. its Division of
Extramural. Research Programs funds -behavtoral sciences research including
studies on the effects of tOevision on children. ( Recently supported work
includes- .studies of horn& viewing, among preschoolers, TV and children's
conceptions of social reality, modeling of media- violence, and -sgcial
inferences. These studies do not appear to compare.ethnic groups nor deal
with minorities at all, although social class variables are used,in some The
study on :conceptions of social reality by. Gross is particylarly interesting



for our purposes because it looks-at the family context in terms of 'beliefs
and practices which may mediate-the amount of TV watching_ and its effects.

Although it functions as a quasi-government organization, the CorpOrationfor Public Broadcasting (CPB) can, for-this discussion, be considered along
with government agencies. The Corporation came into existence in 1967 as aresult of the Public Broadcasting Act. It is funded directly by Congress.'Uiing broad range of activities, CPB seeks to effectuate a national policy

Major- activities of the Corporation include

that -will make noncommercial radio/pd television services available to allcitizens of the United States.

underwriting production costs, paying for interconnection services, spoor:Ong_
local-stationoperations, -conducting--AudiateTreSeirCh; -:and prilessionaltraining. Some of the most notable programs funded ,totally or in part by CPB
are.LIVE FROM UNCOLN.CENTER, MCNEIL/LEHRER REPORT and CONGRESSIONAL- OUTLOOK.Adding to minority-related work of the past like NORTHERN CHEYENNE and BLitELK SPEAKS on American Indians, a number of pilot programs are- new beevaluated for possible serial production. These include: OYE WILLIE andULTIMA, both Hispantc bilingual, and the RIGHTEOUS- APPLES on -= blacks.Associated with CPB' .through various funding, programmingland planning linksare the Public Broadcasting Service, National Public Radio, and the f ational
Association of Educational Broadcasters..

Broadcast onitorin an
Commission (FCC is, the most
and' commercials directed at
commission's-work in thisarea
and Policy Statement.

d Regulation. The Federal 'Communications
important agency regulating television programs
children. ,The basic guidelines for the
have beep its 1974 Children's Television Report

Recently, underprodding,from'Actionifor
Childrenss.Television'anct-other.grOu0s, the Commission .-hatHreVieWed:the.industrY"oMpliince with .the 1974

policy.-statement. -After an .extensive reView'i:' a speciAl.---FCC Task. Force
concluded that .altheUgh' the itidUttry in. complying with

-the .adVertisement-iteCtioniOfthe...1974
PoIlpy-itlias'been'yery.deficient inthe area of-thildrees, television programming. In November 1979 report;

tbel'ASkorci:AeClaredthAt licensees-.had ,failed. to carry.oUt--*the "following:
tegpOts.found-in the:1974:policy directive:

Make a meaningful effOrt in the area of overall Amount of programming
for children;

Air a reasonable amount,; of programming or children
educate-and inform, and not simply.to entertain.

Air informational prOgraMming4eparatelytargetecrforboth presChbol'
,children and_school-age-childreN, and

Air programming for children schealed during weekdays as well
weekends.

Using the Task Force Report; as its basis, the Commission issued a Noticeof Proposed rulemaking in January 1980. Comments. are due back to the
Commission by June 2, 1980, so it will mndoubtedly be many months before theresults of the rulemaking process are known.



Since the.1974 guidelitiVi-specified ' that broadcasters -thould "Provide
diversified programming for the child audience, including programming to
further the educational and cultural development of children," both' the
original guidelines and current attempts to strengthen them have special
significance for low-income and minority populations.

The other important regulatory agency whose work relates to this paper is
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).. Without going into the background of
legislative history of the FTC, it will suffice to note the Commission's
current activity in the area of advert i sements-directed toward chi dren
Under, its deceptive practices authority, the FTC held hearings in the spring
of -1979 togather nform ebony about-- the- impact of-advert i i ng-ori young
children. As a consequence of the hearings,/ the Commission has taken the
position that since -young children lack he cognitive powers to -discern the
difference between advertising and program( content, advertisements directed
toward such young, undeveloped minds constitutes deceptive practices. The
commission was especially concerned about the damage to youngsters from
watching--cereal and other food commercials, a large percentage of which
feature sweets and other non-nutritional foods. Consequently, the Commission
is consideringthe issuance of a policy which would require the TV industry to
ban all harmful food commercials, include messages reinforcing good dietary
habits, or produce and air-special nutritional messages.

According to several articles in the Washington. Star, (late December
1979) these proposals have generated a great deal of lobbYing activity on the
part of the food industry, and an adverse posture on the 'part of some members
of Congress. Again, it is_ too soon to determine what the outcome of this
debate will` be.

Legislative Activity

A good deal of the Congressional interest= in the TV industry has already
been addressed through such agencies as-the FCC, the FTC, and the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting. But in addition, the House Subcommittee on
Communicatton under the chairmanship of Lionel Van Deerlin has been very busy
preparing legislative proposals which would have momentous impact on the
entire broadcasting system. After three years of hearings and meetings with. a
wide variety Of groups, the work of the Van Deerlin Committee has culminated
in House- bill number :3533. Among other provisions, it calls for almost
complete deregulation ,bf radio and television broadcasting after a period of
ten years, creation of an endowment for program development, a minority
ownership investment program, and the levying of scheduled fees for the use of
the airwaves. The Senate Subcommittee on Communications is also preparing
legislation in the saMe area, but its scope and dimensions are not nearly as
broad as those of the House Committee. Reflective of the Senate
Subcommittee's approach is the lgigii lativP proposal offered by Senator John
Heinz, R-Pa.-.. seeking to estaD ish a National Endowment for Chi ldrent s r
Televisio ome observers believe that it will be quite some time before
either t use or Senate proposals are acted upon.

In a dition to the television focused work of the House and Senate,
Congress has alto included television program development activities in,such
legislation as the Title I Emergency School Aid Act.



Conclusion

Although not totally comprehensive, this brief look at the iniOlvement of
the federal govenment in the area of television and the family indicates that
ho agency is currently doing much in the area where the Families as Educators
Team plans to conduct-some activities; namely, family interaction around home
use-of television among low-income and minority families.N Although the U.S.
Office of Education andthe Corporation for Public Broadcating have developed
and continue to promote programs fo used on minority populations, very little
has been done to examine the . le and influence of parents.and the home

IPIenvironment on what children barn rom television, or,how viewing may affect
other--Iamily--activitiesandinteraction.---The-four-Critidal Viewing-Skills----
projects s-sponsored by OE are notable exceptions. We will' follow these similar
efforts closely to see what implications they have for equity and changes in
learning.

,

As part of our plan to provide national leadership, along with other NIE
teams, the Families as -Educators Team will seek to stimulate discussioP of
issues of broad concern relating -to the control and utilization of television
by parents in the interest of using it as an educational resource with
children. A part of our plan is-to prepare two more working papers on fa)
sources of information and findings on social class and ethnic grbup
differences in family interaction and television impact, and (b) the current

state of interventions which might involve parents. These two papers will
serve as the basis for a workshop or smallconferende in the summer, of 1980
which will bring together researchers, educators and parents to discuSs
implications for research. The overall goal of this effort will be to
ideft-ify and assess techniques which---parents might use to: make television
better serve their own purposes and their childrees- catjon.



CRITICAL TELEVISIONIIEWI G-SkILLS,

by

Fr nk B. Withrow
. S. Officéof Education

A

Philosophers have from the beginning of time asked the question "how does
A person know -.,5omething?' Spinoza postul at at the world was all within
each-individual `-s-mind-and-that-unless-conscio s-aroused -thoughts -in- an-
ihdividual, the event or place did not exist l Interesting as his thoughts
were, they do not test out well in a scieffilic-age when we have equipment
that extends beyond our own sensory perceptors. Nevertheless, our first
knowledge is gained through sensory experiences.- The infant tastes, feels,
smells, sees and hears his or her world.- The brain organizes these sensory
erceptions int-6 wholes that_become, knowledge. _ The perceptions, are_ tested
against past perception-s and future expectations and thus, become knowledge.
As the infant grows and his or her awareness expands, words are associated

_ with experiences. Seen, -such word symbols stand in-the-place of the real
experience. For example, the mother can soothe the crying baby by speaking to
the baby and indicating that the milk is coming. Of course, the delay cannot
be too long or the hungry baby begins to cry aigain. Gradually word symbols do
become a part of the infant's experiential life. They become the
communication links that allow us to share private experiences publicly.

41,4

Because each individual's knowledge is based upon his or her own
experiences, cditiplete and total communication is never possible. Each word
and each communication is based upon 'separate perceptions of the persons :own
private world of experiences. However, the nature of communication is such
that people adjust for- variancies in percefitions. There is enough of my
perception of "red" that is common to your experience thatwe can understand
one another'. On the other hand an artist who has developed a wider range of
color discriminations than I may find it difficult to communicate with me.
From a functional standpoint, daily conversation conveys ideas and r

experiences. For more precise communications scientists, lawyers, physicians
and mathematicians require more exact. symbols.

Speech, dance, music, drama and- art are all forms of man's expanding
ability to communicate. A single thread among these communication modes is
that they all compress time and space. They provide the user vicarious
experiences of the originator's world without actually -being in the same time
and space of the event.

Wendel Johnson believed that words and language were only the roadmaps cif
the real world 1of -experiences.' When we forget that .words are symbols
representing the real world and events within it, we tend to lose our
objectivity and eventually may lose touch _with reality to the extent that we
suffer severe psychological disorientation.

- .

Children of our modern age live stimuli-rich,- experiential world.
Modern , coMmuni cation brings' to their fingertips windows upon a world that

: could not be envisioned by their grandparents. ,7.Today, we print' at fantastic
rates information on every imaginable subject. We broadcast and record events

. .
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throdgh the world and share them with billions of the world's population.
Personal point-to-point communication is possible throughout the world via the
telephone system. Technology expands and = extends the individual's. sensory
systems so that they can reach and be reached at distant points. One of the
trade-offs in such experiences is that mediators often edit the materials- in
the process of recording and transmitting them to the user. ,Obviodsly, we do
not completely replicate the entire sensory aspects of an event, i.e., odors,
tastes and tactile information is eliminated. On the other hand, theSe close
sensory systems-are no as-richly infonmativef sight and sound.

. The child and the adult in our lmodern world Jive in _an ocean_ of
nformati on experi ences- -thlt bbroffir-d ffiern front all sides. n al 1

major metropolitan areas a large number of choices are available each week for
television viewing. In the Washington, D.C. area there .are more than a
thousand choices that could be made. True, many of these are reruns . of
previously broadcast programs; nevertheless the choice is there. From this
pool, the average person makes 35 to 50 choices and watches some 30 hours oftelevision,:per week. - The televifion window is powerful, but it is not truereflection of the real world. One of its problems is that it -so closely
doPlicates the real world, that it is harder to detect as a symbolic form than
books, movies or plays. Television is, in its best sense, a rich information
tool, a super entertainment medium, and a political stumping grodnd for public
officials:

This instrument can teach, it can illuminate; yes, it can
even inspire. But it can do so only, to the extent that
humans are = determined _to_use ittothose ends. Otherwise
it is merely lights and wires in a box. Edward R. Morrow

U.S. Commissioner of Education Ernest Boyer called for a series of
projects designed to make the resouhes of television more meaningful to,
learners. He envisioned television users -to be capable of discriminating
among the programs they. watch. The Office of Education's objective in
awarding these contracts is to allow students to develop their own criteria,
and to understand their own habits and uses of television.

.

Critical- televisi skills enable an:individual to make judicious
uses of television as a .Information source- and as an entertainment form.
Such skills include both k ledge-and: activities. -teleVision viewers
should-have::

1, a .knowledge_ of. the special effects of teleVision prodUction.. . is
both . .more. and less than real..life. Time -and space 'Are signifitAntly
compressed in tel evi Si on rproduttions-.

a knowledge of the $(10.al:trade7off s nVol ved in _teldvi Sion- viewing
ExcesSive:. teleVision viewing can affect mental: health. Thingsare'
.Left undone as A result of:'habitu*al Viewing. TV- viewing is'
:essentially. .passive As oppoted 'to other 'activities that 'often require-
'P4rticiPation;- '

.
.

a knowledge of commercial infldences,ori-televisibn and the motivating.
factors. 'involved- in comMercial-:support:'- of:televisien. The value-
systeMs portrayed on'televisiOn may not ,be -acceptable;to.:'all. people
because prodUctiOn is odirected'-to the, largest possible- audience..



aAnowledge of individual and group patterns of viewing. Aluipwledge
of_ one's own-individual viewing habits is necessary. A knaiiiledge of
-the patterns of individual age ,grgups and their importance in the
television market place will also enhance understanding.

an abili c) recognize information and to differentiate between
informtt on and propaganda. Commercial advertisements frequently
carry nformation, but they _Are also designed to project- the
information in the most .attractive and subtle manner. Viewers need-
to recognize the role of humof-, sex, and the bizarre in the
advertisement's seduction of the consumer.

an ability to understand and evaluate opposing views on news and
documentar/ program. An understanding that time constraints of
television news programs limit Indepth reporting is important.
Usually there is an effort to provide editorial balance, therefore
di.fferent> commentators may have strongly different ideas and
perceptions. =

an ability
'to,understand the differences between written and

television drama. How does a book differ from a drams on television?
What are the'underlytmg principles in building a ,good story on
television? ,HOW does a television presentation differ from the stage
and film stbry? Television is a little window on the: world; whereas
the stage and film provide ,a large landscape for vicarious'
experiences.

. an:ability to,understand one'§ own uses of television. , Why_ do you .!L:

watch- television ?. What do YOU get out -.of :it?1,,Is it.4 diversion from
the busy- schedule ?, you ..ute it as 164,464 or' sampler. to
stimulate you to- deeper study-of a:'sPeCific issue? it your main
source- of I nformati on: Outsideoutside.your own experi Once?,

- . .

an ability to understand the consumer's role in television. Howe can
you influence what's on television? _ What is your :place in
community-based television?

OrojOdts to encourage:critical TV viewing skills were. divided
into age groups. At the oiemeotary level, young elementary -aged children can
and should 'learn-. that. television distorts the real world. ,--Thet can at early
igei test the television world a4ainit the l world. -With ., parental guidance-
they can -use television wisely. o family, e school and youthrserving:
agencies- can make :television yie 1g more respon ive to the needs of a growing
child.

At-the middle school level, which encompasses t upper:eleMentary leVels:
And .juii i or- -. high : school, children can , be- se 1 f rnotiv ated ivettabl i shing

- or i or itj es on the quality and qUantity.of,their:teleVisidn viewing. They 'are:
interested in how television is, put-together. . ,How. do. the producers make the
"Six Million Dell ar Man" jUMptill building0.:TheY want to- know how an idea
1S forMed::fer -a ShOW-and howi-lt. getS,put inte-,the dramatiOtion that it shown
in-theirhOme They are interested In .some of the major issue- -inin television.

.-,_ _.

Should children's-adVertisementt be limited? What\ are ratfngs-and how' do they
.

affect the program' schedUTe? . They like to or iti qUe larporams ,
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At the secondary level, ,the high=school-aged youngster is sensitive to
alternatives to telvision watching. This age range is the least likely group
to watch television. They are involved ,with a number o ,7f social and sports.

activities as well as the demands, of their school and work lives. They_a0 in
a position to begin to analyze television-and to make judgmente that will
affect, their habitual use of television. They can understand and explore in
more:-,detail the wide range of potential dramatic programs. They are capable

different opinions and viewpoints _in =news and special events
. programs. In effeet, they can be sdphisticated users of television. They can
understand the, ratings systems and the com ercial impetus behind the
television industry.' They are aware of (and can e taught to understand)_ _ he
political--social-aspecti-Of tiliViiion.

The post-secondary educatii;nal program is directed towards an,
understanding of one's own use of television and the importance adults play in
monitoring children's use of television. Emphasis is placed on the
societal-family interplay with television. What dos it mean as a social event

---Nhen-more than-100,000,000 people watch ROOTS? Does- it lead' -to .a further
study by the viewers of the issues involved?. There are,interesting indicators
such as an increased sale of the books*,_increased interest in tracing one's
own roots, and a spin-off;of reading in related areas which resulted from the
showing of ROOTS. The post-secondary Materials deal with some of the
limitations of news programs, propaganda, psychological impact of television
programs and the prosocial- effects of dramatic series, soap operas and talk
shows.

The u.s. = Office_of-Education-is-only-one among -a number of -agencies
concerned with television and education. There are those who are concerned
with the content of the programs "and make specific reCommendations for
viewing. Others have developed parent activities and have held neighborhood
workshops to train parents in viewing or controlling the television viewing of
their children. The' U.S. Office of Education critical. TV viewing projects
have.been designed to provide a nonbiased approach to the development of :
skills which will allow the individual. to monitor his or her own television
viewing habits. Television is the common dendminator in Amer ca. It ik the
most persistent and pervasive single'element in American life. It coriumes
more time and attention than any other single activity within. our lives'. It
exceeds the influence and time spent in school, at church and on the job for
many people. It is an important influence that cannot be. left to chance. It
can be mastered by individuals and it can be the resource that Edward R".
Murrow indicated. Or it can become the wastpland described by Newton Mtnnow,
former chairman of tile FCC. Today, television has neither lived up to its
best promises nor sunk to the depths' of its. worst critics. A partnership
',between schools and the television industry can and Will enable us to reach
the best in television

Its capacity is there; its utilization is there--it
television work for our best interests.
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WHAT THE TV. INDUSTRY IS DOING TO HELP. YOUTH

_

Jed( BleSsington, Directio%.EdUcatiOnar Relations
CBS TeleViSionletwork,

This topic almost demands a list which would s ggest that the televisioev..
industry is doing+ a lot to help the youth of/this country and the world.
Perhaps- the suggestion of Dr. Wilbur Schramm ought to be u ed= to set-'the
direCtion, suggest that you do not think in terms of what television does
to children, but rather, what do children do with -television?" Therefore,
perhaps it is -Useful to consider what Youth does.mith teleVision before we
list what =TV does lo help them.

It seems that television'is used by youth 'to entertain and inform them.
They toy with it; it is mass culture; it is hum9r; it is small talk; it,is

ya see...the ether night?; it is social, fiolating, recreational, but
most of all - it simply IS. Television IS.- That means it exists for today's
American youth in a way 5Feign to those EErn before TV was a common resource.

Television in a minor way is an employer of youth, but only a few of the
vast number who need employment. Therefore, that is not enough help.' What
does it do to help them on a loftier plane? Television is a developer of
human potential; it helps us to know.

Television is -e vast transmitter of knowledge. It is one of- youth's
major informers. About what? About'aTmoSt/everything. It presents people,
place§ and things. It presents forefgn nations and common culture. It
presents the arts, the sciences and the current issues of American and
international life. It presents sports options, Sports heroes and Olympic

////

'contests.. It presents local, national and international news daily. It
presents drama, humor, music, and song, together with dance, photography,
movies, and documentaries. Television is journalistic, entertaining, and
enriching; it is at the same time recrea ional, silly and playful. Youth,
therefore, has access to all, the educat oval potential that television offers.

Television as an industry does nolt set out to help youth as, a primary
goal. As a commercial industry operates within the framework of most
responsible businesses in America an cares about its employees and customers.
Television does not exist outsid of cultural or political realities but
rather works within the context of a 'commercial industry. Commercial

.television is not, for example, educational television; it is not public
broadcasting and it is ,not in tructional television. While commercial
television IS all these in some anner, these entities are not the center of
its life as an industry.

In looking back at the for tive- years of television- whjch took place in
America in the fifties, it se s the huge black and white consoles of the daY
were scarcely out of their pac g cases before the naysayers descended. It
would be several years unt 17 Newton Minnow would << 'make his famous "vast
wasteland" speech. But alrea y, in 1959, it had become necessary for people
such as Dr. Schramm to refu e the myth that television was the primary cause



verything,from the Crimean War
aster. Bonnyi

a, growing lack of confidence the

aY,_television still _has_ more_than_i s-fair share of detract° . This--
is especially true in the area, of television's effect on childr'c Until
someone can come forward With documentation that proves otherwise, as, an
educator suggest television is not anywhere pear being the prima :y problem
with today's yourpters. Even if we were to throW every televjsi set in

;_ America sit the window, we WOuld-ttill-heve-the-major problems f poverty,
mobility, value eKangei and changes in family , life _as- wel 1 as itica
racial and group= tensions. Not only can television nEt be blam d for these
major and evolutionary changes but on the contrary, televis on can be
credited with assisting us to recognize and manage the change, that swirl
around as.

There are Wyse who choose to believe that_ reading and T. eracy among._
young. people were much ;more -in evidence' -prior -advent television.
Margaret ,Meade 'didn't agree with ;this.. attetsthent."..- -She in a. 1973
Washington, speeth to eduCatort.: thait':Hmany ..people Tl ke to believe

--..--,,everyone sat-arOUnd7the table after-dinnee'-14 had a. wonderful; conversation -
before the advent. of television. suggested -that -thts: via* Other myth in
the Maki ng there -is, rio evidence -to support the; .Onn-6- 1 Conference,
NatiOnal 'AssociatiOn for Independent SchoOlt,' Spring4073).

Rudolph Fleseh al to d it agrees "As . I tee, 1 t, eh i ldren:whO

read:intehool atjleatt' learn- a 'lot of ',things from TV.-
. Ti,

vocabulary and collect an unbelievable amount. of information
.,- sheer-. :fantaty to thirik'. that-if kids didn' watchHTTthey'd
hours engrossed in good books. "Why -Johnny-Still Can't Read,

.NoVember
,.

1979Y.-.-e7"

are not taught
y enlarge their

Beside it's
spend all those
".Family Circle,

... TT The tetent_and:Very,ConstrOctive-Porctstudy -on adult: il iteracy ..lb thOH.
Anited--.States. relates the_ problem. : clearly to. the .06010 ef,-povertY.':It-:'
fouricLth4i the social and economic :structures Of -AOMinanee,p6rpetuated-lh.the'
sehoOls, make it-'hard for. many ta :learn; --"In- thit-,country person5' withlitited'education

areoften thetame bertens who suf#0.:pne., '' moreof-the
,major-- social -.01SadVantages--povertY,H:UneMployment;:_,.ralaj- or 'eihnjc.
diSCrimination,. social_ isolation'_" (Adult Illiteracy in the'dited States, A

.- Report -to_ the Ford-FeUndation,St. -JohnhUnterand- APavidar'an,IkGraW Hill,
.1979). Those of Ut-who.have:been in edUdatiOn for along. tAlae knOwthatit is
poverty ..-and not television that is-the:major culprit An.the'fightto'.Overceme
ignorance.

The problems and needs tif. youth' are
. as - many-,,,today as they. haVe - been

-throughout- human history-. There. ate 'unique orbblerils waitin in the. wings in
the 1980's,- -just as there have always.- been prOblimt: throughout- :history: which.:.
deserve- ..the.,term :"unique." Today' t youth have to deal withjenergy problems4
.pollution, new stylet,of family life, longer life .spans,. longer, and more
compiilsory : formal -edudati on, - -the of the dignity \ of manual labor,`
nuclear weapons , 1.. and the -.1 ike.

Television provides youth with information about their world and, at
times, the constructiVe advice of its elders for managing today's adversities.
The problems oflidrugs and alcohol abuse are 'readily discussed along with
information- about biological sexuality and the affective a ure of human
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relationships. Television presents tire__ art, music, language, geography,
Politics and general :culture-of people in diverse parts of the _world. This
video encyclopedia helps -pun youth to know the world in less parochial terms
than they -:-might otherwise- experience. --This --is --essential learning
twentieth ,century life.

Tel VIS iOn also presents many dramatic shows that help youth to look
critically at prejudice, unreasonOle anger, intolerance and impatience. From
time to time, television also pokes fun at' itself and this can help youth to
view all 'fnedia with a degree of healthy awl respectful suspicion.

Television, it ought to be remembered,-fits into a social setting and
meets :youth on the same road where- youth meets the rest of life. The
autotnobile, Concorde jet, computers, wonder drugs, -synthetic fibers, laser
technology, the miracles of science, the depth of religious faith and the
profoOnd realities of man's philosophies co-exist with television. Electronic
muslCam, vitamin pills and gerontology along with oyer-crowded schools and ;a
lack,-of proper housing are all in the same world of youth. What is television
doing for these aspects of the lives of youth--is that what we want to know?
d

Or is there a hidden statement? "Kids tch a lot of television, perha
o much, and what is' TV doing to make ure that this generation does not
rrive.at their maturity in a state of dim' ished capacity?" As an .educator, I.

entered the field of television beca e I think, as a technology and a
industry, It is a great gift to twerctiet century man. Put another way, it is
twentieth century man's gift to hit self. It is certainlf the gifted
inheritance of our human history and c eative efforts and it is_runmistakably,
twentieth century benchmark.

Insofar. .as,yoUth is ed, 'the .:televiSion industry- is ra
innocent.- '...'When-people-.'liere-.t tially-exCfted:about-.transMitting a Vi ep--
signal," itHis_faAr:t0gilesheyAid.not say,''".What'willthit dO. for-. you .1 .-

(,.
. _ .

ft... it also ,' fair to suggest that when _teleViSiOn. became the fotloW-UR to the
radio brOadcatti,ng industry it Aid, not ask itself, 94i l l ;this- help the : youth ..

of the 'world?" It just moved ilt into -that: era.';and.:dealt with Man unsegregated
"f.iyAge. categories.. -The view of youtif and television. needs :a broader context,
and together .- with:, 'Or. chramm, I. think, we can .only approach it by

.: asking:. "How does youth -'e erienoe televitidn?"-

As-. a' former headmast -,Of . two:school s, and the .f ather- of three college-
age stu=dents, know th

. schooling, as I. .viewed ,it for youth ainci.the way.- they-
exPeriended it, was stly: different.- : -When_ '. My own children ga her with
friends to discuss heir schooling, under- my -. :admfn i strati on, I. -hardly .

recognize the j nsti t_-:i On ,.:' 1 et al One the event.s. :,SChool i ng ;.for school age
: youth b. is verSe different 'from school i ng for their headmaters, professors or
parents.- The .ofte- '-Studied: _television experiences ... of youth -- re, lh mY.
opinion,. largely flawed. -.-.These studies atteMOt to tap the: inds._ the -young,::
but the mind. is: -difficult to--examine,. no. matter' how scientific :an disciplined'
we are in'oUr re aarchi'l

Tel e-vi sib as env i ro went ,- therefore, is different f om teleVisi on .:

studied. -Tel 1Si:on is within' the,world of yOUngfpeople,'.and t eir;useS. of it
vary greatly. The --intilTiEtual , ,. spiritual , psychic-0- )1ur and -. social
development. of youth .as, affected' by television. is worthy of- s _ud3c But it is
also very crfficult tr.L isolate this .aspect of reality.- YoUth is,,- -.after':



a part of the social system of parents, family, .neighborhoitd, religion,
school, diet, genetis, social -class, race, general.pro.vincial culture, random
chance and whatever else you_ can think.of *as an atmosphere.

To address arid answer the initial topic of the television- indu%try, I
will say the curriculum of.commercial telev4sion is vast and helpful. I know
television-is only a part of-our culture, and although. seemingly ever-present,
it has- -onl,y a relitive effect 6n any One human. From my experiences, I
believe television is a rather positive force for almost all youth.

_
While LAirish to tispect the concerns of parents and = teachers regardingthe p-ot4-ntial distraction television may present to some children, it is not

realistit to wish, television would, disappear- is -not only here to .stay,4-e-but commercial television is striving to be even more respons'ite and
useful to both the educational and-family life needs of the -society. But
-commercial television is not instructional television. It enriches,, but is
not a school.

,,Simply stated, I think the television industry helps youth b supplying
theirwith vast amounts of information for knowing their world and dealing withit. The entertaining and fictional aspects of some of this information are
easily processed', by today's children--a generation born into television
society. They turn it into recreation. When it is. fictional they knowit is
a contradiction to the other realities'of their experience. They are at ease
with television;

What the TV industry is doing to help youth opens.up the Whole -area of
what TV does for people in general. This ts not the topic, but-1 would feel
it incomplete if I did not touch upon this broader topic. Almost every aspect-
of life is presented on television,, Life and death, miracle medicine and,
malpractice, viture and fraud in business, saints and sinners, hery6' and
villains, objective truths and fictions, the arts, the sciences, -the faith and
the doubt are all, presented. We lose our innocence when we lose our-
ignorance. we also lose our prejudices: We lose our security as we see the
world televised from the moon or, from. Iran, but we gain the brotheihood of
man, the commonness- of bur fears, and ways to cope. -At the same time we are
led to see the global, we see the microscopic--the small. sensitive aspects
of our universe.

A peek at other people's families and their ways of dealing with stresses
and burdens enables: us: 'to sense' our 'own varied resources-. We-see and hear the
symptoms of life'S problems and we con recognize them more rapidly and respond
more readily.

Television is obvioosly,something man can deal with because .for over
thirty years he has been watching it joyfully. It has increased our memory,
made greater and yet more common a world' culture, it has *joined us together
with the horrors' of wars and the joys of temporary peace. .And we keep I
Creating newer and more ibtriguing variations of our video caoaCit.Y:

Our eyes are exercised by television to track multiactivities and our
senses reach. out to the,artistic, creative, and playful aspects of this modern
medium.
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Television 4s everyone's hometown newspaper; modern classroom, localBijou theatre,. voyeur's window, backyard fence, 11indow on the world, UNESCOlecture and curious twentieth century phenomenon.- It is a friendly voice forsomeandanintruder'---for-others-but -for-=for- most people,- issimply an informative and entertaining system of communication.

In a more immediate-and school-related sense, there is every indicationthat each of the. networks has advanced greatly from the initial phase ofsimply transmitting signals. Programing such as CBS's CAPTAIN KANGAROO, 30MINUTES, and THE `CBS AFTERNOON PLAYHOUSE; ABC's AFTER, SCHOOL SPECIALS, and
NBC's HOT HERO SANDWICH and SPECIAL TREAT are but a few of the many excellenthours of broadcasting geared to entertaining and educating today's youth, Inaddition, commercial television offering more special news segments andfull-length news programs, specifically designed to bring international,national and local events' into perspective for young people.. Local _stationshave joined in or led in this direction.

And al:I three networks are actively involved .in bringing inktru nalguides for teacher into thousands of classrooms around the-caintrr. At,CBSwe have three ongoing projecti designed to utilize regular network programingto help imProve ,students' reading skills. The CBS Television Reading Program'is nationwide--television script4eading -projectthat uses children'senthusiasm for television Ito ,help increase their . motivation for further
reading, learning and creative thinking.

As, participants in-the Readings Program (grades .4 through 12, depending onthe subject matter of the Particular broadcast),- the students receive
Matchedto-broadcast scriPis several weeks prior-to the actdal broadcast. Thestudents work with the scripts in the classroom., Often taking turns readingthe various roles out loud.- Their teachers als0 receive comprehensiveEnrichment Guides which are used to.initiate..classroom discussions and involvethe students in a variety of additional reading, writing and creative projectssumming from their-work with the scripts. In the Reading Prcgram, 'individual
CBS-aff ated stations work with -local educators, newspapers andcommunity -minded corporations, in printing and, distributing scripts tostudents. The scripts are disci reproduced in the-regular run of a number ofmajor newspapers around the countrp in-an effort to extend' the script-readtngto the entire community. a

Since its ihception three years ago, the Reading Program. tils alreadyreached over 6,000,000 students. We think 'this` helps our youth learn from
tefevision. More recently, CBS established the CBS Library of Congress "ReadMort About It" book_ project and the '"The,CBS Library Series." ."Read More About

is designed to: encourage the public to read books by providing abibl iograPliy on air after the program and'sending lists to librariet comprised
of titles related-.to specially selected CBS .broadcasts. "The CBS LibrarySeries ". is a series of special- children's broadcasts, which feature'.dramatizations tif classic and contemporary bookS. All titles are chosen fromthe Library of .Congress'' annual list of recommended-children's books. At the 4end of each broadcast, the program's host suggests to the children that theyvisit their local library and read the books from which the program's storywas adapted.



The CBS Television Reading Program, the CBS Library of ongress "Read
ore About It" book projects and "The CBS L brary Series are each a step
orward in forging a new alliance between felev sion and_educations Vie

-helps peopl e-and -adu)ts- to- learn MI' ti-they are being entertai ned.

And what does the fu e hold? As morel programs and projects of an
educational nature ar . -ped, as nipre bromicast research grahts are
forthcoming from founds ions and the broadcasting industry. itself, . our youth

/ learn more about the TV industry. And as more high schools, colleges and
( graduate schools provide boththeoretical and hands-on courses in the art of

creating- television programming, 1the term "televisioli" will no longer be some
ethereal mystery to America's youth 'and the industry will -take another leap
forward.

And then there's the electronics technology of the future. In the
1970's, television technology made more advancements in ten years than it had
in the previous three decades combined. The 1980's will witness even.-more
astonishing advancements. With the advent of the ,video disk and the
continuing Proliferation of_cable and-video cassette-programming,-theyouth of
American will have no choice but to become more varied in, their viewing and
uses of television. We are on the threshold of building, #a nation of __more
aware, more informed viewers.

The facts show., that, despite its own 'youthfulness, the televisoniindustry
s helping -today's... youth ' toy knowA more about-the- wOrld, thaticany previouS

',10,peration in human. history...
'
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CHILDREN, 'EDUCATION, AND

Grace Caval e
. = Public

sistant -Director
adcasting Service

-Television is the .greatest educator of the young in America today.
Children-spend as-434ich :time watching- television as _they do sleeping.
Television has replaced-the school and the family as primary sources of
information an s enculturators of values. There is no greater. influence
upon our children an television. Assembled sociological studies

.reveal televi§ion b ala most pervasive force in our society. With this
phenomenal Potential _question is posed, how can we justify that so little
time, energy and resources are devoted to children's programing?

Telecommunications can create a new definition for children's
progrmming,not only by-getting--children-ready=for-school and aiding in the
transformation of information between schoq.l and home but in helping chijdrenN
learn what schools can never teach them. KnOwledge is transPortable via
television; and new directions for the television industry offer a greater
variety, of programs with _more varied information to different age,grouP,
eventually eliminating the isolation of children's programming altogether.

- .

Our future-caurse of action is to work for---an enlightened definition of
children's programming. Chil*en's programming' must be removed frOmi the time
and-produation,ghettos This is to say that children's» programming should
incorporate all aspects of-program categories: arts and humanities, current
affairs, physical sciences, psychological development, etc.

We encOurage hew concepts for children: children sinews, literary :works
of substancetreality-based_dramas, life experiende_optidns, the experimental,` ,

the avant garde, ballet, -opera...every kind of program which exists for adults
should exist for children. Children have the widest, most unimbedded view of
the world, and, presently thefere afforded a very narroirview via television.,

Through our Programming activities at PBS we hope to establish clearer
attitudes regarding children and the ;treatment of children. A good deal must
be recpgnized in children' lack of power, economically and politically. This`means, children depend on us in education to. address their needS. ale call
Jar clarity of vision an intensitIgof purpose for ,the 'future. !Onl with
increased consciousn can new unTerwriting possibilities be developed. . When
the ,public is r ghtenea, lariters and producers will be attracted to
children's% programmiffg, and- more investors will be encouraged to enter in.
Policy- makers must be alerted to working for,children before changes can bemade..

'Of great interest to educators and other humaniits are the factors which
chapge -human behavior. We know ,media .'involvement. can be considered an
activity to develop skills and intelligence. Since television presents
methdds, of transferring values and knowledge, we propose changes for childr6n
which are social, artistic, and physical, as well as intellectual and
emoti' nal. With a new dignity o children's programming, there is much to
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indicate self respect for-chill'dln and oppor tunities for:-children
master their environmentst,

In addition-to Signific 'ant new prograwmaterill, it iS~ sugges,e eve in
public broaddastihg m e better= uses of resources' now avail tile. For
instance, the COUSTEAU ECiALs for PBS could be rewritten for c ldren-,-samebasic visual content, a different script. NATIONAL GEOGRAP IC shows' also
could be re-packaged. 40

The formation_of.pew trends in children 5.programmingf ally for researchinto "media behavior." Studies will be inauguratedfinto "how" and "why"
children learn. CPB is already-in the process of advanding studies -examining
learning and behavioral modes.- This is the year for inveitigation; this is
the time in education when we focus uporuthe chiWs capacity to, -experienceand respond to media. A whole new view f,childcen's activities. must be
studiagirunderstood since media is now par of the :learning life process
for.children in Ameriba.

American television_has_dedicated itself-only-in-pa t-to-human potential
and human concerns. It has 'oot addressed itself fully: to children's
consciousness and sensibilities. We hope children will 'participate
important activities which will change them. We have taught with iceseluti
and insistence. We now seek even more ways of reaching children to present a
living experience which implies _positive values within an episode'of the
educational experience.

tsis our place to establ ishc w cedures- for dynamic responses to
television program propos To do this, we must,establish freskevaluative

-criteria for energetic programming.

(INActives for Children's 11129rammina

1. To 'address the total E=122 n the, child,
intuition and senses..g.,1==

The person.- has_ -these lour:.elementt.:balinCed,_ creating
view tyr the world. In educatfon,'Alellave'odnoentrated. Upon the

thinking. part of psychology .became a more:.exact.ar
our prpgramting7_and. curricula included affective -sa Cognitive
materie.The feelings of a youngster. were dignified- enough to,beliegarded%644
-importantfactort' information andrelating'to:the.world with that
'..information.--: The .sensWwere saved for,. those youngsters who could be funneled
into:,.the-art-: world; and intuition. was an-aspect:of literature.cbarsesiand:.
then,-only -if courses were conducted by :enlightened ,teaCherS..-If not,' the
'intuitive. world was one where educators would rather not.be called upon fOr
aamMent; the intuitive element of the'persopalitywas repudiated ..and dehielL.
Yet.. our intuitive abilities are the.very places where leapS,arepmade .torn-
is.known'tb-whatils-inferred and imPlied.TheAntuitive.is as. respectable a
thinking process as deductive or inductive reasoning- "

It; is incumbent upon in . education,. in the arts, in.
Tedommuni- -Lions,- to-investigate :and' Understand all things-which make us

h -aivand which make us learn, and then -to.- replicate this in situations which-
ar rOidily,ideptifiable.so-that as youngd?eopleumove through this..wOrld,OUr
t 1 sed images. of then -match their-real tties. What exists now is often the
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!very' opposite. 'Many- time television constructs inhuman, idealized andartificial environments. our young people try to' find, and failing,ieneg AVIasth in their 'validation of themselves in the real_world.

2. The production of ro rammin- Atsh will better p.L"eRare the child for
understanB174 and oenitritino e'environme

Ou'very purpose in transmitting messages is to allow children to. knowmore about how-it feels, to be alive,. AS' we select symbols to transmit, we aremakinglvalue judgments,- The selection-of-language and numerical symbols (a laSESAME STREET) - ii_the stamp of adult approval that children' should value thewritten language:aid the world'Of ,numbers. They get that message alon§ withthe: phonetids- and the 'numerical cothhinations. The approved method forfunctioning in thiS.society is to be literate and to be equipped withinformation; and slcillS. It is therefore possible to transmit additionalinformation. It it possitile in the world of the future,to convey messlages andSymbols which assist children not only in interpreting their environment and
comunicating' interpretations, but also in. finding what satisfies them in the .process. We have .produced_enough

-credentialed-people -in-this world-by-way ofeducational 'systairs. We now seek the symbols in order to aid 'individuals infinding fulfillment; as well as knowledge And itTformatjah.

The transcendence of the' familiar,-Igcliches and the stereoMpes

is Our 'hooe'that television will attract the greatest 'creators in oursociety 'to .see the medium as a arena for; the new, the untried, the freshview. Because the,medium is Telate ely young, 'we haven't an historicalcontext for the creatiip process Via visual electrbnics; We do know that thevery elements of theater which have kept people, in their seats for centuriesare, not al ays uti)ized`in the theatrical. event before the camera. In short,the known ethods. fir:relaying human conditions should. be allowed room forexperimen ation 'in television presentations. Certainly-me real'ize that truthTies at the heart of every cliche.,';, But not to look beyond what already. exists. in situation,character, situaon,.and story is to c rcpinscri "the 'child's world" andto censor possibilities.

4'. The, develppnent of models for children.
.

Studies ,present us with compretiepsive information. regarding howtelevision affects the beliefs and the- behavior of young persons.Psychologist George Comstock, to name one ,authority;. offers -findings whichreveal that the viewinvexperienc itselfK an addition to the life of theyoung person. This says that television! adds a dimension to one's life. Ifthis dimehsion , :is to liberate, ,to, open doors, .to set us free, we must seeindividuals via television Who have achieved their lives:-or who are engaged ina struggle for freedom: intellectualTporifiCal, economic, spiritual..
5. The illustration of values of in enu t and inventiveness in humanroblem sue. =

Alternative systems of thought no longer leave room 'for the "right" or"wrong" mentality,in problem solving. This speaks of 'the methods by which we'attempt to unravel the problem. New computer learning, interestingly, rewardsthe youngster for more kinds of thOught processes than we've ever noted beforein the history of the classroom Certainly some information is exact and



unyielding, -but we are addressing not ,what we find, but the ways that we find'it. , How we proceed in our lives is ofteThnnected to our desire to proceedat all: Process is -_now as important as product. In-education-and-now'
-We-do-nlit 'think only in terms of arriving at nclusionsbut rather the manners, and modes of transportation, as well.

6. The creation of integrated experience where children in America, are-seen as part ZrirTITTsrorical fabric- in the entiFE7Worfil community.

A world global village can be created by 'telecommunications. .AmericanyoUngsters will be communicating with other youngsters with the assistance ofthe satellite signal. Simple decoders on our roof tops will allow satellitesignals to- 'come right into-the home. Educational prOgramming and children's
programing must respond to the need to provide a =text which i nationalwhile not chauwiniStic.. The concentric circles which represent the home,neighborhOod, community, state, nation, now widen to include the World.

The child in our societYmuit be afforded the OpportunitY to see herself orhimself as part of the_whole. This is orientation in the-world. It providesa perspective to the world.

7. The-values of social tradition and ritual as
affairs.

Unless we see the universal appeal of television as capable of nourishingall levels of human behavior, we are irrespcinsible. Ritual and tradition have
provided icons within each civilization since ancient times. M'th is, thefoundation for stony in our culture. . Where our young are today, -in ourculture, must be shown always in light of man's constant journey. Becausetelevision has the ability to disconnect images, the responsibility also.isours to make connections. It is essential that television present continuityand thereby offer "the present" in terms of "the past."

8. Certain realities made available so that youngsters can haverecognition .of themselves 1ETWe *rid=
better

The rights of children as set forth in the United States Declaration ofChildren's Rights should be evidenced ie all programming for children. Theserights include, "the right to receive education and pecial care if the childhas a physical -or mental handicap"; "the right-to vow in an environment_ of
love and security"; "the right to receive free and comp4Osory education, atleast in the elementary,stages, which will allow him under equal opportunitiesto develop his skills and his senses of, moral and social responsibility."

V. The creation of works of art . for children which have unity,_ mEsi ntengoity, and be
,-

Th; WhiCh- appeals , to the .senses, aesthetically, and. to the mind,

:'.

intelle.tuilly,. creates .a kind of appetite It is-.a kind of- pleasure which .constitu -e ire and motivation to see more Because of the electronic
.explOsioliof television hardware and '. the lag. in-television toftwarethe

.

;-:Creation;(L, -.ngramming, must aspire Ad--- the standards of excellence andachteveMent _Which have always merited the term,- "Work of art." We call-forcognitandeOf the elements which 6nstitute "works Of Are- so that programming ...for Olildre -n-qualify.



itThe 'instillation'orvalues, ransmission of knowledge
bf-,the-int-eTrigence geared_ twardnaStery of -ae's envirenment=,r

develOpmen

All programming which i, offered to chilciren should stimblate_ the mindeven to the point of prwiding moments of revelation._ .Thit applies -to the
- simplest transfer ofoft information at well as tai the most complicated.matters of-
human behavior. The common goal is to provide what we knoW to our children so
-that the world can _be seen as a friendly place, a place with _welcomes and
rewards our-endeavors. This'is Tegaty-to children which educators--' an _age of telecommunications can-91_iie

-Considerations for the,broadcaster and the educator include, first, the
role of mass media in `a democratic society; -but more 4mportantly, the way
television enlarges the world. We ask-, "What patterns emerge which serve the
child's .4life? Since television is the beckground,humof a child's existence,
how can it eXpand to-treate more possibilities--so that growing up can occur
-with less intellectual wretka§e-and-less emotional-hazard ?` What meanings do
we seek through television?: What definitions 'of the individual and her or his
interrelationshl-Ds -do, we, in education, seek to,foster via television? What
is the greatest-contrib_utionteducators and other humanists 'wish to make; nowthat our messagebe-received by 100 percent of our nation's people?

.

Never befoie has' there been such a: challenge. j for cooperation between
theorists, scientists* rnespage-rriakers and educators. If television is seen asa metaphor, then for what .conditions is it a 'metaphor?. What is its
relationship to our lives? Can-it be a metaphor for human groWth and expanded
consciousness i_nstead of A mirror of huthan passivitrand manipulation? It isfrOm suck questions that we now proceed.' I-.



SEVEN TMIAS----PEOPLE WANT6TO KNOW

_'-A8OUT -ZHILDREN ' TELEVISION

y7.
_

- Roy Danish,. Director
ional Association of Broaddaters:

hen= clhi 1den and IteleVi side 'are- lei SchiShd" together, hereare any: Number
-of -conflitting:--=:yeactioni, and cbserVati'unt. While some call

s i on --j-ifor tdren 11 brain4u ing and "tri:Vi'al',""__ ,Others tee_ i t l as

It,::-_ has been variously termed
Oetentiti,*itig =--entertatril The ,contradict iUn- and = confusion

goes==orr-and

1.0 help ,,bri ng subject into :c 1 earer _fdtus, in Wit paper we will -cite
research and, backgroand information organized as (nedessarilys brief) responses

--,-----Hto--these-severr.t asic.'6:0estionsabboVchi Wren s-televis ton!

Is there enough good television for children?

Are there enough age-specific shows? Are non age-specifi ,shows
necessarigy useless or inappropriate?

Is there creativity and 'tnnovation in children's television?

4. Are broadcisters---.cohterned only with ratings?

Does television create passiVity?

Is chi ldren' s television, the broadcasters' responsibility alone?
What responsibility do parents and educators have?

What are broadcatters doing to help viewers
television's educational value?

s There Enough Good Televition for Children?.

t people are unaware of the progress which has been made in the area
of children's programming. These changes have not come about by chance.
Careful consideration-and lots of hard work by many creative people have built
the solid base of quality children's programs aired on the schedules today..

. .

At thepresent- time, -each' network e- presents worthwhile,..- non -animated
-..prograMsforchildren_ch a regularly scheduled -addition, 'each,h4S..a
Saturday-morning line =up -. of: animated. :coie411fr and adventure, series. An' s
AFTOSCHOOL and WEEKEND SPECIALS, CBS's CAPTAIN :KANGAROO and. 30 MI Kags;-Tend
NBC is HOT HEW- SANDWICH and SPECIAL TREAT- have 'el I been recogni d as
q,alityr children's .prograMming. Sunday..morn inT has enriching programs
such as ANIMALS, _ANIMALS, and-.K.IDs ARE PEOPLE,. TOO..;
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Outstariding local and syndicated children's series are being produced and
aired all over the country. Just a few examples of non-network shows that are
carried widely are: the award-winning HOT FUDGE series produced by ABC's
WXYZ-TV, Detroit; NBC's WHITNEY AND THE ROBOT from KNBC,_Los Angeles; and
CBS's WHEN I GROW UP from KM0X-TV, St. Louis.

Other excellent ..-syndicated programs , for children include e
Emmy-award-winning BIG BLUE MARBLE, THE BODY WORKS, and UNICORN TALES, which
are being shown all around the .country. In addition, in community after
community, there are local programs-produced for local* audiences with special
appeal for the young people of the respective areas. Federal Communications
Commissioner Abbott. Washburn, in a-statement to the Commission in December
1979, cited 41 programs in a partial list of series produced by local
- stations.

A ide from regularly scheduled network, Aoc11 and syndicated programs,
there are many specials of particular interest to young people. Commissioner
Washburn, in his statement to the. FCC on the notice of propesed rulemaking for
children's television programming, cited these examples among
others: -READING, WRITING AND. REEFER, an NBC News documentary'on the use of
marijuana; CRY. FOR HELP, an ABC drama dealing with the problem of teenage
suicide; JOEY AND REDHAWK*, a CBS story, of friends from different backgrounds
who learn to cope with society's prejudices. His partial list included
nineteen specials from commercial` networks and six from PBS.

cruse the educational merit of,public broadcasting stations is copMenlY
accepted, we needn't list in this limited space the many commendable :programs
which they provide. It is important to note, however, that PBS continues to
expand its service to'children with the recent addition of 3-2-1rCONTACT.
This science series is both entertaining and informative, a caMbination that
commercial broadcasters agree is educationally effective.

Are There Enr2h Ave-Specific Shows?
pecific Shows NecEM,Fily. Useless or Inappropriate?

Many children's programs are targeted to a parti.cular age group. Most of
Saturday morning's _line-up of animated comedy and adventure series are for
younger children becaaae they tend to get up earlier than older children. The
ABC AFTERSCHOOL .SPECIALS and NBC SPECIAL TREATS are directed more toward the
junior-high-schpol-age youngster. The veteran programs CAPTAIN KANGAROO and
'ROMPER ROOM are primarily.for preschool children.

On the other hand,' some ,pregrams have a brOader range- of appeal,
Although most of, the cast in HOT HERO SANDWICH is high-school age. And the'
prograMLis directed chiefly-to 'adolescents, some of the :mutical/animated
portions of the'programappeal _to -much younger viewers. Because the program
deals with the universal, non-age-specific topic of growi't19 up, this pverlap
is intentional

Other programs, although not specifically designed for children, can be
beneficial to them- ,.especially '.if they watchmith.-a-parentpr Pther_adult who

to'discUss the ipeogram- with- them. When -program with -adult
orientation not Suitable' for young. viewers' ara-stheduled,- networks Use-the
'parental. discretion" advisory to inform parents of that fact.
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',According to'Fa-COMmissioner Abbott-WashbUrn,Aistinguishing, a program
"Instruction'al" and categorizing it as an age-speCific program designed for,

children does not insure that suCh:a program is better than entertainment
programs designed.for'lamily viewing. In -his December statement to-the

,..FCC,.-WashbOrn commented*qhe series, THE WALTONS .LITTLEHHOUSE:ON THE
PRAIRIE, are . basically entertainment programs for the whole faMily.
Nevertheless, they teach millions:of children each week: fundamental truths.
about.- human relationSand the essential character of the American people." He
went on to say, "My own experience with TV ,and childrenbased on watching and-
distUssing thousands of hours with our daughter and her friends froth 1967 to
the ;present - -is that there is a vast amount of programming now available from

-which cnildren can learn.- It is . a question of -selection,-rather than
scarcity

,IS There Creativity and Innovation in Children's Television?

-Some-critics of teleVision have Charged that the medium itself hasn't
.changed and it's. basically "the'same old stuff over and over.," This is just
not true. The days` passed when,Mindiess cartoons represented Much
of what: was available to children. There are not only more.and better
programs for children than ever before,, but: new formats.andapproaches.. Even
in the -animated...programs; there is more-concern for positive role models and
for presenting pro-social values and themes, Racial and .minOrity stereotypes
have'been eliminated And'physical violence has been greatly reduced. -ere is
still plenty of:action, but the monsters are gone and the good guys A gals
use brains rather than brawn to trap villains, and nobody gets hurt.

Another clearly noticeable -thange has been the elimination of
yesteryear's larger-than-life hero. In recent years, schedules have included
more ii.action programsand fewer animated shows. This is not to say, that
animated- cartoons are considered undesirable; on the contrary, animation is
appropriate and delightful for many programs and indispensable for some as an
eleMent for conveying information and getting across a point with visual
effectiveneSs, i.e., SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK and FAT ALBERT. However, program
directors have given greater attention to a balance between the fantasy of
animation and the reality of live action.

New themessuch as ecology, energy conservation, first aid, brotherhood,
'obedience to the law, self-understanding, as well as social and-Political
issues ofthe day and current-events have been made an important part of
programs - -a challenge met by the creative departments and script writers.

In addition to changes within traditional program types', innovatitie new
-formats have .been devised.- Informative drop-in mini,programs such as IN THE
NEWS, SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK, and$It OUT haye been added to the schedules.
Special pUblic'service announcement provide nutrition information. And-Spots
on-how to watch television help to putTV'viewing in the proper perspectiVe.
To pointivthe, difference betimeo program, material and advertising,
broadcattert have developed speciaT, ''seParators"--a creative -response. to a
perceived. need.

Another innovation: in the,works is NBC's just-announCed PROJECT. PEACOCK,
a regular series of dhildren's specials during priMe time, scheduled to begin
.in 1981. The programs will deal with7literetere-thd-Qarts4=Hm4si sdience7,--
and nature. They,. will be designed for children under 12'Years of age but
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should be enjoyed Ad4its as well.

Are Broadcasters oneerned Only With Ratings?
. , . .

The content of thildren's programs- is a ve y -.important concern of
.--broadcasters sutside panels of professional consultants review programs,
sometimes while they-arestill. in the developmental .stages. These panels'
provide the a xiliary. support the networks seek for the success of their
.children's pro' amming efforts. -
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NBC has
others, a s

educator. Tb
consultant.
certain prof
individuals

Socia4 Science Advisory Panel which is composed of, among
dial psychologist, a .child development- specialist, and -an'
'Bank Street College of Education serves as -ABC's overall
In addition, specialists from various areas are consulted on

cts. At.CBS,_Dr. Gordon Berry of UCLA _headt: qv a group of
chosen for their expertise in partidular fields. :from the

beginning, hese advisors work with program creators reviewing ideas,
concepts, tript, film footage, counseling producers, writers and:directprs
on how to introduce pro-social elements and how to avoid negative overtones,.4At eac network a broadcast standards department operates --_parately from
the progr 'ing and advertIsingAepartments to decide on the suitability-of
program co tent. Each network has policies to improve and increase the value

'-,',0 childre s programt.

On an industry-wide level, the National Association of Broadcasters'has a
Television Code which sets goals and guidelines for children's programming:and
advertising, Broadcasters voluntarily subscribe to the Code which states in

. liart: "Programs, designed eimarily for children should take into account the
range of interests and needs of children and should include positive sets of
values which allow the child to become a responsible adult:" Responsible
broadcasters agree that children, as viewers deserve special attention and
consideration. Children make distinctions differently from adults .and have
different perceptions of the world. Broadcasters continue their efforts to
improve their service and find new ways to reach and interest children.

Does Television Create.Passivtty?
.

\
Studies about the effects of television in the area of violence .iand

,passivity are basically inconclusive. The ambiguous findings that all studieS
seem to report are well summed up by the 1961 landmark study of Schramm, Lyle:{.
and Parker: "For some hildren under some conditions, some TV is harmful.
For other children, under Me conditionS, or for the same children under
different coMditions0'marbe beneficial."

4
e .

However, research is beginning to show that the so-called TV passivity as
reported by tiatie Wynn in her book, The Plug-In-pv12, is a myth. Dr., Hope
Mapper has found, in working with 170-liEohdand- h-graders in the New
York area, that the child creates the environment and .is a dynamid factor im
the relationship with TV. What the child brings to the television experience
is an interest level-, experience-of social reality, and cognitive stagtand
style. Dr. Louise. Bates -Ames,-President of the Gesell Institute of Child -
Development in New Haven, has found most children to be active while. they
view; they 'quickly change channels when a program is boring or if a favorite
is coming up on another station.
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Schramm, Lyle -and Parker found that TV creates a passive, withdrawn type,
of child only in dangerodSly special circumstances such as those found in a
schizofechild. They State:. "4.we see no evidence whatioever that TV s,_make,
a chid withdrawn, or makes passivity. Rather,:it encourages and reinforces
these tendehcies only when they exist in dangeroUs- amounts,"

O'n the positive side, Lieberrnan's study for -ABC (1975)` shows -that a.
- televised example can increase., a child's willingness to engage in helping
behavior. -Fowles. and Voyant wrote in Urban Review that TV might well
"accelerate .cognitive development when caTigFedTFTEe unsystematic exposure '
to stimuli the young chilfmost7often- encounters at home."

Television, when properly used, can broaden fields of interest. It can
expand horizons from which to draw information and provide the. avenue for

1-exploring activities such as sports, danding'and music. News and.-Peritical,
,, broadcasts can lead to stimulating discussions. Not each viewing session must'
be a,learning one. There is great value to simple relaxation. Watching TV
after school can proVide a useful and welconirtransitional perioWDr. Louise
Bates-haswritten. Tension drains from children absorbed in programs after
the discipline, and alertness demanded' by the school situation TV watching
may be a play et-11601V with its informal presentations-of '.images, ideas and
information. ,The child can learn in a free, self-directed rWay. Often this
relaxed learming.and.use of .imagination can be meaningful.

..

Wilbur Schramm, in his speech "Children and TV: Some'Advice to Parents"
which- was presented to the American Association of UnjVersity Women in 1959,
talked-about the direct experiences he had had as a child: he saw a cobbler
making shoes, he knew the town drunK, he knew about town government py seeing
the police and the paddy wagon in action, he hiked 100 miles, he slept on the ,

ground. But, via television, his Children have had experiences, toe: they
haVe seen inide General Electric's plant, they have seenCand heard Churchill,

'.Nehru and Krushchev, they have seen international government in action at the
U.N., they have climbed Mt. Everest .with_ Tensing and Hilary. Schramm
concluded, "The, change of our children's information is in degree and source
,ratherAhan kind.

In any event, today's
energy conservation, i cti
active than alienated.

expressing deep concerns for, ecology and
sports and in organizations, and is more

Is Children's Television_ the Broadcaster's Reponsibility Alone?
What ReporiSf6ility Do Parents and Educators Have

-Broadcasters accept the responsibility for using their professionalism
and initiative to create-the best possible children's programs and to decide
the mix of programming which best servestheir young audiences. However, many

''influances on -children are more important than television's. A child's
,attitudes and behavior are strongly;influenced by parental discipline, adult
role models, economic and cultural setting, neighborhood, school,, peers and
church. As Dr. Karl Renninger the distinguished psychiatrist' declared,
children are most influenced by the real people in their ,lives. And as
expressed by Bob Keeshan (Captain Kangaroo), "Parenthood is a nen-transferable
responsibility;"
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While broadcasters take their respo_sibility se iously, they hope'parents
will recognize theirs.. Parents and children need watch-and learn together,
now to use teleVistom as a learning tool. -First of all, :parents should be-
aware 'Of what.' programS a child watches and help... him/her to- select.a
well-balanced fare. It's also a good ideato kee 'tabs'of total viewing time
and provide opportunities for a balanced.rano, of activities in addition to
television watching. A Child's curiosity can be nurtured if a parent Watches,
television with him/her from time to time. ,'t is possible to increase a
child's information intake by pointing out. fafts worth remembering and
relating them. td specific shared experiences. Studies by Shirley O'Bryant and
Charles Corder -Bole Of the Southwest gducatiOnal Development Laboratory- found
significantly.more learning, and improVement of attitudes when children watched
television with a parent or teacher who commented during the program.-

,Educators, havefound that television can supplement-Abut not supplant)
existing library and school work. Researchers have developed andare testing
materials and curriculito foster-critical television-viewing skills and to
help- youth utilize TV programs,More effe6tively Conferences and workshops,
such as the preient.one are very useful in spurring the broader acceptance of
these new approaches to media education. A

Creativity, flexibility and mutual 'assumption of, responsibility are
important. A steady Now of cultural and educational programs is available
month after month, and the industry encourages parents and educators as well
as young viewers to take advantage of the opportunities.

What Are Broadcasters Doing To Help Viewers (Of All Ages) Utilize T evision's
traTrcanZnal Value?

As-there should be, there is a growing alliance,amoung educators, parents-
and broadcasters 'who are trygng to use television constructively at home and
in school. Educating children about television and how to- use it as a
learning tool is important.

Broadcasters are participating in sponsoring, and in some cases',
underwriting pioneering projects in the area of critical viewing skills and
the use of television educationally. These efforts involve extending the
educational aspects of various broadcasters so that viewers can derive more
value from them.-

.ABC developed and regularly. mails program guides of AFTERSCHML and
WEEKEND SPECIALS. and other selected programs to schools and libraries
nationwide. The network has also underwritten a major 'study, conducted by
Doctors Jerome and Dorot,y Singer'of Yale's Family Television Research and
Covultation Center, The Singers are seeking to develop a scientific method
of kAeaching children tO be- discriminating viewers. In conjunction with Prime
Time School Television,'ABCinitiated a curriculum project, "Making the News."
Its ,printed. guides,are. desilned for. .use in English, social studies and other
classes to teach students to analyze the content and influence of televised
news.

Th CBS Reading Program distributed advance scripts of selected CBS
progra s to claSsroomSH'along with.teachers' guides providing suggestions for.
using, the scripts. The program began in 1977, and now- reaches five million
students. The Reading Program 'underwr4Ftten by the Capital Cities group of



stations is using scripts from programt on the three lietworks.to teach--reading,
ifls With great success, According to an independent academy stUdy. NBC has

p pmoted parental involvement in' children's television ,viewing' through. 'the
nationwide Oarent fiarticipationjVWorkshops pro4ect funded by thenetwork and
run by Teachers Guides'to Television ',NBC also provides Viewer Guides' for

NBC ,,programs- to proTote discussion and better understanding for,all"
viewers of all ages.

The Television InforTation Office, on ehalf of broadcasters, has° b nunderwriting Teachers' Guides to Television, a twice-yearly publication with
guides to dozen*Ograms in ,AiEF,,issde plus lists of recommended, books,
films and .tapes.

adal stations are involved An :_supplementary eduditiopal programs. A.-.
well.'-Just--ontexaple%iS,t4e Tip .NEWS, GAME- being distributed to schools by
several Specifiqall'y prepatbdAmestibnnaires based on local and-
nationa.T: 6640$-#- provide-s a structurestc1atsrdom7aetivity td 'get-Students.
interested in current events:

The liatiOnal Association of' qroadcasters has regularly scheduled
workshops and conferences for the prodkers of children's programs- and others
who can provide input regarding. the needs of the young audience. .CBS, too,
a.A.organized annual Workshops for Childrfh's Television. These seminars give
local broadcasters a chance to meet and sharp ideas, knowledge, and
understanding with producers, writers _and experts 'in the children'sprogramming area.

'ABC Video -Enterprises, In conjunction with- NEA, has set up a project to
'nrepAreheducational pr ams, on video cassettes or .discs beginning in 1981.

course,.programso hit.sorthave.long.been available on film-Or tape for,use in schools through organizations such as Encyclopaedia Brittanica and
.Flms, Inc., but now there are newer technologies and even newer educational
OProaches av- e. t.



WHAT PUBLIC BROADCASTING IS DOING
TO HELP. CHILDREN AND YOUTH

Peter ,7. Dirr
or,Public Broadcasting

Introduction ,-

6

In consideringth6impaCt of ,tel vision nd radio on the lives of
dhildren;ancryoUthill the United:StateSiAmSt'educators apparently distinguish
,,betwOmthe-medias':-impact-On. the unstrU cured, free markatplade Anifits.,impaat
or.1:7.:,structured learning'. settings. In the -handS;of qualified and dedicated
teachers, -th Media-- become -something: different than whpn- -children- -USe,
television and radio' on. their own.

-Irrrespons to the statement, "Child
they don't n ed to watch more in Sc
indicated'eg '-etent, while SLperceht disa
-neutral.- Responses from school principa
It seems -to be-the! belief -of -many educator
teaching and learning resources

n watch enough teleyis- on.at:' home,
ool," ten percent of:all...teachers.
reedl the remaining 36 percent 'were,
s and superintendents were similar.
that the media can becOMe valuable

The.Corporation for Public_ Broadca Ling. (CPB) has been charged by
Congress -with- assisting the grOWthand d'velopment of publiC broadcasting In
the United Statis, including its use for education. . response to that
mandate, the Corporation- established'an OffiCeoflducational Activities to
Work:with public televiSion-and radio licensees and their.asspciationsPublic
Brbladcasting Service and National Public Radiofederal agencies, and nation -1
education organizationsto promote sound uses of.high 'quality. ;television a- d

radio- prograffs; by educators. The impact -of these efforts on-serviceSt
available to children and youth can be seen especially in four areas:. public
broadcasting systerat programming, tracking, -andquality improvement. This
paper will focus mainly onthe Instructioftal--(school ) aspects Of those. four
areaS.=

- Broadcastingcasting.

Public broadcasting is best known for the programs Broldcast over :the
nation's. 275 pUblic Aelevision.i:Statfont and 210 public radio. stations.
Specificprograms (which are in various Stages of development -mill be
highlighted. in the next: Section (Programming):.' In this section, facts and
figures .will beised to explain publid broadcasting's commitment -to children
and youth. Data'came` from the ,1977 School T Utilisation Study (co-funded by

n t t tics) and the Biennial.
educatiOnal,--bUrveys'0 and,974,: 1976 and 1170) in-.which surveyed:the'public
television. and public radio systems o' determine--thm educatio services
proVided;byeaCh. .,

An thelelevIsiOn_side-of publit 'broadcasting, the 275 stations- are
licensed . tp 166 separate organitattons.. :In 1978-.79,155 of.thelidense
responded- to .a-CPB survey.. One hundred-..thirty-one- Of- those licensees (85
pOrCent)-L prcylded K- 12- programming and other services.... At- those 131 station
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licensees,,an average of 36 elementary and 17 secondary series was broadcast
in 1978 -79. Those programs were used by an estimated 14.million students (31

1percent of all students ins public and private 'elementary and secondary
schools), accdrdfng' to.... the data supplied by the station respondents. These g

data tend to confirm the findings of the,1977 School TV Utilization Study in
which approximatelY-3? perdpnt of all teachers reported using television
regularly:in their classrooms. The latter Study,. Ponducby CPB and the

.National. Center for EdOcationi Statistfcs:(NCES),,estimated.that 15 mi llion-
students regularlyHreceived a poftion of their 'instruction. from-televtsiOn in

CPB's 1979 study'pf the public television liCensees alSo found that J93
percent of the litensees .Which, offer K-12 ITV services provide curriculum
materials for some or all of the series they. broadcast. In 197849' more tWah-
One million teacher guides were distributed to accompany the series broadtatt.
'.This was accomplished in anindustry'which employs, AP estimated 67.2, fulT-tAme
and part-time'perSOns in K412 instructional; te=levision.

1

In 1978,Lthe most current-year' for which'financial'data are available,. it'
is estimated that public television licensees took in-and spent approximately
$47.6 million for K-12 ITV services. ,

On the radio o-side of public broadcasting, there were 202 stations in 1979
when, CPB's Office of Educational Activities condudied it most recent survey.
During 1978-79, only eighteen stations (9 percent) provided any K-12
instructional services. 'This number remains unchanged from an earlier CPB
study in 1975-76. Only four,of the eighteen stations had full-time K-12
instructional personnel and- the total number of full-ttme persons at the
s ation was 23. There were.another 58 persons at related agencies such as-
State Education Departments.

The eighteen public radio stations which broadcast K-12 instructional
programs broadcast -an average of seventeen elementary level series and seven
secondary level series. They reached an estimated 1.2 million ,students in
1978-79. More than 22,000 teacher guides were distributed to accompany the
elementary/secondary series. .

Seventeen public'radio. tattons were fciund to be producing more than 500
ProgTaffrisnin 27 K-12 series during 1978=79. Post of the programs were aimed at
to -dents in grades 3, 4, 5 and 6; and.mostyere in the area of language arts.

4 I

-Programming

, .

Public Broadcasting is known for the quality programs which it provides,
for children and youth; .SESAME STREET, MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD, THE
ELECTRIC COMPANY, ZOOM, STUDIO SEE, and SPIDER'S WEB are some television and -

radio programs with which most children are familiar., any-Of those series
have been around for a long time. They are used in cla sroom and/orl home
settings. (THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, for instAnce was tied in 1977 by an
estimated 175,000 teachers with '3.5 millio students; MISTER ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD had an estimated viewing audience of 4.5 million TV households in
November 1979).
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n -addition to the well-known Series, public broadcasting stations
prodU_ an estimated 30 new instructional television series

than
25 new

instructional- ,radio series each year which receive greater than local
distribution. While: not all of those series are of uniformly high technical
quality and some deal with topics 6f local or regional interest (and many,

.. therefore, receive 'greater than local,bUt less than national distribution),
they all share a common. goal - -.to provide constructive learning opportbnities

..for children and youth.

The Corporation for PutOlaBroadcastihg has recognized its responsibility
to encourage the development of programming for children and youth and has
responded with a two-pronged:apProacn, one dealing with instructional programs
and the other with general children's programs.

In the. instructional realm, the,Corporation ha sted two independent
production agencies withrecent-series,. THINK ABOUT-is a series for children
in grades five and six, in' skills essential to learning. Produced. by the
Agency for instructional Television on behalf of-a Consortium for 42.state and
educational agencies (including fop'. Canadian provinces), this $4.6 million,
series provides a -valuable resource for teachers, helping students Master

basic reasoning, language arts-and mathematics skills. The Corporation for
Public Broadcasting. is funding approximately 40 percent of the production
costs of tlibse 6015-minute prograMs,

_

3-2-1 CONTACT, 65 30-minute programs. 'produced b the Children's
Televisions Workshop (which, also produced SESAME S BEET and THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY), will help tens of thousands of youngsters (ages 8 -12) experience
scientific thinking. The series is also designed to help children, especially
girls and minorities, to recognize. that science is a cooperative huMan
endeavor' open to their participation. The price tag for this series is $11.7
million. (The Corporation : :for Public Broadcasting's contribution to the
series is $750,000). ?Lt ia no wonder with cots of series so high today that
there are fewer series which reach the national .airwaves.

In the spring -of 1978,-CPB took the initiative to issue a. widespread=
`solicitation for instructional series. Emphasis was placed.on.senies for
children in grades,1-3,,7-9, and 10-12, .since previdus research ad shown
those levels to be in greatest need of new resources. Twenty-one producers
responded to the solicitation. After a peer panel review process and staff
recommendations, the CPB Board gave staff approval to negotiate contracts for
three series: (1) COMMUNITY'OF LIVING THINGS, a seventh-tb-ninth-grade life
science ,series to 'be produced by WHRO-TV in Norfolk, VA.; (2) a'ninth-to-
twelfth-grade mental health series which would be produced by the Agency for
Instructional TeleVision; and (3) TUNED IN .a television viewing skills. series
fo middle school Students, to be,produced by WNET-TV in New York. These
series will be available for broadcast in 1980-81.

It is CPB's intention to award simi ar grants for ITV productions on
regular basis in the coming years, probably in late spring.

In the realm of general children's programming, the Corporation has
identified a need for a daily children's block which would probably be
broadcast in the late afternoon. Research has suggested that children ages
6-11 should be the primary target for this program service. CPB is currently
exploring ways to develop, test, and fund program concepts for a high quality
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children's program service.

In addition to encouraging and assisting the production of new series,
CPB has 'funded the development of print materials to extend'the educational@
uses of high quality children's programs. Since' 1977, CPB's Office of
Educational Activities 'has funded, in whole or in part, the develoOm6nt of
high school study guides for NOVA, the highly acclaimed science series. A
study guide and reading transcripts were developed for STUDIO SEE, a general 4
interest series for middle school youngsters. In.order to stimulate interest
in THE SHAKESPEARE PLAYS, the series which will bring to life all 36 of the
bard's plays over a six-year period, CPB commissioned the development pf a.
study kit (records, posters, synopses of the first six plays, and ditX0
masters for-teachers) which was sent to all high schools and junior highrschools in the country: A page viewer's guide is being developed for the
first American-produced ant ropology and archaeology series, ODYSSEY.
Currently in progress is the development of a new NPR educational series,
ENERGY AND THE WAY WE LIVE. That series will have print support-materials.

These remarks-have focused largely on the'activities of the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting and its services to children and youth. Public
television's interconnection and national programming serVice, the Public
Broadcasting Service (PBS), has also been active in assuring that available
children's programs are broadcast and in encouraging the development of. new
programs. As this paper is beirEV-written, PBS staff is developing an
operational plan for an-educational and children's program service (referred
to as The Educational Telecommunications Program Service) which will have a
unit for instructional programs and general programs for children and youth.
Operation of this service is expected to .cost $.5 million in the first year.
It will distribute an estimated $5 million worth of children's programming
funded from a variety_of sources.

.

Public radio's operating organization, National Public Radio; established
an Educational Services office in 1978. Since then, that office has developed
several audio/radio support materials: PROLOGUES TO SHAKESPEARE, 1 six
half-hour programs introducing each of the plays broadcast by PBS in 1978 -79;_
SHAKESPEARE: A PORTRAIT IN SOUND, describing Shakespeare, his times and his
works; and ENERGY AND THE WAY WE LIVE mentioned earlier; and SALT II: TOWARD
SECURITY OR DANGER?, a series based on the senate debates. More than 85,060
copies of the SALT II materials have been distributed and copies of the
Shakespeare portrait have been requested by more than 5,000 school libraries.
NPR has entered into an agreement with the Folger Library to distribute a
multi-media package of slides and the Shakespeare portrait.

Recently, NPR broadcast two g0- minute special talk programs with Fred
Rogers. One program dealt with sibling rivalry and the other with a child's
imaginatioh and fantasy. The success of those programs has led NPR to seek
funding for a series of thirteen FAMILY WEEKEND SPECIALS which ,will also
feature Fred Rogers. It is-NPR's hope that these programs will cause parents
to lead their children to serious uses of:radio.

Trackin-

CPB has been given the legislative mandate to assist the growth and
development of public television and radio, including their use in education.
The Office of Educational Activities has developed a research plan which
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-provides for periodic tracking.of the educational output of pUblic broadcast
stations tb detect changes in-heir educational. serVices. (Biennial gducational
Surleys):, and periodic tracking of the effect of that output as it is used in
sahOols thrOughout the country (School TV Utilization .StudY).

The Biennial Educational Surveys haves...three occasicint, (1974, 1076,
-1019) proVided. consistent inforMation about the educational services Provided
by public television and radio stations. Because that information (reported
earlier in this )30er) has shown -a consistent commitment by public'
broadcasting to.educationgyer'the three administrations,- the study. period
might .be extended,to every three or.four years.

The Biennial studies have shown that approxiMqtelys85 percent pf the 166
:public_ television .1kicenteet-, -provided K,12 instructional 'services.- -.They.
broadtait an average- of 36 elementary and 17 secondary series-each year whith
are used by approximately 14 million students,: Eighty -one percent of the
licensees distribute programs in.non-bro4dcast formats as well as broadcast.
There are about 672 full4ime and part -time individuals involved in K-12,
services -Per litenteaS and-related agencies (e.g., broadcast councils) across
the country.

Ninepercent.of.the 202 CR-qualified public radio_stationsprovide. K -12.
services. They brOadtast an average of teventeen elpmentary:_and eight
secondary. series Which. are used by approximately 1.2 million students. There
are less than 1004ersOns em toyed full-time to provide K-12 services at the
station and related-agencies.

-e-

The School-TV .UtilizatiorOtudy, conducted for the firsts time in 1977,
-provided% first,time:national.ettimates of'theJuse of ,television in classrooms
.throughoutthe UnitedStates.and-wilT,provide baseline data against. whith to
.compare the findings of future Studies. Those future studies will include
radio as well as television. Current plans call for replication of the pool
TV Utilization Study in 1951. . ,

From the School TV. Utilization Study, It was learned that in 1976-77
. approximately 727,000 teachers used television to, provide instruction
regularly an estimated. 15 million students. Total school district
ependiture for ITV inr1976-1917 were estimated to be $75-100 million, There
arT, approx mately 4,000 district-level ITV coordinators and 35,000
building- level' ITV coordinators throughout the country.- TV sets are readily
available to most teachers and are usually- in good working condition.
However, two- thirds of the sets are blatkr,and-white. Fifty -five percent-of,
teachers with ITV have acceSs-to-videotaPe.retorders (especially 'high school
teachers)._ The study found that although few edutators had been trained to
use ITV (17 percent.of teachers, 1 'percent of principals and 31 percent of
superintendents), most had. favOribte attitudes toward ITV.

Quality Improvement

In addition to tracking trends .in the provision and use of -ducational
television. and radio programs, the Office of Educational Activiti s has taken
steps:to improve the quality of those programs and related services.
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As a firit step toward improving program quality and use, CBP :introduced,
the Program_improvementjtoject in 1978. This project is designed to provide
a focus and framework forVwhat had previously -beep many uncoordinated research
projects conducted by -cpFand.others. The firtt step was to convene a meeting
of leading educators, public broadcasters and researchers to assist in=

identifying research topics,which needed further investigation. That meeting
was also attended by representatives from _NCkS, NIMH, NIE and USOE. It
resulted in the identification of Manageable research topict and specific
recommendations for producers and users of televisionjor instruction.

N One concrete outcome of the 1978 meeting was a series of publications
commissioned by CPB which will benefit prdducers, directors and writers of
instructional television,programs as wellas the teachers and students who use.
-those ,prograMsi-*, Dr,' Robert Gagne, Prefessd- of Education at Florida State
University,, and D. James Carey, Assistant PrOessor of-Education at Arizona
State University, are writing a .booklet, Principles of Human Learning in
Instructional Television. Dr. Kenneth O'Bryan, Head of tommunclation at
IT)F70167-70diciti-641--Risearch Foundation and longtime ITV researcher and
producer, is writing two booklets: The Project Team in ITV and Effective ITV
Production Teciiiii:ues. Or. O'BryiRitalso preparIng a training manual for
TTVTiTiFitergir rain_ for instructional Television. All of these products
.are expected to .be avai dEriVrTITU=N077

In 1978, a related- study examiner the effectiveness of teacher and
student =support materials (including reading transcripts) developed for the
series STUDIO SEE. More recently, CPB has funded a portion of the summative
evaluation of THINK ABOUT. The fact thatthe total.research budget fek THINK
ABOUT (including formative and summative research) will be approximately $
million by the time the series is completed is one indication of the growin
concern on the part of broadcasters and educators to improve and document _the
effectiveness of new instructional programming. Although not all series- can
afford such large research budgets, most new instructional series have some
research component.

. This paper has dealt with_public broadcasting's services to children and
youth because this conference 146. to focus on that portion of our society.
However, it would be an omission to close without at least mentioning some of
CPB's services to adult learners.

Since 1978; CPB's Station-College Executive Project in Adult Learning has
brought together (in workshops, conferences and a teleconference, in
conjunction with PBS, AACJC and NAEB) more than 1,200 educators and public
broadcasters to explore ways to expand and improve the services they provide,
for adult learners. In 1979 and 1980, CPB is joining with NCES to conduct the
Higher EducAtion Utlizatton Study, a survey of the uses of television and
'radio by institutions of higher education.

For the first time in the -History of felecourses, CPB has acquired
off-air recording rights for the-science series, COSMOS, (premiering in fall,
1980) and will permit colleges and universities (as well as high schools) to
record the series off-air and retain it for up to five years. for payment of a
$50 fee each year the tapes are retained.

.
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Informal adult learning has.been Aided through CPB's support, of viewer
gOdes- for -ODYSSEY and viewer guides and course materials for the first two
Masons of THE SHAKESPEARE PLAYS.

Public television and radio have- a long-standing commitment to provide
children and youth with programs which will enhance their groWth and
''development. This commitment is evidenced by the many high quality programs
produced and broadcast throughout- the country and the use of those programS:by
pillions oftchil,dren and youth-in school and home settings.

c
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'Television, teaching and schools: there are some inescapable
relationships 'here. The connection, between the first two is well-enough
known: television does teach. It's the other connection--the special
relationship between television and,the schools--that I want to explore.

In his recent book, Neil Postman, a milled critic of teaching and schools,
turns his attention to the relationship between teaching and television. He
argues that commercial television is the nation's Primary )curriculum for
educating its children. The schools, he believes, provide a secondary, less
:important, and less meaningful education. Though commercial television is an
entertainment medium--not an educational tonetelevision does or6vide
instruction. The television programs children watch do teach them much (both
good and bad) about the world around them. But this television "curriculum"
is limited, redundant and haphazard, and it doesn't alwaYs'teach what society
wants chfftren to learn. Commercial televisian.doesn't do what society has
designated as the task of the schools, even if it has begun to "take it
teaching role more seriously over the past few "years after much prodding f
Pressure groups and government.

Teaching with Commercial Television

Commercial television has tried hard to associate itself with education
and schooling. But the directions television is taking are not necessarily
consonant with those taken by the schools. A small but significant portion of
children's 'television is designed to be entertaining and educational at the
same time.: Each of the networks and many local' stations have high-quality
programs containing prosocial and educational messages. Saturday morning
programs--FAT ALBERT, SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK, #nd'IN THE NEWS, as well as various
afterschOol specials- -are appearing, entertaining, and to some degree,
educational. These programs have the high entertainment values ,necessary' to
draw an audience for the educationaland commercialmessages.

While these programs are designed to be broadly educational, they are by
no means designed to fit the basic curriculum of the schools. They may be
educational and informational, but they aiue not instructional; .there is no
obvious curriculum link. Seeing these programs in a classroom would seem
strange.

This doesn't mean that the educational content of-such programming is -an
afterthought; to the contrary, it is fncluded by design.- The closing credits
are likely to, include a famous school of education, a psychologist, and an
educational consultant or two. These programs win awards frowparent groups,
receive endorisement from PTAs, and become.part of presentations to industry
groups. Whdn called, before Congress or a regulatory agency, network and
production executives frequently refer to them. And these'programs,may indeed



mike-a -positive_contribution to ,theeddcation of our childreN:bu
education that has_no connection to_the schools:

Schools-dp make use'of some-kindP--of 'commertial °and public 'teleiiision
,programs as.adjuncts to the instructional curriculum. These are programs that
are designeeis entertainment for the broad viewing public, like NOVA or THE

-NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC_SPECIALS, and commercial programs, like CBS's ALL QUIET ON
THE-WESTERN-,FRONT.or-Mobil's-EDWARO,-THE KING, have been -used productively as
homi-viewinT- assignOents 19 Ahistory, English, social studies, _and
Teachers Guides to Television and'the study guidet' of, .Prime Time School
TelevisiO 0acilitate classroom use of such substantive series as HOLOCAUST or
ROOTS: THE _NEXT GENERATION.= These teacher materials include discussion
questiont44;=4Oggested-----readingsl-andclaisroom--activities----that-provide--a
urriculum 9 -a context, and a motivation to view worthwhile prime-time programs
hat, students- might not otherwise watch. They are designed for secondary
school classes whose members are among the lightest users of television.
These programs are also likely to receive- the -endorsements af national teacher
and-parent organiiations and some of their promotional help as well.

eachers who keep current telex s on programming in mind as they Prepare
their year's lesson plans-can'use rime -time television to motivate reading.

n,Televisio adaptations of literary_ lassjcs--Brave New World and The Scarlet
Letter are recent examples-Lean b included easily in the curriculum and may
stimulate interest-in further reading.

But none orthese television-groups, obviously, was .designed to be part
of a planned instructional curriculum, nor were they created with a student
audience in mind: While.. these programs are promoted by educators and
fdundations, and do produce= noticeable benefits for education, enormous
secondary benefits accrue as well to the -broadcasters. When the), appear
before the FCC, the FTC and the Congress, broadcasters point to these
high-quality entertainment efforts as a justification-for low quality in the
balance, of their programming. Admittedly, it's a trade-off-teacher
organizations and parent grOups can make Productive use of these programs. In
return the commercial broadcasters are guaranteed a larger audience and they
get to congratulati themselves,in public for_providng a worthwhile service.
Moreover,' excellent 'programs with Proven educational appeal (lf.not proven
educational benefits) enjoy easy sales in the home and .school audio-visual
marketplace. -Even as they provide benefits to the schools, the programmers
are seeking other sources of revenue to recover any costs associated, with
their educational endeavors.

Another waY programs designed primarily' to entertain can provide
educational benefits is through the use-of scripts to teach reading. This
began with efforts initiated several years ago by Or. Michael McAndrew. In an
intriguing ekperiment he found that poor readers could be motivated to
practice their reading skills on scripts of soon-to-be-broadcast television

-programs.- Networks -and 'syndicators (e4.70-CBS Television*Reading Program)
have been working to provide scripts to classrooms where, after having read
the scripts and perhaps acting out the parts, the children have the "reward"
of seeing the program at home. Many students seek out 'program-related books
to read after they have read the scripts e.g., LITTLE-HOUSE ON THE.PRAIRIE).



' /Here, too' the -schools are using television_ Jueant primarily for
entertainment, adapting it to solve a problem' not-=related to-Program content
There.is nothing instructional in the 'prggrams- themselves, -only in the
secondary use the schools make of them.( Here again,= television is not making
an educational contribution, though it is reaping benefits from television.

Commercial television has tried another, approach. to providing_educational
substance to Young viewers that comes closer to meeting school needs. Airectly.
Rather than starting with a. television program and attempting to make a
connection with the -schools, some broadcasters have started-with the school
curriculum and built an entertainment Program around school-based ideas.
These programs are not designed to instruct, but simply to extend common
instructional themes frem== the - schools to the home = GETTING AROUND-is-one---such-
series. Distributed throughout Imdiana, GETTING AROUND used the intermilliate
curriculum as the basis for magazine-format programs with a single curtrulum
theme. The commercial sponsor secured initial broadcast-time in the late
afternoons, and also provided for repeat broadcast- times during in-school
hours. The sponsor distributed point-of-purchase print for students,'-parents,
and teachers to supplement the ProdrallMand also mailed copies directly_ to
teachers. 'The--pregrams were assigned home .viewing in some' places and
in-school programming in others, --with print support - for= effective
instructional use; -in either case.

There are several ways educators use television.programs- (and television
uses_ educators). -Whatever the value of these programs to the schools--no
matter how they teach- or = facilitate teachingthey are not instructional
television. Entertatnment programmini, 'whether it has educational value or
not, is'createAto obtain an audience for- the sponsor. To broadcaSters,
televisionprograms are- ---a---means--to the sponsor's end.--7''To- educators,
television Programs are a: means =to the Viewer's end; theinstructional goal =i s
paramount. `p_ Instructional or school television keeps the educator, not the
broadcaster, in control-of Program content.

Entertainment programMing used for instruction is still basically
entertainment. Television' designee from the :start to be part of the
instructional system will always be_a moreeffective and efficient teacher

.

Oddly, neither education ndr'theleleVi_rn.industry Seems .to hold -school
teleVision in high. esteem. School television iS a very small:piece-te.this
nation,s-educational:effort It-f:Wpart.OftheliMited-materials. ::.budget the

mebudget.tilat:OdysliciOkS and ilidesi SimlIirlt,:,s0pol television is not a
major ,part of.theteleVision,.busineis The` 40 million per .,week' that the
`.three networks.-spend on-.0-.1metime programmfng. would keepHtthool television.
:production going.for- fouror'five-lears-70t the preSentrate,

Small is not necessarily bad. (School television has 'demonstrated its
instructional effectiveness. A growing number of studies Indicate television
an te,ch things' important to schools and teach them well Television
prograhning designed for instructional purposes has also.proven itself the
technical 'and artistic equivalent of commercial children's Programming. Both
kinds win EmmYs; both are entertaining.

School television may not be a widely known asset in the classroom, but
it doesn't_ seem to be a negative force in society. I have yet to hear a
complaint about too much sex or violence on school television, and I don't
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think it's been =accused o increasing cavities by promoting heaysy sugar
consumption. I can't imagine a group of angry parents. picketing -a school
insistin§ on better instructional to evisien for their 'children. Nor have _I
noticed any articles- written by phSisicians who relate stunted emotional
development to -watching too much instructionalitelevisidn.

If it doesn't do all the bad things are alwayS blaming on
television; how come -I don't hear cheers md "hosannahs" and -read praises on-
the editorialpages of- newspapers? Maybe it's because few people know about
school television. I believe that most of us, even educators, either don't
know about or don't care about school televisicin. We are willing to keep
talking about the educational impact of television watched in the home, but
were -not-abl-e-to- consider-television-in -the-schools -asimportant----And worthy-
of discussion. We emphasize teaching about television so that children can
become more knowledgeable viewers. Why not more discussion about teaching
with television so that children can become more knowledgeable?-

We have ignored a not-very-glomorous species of television at a time when'
its role in education needs to be carefully examined., After-the-bobk and the
chalkboard, the television set may be the most widelY available technology in
today's schools. More than 15 million students view television programs-as a
regular part -of their classroom-activities. About one-third of this country's
teachers use televisibn as a substantial teaching resource. Even so, in many
schools, instructional television may not even be thought of as television.

But it is televisien, and ,it can do- many things. ,For example, an
economics series for fifth, sixth a slvente graders, TRADE-OFFS, was first

nkr
used duri the 1978-79 school year. T 5 e series! purpose is to increase the
quality d quantity of economics in ,uction for an audience whose teachers
aren't capable of providing such instruction. The fifteen-program series was
developed, jointly by the Agency for Instructional Television, the Joint
Council on Economics Education and the Canadian Foundation for Economic
Education and cost one million dollars.

In its first year about 25,000 teachers And more than 500,000 students
viewed the series, and both received a substhntial education in economics. In
its second,year, the number of stations .carrying the series almost doubled,
and we believe the number of viewers also increased greatly. Given the
longevity and history of other major school television series, it is almost
certain that more than 5 million students will view the series over the next
few years. For about 20 cents per,student, they will receive solid economics
instruction. -_-

I
while economics instruction for fifth, sixth and seventh grade students

may be a useful contribution in preparing productive members of our society,
it is not always viewed as the bread-and-butter of schooling. A more btsic
series, THINK ABOUT, deals with the reasoning and problem-solving processes
and their- applications

,

elicetions in and out of School. This fifth and sixth grade
series of 60 programs is being used in schools for:. the first time this, ear.
Its initial acceptance seems enthusiastic and early indications are that, t is
having an impact on the children.

What makes television series Y like these work's "'Several :factort COME
mind. First, the programs deal issues that are important to -the seho
education '-wouldn't funUthete production: oteeewi se. the .television



programs are- appealing and well-produced; students wouldn'ttolerate,liss.
Third, and most important, the-programs don't stand aiGne;\ they are
part of a lesson conducted by the :teacher. School television can be_
.distinguished from other televisidn programs most readily by the expectations
for the programs' use.. Television viewing in the home is a passive, fleeting
experience. You watch the program and then it's gone. In the, schools,
something different happens;' A teacher introduces the program, sets the
context for its viewing! relates it to the curriculum. Following the program, .

the teacher conducts .a discussion.or folloW-up adtivity which clarifies the
Program, reinforces the message; and incorporates the- program's content into
the ongoing instructional: process. In this way, = television works in
partnership with the classrOm teacher provide ;instruction that- neither
coUld-accomplish-without-the-other.

Instruction with television-can be' a way of improving education by
Providing resources to helpteachers.do better what the, currently are doing.
THINK ABOUT does this, for exAmple., by focusing on the'thinking processes that
underlie _much of basic education; by showing that-skillslearned in school can
be'applied in the child's, world; and, by stressing ;that skills can be
integrated across traditional subject areas.'.

Instluctional television can facilitate -the diffusion; and speed 'the
adoption,of new curriculum materials and approaches. Historically, television
helped spread the "new.math" and teach teachers and ktUdents simultaneously,
It is doing the same thing ,formetrit eduCatidn. 'TRADE-OFFS.provides
curriculum materials that"normally would not be part of the' school's agenda;
it makes economics education part of elementary school;

ti

,School television.can help maintain the 'quality. of education.ln times of
fiscal or personnel. 'cutbacks.' When specialists are no longer as widely
available as they used to be, when electives area. being reduced, television
often can be called in td-meintain the quality and variety of-educational
offerinqs. a

Given these accomplishrlents, why does schdol teleOision go unrecognized,
ignored by- much of eduCation and most of the general public? Television in
the schools does not lose the magic that television holds for children. The
picture appears when a button is pushed, just as it does on the family's
television set. It doesn't require equipment that is not common to the hem,
like filmstrips or films. And at a'time when cassette and disc technology is
stimulating enormous changes in home entertainment, the sere excitement ' about
this technology exists for -its educational adaptattons.

Why is School television so unknown? }Because it'S in- the schools?
.Because it's television shown when adults are at work? ecauseYou probably
wouldn't watch if you knew it was on? Watch the programs. 'See how.. they're
used in' he classrooms. You'll start talking about school television, too.
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Introduction

_ _

-In-Order-to further.expand teletOsion."i public service commitment, the',
Office of Community Relations wa Ins ted with the Public Relations' -_

Depytment of-the American Broadcasting,_Com -3/ in19/7. :_--One-
--departmen is to increase--commun fflation- -and

.'undefttandingamong-- -broadcasters, _edutators, and-_,'Oarents. By providin
educationaTnmaterialt" for-classroom--use,:,_by encouraging research effort-s-,- anc
by expanding the- gppbrtunities for public'-dialogue;. Community Relations 'it
Working to emphasize that the television Medium can be useful and roductive,
in helping educate children.:

The integration of quality television programs into English and social
studies curricula,' the teaching of critical_TV viewing skills, and the use of
television scripts in reading programs are all evidence of a growing

- appreciation on the part of teachers toiyard the positive uses of television in
the classroom. In order to facilitate, formal and informal learning for
educators, students, and parents, the following projects have been detigned
nd implemented by ABC:

hdrs' Guide's

Teachers' guides help educators use quality programs in the classroom by
providing background materials. Typically, a teachers' guide ingludes
background information, a synopsis, and suggestions for activities tied into a
particular program.-'Through classroom discussion, these suggested activities
help students underitand concepts covered in the 'program, master knowledge,
and develop skills. Study guides, as they are also known, additionally
include a-section on learning resources that lists related films and- a
bibl iography.

In past seasons,- study 'guides have been developed for such ABC programs
as ROLL OF THUNDER, HEAR MY CRY, ELEANOR AND FRANKLIN, and -the rebroadcast of
ROOTS. In 1979, Community Relations projects included educational materials
associated with FRIENDLY FIRE, and the falj and winter seasons of ABC
AFTERSCHOOL SPECIALS and ABC WEEKEND SPECIALS. Additionally,' a vie'wer'.s guide
to two S television dramas on agingVALENTINE and a special episode of
FAMILY--was prepared by the Cultural Information Service for use in_ adult
education classes and interfaith discussion groups. Most recently, Community
Relations sponsored a similar guide to ABC's presentation:of AMBER WAVES.

In early '1979, inHconjuhdtion' with . ROOTS: THE:- NEXT GENERATIONS, ABC _-
0r0Ouced its most ampitiOus,.effeettujoete,-*the area of,educatiOlialtie-i6s.
Three educational guides were.developed_andHtponsdr04,by:Ag,:-J1*NAACP, the_
Anti-Defamation League of Pnai the National for the
Social'ttUdieS, jointly produced a sixteen-page nek040er:-sUpplemenentitled;
.!iThe:Record:: The Black Experience in America, -1619-1979." For use In.

a



interfaitb group discussions, the National CoUncil ,:tof Churches *distributed
100,000 guides , on,-,the' seriesto Catholic, erttestant, and Jewish h-religious
educators.' However, ' the backbone of our educational iffort isms' the

_ sixteen-page full-cOlor guide produced. by the Chicago-based organization,
Prime Time School- Television. Over 200,-000 copies were printed and
distributed to educators nationwide. As a result' of a National Education
Association alert on the availability of this guide-, Prime Time School
.Television received -200 to 300 requests a day from educators over a six-week
period. .

Another major component of th ROOTS II program for educators- was
developed because of- the belief that the' script to a television production is
a. valuable and appealing way to. teaching reading and writing. Through ABC's
-initiatton; -the- Associated Preti -agreed to an unpreced-inted distribution of
-scripts of the first two-hotir program to-newspapers throughout the country.

ABCS of Children's Television: A Frodrims Report

emb 1 79,-- ...informati ve guide' describing the positive
evolution of -children's progradming On _the An Television Network was
released. Entitled "The ABCs of Children's .Televiiion: A Progress Report,"
this guide- reflects- ABC's efforts to, meet rte entertainment and educational
needs of today's-young. viewers. Also includ was specific -information on

-ABC's new offering' for the f411,,such as H.E.L.P.!!! (Dr. Henry's Emergency
Lessons for People) egilikthe cohsumer educational messages included in THE
PCASTICMAN COMEOVADVENTORE SHOW, plus program highlights -on ABC AFTERSCHOOL
'SPECIALS and ABC WEEKENO'SUCIALS. 'The first WATCH THE PROGRAM/READ THE BOOK-
'mailing of the 1979-80 school season was ineludeCin'-this .rep t.

"The ABCs of Children's Television" was sent to all ABC Television
Network affiliates for use in their educational communities, and to over 3,500
elementary and secondary school librarians, teachers, education editors, and
government officials.

Making the News

"Making the News,-!.',Alelf..containe*course on elev slon news.-AesiOned.
fdi high school' students add tiaci§r§ was distributed in'OdtoOirP79.: Tbfi
curriculum unit explores four ma-Ionhews _foimAtt4 the evening'" news, , -the
interview, the documentary, an the teleOsion.maqazine.Ircgram-

.,

Prepared. hy*Prithe Tithe:ScheoTTele4ision in cooperation' -with ABC News,
the-, unit is,detigned 'as a 'sixteen,page lesson plan ':summarizing the different_
news formats and the relationship Ofp,adhformAt _-Itly the -critical decisions
involved, in-. news ''prOductiin -.7,the; selection of the issue or event, 'the

of -the-,-; story, t depth and,- length,..: and the perspective a.-rid,

abjetivityAriaintaiddd, Ad- the- .coverage. !,,..

\ ,:
. _

Following the summary of each format are student viewing
suggestions for class project, and lesson ideas.' Students are asked to examine'
the diffiddlty faced bp television news producers and the broadcast industry
as 'a whole. 7



Containing options for lessons tpanning one month of classroom
instruCtion, "Making the- News' matetIals are-adaptableto English, social

.studies, journalism, or media classes. -While ABC -News programs are used as
*models, students and teachers- compare-reporting among all three commercial
networks and public television, as well, as local newscasts and print
journalism.

A total of 750,000 news units was- distributed. In addition to
ABC-Television-Network-affiliated station distributioh, the guide was inserted
in the National Education Association's October/November highokschool edition=
of Toda 's Education and the November iisues of Media and Methods. Members of
the Nat coal Council for Social Studies and the WaniT-Council of Teachers-
of English also._ receive copies through_their_associations! mailings.
curridiaum unit proved to be of interest to college-level instructors of media
and journalism courses as well.-

Research is being conducted by ABC to = evaluate the effectiVeness and
appeal of this project with .teachers and students. Preliminary results
indicate that the majority- of teachers surveyed were enthusiastic about
student- achievements- and were interested in future use. of the guide.

XIII14inter Olympic Poster /Guide.

A unique poster/guide to the XIII Winter Olympics prepared by Prime Time
School Television, was destgned for display and educational use in classrooms
and physical education programs. The-poster /guide provided a comprehensive
telecast. schedule, a sample scorecard and background on each event of the

_Winter Olympics competitions; The poster/guide was distributed to athletic
irectors, physical-education-teachers, and coaches across-the country.

Interest inNthe Winter Olympics competition resulted in the use of the
poster/guide in classrpoths and by ABC-Television-Network-affiliated stations.
In Peru, New York, the school system designated January 7-11 as. "Olympic
Week. ". Eighth graders in 25 classrooms focused on the Olympics in English,
social studies and math class activities using the, ABC-sponsored guide as a
resource. According to Ms. Mary t.ou Zaferakis, director of the project, "This
innovative and educational experiment was a tremendous success. Our thanks to
ABC' for their help in facilitating our effort to motivate learning."

Watch the Program/Read the Book

A continuing ABC project involves Ithe award-winning ABC AFTERSCHOOL
SPECIALS and ABC WEEKEND SPECIALS. In response to numerous requests from
librarians for educational materials about programs, based on books for
children, ABC initiated in 1978 the monthly distribution during the school
year of background materials on upcoming ABC AFTERSCHOOL/WEEKEND SPECIALS.
These mailings are designed to encourage- the readingand 'discussion of the
particular book in conjunction with the program.

.
.

Distribution was Setup with .the .coOperatiOm.. pf ::the. AMerican Library
Association, -which ..SuOpliedHa-maiting_ list of_morethan 2050CrelpOentary and

...secondary -sOhoollibrAriansacross-the country... With Additional r=equests, the...
mailing-. list- has 4rowntooVer.44000,.:Jhg.bacicgroUnd MateriA4A4pplied-tO
the librailAnsinclud0;..- 4 displAy-poster :highlightthO he.scheduledspeOlals
.that` ,month--.sCenaridt-tif-- each special,.:' biographies. of-Hthe- authOrs, and.-



bibliographies of additional' Ya orks by the Bt4thors.

The response to this project hg been gratifying. Approximately 1,500
letters from librarians and tchool offfeies expressing interest and
appreciation for the project have been received since its inception. David .

L. Rose, district librarian and media specialitt of the Claremont, California,
Unified School District, wrote, "I wish to express my thanks for receiving
from the fact sheets concerning the ABC AFTERSCHOOL AND WEEKEND SPECIALS
and the associated bibliographical information. It-is a pleasure to see a
television network taking the time to provide schools with such information."
And from Washington state, a library media specialist wrote: , "Your programs
make these books very much in demand. Be assured you-are encouraging
readin "

Mention of this educational project tias been included- 'in several
teachers' publitations, such as the International Reading Association's The .

Reading Teacher- (February,'1979) and The Journal of ReEAlin (October, 1979)

The Yale Study

Television is different from other media forms. To use it properly,
children must have the support and guidance comparable to that given in
developing the skills and standards they apply to more traditional sources of
information' and .entertainment. Critical Viewing skills are designed to make
children more aware of their video environment. One of the most ambitious
projects in this area is the elghteen-month study recently completed at Yale
University and funded by an ABC grant. Dorothy and Jerome Singer, psychology
p ofessors .and 'co-directors of 46 Yale Family Television Research and.
C sultation-Center-have developed a curriculum for teachers to use in
he ping children become more intelligent and discriminating consumers of
-t evision.

The Singers drafted and tested an eight-week lesson course for use in the
third, fourth, and fifth grades. Focusing on motivating children to use
television in amore active manner, the study also shows waYs in which parents
and teachers can use the natural interest of children in teleVision to enhance
cognitive and social skills, including reading.

Se a TV Reviewer

Television can also be used to encourage children to write. This was
exemplified by a pilot study ABC conducted dntitled "Be a TV Reviewer." In
this pilot study, teachers received posters and guidelines about what a TV
reviewer does, and children were invited to send in reviews about any
television program describing= why they thought-it was effective or not.

The pilot studies were conducted in White Plains, New 'York,. and Sioux
City, Iowa, with voluntary cooperation of the local superintendent and
elementary school principals. Participation was open to children in grades
two through six,

It was hoped, thrOUgh this projeCt, to .encourage the .child to think,
critically -aboUtorcigraMs',watched,an&thento'write those thOughts.
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Through a follow.up_ onnaiiie sent to teachers who partic pated in
the project,_ the network__ arned' their reactions which were equally mportant:
Several wrote that they had-not previously utilized television to stimulate
readings - -'or writing- in classrooms. Othdi.s wrote to say that this project
suggested others such -at surveys of television viewing habits, polls of "best
programs," and the creation. of ideas for new shows.

The resultt showed that children can be discerning viewers. Several-
hundred reviews were received, and all., indicated, a high degree of motivation.
ABC-received typed reviews, art work accompanying the revieys, and program
suggestions demonstrating -creative imagination.

.Mereis--asamplereview-onTHELOVE----BOAT:--

I em writing about THE LOVE BOAT 'because 1 like the show
the best. I like tht program because the characters for
the parts- have a comical touch in. what they say, except
for those love parts. I can.also relate to what they say
and how_theyreact in their situations. _ _

1- like the - Aechniques of communicating by using humor and
warmth. The program is-about five friendly, understand_ing
crew mem4ers. There are also guest star- appearances on
THE LOVE BOAT.

The people always have funny problems and are in love.
do not think that the dialogue is that realistic.
MowevAr. you have to consider that this is . a fantasy
program.

Television is a reality in a child's world. We hope that teachers will
use the medium as an audiovisual aid, along with ancillary materials to make
television a valuable tool in -the overall learning process.

Samples Of Our teachers' -guides and other materials described
obtained by writing:

Ms. Pamela N. Warford,--. Oiret
ABC Community Relations
1330 Avenue of the America
New York, NY 10019
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Introduction
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THEORETICAL BASES- FOR RECEIVERSHIP OR
-":-CRITICAL-VIEWING SKILIS CURRICULA'

-;-
by

.

James A. Anderson
University of Utah

. The developmen_of_curci cul a-whi cvi s ion
by children

-
and/or adult has been remarkable in the past 24 months. Stich

curr4cu1 a have been firmly placed on the educational agenda by the actions of
traditional and nontraditional funding agents. In the first quarter of 1978
theldaho-Department of Education announced the funding of an ESEA Title IV-C
:rnnovative Education project promoting critical receivership skills for the
third through sixth grades. In rapid succession there follow& the ABC
television network- funded project,--the- National PTA project,--the Nei onal.
Education Association project, and the four Office of Education projects
announced in the fall of 1978. These projects, plus others supported-by local
school districts, reported to a- national ,conference hel,d -in Philadelphia
during the first week of November, 1979. This paper, which traces the
lineages of critical receivership or viewing skills curricula, draws primarily
from those reports.

While currently enjoying a fresh bloom, the notion of critical skills
which-direct- the-processing-cif-information-is old educationally. It appears
in classical Greek thought and is one of the touchstones of liberal education
(4). The application of these skills to information presented in a particular
medium as in critical reading skills, listening skills, or televiewing skills
simply acknowledges that the medium of presentation is an integral . part of the
message. In' short there are elements of grawatar,..syntax, symbols, and .meaning
which are medium specific.

The skills, constructs and facts which could be taught in a critical
televiewing curriculum exceed by several orders of magnitude those which are
selected for presentation within the, necessarily limited frame given to
curriculum developers. The selection per se then provides us with good
insight as to the underlying organizing frames used by the developers.. Of
these there appear to be four: (1) -the impact intervention model, (2) the
goal attainment model, (3) the cultural understanding model, and t4) the
literacy model. We will treat each of these briefly in turn.

Ispact Intervention Model

The impact intervention model derives-from the-prospecting-research which
has characterized most of the -contribution to the study of the effects of mass
'corranunication. This research assumes that content can be characterized into
categories which in turn, have predietive utility lot: subsequent viewer
behavior. The vi ol ent-tel evis on-1 eads-to-subsequent-vi ewer-aggressi on
research is, of course, the premier example, but any analysis belongs in this
category. Consequently, we would add most studies done on advertiOng and the
like. Among other things, this, research has shown that the effectS of content
are not absolute, that respondent variables are likely, to intervene in the

1



procest.. The underlying concept Jaf the intervention model -is-that. one can
precondition viewers to modify the effects of viewing toward pro-social ends.
Doolittle displays the underlying constructs in presenting the reasoning for
his oWn study:

Since television has, been identified as a source of
antisocial learning,' 'it is suggested that schools might
consider developi ng. methods of counteracting television's
:negative influence.. -. . (The) approach would be to
interfere with the broader television learning process so
as to reduce children's acquiring of 'antisocial influence

One might also note the introduction to the Singer eta (12) article
located elsewhere = in the journal. A

Curricula developed on the intervention model direct the student toward
the identification and manipulation of content.

es
Potentially_negative content

=r .typ are identified and strategies for reducing the negative consequences are
supplied. For example, this excerpt is taken from materials developed by one
of-the U.S. Office-a:Educa001:projetts:'

Television often exposes- children to adult actions and
relationships on televisilon fOr which they are u epared.
They are thrown into ana adult world long.before t hav
the iriformation and maturity to cope with it.

How television affects a child will depend on how' the
child interprets what is viewed and the use the h
makes of that, information.. Parents and other adu41

e the determining factorin making television a po
1 arning experience (13, p. 1).

bThe quotation highlight the two config g elements of ' this
perspective: (1) television' does things to the ewer and (2 ).intervention
can change the:consequences.

c
Thit 'perspective :-is essentially therapeUtic --In its .Outcomes.

iollOence 'of' television' is managed -and.: redire ted toward pre-selected goal__
There. can, be, then, a direct link:between Instr. rich and. subsequent behavio
in the -: student - viewers' whicht-,-on:the one hand Simplifies-the tonditiOnS o
measurement,-. but on the -other, places a heaVy- bur en y perforMance., on z: the
instructional.- effort.

Goal:Attainment Model

The -pal attainment -model .hat'beeit:the dorm ant paradigm,' to
least in terms of the number, of.. produced 'curr lar modules! The
its support frcit.uses- and gratifications rese ch and Thi
can be --briefl.V.- stated . -as The force -_of: individual loterpretat-

.,human needs resulti in differential -corabinationsi'.'-of problems `:.and
'which- in turn tUte -'differential. motives --- for
gratification-seeking 'or'-problem,solVing. behavior which result in
patterns of-.aCtual..media, consumption -.(adapted from' 10, 6), ;
and gratifications, therr : set the agenda-. for media use and tha

1
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interpreted and eval ed - .only. after the goel-:agenda _is, known.,

In this- pe ective, content is a poor _indicator- of the consequences of
viewing. Conten :important only insofar as it is efficient 'in.'attaining
seme.goal. y_elevision.does -not,.dp things 'to- people but people do thitigs: with
-teleViSton

__-

curricula of this lineage first direct individuals 'toward the motives
they have for attending the medium; second, help the student develop standards
by which television use can be evaluated as solution of or gratification for
those motives; Ind third, provide pr4ctice in the process ofmedia-use
decision making.-- As theVINET-9E-projett puts it:---

This .._curriculum will provide your students with the
inner' resources- for making their own decisions about the
television programsthey watch (14, p.

-.And the Far Woo atry!_s project-States:

In seeking to teach students, to become more critical
consumers of television, this course recognizes the
central role the students play in this effort. It "is not
television itself that is under the microscope; it is the
students' relationship to television (2, p. 2).

This perspective greatly complexifies both the instructional effort and
the measurement of outcomes. In Anstruction it_is_not__useful-toprovide
standard strategies for preselected outcomes. Proper outcomes are dependent
on goal-attainment. Teachers are typically cautioned about imposing their own
standards. The curriculum guide of commercials from the Idaho elemeritary
project reminds its teachers:

Children' are cap.able' ot making market decisions to meet
their needs. Their criteria may not agree with ours but
are usually justified (14; ps. c-4) s'

The instructional focus , demands a shift from -high content to
in erection approaches. The University of Texas summer program reports:

There is an infinite number of possible questions to ask
about television viewing, ,content and production. These
questions may be categorized by type of
thinking/reasoning/recall skills that the questions might
tap and develop. Our approach-was simply one of asking
questionswe asked questions end questions and responded
to questions with more questions p. 4).

high

As long as standards and goals are debatable, measurable . instructional
outcomes reside in the process of analysis as there is, no, longer a singular
behav4oral outcome, appropriate to the class. Testing instruments are
situational, starting with an intended goal and posing questions concerning
probable agents of attainment and consequence of



-- Of course:whet-I-standards and goals are -hot debatable as- often in
pargehi 1 education), ,instruction _ and evaluation are much more direct even
under t theoretical aegis. The Australian Catholic Office of Education
states:

The fundamental purpose of mass media edtication is to
produce persons' who will be appreciative, critical and
discr_iminatirjg listeners, readers and viewers. Ideally,
the youth of tomorrow will be equipped-to seek the trtith-
in the mass media they use (1, p. 19).

Understandino-Mode

Iffn
In the cultural understanding moddl, one studies Aelevision- (or any

popular Art) as_ a index of tithe culture from which it springs.. It presumes
that the members of a culture re in a continual process of --negotiating thatculture. That negotiations gets done in the clubrooms- the Rotarians, in

_ the_hal I s of churches, in the., living roonis of homes, and id xpthe-eression - =of
the media. The contemporary- content of the media provides panoply of issues,
conflicts, offers and countet-offers which the current negotiations intiolve.
The content of the media then is not trivial but is composed of the shared9 2

values, ideas and symbols by which individuals are joined as a people.

In contemplating' the- direction the study of television takes under this
model, NewcoMb writes,

__The._ cultkiral___cohtexti-then:--iforces---=us-- to look =- .T.-

television as used:- by :'people in history.. More _ -,-specifically, we will have :to- ,underitand the '-rale-- of
, .

entertainment in .Culture'and'societY and become'More_ aWare
. -,.. ._,., historyof -.- the history- of entertainment forms -.and -: content

One of the more completa-currieulum:efforti from this.aPprOadh_is..in the
work of-.Derning(3). In: her wOrk;televisian-sis noti:an__adversary.but''isiMply-one-7
more element of the culture. particularlyuseful ..eliment of the culture beCause -,contains .0X0reSsions the;entire'
spettrum- 'of that .culture.-'ulture.Y. The critical ekaminationof' its content; then, Is
Heil in insight Into the-ways- that.dUlOre functions-.

InstruCtional approaches from this theoretical perspectiVe are those of
exe esis and criticism. Evaluation relates to the tools and processes, of
analysis. ,Proximate outcomes are difficult to identify; the final outome, as
argued from this perspective, is the liberally educated individual--one, as

: Gerbner suggested; with the ability to transcend cultural membership (6).--e

VisUal.-,LitericY. Model ,

, .The Visual-liter-11w mode jperhaps the ,converse of -cultural.
understanding ,-'model.: Its loctiais:on technique as Content.';- he message is
dependent. on; its method of presentation. :One understands messages and

---controls their COnSeqUendeShybeing, sophisticated about teChniqUes. An
undoubted singu 1 ar work aesthetic pragmatics :,is that
.encapsulates this.model. in

-7:



There are, of course,.subtle aesthetic variables that we
can use to produce a specific aesthetic response in the
recipient, even if he is not consciously aware of these
variables.' In short, we can manipulate a person's
perception, and ultimately his behavior, by a precise,
calculated application of aesthetic variables and variable
complexes (17, p. 8

Shorr transfers this theorem to the classroom in using-the following as the
premier objective of the Milford project:

127

...comprehensive television education. program prepares
students :to cope with television by familiarizing them
with the -symbols, grammar and techniques. of visual
communication...(11, p,. 73).

Mdre than any other, instruction from this 40Proach is in the doing.
Students are taught how to produce news programs, commercials and.
entertainment. uThe methods of special effects come in for particular
attention as in' the PTA. module, de-mystifying or perhaps destaxifying TV
'monsters (16). Evaldation, of course, is cued to the ability. to des ibe
-and/or produce technique.

Negotiated Model

In practical fact, a curriculum developed from any of the preceding
models passes through a negotiation process.- in which, curriculum development or
adoption committees of School administrators, parent groups and teachers are a
significant element in innovation. Within our ten years of experience in the
development of receitiFibip skills curricula, this process ultimately brings
together classroom teachers with an interest in or an instructional need to
deal with the media. These teachers come from traditional disciplines. , of
language arts andidsocial studies with an occasional communication modernist.
The curriculum which develops is a negotiated set of objectives, a library of
instructional materials froth published and ,local sources, instructional
approaches which integrate the materials into the home discipline (the media
unit-in English class), and standard classroom evaluation.,

curriculum there As .. no over-arching -theoretical perspective..
Eat irk ilictidnal objective. is, interpreted :IccOrditrgt0-th0,11eddt-0-_-the
in ivi re classroom teacher, This private interpretation is
fate f an :buf-the. most curricula
tektbOok4;:ipmrtond- standardized tests guarantees this fate for any
urriculum innovation. The sight ofoneis CurriculuelPjanand-laterialS -being

:--systeAtiOiAt reconstructed by the'classrooM ,:teacher
..at first- a shock to the deVelb00.- OUt__,thiS

OeconfatrOtion is'.-a,heOssary',0art of_i-making-the .cUrriculon-'14orkin the
AndiV44161 classroom.: Materials which do notJenCthemieTVeSlo teacher input.
haVeAvhdetory of fading from lack of leaChtiOntere'St. and commitment.

CurriculuM development passes. through: a 'Oumber of identifiable phases-.
In an _educational system such:::as.Ythat. ihaAJnited'Stats,:Wheelotal,
aut,onOmyof schootboards is still Aoherlsedierbding-:AdeaL.-- t does SOL-

. .

4 '-,. ,



with well deliberated.speed. Receivership skills curricula are currently into
bUt not beyond the initiating phase of development.

The appearance of receivership skills curricula as a regular part of the
school day requires the conjunction of three forces: (1) state school
officials'must commit time, space and money; (2) .the major textbook publishing
houses --must direct capital into the production and marketing of instructional
materials;-and (3) teacher education institutions must initiate pre-service
and in-service instructional support.

One of these fbrces appears to be marshalling. School officials are in
the pinch of an inflationary a6aluation of income and the "back to basics"
movement. No major textbook company has committed to any of the funded
projects whose materials are available only in samiidat fashion. Teacher
education institution's, upholding their position as the hoaryist of the
educational establishment have hardly begun to consider the new media.
Ploghoft echoes this conservative assessment in writing:

It is- relevant to comment on -the fate of other educational
program developments, which like critical. receivership
skills, were prompted by social and technological changes.
Economic education, consumer education, safety education,
multicultural education, career education, have not found
smooth sailing by any means as their proponents have
sought to gain a viable place for them in the K-12
curriculum. The resistance, or in most cases, disinterest

such curriculum developments can be attributed to a
number of factori--not the least of which has been the
lack of involvement of teachers and other school people in
the development of program 'concepts.

Perhaps it is for these and other reasons that the
futurists in eddcation keep their eyes directed toward the
year 2020, rather than trying to figure out why education
in 1979 has not yet.responded to the major technological
changes of the forties. Futurism of this sort is simple.
We catalog the problems and concerns of today and then
wisely predict that -education will respond to these
concerns about 50 years hence (9, p. 1-2).

Institutiwal sbcial innovation' is a glacial study in the absence of
cataclysmic events forcing change. Communication Cassandras may caution, but
we listen sibwiy.



SOCIAL-INOWLEDOE,. CHILDREN'S PROCESSING, AND-.

SOCIAL-AND-EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF-
-- VIEWING TV DRAMAS..

4.Andrew'Collins
Institute- of Childllevelopment:

University of Minnesota
and Boys Town. Center

the Study of Youth Development

More than-IDyear's.-- ago, three pioneering researchers into the effects
television on children concluded -that:

-.. _ .

,The chief part television plays in the lives of children
-Aepends. at least as ,-much on .what the child brings o.'
.telev-ision.asion. what television brings to the child
(Schramm,'Lyle,.81Tarker,1951,-p 74).

This.apPraisal notwithstanding,- in:the:-ensoing two,..depades. most. l!esearchers
. . .

themselveshaVe.: concerned themselves with whether end,i6iiihat woYs childrenareaffected
bywhattelevision bringslc-them 0-4,, Steiii&:Friedrich, 1075). ..Much lets
attention: has keen- ..given to-the wide4.anging cognitive-.andhOredispositional
characteristics -that,-the-.Chil&bringS.:to'.-televisidni

. This, Raper, 'cOncerns
develOOmental' and individual differences-in, children's understanding of the
social behaviori-,-roles,ind relationshipi.pOrtraYed in many -of the programs
-.0- watch 'and: thel:sOcial:and: educational implications ofthe.processes

involved in .understanding these materials..

At this point, our understanding of developmental differences-in-. skills
for comprehending, socioL-eortroyalsis more extensive than our knowledge of
the-differential,effects:Of indiVidual:experience and predisposition. :The
results of. -an -Aightypar _-series --indiaatethatcomprehention'Of teleitised-,,
draffiatic-plotS is both,more limited and more fragmented than Adults,. would
expect .for children as 77-61-a. as second and third _graders.. lWen base these-
-conclusions on studies of -children's understanding of -dramatit_programs: .:which
are '1produced for adults, but 'heavily viewed by.chillrenactIoncetiventure,
progranS- family dramas, , and situation comedies. These programs are
narratives stories -.made. complicated enough to :I': keep:Todolt viewers?-

"-

interested -and the particulars.of the:plots- are often subtlet-inekplicit,'and
interspersed. with :extraneous' or tangentially -releVant material. 1h our
Studieticonddcted at the'Institutge:Child..Developmentat Minnesota,Over.tht
.past:eight-yeart)---We have foosed'Cn'the extentto;which children.ofAifferent'
a get remember..two-kinds of:informatiOn-froll these cothOjex telt0.006.' piats:
11). discrete --ex- licit- events :thit occur in single scenes. -ofthe'show,-
,particularly those.tTa are essential to. the sense ,pf the plot- (in. that
.-without-.,the0 .the, story cannot- be-coMprehensibly'retold)l'and (2) implicit
information'that.iS--notwiptititly mentioned or depicted, but is .jmPliPd -by
-the -relatjens-between'sdenes4 On:exer.0016 -of the .letter is'the fett.that one
diSdrete.eVent May be recogni2able by .adolts 4$ showing the :cause of .some

.
.

.

second: :::discrete ',event,- but -.the.- "bedause ponnePtOr,:Ainot explicitly
mentionedi as it might well be in a written'or Orally presentedstory.)story.): in



other words, in order itoi comprehend the social roles, behaviors, and attitudes
portrayed-jn typical television draw, children must (1) select judiciously
among the large number "Ingle happeningS or events that are shown, and also
(2) infer:the relations among these discretely preiented units of information
across time.= We have called the latter prdcess temporal integration (Collins,
Note 1) .

Developmental_ -Differences: Memory for Dil rete' Scenes

When we say that comprehension of these aspects of story material
limited, we mean that young grade-school children seem to remember
significantly smaller proportion of the essential or central information.tha
is explicitly presented in single scenes than do older children, adolescents,
and adults. In.one recent study (Collins, Wellman, Keniston, & Westby, 197 )
we asked a 'panel of adult judges to help-us identify thd information that w s
absolutely essential to the plot in a half-hour action .adventure televis' n
program; then we tested second, fifth, and eighth graders on this cent al
information. Second graders recalled an average of only 66 percent of he
scenes that adults had judged as essential to =the plot; fifth graders recal edf

'84 perceht of these-scenes, and eighth graders recalled 92 'percent--nearly all
of them.

Developmental Differences in 'Inferences about Inter' -Scene Relations

Even when children understand the content-0 individual scenes,- however,
they often- fail tO,4ras0 the inter-scene rdationsthat_also carry important'
information in audiovisual narratives. Adtilits readily infer that what happens
ihNa'stene early in a program is pertinent to some later scene. For example,
adUlts perform as you-wduld expect in noticing the relation between an actor's
malevolent intent toWard.another character inOnescene and .his .violentattack
on that character in a later scene., But up until

.about 9-or 10 years of age,
most children are rather poOrat inferring:these kinds -of causal connections
'and other links between scenes-in programs (Collins, Berndt, .& Hess, 1974;
Collins, et.al.,. 1978); hence, our conclusion that their understanding of
shows is rather fragmentary.

In the study I.mentioned earlier' (Collins,- et,al, 1978), we tested
children's" knowledge for this sort of implicit informat4dR, A group of adult
judges had previously agreed that the test information was important to
understanding the plot of the particular program, Second graders remembered
an average of fewer than half (47 percent) of the items adults had agreed
upon; but fifth and Jteighth graders remembered 67 percent and 77 percent,
respectively. These figures are notartifacts of age differences in knowledge
of individual scenes; second graders often knew the discrete pieces of
information required to answer the questions, but simply had not inferred the
relationships between them as the'.older children had. You can see this in an
analysis in which we were Able to determine whether children knew the two
discrete scenes or -remises on which each of the inferences we'asked about
were based. We were t en a_ 4 to estimate the conditional probability that
each child would make 'a correct inference, given that both of the premise
scenes, or only one of thqm,or neither one, were. knoWn at the time the
children were tested. This kind of analysis tells us the extent to which
children of ages have inferred the. relatedness of discrete pieceS of
information frOm the program. The data clearly showed that the likelihood of
correctly integrating Important information about the plat, across temporally



separate',' discrete scenes is relatively poor for second §raderS--the
probability was less tna,50.percent, just greater than chance, for fifth and

.eighth, graders, it was abOut. 75., percent. So when they kne4.the ditcrete,
explicitscenes, older' children were more likely to7go beyond it and draw out
the implied relationships 'between them.

Part of the difficulty for.younger children seems to be that they- either
can't remember or don't take advantage-of the information providedby temporal
order. When we randomly scrambled the scenes in the program for some of the
children, our second-grade' viewers did. no -worse than when the 'scenes were
presented it chronological order as they were outlihed in the plot. -.But, of
course, the preadolescents And adolescents inferred the relations. between
scenes considerably better when the scenes Were in proper Order (Collins
et.al., 1978). Apparently, the- older children -made better use of the
information conveyed.by order than younger children.and, ;thus, more readily
extracted the..information implied by ttleAemporal. relation cif-nneiscene to
another. Our characterization of understanding as "limited and fragmentary,"
then, comes -from these findings that the adult-defined importance of scenes
and their temporal order makes relatively little difference to preschool -and
young. grade-school viewers.

These developmental differences have emerged in studies of. a number of
different programs of different types .--not only action adventure shows, but
situation comedies and family-dramas,at.lNell. As in Comprehensidn of other
kinds of materials, these developmental differences appear' to reflect.
age-related emergence of spontaneous strategies for "going .beyond, the
information given"--in this ,case, information- that bears' on the social
learning than often occurs in typical viewing'(Stein & Friedrich, 1975).

The Nature of lotpal Children's Comprehension

What, then,. do young .grade- school children take away from typical
programs, grantirg-that--compared to older viewers--they generally comprehend
less of the narrative-essential explicit and implicit content?' Some of our
recent analyses indicate that their representation of programs is heavily
affected by their expectations about persons and sequences of events that are
based on prior experiences, including television viewing. For example, in the
study that I've been describing above, two-thirds of the second, fifth, and
eighth graders we tested were interrupted at one or- the other of two points
during their viewing of the particular version of the stimulus program to
which they had been assigned. The interruptions came at points that had
previously been agreed upon by adult raters as suspense points--scenes after
which something noteworthy was obviously going?to happen. When we stopped the
videotape at these points, we asked the chilOen to ,tell us what they thought
was going to happen next. We then coded their predictions according to
whether ornot they mentioned previous-events from the - program explaining
their answers. We were not interested in whether their predictions were
accurate. The majority of the fifth and eighth graders- (78 percent and 68
percent, respectively) predicted events that. invoked, or followed from,. plot
occurrences. prior to interruption. For example, following a scene in which
the protagonist met a panhandler who resembled the man he nad killed, relevant
predictions often involved the likelihood that the. confOid_. Murderer would
react as-though the man were his earlier victim. ("He'll think1m didn't kill
the wino and will go after this guy"). Second graders rarely (28 percent of
the cases) .-predicted- events that followed from the pre-interruption scenes.



Ihttead, :they :refied.. -on stereotma of action. sequences, .A typical
stereotyped prediCtiohmade.by-these.childreh.was that,Ansteadof giving the
Old. panhandler-the :quarter he askecf.for,- -the villaiit-woUld "grab his hand. and.

In many respects, of course, the action sequences that young childrericite instead of recounting. what actually happened in a program are
high-probability occurrences that can aid in understanding observed behavior.They are instances of, what Schenk and Abelson (1977) have recently called
scrlots--groupings of actions that are called into play when key parts of the
actions or chdracteristic settings are encountered. For example,,in the
instance of the killer and till panhandler, knowing that a villain meets
another character under tense circumstances suggests a script in which the
villain attacks the other physically: "He'll probably grA him and flip him'
or something." Older viewers undoubtedly also know these stereotypes, but theyalso test their appropriateness against the particulars of shows. In otherwords, we think that younger viewers probably adhere rigidly to the scripts
available to them. in processing they content of televised narratives, eithernot noticing or ignoring the program events that do not conform to their
scripts.- For them, the scripts may actually displace the observed content todeterthine what is "known" about the show. Older viewers may well accept
scripts initially, but activelycompare the particulars of the show to their
scrip ed expectations., For them, deviation from the scripts may actually
signi ,y that an event is important and worthy of being remembered.

fact, we asked childrenin'the study I've been describing to retell
the'.narrative for us so that someone would be able to _ten what happened in
the show: My collaborator, Henry' Wellthan, has recently examined their
protocols' for the presence of items of conteni that had been reliably
categorized.:hy adults into two groups: (1) content that reflected common
scripts available to viewers of all 'ages, even the very young; and (2)content
thatwas,Peculiarto the-stiMuluS shoW.-- As,yo6 can see from Table ''L- -among
second graders-the mean proportion of children who mentioned the content that
fit scripts readily available to all age groups was .79, but the mean

ortion- of these younger children who mentioned the more specialized

-yoUnger children to mention the stereotypedAowledge, but many more fifth

kribwedge was only .12. 'Fifth and eighth grad just as likely as the

4radert an eighth graders than second grader-_-lentionedthe program-specific
knowledge-.55 and .98 were the relevant mean proportions in fifth and eighth
grades; respectively, compared to .12 for second graders.

In short, then, our working, hypothesis is that _linger_ children's
repretentations of' typical televised ,narratives are heavily colored by the
scripts available to them, which often causes them to short-circuit their
attention to unique, essential features of ramatic_ plots.,:. This may be
consequential for their social learning in cases -: eri:reliance on stereotyped
knowledge could result in misleading impress, ns of actors and their-
behaviors--for example, in the case of the commonly portraydd double-dealing
character whose appearance may initially project a script for benevolent
behavior, but actually be revealed; subtly and by small increments, to be
malevolent %stead.



TABLE 1

Proportions of Children Who

Mentioned Common-Knowl edge, and Program-Specific

Contents, Retelling the Tel eviied:Narrative

. .

omMon-Knowl ed e Content Pro ram-S ecific -Content

Bad :- Buying-Guy Show Villien's.
.

Pol ce
, Murder

Fdroett-Ca0gFilt': Groceries Premise Crime..

Second

Fifth

Eighth

12/17- -1S/15 16/17 2/17. 3/17 1/17

14/19 19/19 19/19 7/19 12/19 , ' 12/19

12/14 12/14 ..14/14 '- 13/14 14/14 14/14
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Effects of Individual Differences- in Pertinent Social Experiences

We have also begun to see. evidence of _individual differences. in-
understanding of typical televised dramas--differences that can be attributed
to different social experiences and predispositions Of the individual children.
-within. the youngest-group in our research. .For example, Andrew Newcomb and I
have recently published evidence (Newcomb &Collins, 1979) that young viewers!,
difficulties on our measures- -both of memory for discrete ,scenes tn programs
.and of understanding the informative links or relations:among- scenes within
showsappear to be espedielly great when they are watching programs that
involve characters and settings somewhat different from their own -experience.
In other words, if they-see portrayals that don't fit their sociall 'sets or
"sdhemes"--their expectations about how peoPle will act and interact--young
viewers May be even less likely to understand the characters! actions,
motives-, and feelings..

We studied equal numbers-of children from -both lower-socioeconomic and
middle-scioeconomic samples at gradeS two, five, and eight. One set of
Children (including all of these subgroups) viewed an edited. version of a
Commercial network show featuring middle -class characters. The second set of
participants saw a -show with a similar plot line featuring lower-class
characters. Family composition and the complexity of the programs.were
similar, and the two memory tests we constructed seemed to be of similar
degrees'of difficulty.

When we tested these children for understanding of the events and--more
particularlythe inferred causes of action and the emotions of the
characters, we found that the second-grade children did somewhat better when
the social-class milieu being portrayed in the program was similar to their
own backgrounds. Figure 1 shows these results. Middle-SES second graders who
viewed the middle-class show inferred more about the causes of actions and the
feelings-and emotions of the characte):,s'than-lower-SES youngsters who watched
the middle-claps show; and lower-SES sedond graders who 'watched the
lower -class character show inferred more of the same kind of information. from
that show than did' the middle-class children who watched the lower-class show.
These effects don't show Up at the fifth- and eighth-grade levels. In short,
for the yoUnger children with more limited cognitive skills for understanding
what happens in a television show, seeing the action portrayed in settings
imilar to their own backgrounds helped them acquire relevant information from

the program. Their general difficulties in comprehending shows, which we have
attributed to developmental factors, were most evident when there was no
special similarity of television to their own experience. In other .Words,
second graders' difficulties in comprehending typical television content may
reside partly in their lack of familiarity with the types of roles,
characters, and settings portrayed in many adult entertainment programs. The
fact that SES is, at the least, a rather gross indicator of the scripts that
might be familiar to children underscores the striking nature of this finding.

Why does the match between general social experience and TV portrayal
affect younger viewers' understanding so strikingly? Apparently, some prior
experience-with or knowledge of basic information about the material to be
remembered facilitates comprehension of.additional, related content judging
from the findings of studies of different types of memory tasks (Chi, 1978;
Trabasso & Foellinger, 1978). Perhaps the ease with which certain key
information in a new task can be assimilated' because of prior materials
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indicates .deeper processing (Cra- 1, Lockhart, 1972) than occurs with
relatively -unfamiliar tasks. It may also be that younger viewers'1 similarity
to, the ..characters and --setting in the-prograMs actually motivated them to
attend, more closely to the details of the portrayals than did` le 'similar
viewert., Young observers faced with a complex presentation from whic some
-,materials Must be selected Might be especially susceptible to such
motivational effects of experience.

Despite the salutary effects of pertinent social ,experience for second
graders, nevertheless the preadolescent and adolesOnt viewers in the study
again appeared to use selective and ,inferential strategies more effectively
than the younger children, regardless of the presumed-familiarity of the type
of.program they watched..: In fact, we found that even the .best performing
second graders were still significantly -poorer than fifth and eighth graders..
Furthermore, we computed conditional probabilities to determine whether, if
the knew thetentral:ex licit content of the scenes, they were also

i
likely to kn e im l icit conteni.-.Le causes' of actions and the emotional,
states of ac _-S. These probabilities were significantly higher for':fifth
graders than for second graders, indicating that the ,important information
implied by what .occurs On the screen -was more likely to be grasped by older
viewers than by younler ones.

Some ,Implications and Prospects

The finding that young viewers are relatively unlikely to infer
relationships among cues .like motives and consequences even when they are
apparently well understood, separately suggests two implications for further
refleCtion and investigat question is whether the nature of
children's errors Carrprovide a basis for helping younger viewers understand
complex programs on televition ,betterthan they would on their own. For
instance, parents might deliberately attempt to induce.children.te infer the

interrelationships among important scenes in the program that the children
often do not infer spontaneously, and these attempts-might-take account of the
tendency for younger viewers' 'errors to resort to stereotyped social sequences
for their-understanding of what is portrayedi rather than spontaneously
seeking the relevant information within the program. School curricula might
be developed to teach viewing strategies, with an emphasis on inducing
children to ask- themselves the implicit questions that appear to be
spontaneous in older children's viewing behavior (Collins, 1978) and to test

-- whether and how portrayals differ from their own experiences. Research is .
,needed on the effectiveness of such interventions and on the possible
remediating value fOr behavioral effects of televiSion.

.A Second, more general implication of the present research is that the
primary'. risk of possible deleterious 'social and behavioral effects of
..e-related comprehension differences accrues to younger viewers in the child
audience. Although. the extent of this risk cannot be accurately estimated,
there is little doubt that it is relatively greater for them than for
'.;adolescents and adults. For a more complete understanding of the role of
comprehension, however, it will be necessary' to consider children's
comprehension of television content in .interaction with a- number of
age-related and individual differences in children's responses. For example','
possible age-related increases in discrimination between fantasy and reality,
the' effects of individual variables like arousal thresholds and aggression

ty, and the variance due to the situations that comprise children's



everyday experiences --are,a11 relevan
. the'Way: which. age' variation intelevision content may-, be expecte : enter the -icomplex.equation for-.,

television effect$.'-'ThisMorefelabdrate(Oproach to the nature 'and imPortance
of what. the .. child brings to tel-vision lt basic ta,a,fuller. appreciation of

I

the significance of this mediuMA 6:.-developMent of individual children. -
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Orientation

TV. AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
STRUCTURING THE VISUAL DIMENSION

by

ands M, Dwyer %Senior Research_ Asso ate
The ,'Petipsylvanid State --UniVersity..

There is a drowind
i

awareness that althoughleleVision has the potential,
for providing a Irich variety of stimulating resources, its impact in terms of
facilitating academic achievement has not been realized. Two possible
explanations ,nay be suggested to account for this lack of instructional
effectiveness. First, television viewing in the home has created in'viewdrs a
passive set which is oriented toward relaxation and entertainment. This set
accompanies std ents and creates a negative predisposition when they are
located in an nvironment where television is the medium of instruction. The
second, and perhaps greatest, limitation associated with instructiona1
television has been its failure to employ systematically and fully guidelines
and principles derived from research and learning theory which can provide
structure for the conditions which are necessary for desired kinds of learning
to occur.

138

Even:though producens of instructional programming have totally different
kinds of objectives to 'achieve' than do producers of commercial television-
coghitive-vs.. informational), unfortunately their production techniques do
not differ significantly. Furthermore, they do not know how to identify
different types of learning, nor do they know how to structure the -learning'
environment dig entially to insure optimum student achievement of different
educational objec ves.

Needed Guidelines for Visualization.

Despite the fact that television is a predominately. visual medium,
producers have little knowledge relative to the instructional effectiveness of
different-types of visual materials, both from,the standpoint of Kew learners
react to variations inthe amount and kinds of stimulation contained Within
the various types of visual media, and how visuals differing in the amount of
realistic- detail influence learner achievdment of different educational
objectives. For example, in the design of a typical instructional lessons how
would the responses of a producer/developer to the following questions
influence the lesson's structure?

I. Are all types of visual materials equally effective. in facilitatinc
student achievement of all types of educational objectives?

2... Does the amount of time students- are permitted to interact withpermitted
visualized instruction. affect- their level of -achievement of different
educational objectiVps?

.,Are identical -types of visual illustrations equally effective for all
education ,levels, or do different types of visual illustrations-
possess differing degrees of instructional effectiveness for students,



different educational

A1.47e different cueing . tethniqUeS (Motion, :inseted_''queStiont,.
knowledge of spetifit learning .objectiveS,:ett.

visualized .instruttion?

What, 'effect -700 spciric individual Aifferente.- variables(intelligence, reapi*-toMprehension,..ed4cationjeveli- etc. haVe:on
students' from different ::types of lesson
OpVelopmentr

What kinds of visual materials--in what patternS c rnhinations
. and

sequences -- provide the best- stimuluS conditions:- fOr-
achievement:of sPecifjc kinds of- educational objectives?

.equally effective In

How dpet the type of feedback and/or reinforcement that students
receive in progressing through a televised lesson affect their level
of a achievement of differen kinds of educational objectives?

How .does students' prior knowledge in a content area influence their
ability to profit from a televised presentation?

Research. On V sualf2ed Instruction

In an atteM0t16-answer. these types of questions, over one Hhundred
studies -bave been condUcted by.the'authOrand his- associates-in.a program of
syStematftevaluationIPwyer, 1978),:, The sample ..population involved" in the
-studies' represents OVer -41000 high school studentSAninth,.tenth,eleventh*
and twelfth antfoVer 25A00.college-level-students.'1:-..Specffitally,-,A
,number of important' conclusions' emerge, from: tno :sttidf0 regarding theregarding the.
effective use of visual materials An the teaching- learning environment (Dwyer,
1978,. 96-97).

All . types of visual materials are not equally effective in
facilitating ..studept '-achievement. 'For example, an increase in the
amounts of realistic detail contained. in an illustration. will not
-produce a corresponding increase in- the amount of informatiOn 'a
student will acquire from it.

All types of visual materials are not equally effective in
facilitating 'student achieveMent of different educational objectives.
-The type of visual material most. effective in transmitting
information is dependent upon the' type of information to be
transmitted.

For specific studen s and for specific educational objectives, the
use of color in certain types of visuals appears to be an important
instructional variable in improving student achievement. For other
educational objectives, however, the added cost of color may not be
justified from the instructional effectiveness standpoint.



types of cueing:- ,techniques i- =do
instructional effectiveness' of different,typeS
Some types of, cueing techniques are Significantly moreFeffectfve than
others.

Boys and girls in the same- grade' level ..thigh scho
well from identical types of visual materials.

-learn- equally

-

6. The effectiveness of a particular type . of visual -11:facilitating
student achievement of a specific educational objective depends--,-_in:
part, on the amount of time student i -are stermitted_toInteract.L:with7th-6Visualized instruction.

7. The use of visuals specifically designed -to complement -oral-
instruction does not automatically improve student .,achievement.
However, for certain types of educational objectives the use -of
visuals designed, to compjeinent a particular instructional strategy
and to-f ac 1-i tate achievement of spec if id-- educational ablectIve-
will increase student achievement of the objective.

8. The use of specific types . of visual illustrations to acilitate
specific types of educational objectives, significantly improves
student achievement.

9. Identical visual illustrations are not equally effective in
facilitating -the achievement of students possessing different I.Q.
levels, reading comprehension levels, and/or prior knowledge -levels .

in the content area..

10. For students in different grade levels the same visual materials are
not equally effect-we in .increasing achievement of identical
educational objectives.

Research on the structure of -visualized instruction has progressed
significantly since the early comparative-effectiveness studies in which -single isolated variables were assessed td determine their potential
influences on student achievement. The experitbental results accumulated ire.
-the program of systematic, evaluation is considered to represent- a departure
fftm- the fragmented research which, in the past has failed to .contribute to a,
cumulative analysts of the role of visualization in the instructional process.%
The data analysis frit\ stndiet conducted in this program substantiate the fact

- that the human belhg is a very complex organism and that the variables -which
influence learning are likewise extremely complex. General findings from the--
program of SystematiC-evaluation indicate that the Present-methpd of selecting.-
anthusin§ visual materials for instructional purposes are groSsly, ineffective.
The specific effectiveness of _a, visual . learning environment is primarily
dependent Upon: (a) . the amount- of real istic detail contained in the type of
visualization used, (b) the method by which the visualized _instruction
presented by - students (externally paced vs. ,self,paCed);-' (c) student
characteristics, i .g. intelligence, knowledge in the content area,
reading ..and/or oral "comprehension- levkl, etc., (d) the type or level, of
educational objective to be achieved by the students;, (e) , the technique used
to focus student attention on the .esientiar learning haraeterized in the
visualized materials, e.g.-, cüe such , as questions, arrows, motion
erbalivisual feedback, overt/co'vert -responses, etc.;-and,*(f) the type of

r_cs
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Discussion

In acknowledging the complexity of the teaching-learning environment it
seems apparent that it is_ going to be almost impossible to identify or
_construct a single theory for guiding the effective integration of visual

miesfimulti into the instructional (television) process. Probably the most that
can be expected is the.development of situational guidelines to govern the
selection and use of different types of visual materialsAlthough-there are
limits in students' differences beyond which a particular stimulus is not
appropriate, usually a given type of visualization will be iuitable across a
wide range of individual difference variables.

Research has already provided evidence to support the fact that 'if
quality instructional programs are to be designed,. developed and produced,
quistions similar to the following need to be asked and answered. in theplanning stages.

What types of educational objectives are to be achieved by the
students? What are students expected to be able to do as a result of
participating in the instructional leison?

What. individual difference tharadteri sties ::.appear: : to relatedlojically: -to student ,perforMance and which -of these should:be takeir
--into: Consideration .719'.the.:pilot%testing program?

How is-the_-visualized-',inttructioh-to be:presented -. to the students,
that is, will the. televised instruction beipresented: students. 4rn a
group `learning environment 'or -will available .for sal f 0-aced
instruction vi a- individually control led video- Cassette?.

What tyPes of stimuli .charabtertstiO ilio0Cthe visuals contain

What typ es of eveloatioh-1 te0i hg y:fOrMitSarie to 4e emp oyedt::



What types of cueing or attention gaining (and sustaining) techniques
will be incorporated in the visualized portion of the lesson?

,In the typical visualized instructional situation, learning is a continuous
process which is being influenced at any one = time by a" multitude of
dimensional- variables. Consequently, the process 'of- synthesizing isolated
bits and pieces of research evidence in, order to construct a matrix of
instructional variables And guidelines for the use of specific types of

-visualization seems to lie somewhere in the future. However, research (Dwyer,
1978) has been and currently is in the proaess-of being conducted which-can be
used by educators to answer questions (stmilar to_the_following)which_are
necessary for the creation of effective learning environments.

1. How are visual cues perceived, organized and processed?

2 What combinations of cueing strategies are most effective in
facilitating student achievement of complex learning objectives?

What kinds of visualizationived singly or in combinations are most
effective in facilitating student achievement of, different
educational objectives? -

Under what conditions do visualized messages optimize information'
transmission?

How: are visual cues perceived,, organized andprocesSed?

WhatkindS of test forMats'Art most approprlatefor.-asSessing Student--
information acquisition- of.Aifferent .educatiOnaLObjectives1

What kinds `of visualization indreaSe and sustain. attention and
concentration?



LEARNING FROM TELEVISION:
WHAT' itkRE THE_LIMITS?

Dr. David jonassen
--'===The-University_of North. Carolina

That television,can teach is generally-regarded_as an-unassailable,truth.
The Tevidence that children--can and do'learn.from( television is impressive"
-Comstoik1et4i14976-WitItetillythOusnds-4ofstudies-haVetuStainedi
effitaty-relativito-Aeachers-or other media. However,-if_wedloseliexamine--,
many-of,:thefassumptiont-abOutlearning from television, we must conclude that
either,---itii- potential has not been-realized:or that-there_are limits to its
capability to teach. .What is-needed is _a firm theoretical base in learning to
support either -of these contentions.--Are the symbolic codes implicit- the

7 _dedium,capable_of calling ok
behavior modeled from teleViSionTpretuppote onlYliMited cognitiVe-adtivity7_
While television.has-been proven effective in eliciting various, types of
learnfng,_.those. types-need to-be.clarified and its limitations explicatedgo-,
that educators Willintit be further frustrated by television's inability7to
solve many-, learning, problems, despite its popularity, ubiquity, or presumed
communication potential._

Passivity Does Not Recapitulate-Activity

Thealoprevalenti'use of television is for the communication o
cognitive content (Leifer, 1975). This:assumes-thWtelevisiot1001ates

'cognitioii.jniflearning It does,': but that learning is passive,, requiring low
levels of attention and cognitive acOVity.-Ifis a continuous absorption of
images that stimulates certain physiological activity -regardless of :program

--content.' Learning frequently iny0140S-':hiOher level cognitive:proceSSes
(reasoning, thinking and problem Solving) thatrequiriactiVe*rtiCipatiOnin
learning, such as decoding, selecting strategies, anC5FPWW41eolmmatj-on.
Learning is an interactive process, WhilaYtelevision is a- passive, ,receptive
process. Much of the pre-processing of information, that Would_normally
require cognitive activity has been accomplished by he medium for the
leartierinte passive learning produces an absence of arousedrrisiiEWRCe to
what is learned, oiStiVe learning can .occur so long as the- material is
acceptable:,-(Krugman_and Hartley, 1970). This probably : accounts for the
innocuousness of:muchAelevisitin-orogramMing,::eVen,instruCtionaL 'progi-amMing.
Krugman and Hartley further contend:that:fory.Many-,-:attention to and learning
aboOt'serious,:matters-on.TVcan'oniy,be:done'cilmly, without excitation and
effort.- But learning is. mot -effective .When- attention is aroused, when
learners are active and involved, when learning is participative.

Knowledge results from personal experience--the extraction of information
from the environment through the senses. Learning involves the interpetation
of meaning from this unorganized, often overload of sensory information, i.e.,
the construction of a personal reality. Learning requires the learner to
.selectively attend to environmental stimuli in order to make- sense of it.
This is considered ,by most cognitive psychologists an ongoing, active,
constructive mental process. Television--like all media--interprets, refines,
and padkages those environmental events for the viewer. Selection of stimuli



s done, y,the_mediwm n doing se, it mediates experience; "it both confines
*Irene And implants_ simple, clear_ ideas", (Mander, 1§78, p. 97).
-TeleOsion-supplantv-many of the thought7processes we normally associate with
learning, ,educingAhe_Mentalattivity in the viewer tothe,pssive: reception
of continuously coded sense im ressions. Is such a procest advantageous or
disadvantageous for learning?

Learning From Television

Learning can occur from all forms of television--commercial, public,
videotaped lessons, etc. Instructional television and educational television
_are.producecLfor_the_explicit ,purposeof-r-stimulatinglearning,--whereas--
commercial television purportedly entertains Als. Learning from the former
shall be indicated as intentional learning--that resulting from clearly
defined arid- purposive instructional,procedures. Learning from the latter is
incidental, serendipitous learning. Such learning can result from both
commercial and instructional television. Intentional_learning is normally
considered the domain of instructional television; however, commercial

-advertising messages can be considered reasohably-intentiOna in nature. This
intentionality is reflected in a sizeable body of research.

_

Since- its inception in the early, fifties, the effectiveness of
educational /instructional television has been the subject of hundreds of
studies. Reviews of these (Chu & Schramm, 1967; Dubin & MeadleY, 1969; Reid &
MacLennan 9 91967; Stickell 1963) generally found no significant differehces
between the television instruction and traditional classroom instruction
(probably because the TV lesson was doing the same thing as the classroom
teacher). In a longer retrospective, Jamieson, Stinnes, and Wells. (1974)
corroborated earlier findings (Groppen & Lumsdaine, 1961) that television
alone was not effective in carrying the entire weight of teaching, that in
combination with other media it was moreveffective than either medium alone,
and that active responding (programming) will best facilitate learning from
.televiiion. This comes as no suer se in light of the active/passive
distinction elucidated earlier and the noted sanguine effects of mathemagenic
behaviors such as inserted questions on intentional learning.

How does learning evolve from television? .What types of content can be
learned from TV in addition to that requiring display motion (Spangenberg,
1971)? Comstock and associate$ (1978) contend that the necessary conditions
for learning from television include attention, com prehension, and retention.
These, conditions are affected by chia .(viewer elated factors such as
developmental state and personality; stimulus-related factors such as program
characteristics/production techniques; and environment-related factors such as
viewing conditions. Most of the available research has focused on the first
two. The interaction of viewer characteristics and learning effects
constitutes the major focus. Another body of research has dealt with
production techniques, that attract and -maintain;-attention 'While - increasing

retention (Lesser, 1974). Less data are available on the effects of
environmental variables on attention, comprehension and retention. Since this
study is focusing on learning, viewer characteristids are'more germane.

What mental abilities are necessary for learning from television? The
ability to learn from television 4s related to the child's overall mental
development. As children develop their ability to selectively attend to
information inputs, they become more capable of learning from,t9evision, to a ,



point. _Collins (1970) found that for essential content, learning_ : increases
linearly with Age, but for nonessential content, the relationship was

-_ curvilinear-, level ing:off at about the sixth4grade level (Hale;=-14i tier
Stevenson; 1968). This would: indicate to -the ,nature of mental
processes that interact -with television iagei'?. 1.1ard -and Wackman (1973)
identified two that distinguish betw en'-,preoperational And concrete
operational stages- of deVelopment, according to Piaget's theory: perteptU
boundedness, the tendency in 'Children to respond to their immediate
.enVirenMent; And centratien, the tendency to 'focus on :a' 1 iMited :part of
.information aVfil abl e Ward. and Wickman found that younger: children operate
on- only Jew,, perceptual dimensions of the television display. They are more

on,Ao =televi s on -Thote-findi fig s;,:are

cont itten t with _Piageti an ',theory. ,fact f ac i i tat ing the trans i tion from:
preoperational thought ,:to concrete-,'Operat ions. one of the
-theoretical -concerns :of 'SESAME STREET:. (Fowles Vogat, 1973'

Can: it be reasonably hypothesized, based on this. and similar literature,
that concrete opOktlons define the IiMits: of_ learning from televisiO4:,tlat_

,

-the-- -Menta 1 7operations :developed at .this':. stage , are .- most, consonant , with ':-the

presentational. capacity of television? Viewers are called upon: 9-: Selectively
.

attend : (decentration) 'to multiple perceptual i 4 imen t ions Iimboundnes.0 of
-concrete:- imagery presented on the.. -.Screen. --:".-Concrete oPerations,Iuch as
reversi till i ty,-: allow viewers to interpret. CO perform logical oPerati ons)- the'
col On television metaphors. : Or has :no one yet. been able, to use-the medium- to .

-

o-romOte higher level learning?

Na. literature supports. the teaching':of formal operations by _television.
---TeleViSiOn----InStrtittiorli47-bleti---'fOUnd- to motivate-,.: students, to engage- in .

problem solving. (Gales & George, .1974 )'.,and -:t6- imprOve', their Attitudes- --about.
prOblem,:television'ssolVing (O'Brien, ."19734:- bUts.0)..-. Consistent evidence is aVailable:t6
support

, ability to teach' problem solving or other prOposi ional

1
forms of -'_ thought.: Television :'. i s,H A: presentational

. medium posse sing '..:
:sophistitated -meant- .of visual : display, that .can:- .stimulate :percep _Ual ,
:attentional ,, ,- and interOitlye behavior. -- But it' Can Only ''Use these tit) present
Information, Its -abil ity'-_to StimUlate= or 'engender higher forMs -JOU. learning,
if it exists, has. not been proven.

Comstock and others (1978),:, following: the most : of
television. : literature, ever : conducted ...- :( 0i:witted( : S& Fisher, 195 ) ; cited a
variety of types .- of .-. learning

i
produced by ::-. instructional _ and , commercial

" of -the Constitution," "1 nf ormat i on: source ;I' "televi s i on.

exposure increased .khowl edge, ": "facts essent=ial -toal -tO. the p I ot io "sequence Of.
. events ," in add ft i on .to its , Sod al l es sons-4- " l earn ing. norms .about behavior,"

and "changed attitudes." That television is capable- of producing such learning .,

is riot : particularly distinctive, ',:10.: .1 s every.. medium and /or presentational

strategy- capable of stimulating recall- behav i or. -The ,rtal issue is whether
such qualified Utilization' -:-:results from' -, inherent limitation :oor- a -lack :of:

underttanding in its prodOcert, : TO',. answer -.that we need to look At -how
learning ',does -result- from, teleVitiok-viewing.

Learning From Models

Theoverwheiming.-.majOrity of television research has jocusql on the-

effects'of,IvielenCe 'en television. viewers, especially children. tomstOck'
(1976) Concluded from hundreds of studietAhatvieWingHviolenceAncreaset-the
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likelihood of some form of subsequent aggressiveness" (p. 7). The scope of
such studies expanded to include prosocial as well as aggressive behavior. Inan archetypal study, Friedrich and Stein (1973) shdwed that watching shows
considered violent, such as SUPERMAN and BATMAN, caused preschoolers to becomemore aggressive, disobedient, anxious and generally restive, while shows
considered prosocial, such as MR. ROGERS, resulted in decreases in a§gression,
greater tolerance; persistence, and obedience. How were these messagesreceived? What caused these changes in betavior? Do such behavioral changes
constitute learning?

As previously propounded, television is a presentational medium which is
designed_for,-passive Childrenlearn from--
television by observing and emulating its images. TV assumes some level of
viewer identification with the characters or objects bein4 presented--the more
empathetic the better. Observational learning produces three differenteffects following observation of a model -(Bandura & Walters, 1963). The
disinhibiting effect results in the increase in frequency of behaviors already
possessed by the observer, .but that are inhibited by anxiety. An eliciting
effect causes an increase in behaviors already in the -observer's repertoire
that are just not likely to occur, but not blocked by anxiety. The majority
of social learning attributed to television, especially commercial television,
is of this variety. Aggressiveness it not a behavior uniqqe to television.
Neither are benevolence, tolerance, and understanding. They are behaviorsthat for various reasons are not exhibited as frequently as they shduld be (or
are exhibited too frequently). Observing such behavior on television orobserving the reinforcing effect or inhibiting effect on TV models may
reinforce or inhibit the occurrence of such behavior in,real life.

The third effect of observational learning is modeling which results from
the -acquisition of a behavior not formerly possessed by the observer. It is
this effect that holds the potential of learning and not simply the
stimulation. of existing behavior patterns. A number of studies have reported
,changes in cognitive functioning. ,Children have demonstrated changes :in
interrogative strategy from television models, using more complex,
constraint-seeking quostions in searching for answers (Denney, -1972, 1974).
Observation of television models has also 'produced modeling of cognitive
styles-, producing changes in conceptual style from relational to, analytical
(DenneY, 1972a) and change in cognitive tempo from impulsive to reflective
(Debus, 1970; Denney, 1972a). Many of these changes generalized to
non-expertmental -tasks and some persisted over time. Modeling can produce
changes in cognitive behavior, i.e., it may initiate or instigate known
behavior but not in any simple manner, produce learning" (OlSon & Bruner,
1974, p. 137). Even after producing hypothesized results Denney. (1972b)questioned whether the. mere presentation of a model is sufficient for the
acquisition of a new conceptual strategy. He concluded the absence of a true
learning effect from modeling.

Observational learning is based on imitation theory, of which there are
.several competing versions, The theory most commonly used to explain
observational learning effects from television (Comstock, et al., 1978) is an
instrumental conditioning theory (Bandura, 1969) which conceives of imitatipn
as a two-stage process: acquisition (attaining the ability to perform), and
performance. As an associative process, such observational learning is
contingent on both temporal contiuity and reinforcement of models of stimulus
and: imitative behavior. Kuhn (1973) criticizes the ambiguity of the



acquisition phase cif the. proposed theory, which is totally dependent -on
performance to indicate its presence. Another, weaknesg is the necessity of
reinforcement to the process, since much observational learning in natural
settings occurs in the absence of reinforcement. Such a theory of
observational learning severely limits the type of learning that can result
from viewing- televisionl It reduces learning to a mechanistic, associative
process whereby the viewer copies the behavior (not the thought process,
reasoning, intention or <other internal mental process) f the Ty model without
regard to its importance, inference or meaning. Su reflections umay occur,
but the focus is on the acquisition and reinforce ent of overt behavior which
does not presuppose any highers-cognitive'processes.

A more contemporary imitation theory (Kuhn, 1973) sees "imitation as one
form of overall cognitive functioning, rather than a special mechanism for the
acquisition of novel responses" (p. 157) . Such a theory is inherently
constructive, conceiving of imitation as a general, developmental
transformation-An cognitive structure through accommodation to a modeled
object or behavior. It assumes, unlike behavioral imitation theory, that the
observer imitates models that they are capable of comprehending and that are
in some way related to what they know. It is inherently more individualiStic,
which seems to limit its applicability to the monolithic messa§es broadcast by
television. Cognitive theory implies that imitation, if it occurs, would,be
more meaningful, i.e., it would represent an attempt by the viewer to
structure his or her environment. For purposes of learning, it tnplies the
transmission of individual messages to viewers, an event frequently
encountered on television. Fowles and Voyat attempted to apply, in a post hoc
fashion such a theoretical perspective to Children's Television Workshop
productions and to generate hypotheses for improved TV formats that would
cause diseouilibrium between the assimilation and accommodation functions in
children, stimulating adaptive mental. behavior Sudh activity or interactions
with the medium are requisite for the developmeht of symbolic functions in
children. Television remains a means -or modeling behavior--and an effective
one. Acquisition of Model responses toes' result from television viewing.,,
Viewers do engage in modeled behavior. The implications for complex learning,
however, area limited.

The Supplantation and Cultivation of Mental Skills

The most promising area of television research to date is only now
emerging. It involves the differential effects of television formats on
cognitive processes--not simply those production techniques eliciting the
highest level of attention (Lesser, 1974) or imaginativeness of play and
concentration (Tower, et.al., 1977), but physical manipulations by the medium
that stimulate the 'mental transformations of the viewer. Based on the
premises that knowledge is always mediated by human activity in its transfer
and that such activity implicitly acts to bias such knowledge (Olson & Bruner,
1974), the study of television consists of the consideration of the symbolic
code through which it mediates knowledge. 'To extract knowledge from
television, or any other medium,. one. is required to sremodify, overcome, or
correct any modifications resulting from the codes (transformations or bases
or raw content) used by the medium, vihich calls into play specified mental
activities (Salomon & Cohen, 1977). Television is distinctive in its ability
to "visually show a tnansformation which is analogous, or even similar, to
what ought to take place, in our minds" 1Salomon, 1976, p. 27). It is
predicted on some isomorphism between communicational codes (plentiful in
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television) and internal, mental codes (Salomon, 1978). This- similarity of

television's symbolic codes to Covert mental operations suggests two uses for
such media codes. They call on mental skills, i.e., activate the appropriate
operations needed to correct or remodtfy biases imposed by TV codes. They may
also supplant mental operations by overtly presenting a coded simulation of
the mental transformation or operation that would have to (but normally not)
be internally performed by the viewer in order to understand the
communication. .The results_of either of these applications would be the
facilitation of learning or communication of content as well as the
cultivation of mental skills in the learner, enabling the viewer to generalize
mental operations._ stimulated or simulated by the media codes. Different

--ferMatSSiidh-ts-iiiiiil! (Salomon, 1974) and fragmenting space, closeups,
zooms, logical gap (Salomon & Cohen, 1977) have found to affect
differentially the mental-skills called into play, The Supplantation of
skills has enabledlearners to develop initial mastery of requisite skills,
giving them a more even start with those who had already mastered such skills,
Knowledge acquisition, according to Salomon's theory, is a function of the
interaction between the mental requirements of any Communication format and-
the learner's mastery of relevant or isomorphic mental, skills. So, for
learning from television, thelearner need not have mastered the necessary
skills for 'they can be suPplanted by the medium. By stimulating these mental
operations, the medium can-help the.learner cultivate,these skills and better
utilize- the medium. At the risk of becoming too atomistic, the same theorS,
might be used to assess the mental operations or transformations called upon
by the various field forces present in most television images. Metallinos
(1979) describes several of these, such as asymmetry of screen, main director,
attraction-of-mass, ,figure/ground, closure,-and-vectors.

While Salomon's work represents one of the most significant developments
in television research, it- does not tend to expand the capabilities of
television for learning so much as explain how it hasalways worked. It does
suggest numerous specific; applicationi of the medium for correcting,
supplanting, or stimulating certain encoding/decoding skills. However, most
of these skills are developmental, and fully matured in most learners by high
school. Therefore, teleVision is more applicable to the elementary schooling,
as suggested by Chue and Schramm (1967). The meptal operations that Salomon
alludes to primarily describe interpretive operations that simply assign
meaning to images through' the use of the codes and various isomorphic::
operations, i.e., it creates temporary changes in assimilative schemata, to
use cognitive termihology.-

Television and the symbolic codes it possesses constitute a language.
Languages primarily serve only a tool function for other forms of thinking.
The codes available to -television are not capable of calling upon or
supplanting higher order mental operations. They are presentational in nature
and assimilated by the _viewer through a process of imitation and
internalization (Salomon &-Cohen, 1976), the initial associative processes in
verbal language acquisition. Salomon '(1978) suggests that observational'
learning is the mechanism through which these codes become internalized.
Observational learning, as we have seen, is merely a means for behavioral
imitation. Salomon-has shown that certain mental skills can be simulated by
television that serve to--facilitate encoding, decoding and transfer of

4--knoWledge and, probably even understanding and interpetation of meanings,
though the nature of such mental connections has not been explicated. It
remains to be proven_that television possesses any potential for manipulating



kroviledge, reasoning,dr thinking. Creating lasting changes _in the
Cognitive structures of .Viewers or in corresponding accommodative operation's

--- has not been inanifeited by TV images.

Sumary

Television is a presentational medium. Its -predominantly visual
representation of reality most closely corresponds to Bruner's iconic model of
mental representation (Bruner, Goodnow; & Austin, 1956), i.e., its imagery
providesI viewers with mental representations that they can use to construct
reality. Unlike, its verbal language analogue, the visual language of
television ----c anprovide --mentalconstructs -that-do-'not-necessarilystimulate --
symbol ic xepresentational activity for their confirmation (Bruner, et.al.,
1956). Television's potential for producing learning is limited to the types
of skills that are implicitly iconic in nature, i.e., those that can 'be

observed and Overtly imitated or those in which decoding and interpretation of
knowledge are facilitated by visual mediators. For lessons requiring overt
behavior that i,c,an be modeledor_interpetatioa of_knowledge,.television offers
some 'unique potential. Otherwise, it is capable only of presenting other
artistic forms, such as drama and literature, which possess their own symbolic
codes. For teaching facts, as it has so often been used, television' is
generally no better capable than any other medium. For teaching-complex
thought processes, its presentational nature enables it only to display the
problem or overtly' model the behavioral indicators of thought prowsses.
Instructional series such as INFINITY FACTORY and the newer THINK ABour rely
upon all of these techniques for teaching problem Skills. No evidence exists
to support the, ability of such observational, learning techniques for
cultivating or supplanting those skills. In applying a cognitive
developmental model to the design of television instruction, Fowles and Voyat
sought to organize-and sequence the presentation of material into "experience"
consonant with the nature of the required mental' operation. Such
"experiences," while stimulating mental processes, are vicarous and require
modelinl. The only opportunity for transcending the imitational mode. of
thought is by structuring the television presentation in such a way as to
"trigger" constructive mental activity. The Children's Television Workshop
has successfully employed the technique of anticipation to elicit response by
the viewer, but the behavior is associative and not at all constructive.
Programing a passive presentation in such a way as to elicit abstract mental
activity from a large audience with individual cognitive and motivational
differences is at best speculative. Problem solving is dependent on complex,
-formal, mental operations, such as propositional Yogic and inferencing, that
cannot successfully be modeled. These shows no cloitbt improve attitudes toward
inquiry, as shown before, but no symbolic codes exist in, television to
simulate or teach such thinking. Those_operations cannot be internalized
simply by observing them.

The iinplicationi of this paper are obvious; Television is no miracle
medium, as previously hoped or attributed. However, it is inherently
expensive. The instructional television planning process !lust first consider
instructional goals that are, addressed and whether teleAsion possesses the
symbolic codes to facilitate that type of. learning. In the past,
consideration of the medium has preceded the message. We now need to- analyze
the message to see if the medium fits it.
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The implications for- this conference may be that for learning =from
television, there may need be no tritieral viewing skills. As a form of
teaching,. advertising seems to understand televisian's codes. After
determining the perceptual and =visual languSging skills that affect television
viewing and-how messages are perceived, those skills cari- be- called § upon or
supplanted by the television program to bring about intended learning. For
school learning,- which is assumed, to be more formal and intentional,
television instruction has limited instructional potential. While it
possesses obvious distributional advantages, i.e., it is capable of delivering
instructional messages to various .populatians in disparate, locations, its
ability to affect a wide variety of learning is questionable. our
instructional purpose- is to deliver fattual -learning; television as
as any other medium. If distribution is a problem, television is mare
capable. Television needs to be exploited for its advantages and ignored for
its weaknesses.
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STUDENWANDER AND NG-OF-,TELEVISION:L
GETTING TO;THE CHILD'S -FRAME-OF 'REFERENPE--

Timothy MeYer
The Universit3vof Texas at Austi

nne Hexamer
4Ohip State University

Much/is known about the content of television programs .4nd commeraals
directed at children (Barcus, 1977; Dodlittle & Pepper, 1974). However, there
is little fundamental research-describing-children's understanding -0,-. these
televised messages. or of the operations an 4 functions of television on a
social, business, or societal level. Understanding is difficult to assess.
Understanding comes from inferring and making Interpretations, from the power-

, to think and learn, from knowing the nat re, character, or meaning of.
something., Understanding does not, then, der ve from passive receivership or
automatic processing of-televised information. Understanding is an active
individual process of constructing meaning. Early studies have illustrated
that some attributes which people noted about a ,;observed object were as much
a function-of-the-perceiver as-the-perceived (Fornbusch,-Hastorf, Richardson,-
Muzzy, & Vreeland, 1965). Each person transforms a communicated message .into
personal meaning in his own frame of reference.. Yet policymakers, teachers,
and researchers seek generalizations about the level or nature of
understanding--about the frame of reference of children.

In the last decade, researchers have made a promising shift away from
simple "effects" studies of television contents 0 children toward more
theoretically based investigations of mediation, e.§..,yinformation processing,
observational learning, and cognitive development. Recent studies-in this
tradition have established a firm beginning in the -investigation of a
relationship between exposure and cogniti.n and, to some extent, behavior
(Wartella, 1979; Meyer, Donohue, & Henke, 1978; Levin & Anderson, 1976; Bever,
Smith, Bengen, & Johnson, 1978 Wartella & Ettema. 19741 Robertson & Rossiter,
1974;andBlatt, Spencer, & Ward 1972).

The child has a :different frame of reference from, an adult. This
difference may be greater than the normal difference between two people of the
same age. There are two major theoretical notions abOit, the source- of
distinctions between a chtld -and an adult.- One theoretical approach to,
investigating and describing the child's frame of reference seeks qualitative

'developmental differences in, the thought processes of children of various ages
or stages as compared to adults (Flavell, 1977; Kohlberg!, 1969; Bruner,
Oliver, Greenfield, et.al., 1966). The other major theoretical explanation
for adult-child differences emphasizes the quantity and nature of experiential
differences ,afforded (Mayer, 197S; Wittrock, 1974; BandOra, 1969; Gewirtz,
1969). These theoretical orientations' are briefly addressed! to discuss the
implications for research methods, findings, and' prac cal. applications
derived from each orientation.
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The Original,reSearCh-, on which:the:A*00CP is,based,and-7from which

examples- are draWn, was 'conducted_; Ottober,' 1979 by the authort.- This
included 150 semi-structured intervieWS'Afthildrenranging in age from 4 to
4- years. The -children, were predominately white 'end from 'middle

. socio-economic status IThese,short: but lively interviews were-
conducted _in groupS of two to= three' children. in'e:teleVision-game,Show
setting.' Students were sell-selected,-.Choosing to play, a guessing game about
segments of videotaped,content and to beihterviewed about.their opinions and-
Adees. The 30-teCond television, segments, were 'r4Adom- selections of 'bdth.
06gram. And commercialcontenti The game playing/intervieiting was videotaped
for later transcription end -analysisan ongoing process at:the time of this
writing.

?

A Rejor result- -of-this studyemOhasiies thediStinction'between students'
understanding' of televisiOn and their abilitids to erticulate or present a
representative. response for assessing that 'understanding. This-As not as new
problem. for researchers, nor certainly- for teechOs. ,Student responses are
frequently affected by vocabulary demands, the. structure-W Auettions and
tests, requests for aided or unaided recall Or multiplechoicelguess answers,
provision of stimuli or hintt, etc. These response, variations may reflect
differences in 'motivation, -cognitive style, access and/or retrieval__
orientation to' stored information, or enother:-indi-iduel difference in
mediationnode of' which necessarily relates to the,' speci conceptualization
of utility of understanding under investigation..
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Attempts to describe tbildren's understanding of the content of-
televisim- programs and commercials, as -one might, expedt, havemet with
limited successANetional Science foundation, 1977; Ward, Wackman, & Wartelle,
1977). This lack of success stems' in-part from methodologies which on one

-- hand-are-too focused. on. a-particular aspect to'give-e-pictureof the'-''

understanding or on the other hand presume abilities of recall,
self reflection; and expression by children which are not commensurate with..
the level or nature of the children's understanding being investigated. The

-children must be allowed the opportunity to demonstrate that they are ,capable
of making a wider range of responses. These responses must then be evaluated
within thecontext in which they are made and the child's frame of reference.
'Only ,then may researchers gain the insights they seek and teachers or parents
realize the nextpiece ofthe puzzle for improving a child's reasoning and
understanding about television. Without this additional input from the
children, research methods simply affirm rather than test the theoretical
stances.- The state of ignorance or partial knowledge-on a topic remains
unenlightened.

, An example from our study concerns assessing a child's understanding of
commercials. The selling intent is the most crucial distinction between a
.program and a'commercqlthe one sought by researchers evaluating. children's
"understanding." However, Mark (age 4), makes a distinction in enjoying the
entertainment valUe in-a commercial for a product which he disliked. The "Big
Red" chewing gum Commercial showed someone running to catch his train. Mark
.laughed, "I like thiS," meaning the little story rather than the product:

The most salient feature of distinction may not be the selling intent:
Only eight, of 150 children failed to identify-a commercial or program segment
correctly., In these instances, the 307setond segments shown did not present
the, selling intent or-pro4uCt and -.were -very much like a program. All other

1:
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Segments were easily, quickly, and correctly identified. However, discussions
Abhut tow they recognized a segment as a program or commercial fillistrated a
signifiCant discrepancy between understanding and ability to articulate,
between saltence or relevande for making the dittinction and a definition of

.
the distinction. Fdr example, this conversation between Tim and Matthew, who
arebtithlOyearsed and fifth graders.

TIM: That's ah (pointing to the television monitor)..INCREDIBLE HULK.
MATTHEW: (raising his hand, as if to be called upon) THE INCREDIBLE HULK
INTERVIEWER: Okay, now, why is it? What made you-think that?.
TIM: Because that's 'David Banner.
MATTHEW: David Banner .

INTERVIEWER: David Banner. Okay, is it a program or commercial?
TIM AND MATTHEW: Program
INTERVIEWER: What's a program?
TIM: It-is a show...
MATTHEW: Show. that's on every week.
TIM: (continues) that comes on every other, every other week, the same
day and time.
INTERVIEWER: Okay, what's the difference between a program and a
commercial?
TIM: -A commercial comes om..it can come on, uh, every week, every
second, every, uh, other minute, but it...
MATTHEW: A commercial shows, ah, different products.
TIM: Advertisements
MATTHEW: Advertisements

When Tim and Matthew came up with the vocabulary word "advertisement,"
the interview ceased. But a magic word- doesn't mean understanding,-AnO
understanding can precede the appropriate vocabulary.

INTERVIEWER: Everybody ready?
RICKY: (8 years old, first. to' respond to the videotaped segment
Commercial!
INTERVIEWER: How do you know it's a commercial?
RICKY: Because a program isn't likeithis.'
INTERVIEWER: How is a program isn't- like this.
RICKY: Commercials are short, and programs are long.
INTERVIEWER: Everything we're going to show today is going to be short.
We're just going to show you pieces of programs.
RICKY: Oh.
INTERVIEWER: (to Gus, age 11) What were you going to say about how it's
a commercial?
GUS: Because they weren't acting serious...Well, they were actin (sic)
serious, but they were eatin (sic) dinner, and they said something about
some macaroni; and you could tell it was a product, and then they showed
a can of it. And then they go, "Progresso, make sure."
INTERVIEWER: What?
GUS: "Progresso" was the name. of the product.
RICKY: I know'because programs start with...they start like, with,
the name of the show.
INTERVIEWER: And this one didn't start with the name of a show, so it's
a commercial.
RICKY::-_$.0 it's a commercial.
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INTERVIEWER:-: ,On ome.of these,-.segments, the.Orograris don't start with
the names of the shoWs- Smthat maketltdiffitult.
RICKY: '1'16

INTERVIEWER: ..(to Clif, age 11)-44hy,-did youl(noW:it:wat-a commercial-
. Umm..You started' -showin (sic)- . these cans...and Y certain

brand.,-.and: then thit guy in a regUlartiast home-eatin sic and then
this guy in a tuxedhtomes in and all- that.
INTERVIEWER:. And it seemed pretty strange?
CL1F: Thit't why I thought it was--Ctommercial.
INTERVIEWER:':- You think you might see people eating, andhthen a man: in a
tuxedo, in .a program? . .

CLIF: (shakes head) No,.I don't think that these people'd just be eatin
(sic) like- this, and then- a guy 164 tuxedo comes in and says "Buy
thisthis, is gbod!"-You-know?-
INTERVIEWER: Oh, he says, "Buy this " ?. .

CLIF::No, he saYs"You're eating..soand,.,so...so and so.-"
INTERVIEWER: WhatiS the commercial trying -to get you to do?
CLIF: Buy a. certain brand.

The ttudenti seemed aware of the product telling Antent pf commercials,
even though the commercials seem to be recognized by other attributes. The
interviewer pressed -another. questioni-purtuing the intent of commercials.: An
incongrubus,,but nOt-illogital, response was offered b3 several other children
about Ricky's age'Of 8 years.

INTERIVEWER: Why do you:think-commercials are on. television?
RICKY : Because,.um,yOu know, Wil...you know, on a TV

7 show sometimes may...I'm not sure. It'll give thema.part:to make
sure that.they're gonna, you knoW,-where it stops on some shows,. it'll
give 'em a chance to,make,it vdifferent way if they.haVe:to.__
INTERVIEWER: it'll- give whoi chance to make What a different way?
RICKY:- The film.
INTERVIEWER : Make the filM:a different way?
RICKY:- So,..
INTERVIEWER: You think they're detiding that right before you watch
RIMY: Yeah!

Ricky's impression that a television show is like a 'theater play with
intermissions is not illogical within his frame Of reference. He may not have
had the experience of seeing anCevent tape-recorded and -them re-presented. He
may not understand the technicalities of a production which offer cues to
distinguishing the differences between a live or .a'pre-taped program .as it is

broadcast, even if he. does realize some programs are taped "re-runs." A
misconception is not a priori evidence of'deficient cognitive skills, retarded
mental development,- or even% insufficient general -eiperience Ricky's
"misconception".merelyillustrates the distinction between an "adult"- and one
child's frame of reference.

A

An adult framebf reference to thehchild requires, an initial step of

understanding and sharing the specific child's frame-afTeference. Since -the
television exPerience cannot be made adaptive to-all individuals in the mass
audience, it is-, more incumbent upon- thAr individuals in that audience, the
retearchersteachers, and parentS, tobecoMe mor=e child centeredHinassessing
a child'i understanding of television. A child-centered approach. -is critical
for an accurate realization of the -chtld's comprehension, for improving
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communication of concepts and messages, and-educational purposes.

Taking staunch positions in the development ver -learning: theoretical
debate- may detract from the effectiveness of either o entatioff to illustrate
the child's frame of reference regarding .understanding of television and
potential influences on that understanding Fascination -with _theoretical
nuances is not denigrated, but both theoretical -approaches -mentioned here
suggest, compatible efforts on the part of teachers and parents (Meyer, 1979;
Wartella, 1979; O'Neil, 1978; Wittrock,:J977). Characteristics of the
ingividual child determine the effectiveness of teaching or attributes of .a
nurturant environment for developing reasoning and 'critical thinking.

Characterizations of children's thinking must be built .from instances of
their thoughts -.as described according to their own frames of reference.
Identifying and examining the precursory attitudes and levels of understanding
in early childhood seem to be the logical prerequisites for-building theory as
well as developing the most effective instructional programs regarding media.
literacy or receivership skills. It should be membered _that current
theories. were built from close observations- of individual children. These
theories may require modification based, on additional and insightful
observations; a war of abstractions should not tyrannize our perspectives, but
release=- creative individual - centered efforts at comprehending and promoting
students' understanding of television.
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Introduction

Ilelationships between academic:media researchers and broadcast industry
spoketmen have taken on the -properties of-ritualized, formal, inter-tribal
bOstilities.- We. havebecome all too familiar with the :objections. of the
ihdustry-to:scientificAnvestigations of-the effectsOf-television: ATack-of
certitude about results,. an inappropriateness:Of definitions.. and- parameters
(fat'examole,-of vtolende), and the impossibility of-translatIngresearch into
policy in the commercial broadcast world.. We have become equally fAmiliar
with the.. objections of :researchers-to the broadcast industi-y; emphasis on
gratuitOut'_anti-sOcial portrayals, unreal representatiop,of-the?world- and of
Secial'relatiOnshipS,.-commercial-COercion of- the'Young-, and. on:motion of a
passive uncritical audience impairs developmental skills. These
positions are -not ,..moving H toward --resolution.- Instead poSitions:-. are
inCreasingly,polarized-. Aberieficial dialogue between the,-retearch cOmmunity
and the. brOaddastinduttry has not materialized. This:diSCusSion-will-- address
these .issues ata,oroblem:in.Social,Communicatton-in an attempt to discover if
part of. the .problem has to do with the .very langUa§eAtedbythe two
communities. It -is interesting that this difficulty,- at the level. of
discourse, .bas' not been: addressed. by those affected, who.-are themselves.
SpecialistS'in-communications.

ithatbeen over. five-years since. George Comstodk addressed_ the 'gap
between -retiarch. findings' andinduttry policy in the 1975 Rand ReporiAsome of

-his 'pbservations were anticipated in the 1972 Surgeon General's Report
Significant-differences' between the two communities Wereirecognited.in-(1)
goals, (2).econemics, (3)Models/Methodt, and (4) prOducts/Outcomet- These
differences are indeed accurate and significant. But they are not unique to
television research and practice. Analagous differences -exist between.
educational researchers and -yet, the flow of concepts betweeneducators and
:educational researchers has teen_ more successful. This implies that
identifying disparities- between, thinking7:and doing not a sufficient
explanation for the problem. .Dr. Comstock's observations are Useful because
they identify different 'organizational structures for the two groups which
will help us understand specific' reasons why they speak different languages.
But disparities between research:And practice will always exist, as Kenneth
Boulding observed in-hit recent presidential address to the American -Academy
for the Advancement of Science: ,

e

Science. octupies -a. specialized habitatuniversities,
laboratortes,.. institutes, which exist in-the middle of an
ecosystem that does not conform to its values. -therels a
constant .. potential tension- between the scientifid
Community,. with its peculiar ethic =and the social
environment in which it finds itself and which supports it
(1, p.-832)` .
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In particular, ' cience) put, a high value on curiosity which folk
cultures and Official political cultures do not. Questioning the legitimacy
of'an established religion or _rules has been dangerous in almost any society,"

p. 832). George Gerbner has characterized broadcast-television variously
wreligious.in its social-function, an an of the established order, and the
contemporary equivalent. of the folk tale. It might be argued therefore, that
the scientific investigation into television's .effects and the commercial
production of broadcast programming are fundamentally at cross purposes;:that
the implied threat of one to the other is an unbreathable stumbling block to-
discoure. But this conference .is only one of the increasing examples of
evidence to the contrary.. There is mucJv that we would like to know from each
other, if we could find an adequate means of expression and respect. In what
follows, the peculiarities of scientific discourse will be outlined, followed
by a more tentative model of the broadcast. industry's language'.. This
attention to the model/of expression seems a likely first step toward
replacing the present antagonism with a more interdependent relationship. based

----on. an adequate communication system, a kind of Esperanto for our present
purposes.

Lcientificiscourse

Scientific procedure is not, properly speaking, a single method or
theory. It is more like a-form .of discourse - -an artificial, highly-formal
language that,will allow research to proceed in an orderly and cumulative
manner. Curiously, contrary to the popular notion, science is not based on
facts in -the sense of absolute truths. Instead, scientific knowledge proceeds
by disproof. "Knowledge increases not by the matching of images with the real
world (which Hume pointed out is impossible), that is, not by the direct
perception of the truth,° but by a relentless bias toward the perception of
error" (1, p. 831). A scientific investigator forms an image of the real
world: which, because it.is an image, is ultimately inaccurate. .He tests this
image by whatever orderly procedures are agreed to be appropriate in a given
case and by this discovers, ideally the points. at which' his image is
inaccurate. He, or another researcher, then tests this revised image and
further refines it. In this manner, the image is made to approxiMate the real
world more and more closely. At a certain point the limits of approximation
will be reached and the image will be replaced, as the Einsteiniah image
replaced the Newtonian image when the Newtonian image was exhausted. It

cannot be said'that either Einstein's or Newton's image is more "true," only
that there are limits to their ability to approximate certain real phenomena.

There are two features of this scientific .procedure which 'merit our ,

attention because they characterize scientific discourse. First, no
scientific finding can be considered absolutely true. .This is the
disprovability requirement of the scientific method. Any image which cannot
be disproved is not, formally speaking, scientific. The second feature is

that the procedures used in an experiment are carefully revealed in the
presentation of the experiment so that, ideally, other researchers may either
duplicate the equipment, or build on it to refine the image further; or
disprove it. Skepticism and criticism therefore, are the hallmarks' of the
scientific attitude. And openness and publicness are requirements of the
procedure. What emmesis a highly artificial language of science in which
all facts are tentative and which requires the development of a rather
abstract terminology, like mathematics. Casual language means different
things to different people in different settings. But scientific langugage



must mean the.same thing to all.scientists so that the above proceddres can be
followed.

Because scientific language must be phrased in sucha way that fin4ings.
can be disproved, there will always be some ambigdity in policy implications
of scientific .findings. Anyindustry- whose existing policy is perceived as
threatened by scientific- investigationAS likely to.focits on the. disprovable
aspect's of a scientific image in order to defuse any policy-- implications that
may run- cdunter to its interests.- But the rules for that criticism' mustbe.
Consistent:with the rules of-.the scientific dicourse for it to enter into the
refinement of the image. When the broadcast industry criticizes media
research, the-criticism often appears to be based on a misinterpOatatian---of
these rules,- examples' of which are' described below. When- the criticism
appears to serve industry goals directly, rather than the scientific goal of
increased knowledge, the criticism is not merely difficult to incorporate into.
the research procesS, it is held suspect. But there is much that, the industry
objects to .which is indeed worth serious consideration. by scientists. For
examplei does the definition of, violence used in the Cultural Indicator's
Violence Profile include too wide a range, of incidents than are justifiable
for the analysis' of effects? The -inclusiveness of the Gerbner/Gross
dafinititin (3) may be partly based on an epistemological requirement that
-parameters for coding events be clear cut. ."Fuzzy" categories must bedavoided
so. that:the research can be duplicated by diverse sCientists.-, A more-limited
definition might run the risk of injecting personal evaluations into this
coding. This would violate the requirements of scientific language and
procedure. But the industry criticism fails to take these requirements of
science into account or offer alternative definitions.that would satisfy.
scientific protocol. It presuMes instead an antagonistic bias and implicates
the researchers' motives. Thtis, their objections- cannot-be incorporated into
the refinementS of the image of television's effects that the Ctiltural
.indicators Project is developing.

Science and Technology

The broadcast industry has not been altogether deaf to the sciences. In
fact, the development of television was a directoutgrowth of scientific
investigation in the fields of physics and chemistry. The industry has
learned admirably how to understand the applications of that language. The
problem has emerged only in the area of what are termed the "soft sciences. " 'A
short history of these two-branches of science and the relationship between
them is worth a brief digression.

What have been called 'the "hard sciences " -- physics, chemistry, geology
and so forth--have had a direct impact on technology for only the past hundred
years. .That is to say, -industry's ability to understand the language of
scientific findings is considerably more recent than most people realize. But
the byproducts. of this relatively recent dialogue have been' -precisely those
inventions which have transformed our century most remarkably: energy
sources, communication, and medicine. These transformations which were
accomplished by the application of scientific. investigation to the physical
world were not matched by the applications of scientific investigation into
the social/human world. The.record of prediction and evaluation of the. impact
of technology, which ts an emerging focus of. the "soft" social sciences is not
tmpressive. The reasons for this are complex,. but social research as a
scientific procedure. is fairly recent and we are still disputing the
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applitablity of certain- kinds of methods.borrowed. from the hard-sciences. to
human phenomena. While the-rules of.discpurse remain as detcribed: in the
Oreceeding. section, the kinds of measures and evidence.whith are productive
are still in dispute.. As a result, our findings may beHespecially vulnerable
to .disprovability. But this- is a'healthy sign in the early stages of the
formulation of a scientific image. To treat it as a failure would be an
error,. particularly in light of the necessary relationship between'the two
areas of science.

The implications of an expanding" technology without. an assessment of
technology's 'impact -on goals, for the human future- are frightening. In the
last decade, the population has indeed become frightened about a number of
possible impacts. Concern with environmental pollutants,' recombinant DNA
research and with the political and social implications. of our energy
technology clearly indicates that many people believe we have failed-to base
technology on an adequate understanding of its social, impact. It should

. surprise no one that television is being added to the growing list of
inventions which the public feels may not be adequately understood in human.
terms, and which may have unforeseen effects on,their lives. If the social
science research community fails to develop a workable image of the -effects of
television on viewers, a concerned public is likely to base its oppo&ition on
less. rational grounds. Every- social ill, every perceived difference in this
generation's behavior from their parents'-may be blamedon Titif no guidelines
exist to make.more precistatements about television's effects.

Broadcast industry Discourse

The broadcast industry conducts its own research. On the basis of this,
it ttempts to. sell its products, define effects and defend its interests.
But these findings rarely pacify the public, and more rarely satisfy the
scientific -community, To a very real -extentthere will always be suspicion
of an industry's evaluation of itself, especially when that evaluation seems,
on the whole, self-serving. But what precise elements of the broadcast
industry's presentation of its ,research are inconsistent with scientific
discourse, and as such, do not meet scientific expectations and criteria? The
two essential elements which were identified earlier in this discussidn as
hallmarks of scientific procedure are conspicuous by their absence from the
industry's reports.

firtt, there iso lack-of appreciation of the tentativeness of scientific
results. This may be appreciated by resuscitating a distinction popular
several years ago between process and product.. Scientific procedure is an
ongoing- process; whereas; industrial organizations as commercial enterprises
are product oriented. Produtts are unassailable and unambiguous. They work
or they don't; they 'sell or they don't. But scientific ''products"--the,
results of particular studies--are valued:ultimately as they conform to and
inform the ongoing scientific tradition. Since no scientific finding& are
absolutely true, since they are disprovable, the industry takes a fairly naive
position when it presents its findings as facts, or when it attacks or
rediscovers the disprovability of scientific research. Rarely do we see
examples of network criticism of scientific research which consider the
protess's context, the research on which the criticized investigation is based
or the heuristic value it provides for subsequent investigation. Yet this
more than particular results, is the measure of value that scientists apply to
their colleagues' work.
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This:process/product. distinetlon applies to the second requirement of
Scientifio, discourse as.well.the-necessity .0 reveal all procedures used in
:producing results. Industry funded research tends to be conducted secretly,
as befits a competitive business. While Einstein.tells Oppenheimer, Macy's of
course, does not tell Gimbles. There are very promiting recent exceptions,
such as the Singers' work funded by ABC, and scientists will naturally give
particular scrutiny to the results of such collaborations. But the single
most pervasive and influential research funded jointly by the networks, the
Nielsen ratings, remain obscure in procedure and validity. In a sense, the
Nielsens. represent a psuedo-scientifio4focedure, in that there is a formal
artificial language' constructed to whiO.- all subscribers agree. It is this
consensual Aspect, thefact that broadcasters and advertisers alike agree to
its- effectiveness and applicablity which ultimately gives. theh:Nielsens such
power. The Nielsens may be said to provide the industry analogy to the
scientific research conducted by academic scientists so that the comparison of
the two is especially pertinent to discovery of the differences between
languages. The Nielsens can be character-zed as product-oriented research.
We are not privy to the assumption- :r procedures built into the,research,
design. Nielsen surveys therefor violate the second requirement' for
scientific disedurse. The implic tions of this violation are not merely
ethical. Any errors built into the research design, data collection: or
analysis are not subject tooriti:al peer review. The image of television
effects assumed by the NielSen hypotheses therefore is not refined to

approximate reality more and more closely by scientific discourse. Any errors
built into the procedure will have a,cuMulative effect, therefore, and 'cause
the image to deviate further iand further the real phenomena t presumes

to measure, unless the image Of the viewing world is in fact true. Since it

is _a tenet of science that the image cannot be absolutely true, that the
roadmap is always different from the road itself, we can predict increasing

inaccuracy in such ap image reapplied, over time. Here is a case where
Scientific review-conceivably-could-impact:industry research.

The public grUmblings over the effects of the Nielsens on programming
policies are being matched by findings in the scientific sector. Research
conducted at the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, as well as

other findings, indicates that television's on-off switch is a very poor
indicator of viewer attention. Advertisers may well demand a more sensitive
measure of attention in order to sell their products if they discover that an
unattended set doesn't get their message across Whether it's on or not. But
we know very little about the Nielsen ratings, the nature of the sample or the

intocorrelational statistics applied, and so we cannot enter nto adialogue with

the Nielsen researchers. To reiterate, the power of product oriented research
rests mainly on agreement about the value of results. Should any doubt arise
in the communities which share in the agreement, the pseudo-science collapses.
It is not an ongoing tradition, publicly refining its image of reality through.
critical scientific process.

Product -orientation is particularly noticeable when the industry
attempts, with all good intentions, to answer charges the research community
raises in the awkward dialogue which currently exists. When asked about

anti-social programming, racial or ,sexual stereotyping, and so forth, the
industry. is apt to offer lists of products:: the number of shows it currently'
airs of a ,particular sort. The decision that such-and-such a show is
intended, by programmers and policy makers, to be pro-social is assumed to be

sufficient evidence of commitment to these values. Whether the effects on

1 'f
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viewers match the intent is not.addressed- The-most:revealing recent. example
is .the..J0clution of .bridgestetween,children'S-programming:andcommercialt,..

-which'were-intended to help yOung-. viewer= _distinguish between program and':
advertisement. It was left.to-the_Scientifio community to discover that these
bridges often had the opposite effect; they. obscured, rather-,thin revealed the-
-distinction in.a sample of young viewers. (5).

The distinctions. between Product. and protest .produce distinctions in.

language as well. ,it'already has been mentioned that Dr. Gerbner chobses a-
definition of violence. based on requirements for.precision- in the scientific i.

process. Yet this definition does..not meet. the popular definition of
violence, as the networks points out.- Tht networks, by contrast rely on
popular definitions of termtWtich:maT-be very diffitUltpperatiOnalize.in
scientific ditcoUrse. Perhaps the best example of this is the use of the word
uentertainment.:".:Much television is said-to be entertaining. And many people,
when.asked, will reveal that this .is the reason they:Watch. But what kind of
category is entertainment?: .What kinds,of behaviors are involved in viewing?-
What effects does entertainment include or exlude? Surveys often require
respondents to choose'Whether they are being entertained or informed, for
example. But are these discrete categories? Whole bodies of literature- in

the socialscierices, folklore and the humanities .all reveal that many_diStinct
functions may be performed under: the-guise 0.entertainment. The-induttryis.
tacit collution with the public that entertainment is a priori. harmless,

;.informationless -and witheut didactic effect, is net confirmed by more careful
investigation,. We only need-to recall thatleni Reifenstal's propoganda.films
for The Third Reich were, and still are, supremely entertaining. . A more
precise term is required if we are to disi-ver how television functions for
viewers.

Implications and Suggested Directions

The basis of .language is agreement. Words don't mean anything by
themselves,. but :take on meanings by agreement among the people who use them.
In order for the researchers and the practitioners in broaddast media to
communicate, therefore,. there must be agreement: first, that we need to
communicate, and second, that the language deVeloped for this communication be
based on shared rules and meanings.

I have mentioned in passing some of the value and necessity of creating
this kind of dialogue between the televWon industry and tbe research
community: growing public concern over effects,. potential inaccuracies in
industry-based research, and the fundamental danger of unattested applications
of technology. We should also note that the airways themselves are a publl;
trust and .their users are required to serve the public interest. While this
has had only limited meaning in the past, it is a. lever which could be wielded
by government and the public, should industry objectives and scientific
findings become too opposed.

Assuming that all parties agree to the benefit's of a_productive dialogue,
how can this be 'accomplished? I. believe a' good first step it-the one
attempted by this paper. The parties must first come to understand the nature
of the language- =unique to each. group.. The rules of scientific discourse have
been described as stemming-from particular requirements ot:the scientific
ethod, and are best characterized as an emphasis on ongng process. The
rules of thdustry discourse stem from business and economic realities which
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are product oriented. These differences are outgrowths of differing
organizational features as Comstock has noted, and do adequately serve the
interests for which they are designed. An axiom of comparative linguistics
should be recalled: languages are adequate to the needs of the communities
which- speak them, and no lanpage is better or worse than another in absolute
terms. But neither language in thisc-case is adequate to serve the purpose of
communication` between communities.

An analogy to a current linguistic-issue is useful here. For a very long,
time,: black English was considered.a degenerate or inferibr form of standard
English. .81ack,children'were;taught to speak "properly" by denigrating what
seemed to be mistakes in their speech. The improvement this was supposed to
Produce in blacks' use of standard English often did not occur. A more
current working hypothesis, based on a thorough-going analysis of the rules of
black English (4) is that this is a :distinct language. Therefore, the
teaching of standard English can be accomplished better.by treating.it in this
manner. Not'only does this seem to produce better results for the speakers
-themselves, it helps to clear up misunderstandings. Since the two languages
use very similar terms, the differences in meaning of the same term in
differing linguistic contexts created a serious misinterpetation in
black/white dialogue. In a very general way, I am proposing a similar model

-.for- the differences between research and industry language. We reed .to
appreciate that terms such as violence and entertainment mean different things
in these different contexts. ,L4nsteadofVting these differences as a basis
for confusion leading to disrespect, we.can use them to develop a working
relationship which appreciates differences in our social and professional
environments. This appears to offer the best opportunity for the.long overdue
dialogue between our respective communities so that the public ultimately can
be served by an informed humanistic use of the airways.
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A longitudinal stuIy based on a= juawr,a1:_before-and-after_ experiment
involving. teleViSion Was:. conducted, ln. three Canadian communities. This
research was done by Severalfaculty members and graduate students in
Department -of' Psychology the University. of-Oritish-Caluthbia, under y
direction.

The impetus for. the research came-from. Mary-Morrison, who:alerted me yin
the suMmer, of 1973 .to._ .a Cdriadian, town that did not yet have. television
teception but was due. to get it within a-year. Studied that towni -given
the :pseudonym 'Notel, and two other towns chosen for comparison, Unitel and
Multitel, in 1973 before Noted. got television and,,again two years
During ,:the first phase of our re§earchOotel had no-WO:Ilion reception;
Unitel receivedZBC;' the Canadian loVernMent-owned 'channel-; and Multitel
receiVeA -CBC and the three_major ,netWorks.ABC,. CBS,:and NBC. ,-When
Notel-got television' in .NoVeMber,:1973, they began to receive . one Oinnel,
CBC. -At' the Same'.-time, reception in'Unitel -improved by the addition of a
second CBC channel with better reception: Multitel reception' did not change.

The extent to which the three towns were comparable in ways other than
television reception is important. Data from the 1971 Canadian census
revealed only slight Aifferences; on the whole the towns were remarkably
similar. To our knowledge, there were no major social changes in terms of
bus, rail, planelser4yicd, etc., in the two-year period between the ,phases of
data collection. The road linking Notel and Unitel improved significantly at
about the same time as television arrived, but this did not affect Notel's
access to the nearest larger community (reached by a different road). In
general, we feel* confident that lack. of televiOon reception was, the
overwhelming difference between Notel and the other towns.

In the first phase of the project, the median number of hours of viewing
per week was 0 for Notel, compared with 21 hours for Unitel and 23 for
Multitel. In the second phase, abodt 90% of the people in Notel had
television sets. The median number of hours of TV viewing per week was now. 25
in all three towns, which is consistent with other North American data) e.g.,
Comstock, Chaffee, Katzman, McCombs, & Roberts; 1978).

Children's Aggressive Behavior. Research on the impact of television on
children'saggressive behavior was, conducted by Lesley A. Joy, Meredith M.
Kimball, and Merle L. Zabrack.

In both phases, five male and five female, children at each grade level- in
each of the three towns were observed in free play= the school plmround.
Before Notel got television Grades 1, 2, 4, and,6. wel'eobserved, and two years
later, Grades 1, 2, 3, and 4. Thus, children in Grades 1 and 2 were studied
longitudinally and observed agafn in the second phase, when in Grades 3 and 4;
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44 of 60 -(73fl were still available.' Sixteen additiOW chi,ldren.in dhuje 3
and 4 were added to this secbnd phise-grodp for the 'crOss-sectional'aruClYses.

1-

Each child was watched. by two, trained observers. during ,21, ,one- minute
intervals over a seven-to-ten-day, period.- No child_Wa*.Obser*ed for.two
consecutive minutes. Reliability was greater than .8 in'bOt14,pliages of the
study. The -Observers used a checklist, noting howmanYItimes each of 14.
physical and 9 verbal behaviors was displayed by the 'Child being 'observed-
during that interval-.

In both phatesAf the study, teacher and peer ratings dt aggreSsion were
obtained, were found to be intercorrelated, and were also correlated .with theF
observational measures of aggression,- lending .validitY to'those obserVations.

In general, the results of both the. longitudinal and;' cross- sectional
analyses' indicated _that two years following_ the irception:Of television in

itheir community, Notel children'had increased in both physical. and .verbal
aggression.- Furthermore, thetr.aggression scores were nowhiiher_than those
of children in Multitel.- This suggests th$ the -relationship between
television viewing, and aggrestive behavior isTnot necessarily linear. Given
that there is more aggression,and violence-depicted on the S. networks_than
on :CBC-. (Williams,.-Zabrack, & Joy, 1977)4 and.that the -el of .aggretsion-
portrayed on U.S: teleVition was incfeastk during_: period examined
(Gerbner & Gross, 1975), Children in Multitel might have 6:expected t6 be
the most aggressive in,both phases, of' this study. This did not occur.
However, while there is less aggressivecontent in programs own. on CRC than
on-ABC/CB5/NBC, the difference is not s_
only two crime shows perAmek during this
situation comedies per week, which cont;
CBC ,may: well depict a,sufficient-amOunt
The findings of this study of children's aggressive- behavior
hypothesis, and in my opinion a-threshold-model- is More appropr
linear one for the effects of television.

Television may have had a nonspecific energizing effect- Trannebaum
Zillman, 1975) and/or disinhibiting effect on the children in Notel.
romstock, Chaffee, Katzman, McCombs, -and' Roberts (1978) contend, that the
general arousal or excitation associated with television may.facilitate
learning of the content portrayed more than theAuture of the content itself
facilitates learning. Since television was relatively novel to Notel
children, arousal effects may have been greater for them, and they may -have
attended more 'Closely to, and been more affected by, what they saw. With
regard to the possible djsinhibiting.effect of television, it is important to
remember that social learning theory (Bandura, 1973) involves not only the
notion that specific behaviors may be learned by viewing a- televised model.
As Bandura (1978) has recently outlined, exposure to. televised'violence can
also alter restraints over aggressive behavior and desensitize and habituate
people to violence. The dis4nhibition hypothesis fits better with the finding
that Nbtel children increased in aggression than would a theory restrict to
modelling of specific behaviors. It also provides-a reasonable explanation of
the findings obtained by-Belson (1978) in'England for the' relationship between
television and the physically aggressive behavior of adolescent boys.

lal. And although CBC carried
earch period, it carried sixteen,.
h levels'of verbal aggression..
gression. to affects 1 --s.viewers.

that
than a



. 'Finally, i t__ should be noted that the findings An this' study for verbal
aggression were as substantial, and An some ways more clearcut, than those for
physical aggression. Multitel chi 1 dren Were initially: highest .in verbal,.-
agression, and Notel and Unitel children did not differ. Two years after .

their town received television, Notel children were highest in verbal
e

aggression. The finding- that television may have had an impact on. children's
verbal aggression behavior is not surprising. = Most content analyses have
focused on the -depiction of physical-eggresslonbut Williams, Zabrack, and'
Joy (1977) found. that whereas 27% of the progran segments in crime shows
contained aggression, 'most of which was physical, 40% of the' segments of
situation comedies contained Aggression, almost all of which was verbal.

Chi_ ldrenls -Read i n -Skills. - Raymond-S. -Corteen-i stheL-Lauthor- of the -study-
of the impaff television's inception on children's reading - skills.
Children's reading habits have been studied fairly extensively in relation to
television. (e.g., =Himmelweit, Oppenheim, & Vince, 1958; Meccoby, 19g1; Murray
Kippax, 1978; Schramm, Lyle and Parker, 1961), but there has been -relatively

little research involving the-assessment-of actual reading skills.

BefOre-Notel had_ televitiOn, .We assessed:the redding skills of children
Ain Grades 2, 3;- and 8n-all -three towns. Two years later, children' in:GradeS_

5, and 8 were tested, and children-in Grades- 4-and 5 who had ,been tested.
two years earlier-=and -.were still available 'were retested. In ,a11 there were
abOut 480 students In te- study;

Potions of the Gates-McKillop,(1962) Reading Diagnostic Tests were Used.
Individually, each child was ,given'three tests consisting.of:single words,_
Phrases of two to four words and nonsense words. The, items weie presented
-one a --a time in a taChTstocope which controlled the time the items were
visible.

The results varied according to the grade and' sex of the children
assessed. At the Grade 2 level, _there was a relationship between television
experience and reading skills for boys but not for girls. Before their town
had television reception, 'Notel boys in Grade 2 were better readers than male
second grAders in both Multitel and who did not differ. Two years
later there- had been a significant decreaie in the scores of Notel boys in
Grade' 2, to .the extent that there .were no longer any significant town
differences. For second grade girds, there:were no significant differences
between the town both before and after. Ncitel got television. Thus, the effect
at the second grade . level was:' specific to boy_ s. Stated in a slightly
different way, :he effect of television seemed to be to introduce, a sex
difference. in the reading skills of second graders. The only instance in
which Grade 2 girls did not obtain higher scores than Grade 2. boys was in
Notel, before telev'ision. 'Two :years 1 Ater, and in the other towns at both
times,.the mean girls' score was higher than that for boys.

. .

At the- Grade 3 :,1evel-: there Was again evidence that 7. teleVi has -a

negative effect children's reading -,,. skills, but the.pattern was .a .bit
:different th4-n that for Grade -.There was a significant, .decrease..,ini: the
total readingscores of.Notel third graders from: ,the first to the second phase--

. of -:the study,: and this both'girlS and had
television, girls in Grade :a had___SigidficantlY(,higher seores'than third grade
girl's in the.' other tOwns,....6ut-aftOwercii-tneir:tore Were: signifitantly
Notel, third' -a 0.0 boys were not initially.differentr.frombOyS in the other

.:



but two _years 1aterLmal :third, graders there significantly tower
reading than -male _graders in the-ather_:two townS. -.IR: other-
:words, the performance of both male and, female third graders ,had-fallen,below
the reading --, performance of -their age mates in Unitel and Multiter.---' This-- is

perhaps 'hot surprising, since they had been_Grade When -,--teleVision_ -arrived,
To the extent that ,television-has an, impact on children's reading-skills, one
might expect the impact to be the greatest-for _children_ just_ learning,to read.-

The longitudinal data, comparing second and third- graders, before Notel
got _television with themselves two years later when_they were in Grades 4 and
5, indicated, that once the superior skills had been acquired, there was no
evidence tipat availability of television diminished them. To the extent that
the----decl-inet-observed-cross-s-ectionally- can be- attributedto----televisicirl---it,
appears that its impact is largely on the acquisition of reading skills.

The major results could be interpeted as indicating a 'deleterious effect=,
of television on reading in the early grades, but several alternative
explanations are also possible. The most obvious of these would be that
-different methods of teaching reading were used in the three schools. This
was investigated ana did not seal to be the case. It was not possible to
evaluate such subtle effects as differing personalities among the Grade 1, 2,,

and 3 teachers. Such differences would, however-, be expected to be -'randomly
distributed across the communities, and if the primary cause of reading skill
differences, would be unlikely to produce -a sensible pattern of results in
relation to the television continuum.

Cognitive Development. A study of the relationship between. television
viewing ,experienceand- some cognitive_ abilities were conducted_by_Linda -

F. Harrison and Tannis MacBeth Williams.
-...-

There has been con iderable speculation about -potentially positive arid

negative relationships tween children's television viewing habits_ and their
cognitive development. We assessed the impact of television on three
well-established primary abilities, verbal ability, spatial ability, and
creativity. It was hypothesized that television would have a 'negative effect

. . on 'creativity and a positive effect on verbal ability. Although it is not
good 'scientific practi to put forth a null hypothesis, we chose to measure
spatial ability b we could think of no rationale whereby it would be
affected by exposure to television and we were interested in dpmonstrating a
differential patterri, of the relationships between television. and cognitive
ability.

The measure of verbal ability used.was the vocatailary subtest of the
Weschsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC), and the measure of spatial
ability was the WISC block design subtest. The analyses were based on ,scaled
scores, ',which correct for age differences. The creativity tasks were choseri
from Wallach and Kogan's (1965) work. In the unusual uses task, a verbal
measure of creativity,- the child is asked to name as many,uses as possible for
a comon item, e.g., a newspaper. Figural creativity was measured by showing
a line drawing and asking the child to name all the things the drawing could
be.

These cognjtive tasks were giVen in both phases of the project to all

children in Grades 4 and 7 in all three towhs, a total of 160 children in the
irst phase and 146 in the second phase. In addition, they were given in the

fl 7,c2n



second phase to those children in Grades 6 and 9 who had been tested -two years
earlier. ih Grades 4-and 7. There were 137 (86%) of these longitudinal
subjects still .available.

The results for the WISC vocabulary and block design subtests indicated
that television, had. no effect'on performance on these tasks. It should be
noted, however, that the children .in this study were in Grades 4 and 7.
Schramm, Lyle and Parker (1961) found that children with television come to

_school (i.e.,.- Grade;1) with better vocabulary scores than children without
television, but the differences disappear by the end of elementary school. It,
would have been helpful in assessing the impact of television onii-children's
vocabulary scores td have tested first graders. This was not done because of

----a-need-forLthe--.entlre-project to limit the-number-of-studies-cbnducted-in --any---
.one grade.

-Before they had talevisionreceptioniAotel children in- Grades 4 :and 7
had significantly higherverbal creativity SOPre$H.than theSe of their
age-mates :in the 'other, two towns,-bUt -tWo years- -later, there 'were no.
differences In thecrOsstedtional analysis. Rut differentlY
childreq's:-Orhil.cri4LtVitysOres changed from.the'lirstto-ithe-seCond phase
of-the.tudy? and theYAkreaSedsigpifiCantly, as they had.been.hYPothesi-zed.-',
The pattern of -reSUlts-was :the' tamejn the longitudinal andlyils.baSedon:,the
scores of--fourth:-andsOenth graders from the first-phase and sixth and ninth
graders frOmthe'second-phase..7,

For the figural creativity scores, there were no town differences in
either phase of the project n the cross-sectional comparisons, but Unitel
scores increased significantly from the first to the second hase. In the
longitudinal analysis there were no town differences in e er phase and no
change for any-of the towns.

Tosum up the ideational fluency results, there was no evidence that
television exposure is related to children's performance on figural creativity
measures, but there was strong. evidence that televrsion exposure is negatively
related to children's performance on verbal creativity tasks. This is
espOtially interesting in light of the finding that children's vocabulary
scores, another verbal assessment, were unrelated =to television exposure.

If the ways in which' television might influence its viewers are
considered, two possiblities seem most salient. The content of what is viewed.
might have some impact, and this is what we hypothesized for the WISC
vocabulary scores. -The results did not support the hypothesis. On the other
lhand, the hypothesis may have been naive. Children without television may
acquire vocabul4ry skills from reading, and those with television may acquire
them from TV.. It is possible that the non-interactive nature of current
television programming and -its general orientation toward- convergent
problem-solving (i.e., coming up with one right answer) have something to do
with the- apparently negative impact of television on children's verbal
creativity scores. However, this explanation would not readily explain the
different results obtained for the figural creativity items, i.e._ the lack of
relationship between television exposure and figural creativity.

A second way in which television might affect- viewers is through
displicement, in thAt viewing time is not spent in other activities. 'This
seems to provide a better explanation of the higher scores of Motel children

0



before their town received television-. The persons testing the children had
the impression that many of their responses to the unusual use items were ones_
they had 'fried, or were based on their-own 'play experiences, and that Notel
-children- simply had more such experiences. I

Childrenus Sex Role Perceptions. Meredith M. Kimball is the author of
the studY-Of TEE re ationship between television and children's sex role
perceptions and attitudes.;_

It been found in previous research that men outnumber women in.
:television:, programming (Dominick & Rauch, 1972; McArthur- & EtSen,'1978;'
McNeil, 1975; Sterneanz &:Serbin,. ..ZabrackI Joy, '107); -and:-
bothAnenand-womenare4resented46.,traditionalserCIJOS,--(.3001975LIOng?
SiMen, 1974; McArthur & Eiietill9161$terriglanz & erbiti 1914)-; It.haS also
been found .that children'sAiehais rdlatedtotheir viewing.of male-and,
female'Models_on television-(Beuf974; Lyle &-..HaffMan, 1972;,-McArthur
EfSen,-- 1970. this study it-was hypothesized:- that - children in NotelWoUld
have-lesS-stereotyped attitudes-toward _sex role's:. before- the inception Ye
television reception than two_years later.

Sex role perceptions were measured with the Sex Role Differentiation
(SRD) scale designed by Lambert (1971). The scale has two sections. The peer
scales require children to rate how appropriate or frequent certain behaviors
are for boys and girls their own age. On the set of'parent scales children'
rate how frequently heir-mother and father perform specifid tasks. For each
item, the child rates (1-7) how accurately thejtem describes boys their own
age (or on the parent scale, their- father) and how -accuratel 1-7) .1
describes girls their -own age (on the parent scale, their tiler). 'The

differences are summed across items, -with a higher score indfiCat- g a greater
tendency to segregate the sexes socially and psychologicafly.

.

The nee6and parent SRO:sealesWere.oOmpleted by sixth and irades
in all three townsiti both phases of the study (a total of 483 Children

'5e-Paute,--the-cbtjdren were. -asked questiOnt,about:theirparen$
were-made ,anphypiously,'-Sbiongituditialanalyses were lot-postible

-. .

averagebbys held.mere.traditional-perdeptions-Oftheirparents'
sex

. . _.

,role behavior. 'than -did :girls, but otherwise, perceptions did not
.

Vary4by:tOwn,br phase -ofithe

responses

On the peer scale, boys'again tended to disp ay more traditional sex ole
perceptions than girls. The attitudes of bot iris and boys in Motel' had
become more traditional after two years of television availability, Before
,Notel had television, boys there held less traditional sex role attitudes than
boysin Unitel and Multitel; two year later,'there were ncrtown differences.
In the of girls, flotel and Unitel girlseinitially held less traditional
views than Multitel girls; two years later, - Hotel: girls held more traditional
views than girls in both Unitel and Multitel.

The finding that the mean Nbtel boys and girls' peer scores increased
significantly following tiid inception of television lends support to the
'hypothesis that children in- Motel would have more Araditional sexh role
attitudes after the introduction of television. It is interesting t note',

that-differences between the phases of the study were found only/with the peer
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scales. Attitudes- toward peeTs may be more susceptible Lto change, whatever
the cause, than perceptions of parents' behaviors.

Partici ation in Community Activities. A study dealing with the impact
of to evision arthe,communfty leveT, in terms of the residents' participation
in community-activities, was also included in the project. The- authors are
Tennis MacBeth Williams andOordon C. Handford.

In-most previous research on the effects of television, investigators
have focused on television's impact on the skills, habits, or behavior of
individuals or groups,. We hypothesized that television also might have some
second-order effects. The ,presence of television _in a communitymight effect_

-the-residents :indirectly through the aiailability of other activities, and
through patterns of participation and social interaction in these activities.
We decided to use a system develgoed by Roger Barker and his colleagues (1954
0 analyze our three towns.

arker developed the concept of what he talle a "behavior
essentially, --a-public place or activity.--5ehavio -settings-may occur Once.--
regularly, Or they may be ongoing. Examples of behavior settings would be: .a
curling Club bonspiel, the Highway Motel, school sports day, free skating at
the ice arena,-rug- weaving bee at -John.. Brown's, the R.C.M.P. station, the
village park, Mary Smith's funeral.

a

Obviously, behavior settings are speCific to communities, although
categories of settings (e.g., sports,-businesses) might be the same. In both.
phateiWthis research; lifts of behavior settings were generated for; the

_events of_ the previous_ year in each community by the-town and
interviewing people, by personal inspeCtion, and by going through community
Calendars and newspapers. A questioRnaire was then developed for each town.
The person filling out the questionnaire was asked to check,off*three behavior
settings she or he had participated in during the previous year, and for each
one checked, to write out what had been done there (e.g., watched hockey
games, played shortstop for the women's softball league store customer,
president of the'mixed Curling Club).

In both. phases s-of the study, children in h: Grades 7-It- filled (i-out the
behavior settings. quistionnaires at school.- Questionnaires were also mailed
to a random sample-of

. adults on the voters' lists.. -In the first- phase, 1043
questionnaires were completed and two-years later, 1259.

One of our hypothetes Was that-television Would have the effect of
reducing-the .number of settings available. But the. numbers- were very
comparable; 271 and 279 for Wotel, 250 and 275 for Unitel, and 247 and 28Q for

14.
titel in the first. and Secohd -,9haseS, ..-respecti Veit. :

wherOA$ tho,nombot_cf ,settings seem
substAntally in relation to....the -.Availability -of -television, use of the
settings-did vary. 'Setting uselWasexamined in .terms of number of "entries, ".
the ,number of each PersOhliadliparticipated iientered) each setting:
during the-previoUS year:, .5oth'before they-had teleVision and itWo:. year

- later,. NoteThad.signifiCantly More setting entries than Multtel_..
Andsthe latterAWO-towdS:41d:not.differ.:::HoWeVer,the-abSolute-difference in
mean. number- Ofintries-between'Notel:mid-Unitel Aqs much greater-in-the,first.
phaielthen. ln' the second the .same-.- was true for the,corripari-I'mf'



between Notel hd Mi Ttitel. Cross-sectional analyses revealed that the drop
in setting entries was significant only for Notel. -Longitudinal analyses for
only those ,subjects' who answered questionnaires in both phases (481 people
revealed the same trend, a larger drop in mean number of entries for Notel
(65.3 to 50.2) than for Unitel (50.1 to 46.6) and Multiter(44.7 to 41.2).

There were some interesting -findings concerning age differences in
relation to the availability of = television and participation in communit
activities. The subjects were categorized in the following age groups: 7-11,
12-15, 16-19, 20-35, 36-55, 56-65, and 66+. Before Notel had television
reception, Notel residents in-the_tvio oldest age- groups- had more_
setting entries than .comparably aged residents of the other two t+s. Two

--ye ars-lateri-the-drop n-parti cipatioo-i n --Commur i ty--aet iv it iet -by- theNO-
oldest age groups characteristic of Unitel and Multitel was also true of
Notel. One .ramification of these findings is s that in a town without
television, since older people are more likely to participate in, community
activities, they are probably more visible in the community, and younger
people have more contact with them. In other words, the quantitative

__difference in = setting entries may have a qualitatiye-aspect as well; there may
be less age segregation in a community without television. We are checking
this possibility by examining our data from the point of view of settings (Who
participates in a given setting or category of settings?) rather than people
(How many and which settings do people enter?).

The behavior settings were grouped in Reach town into 11 categories:
sports, open areas,- businesses, civic, educational, clubs, medical,
dances/parties, special (e.g., weddings), religious, entertainment. There
were entry differencesamong the- towns -for sports-and-business-settings-in
both phases of the study. Participation in business settings dropped in, all

,three towns, but slightly more in Nbtel. The most likely'explanation of the
general drop is the economic recession evident in 1975-76 by comparison with
1973-74. Participatiori trends for sports,. behavior settings were quite
different for the three towns. There. was a fairly dras is drop for Notel.
Unitel entries remained at the same level and there was slight inOrease for
Mul ti tel

When all of these results are considered together, some patterns seem
clear. The first phase results indicate that when residents do not have
television reception, they participate more in community activities than do
residents of comparably' sized towns with television reception. The second
phitse results suggest-that there tends to be a decrease in participation in
community . 'activities in the two years following the inception of television
reception, especially, for olderresidents. However, the decreasa occurring_
over the two-year period was not sufficiently marked to bring Notel down to
the leyel of the two, communities With television reception for ten or more,
years 'Finally% it .is'interesting, although perhaps not surprising,, that the
type of activity in which participation decreased most was sports.

Conclusion. In the space available here it has been possible to provide
only -a superficial and cursory outlind of some of our findings. Although
there are many 'pitfalls ant problems associated with field research, we feel
that this natural experiment has yielded results that will contribute' to the
growing body of knowledge concerning th6 impact of television, and that shed
light on some of the theoretical i issues .regarding the mechanisms of
television's impact. In' quasi-experimental research, where random assignment



of subjects,to groups is not possible, statements regarding causally must be
made cautiously, if at all. , The -process of carefully examining potsible
threats to the internal and external validity of this research (Cook &
Campbell, 1976) has enabled us to feel confident about our finding.- Some of
the factors that lend credence to the results_are that all threC towns were
studied both before and after the inception of television'in Notel; multiple
measures were used in each of the studies; more than one age level was studied
.in-each case, so changes due-to maturation and development can be separated
from other changes; and several well-known findings obtained by other
researchers with other samples were replicated, lending.external validity and
generalizability to the results.
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Beyond 1g84

by

Action-To hildren's Television (ACT)

Beyond 1984. Orwell said it! "The instrument could be dimmed" he wrote,
"but there was no way of shutting it off." 1

iTt _

Today, we,-watch_ OrYiet- orrow,-t evision_
-- TV today is controlled by "big busine Orwell's control was "big

brother"--econanic power vs. political domination.

The catalog of horrors that Orwell presented to'the world as a warning
reminds us that there could be worse telecommunications problems than those
that concern,us today.

Just as there are worse, problems for children than television. For
example, there are 17.5 million American children and young people who live in
dire poverty. Ten percent have no regular source of medical care, and 20
million have never seen a dentist. One million are victims of child abuse.
And every year, one million young Americans run away from home.

Then why, faced with concerns of such serious nature, are we considering
the issues of children and television? It is because those who care, those .

who are-ntrusted-with -a child's welfare, recognize -the-tremendous-impact and
influence that television has upon children.

And, of course, it is not just the child audience that is influenCed by
TV Studies and polls have indicated that Americans get the bulk of their
information from television, thus fulfilling the most dismal expectations of
the medium's critics.

'But the TV connedfion is most firmly in place for children. For they are,
the audience that spends between 25 and 33 hours per week watching television.
The ease with which we toss about such figures- is deCeptivw, because
numbers must startle us when we realize how they add up. By the time
reach the age of 18, they will have spent approximately 15,000 hours watching.
TV--more time than they will Spend at any other activity except sleep, more,
time than they will spend in school.

The sum of all those hours and days and years, with no time /off for
vacations or weekends, represents more than just figures, of course. If
adults are getting their information from television, so are -children--and in
some surprising ways' TV is the most-powerful teaching machine the world-has
ever known. And the messages from the medium are present in every, commercial
and every program. the children see. Information? Education? Children are
learning not just how to study the stars or canvass the seas, but/they're also
learning--as a third grade class recently displayed--that the way to spell
"relief" is R-O-L-A-I-D-S. And while one-half of the world's, adults can
'identify their national leaders, 90 percent of American 3-year-olds recognize
'Fred Flintstone."



The world children watch on TV is peopled primarily by white, American
miles, ages 18 to 35. Women are more often witches than workers; blacks sing
and play basketball; Asians are villain4;.and the elderly are victims. These
portrayals--these stereotypes--are being perpetuated daily in our own homes;'
upon our own children. Television, which has a unique capacity to affect and
influence attitudes, is a school of sociology, instructing children about what
they may expect frolli others and what goals to set for themselves.

A litany of names from the 1979-80 network children's season will give
some idea of the creativity and humanitympat fills the airwaves on Saturday
morning. There-iS Godzilia and his nepheiliodzooky, Fangface and his cousin
Fangpuss, Sddobt'Doo and his neRtlq?AqraPPy Doo,_Yukk, Hubba Bubbe,
and -Plasticmihis Hit4iiiiaiiaikick;-Ruia-Hula--a derogatory stereCitype that
would make even Archie Bunker squirm.

If this stiggests to you that-the special. needs-. pf -the child audi are
. not being :served y .commercial televition; 'you are right-. This- is not.
matter of personal opinion or gprieralize0:' theory; it At now 4 :-matter of
-doduMentitieh- ---On-tictober -30, 1979',':thk-.Pederal-COMmUnications: Commission
issued its qpg

. staff repOrt- on its inquiry into children's
television. they found the projectV0hti-ng.-: -Specifically, the 800 -page
FCC- .report:contends that broalcastert- haVe'lai led- to,.serve "the uniqUeP-,needt

` -of the -.Child 'audience.". as:--directed- in the -197ommission lOidelines.:for
childreWsHtelevition.'

Pointing -60t' that .eAketing our children Can provide:16lleasurable-
benefitS- to .society as a wholt,theFCC,staff-toOk-broadcastert:to task-for:

-,----inot-prodiiciagTenough-dhildrent-prOgta0a--designed-tOlnforM-and-±edUdate-
staff recommended that the .FCC ImpgseittihimuM educational -Orogram.requirements
on_ 41:Litation tAsevenand-one -half'llburt-- Monday-.-thrdugh Friday)ir Ochoihg-
ACrs-:longheld position thatIm.s6..rules are the only Wayto-guarantee that :

-broadcasters Comply:WithCOMistiOnTAIicy As i'resUlt!of this staff.
-the 'FC'lnitiated a--ruletnakin§ proceeding.on children's television programming
On'December 19; 1979.-. Already -the FCC. action has motivated the TV industry to
reekamine its. corirnitment to children, at -Variety points out in a report on
the recent meeting of the National Association of :Television Program
Executives "The ''programMers seemed inclined to- think that,-,!better'
children's flare on their:outlet was- a. foregone ionclusion: At some time in the.'

near 'or '.distant -futugle .And :they
,
were ooking,u (Bob Knight, Variety,

.February.--27,: 1930)

' But in side-stepping the issues of advertising targeted to children,- the
.FCC is avoiding . question that cannot be ignored, by anyone else_ who watches
television. 'Children- see over 20,000 commercials, a year and advertisers spend.
over $600 . -mil l ion per year selling to- children on TV. Children are learning
from these .advertising messages. -They. are learning that if 'they' own a certain

toy they_will_be.:happy ancr.havefriendt._TheYarelearhing:_that _if,they...will
.eat stidky.sugary. foods, they--can be healthy and strong.: What' they are not
learning- is that O.:percent of al l foods advertised to children conflict- JEF'
the,: Surgeon '-.General's .report recommending that Americans reduce , sugar,

-consumption. .- The- .aeaVi sWeetened, attractively packa§ed foods that. are .sold
to -Children n animated, nppeal ng TV. ads are.. .-also:' in- conflict :with the
nutritional established.by the Senate Select COmmitteCOn- Nutrition and
Human:Needs.



That_isthe situation today. For tomorrow, ' or 1984 and beyond,. ACT
makes three predictions.

First, there will still be economic control of television in 1984.
Although big business is preferable to big brother, there are still problems.
-One is the lack of diversity. With certain excellent exceptions, we get .a
cookie-cutter"oproduct on commercial television--easy to duplicate, profitable
to manufactur6. The reasons for this ace clear. The commercial broadcasters
are playing for serious stakes in :=a numbers game where only one number counts.
Nymber.One. The ratings determine revenues. This is an industry where fhe
dominant thinking is to avoid risks and whose slogan might be "spinoffs are
fer.."_Thisis-an-industry-that minimizes-its-public-commitment-to-inform-and--

en ertain and reaps the benefit of its primary purpose--to make money.

Are there- other problem. of economic control ?` A' -business that _is
ogetated- by a particular gre-u0 reflects -the culture.ofitiait =group. White, -

middle -class -males rud- the...shop.' -glass -male t are the medium's
.dominant-. characters. ',TqUal employment opportunities are la .way for ,women and,-

get to a point where they too are running the show so that their'
.views, their ideas, and energies:cam-be'representedi'-.--

In tomorrow's wOrld'Of alternate' technologies, is it- iio* that we:.
will still find telecommunications business? Though there will be multiple
channel s, though narrowcasting will provi de a broadcatting::41t6r040*0,-.:,J:
Could al se.mean that is net .-necesSar betterr-that. more.,offeri hge will
notHlndicate..'More Choice. For mediocrity can be proeraMmed. on `multiple
channels a well as .011,Jnlividual.netWorks. When we_ speak of diversity as
poSitiveFgoal:for- televiSibti-W-e--a-e,hot-jiitt-Alk trig abbUt.n4Mber.S..*:We are
lalking:about,quality.

. .

second prediction: is that the More things. change, the more they
stay the,Seme. Childreti will still-. be --Watching too much. television.

They watch a lot now. Not only do they watch a lot, they're watching
more than they did before. And why not ?. Television is easy; it's
available--98 percent of all American homes have it--and it's pleasant. A
soporific for the senses

But faster' than we can comprehend, technology is shaping a vast new
future for television. Diversity,choice and far-reaching Possibilities are
just ahead of us. Here are just a few of the new choices technology is
providpg:

Television channel.election. are now multiplying five or
six- stations to 20 13 re viewing choices. Cable TV will
offer 4C channels on Ingle cable or .80 channels on a
dual-cable system.

Video cassette recorders give parents greater choice in
s tag the best programs and choosing appropriate,times
for their children,. to view these' programs. Video
recorders with increa d capabilities are moving into mass
production a lower cos to consumers.

Video-di sos will allow us t purchase or rent programs of



_

/
our own choice. - Or,,,,o--ye,_carisoon borrow-,_from local
libraries hundreds or even thousands of programs-14th
eentutv art, the history of dance, children' s classics, L

_

the possibilities are endless.

.

The television,_-set itself .Will be transformed with two,way
Tr7inimission anEome computer systems.

And according to Richard Mott, vice president of the Public Service
Satellite Consortium, more_than half the school systems:- will beAiting
electronically..-broadcast material -_produced by educational cooperatives. -.

ogyviill,T--7-r-make=-7.-US---7-ifenYthin;-more--not-
electronic transmission of _information.--

With the potential for more active viewer participation on the part of
both adults and children, we can hope that more critical viewing will occur.
Consciousness can be raised to the point where televised depictions of racism,

_ageism will_no longer be tolerated. And perhaps the number of viewing
hours a Week will decline at _least a little bit. Pertleps.

ACT's third prediction is: there will still be advertising to children
on television. 1984 is just four years away and no image of. Elysian Fields
appear in the crystal ball. The expensivL toys and the wrong foods will still
appear on connercial television to entice new generations of young Americans.
Will there be adventisinton cable television? It is conceivable that a
half-h6ur commercial for children emanatingirom a toy store will be in the
wave of the future. There could be advertising on video discs, even though
the disc is assigned for homework. Instead of the milenium, we still have a

tedium that sells children praducts- they don't need at prices they can't
afford--unless: regulatory OTocedures currently underwa y at the Federal Trade
Commission and the.Federal Communications Commission can advance, bringing
about needed change. ,

More than ten years of child advocacy in the television , industry haS
taught us that broadcasting's primary concern is its bottom line. ACT and
numerous other organizations involved with children know that the bott* line
for the future of American society.is the health, education and welfare of the
nation's 40 million children.

Certainly broadcasters are.not responsible for the welfare of children,
but they do have a. responsibility in the area of health and education. They
should,not make the rearing of a healthy; happy child more 'difficult for
parents and physicians. Every day, commercial television violates the first
principle of medicine, to "first do no harm," and persists in acting as though

';no body. of knowledge exists _about the developmental needs and the special
hazards- of childhood.

The long-range interests of the society are never'fully consistent with
the short-range budgets and -objectives of the professional manageps of our
communications, systems. The actions of the broadcasting' and alvertising
industries over the, past ten years prove'th t self-regulation alone will not

buses.,

A



g It took continuous effort ova a five-year period and a consent order
'from the Federal Trade Cgruession f to stop the sell ing directed to young
ch ldren of ca coated pills on television.

I:t took 'five years-:-Of.:_rtilemaking;ati-the:-Federal:-.COmminiTcationS orrrmi for
to r due the adv Sing
Association of Broadcaster`' till : .permits'.Hmors7ads--- per hour.-1-o;-

adults -"on prime time.

Corporate ,execut lye's- are- rewarded and- promOted -al' a function_.of: shOrt
range-- ---profitability.. why s 'esSential. that eVeryone'whb..cares-Y:

children' t evi sl -Oaring:- of : the. issues and a --carefuT
consideration of solutions,:and-:-Strateg could mean 6- healthier '-,:and happier
1984 fbr childreti-and -their families!'



POSITION PAPER ON-4-H AND TELEVISION

hY

Hope S. Daugherty; Acting Asst. Deputy Director
4-H Extension Service, USDA
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It is difficult to speak for 54 autonomous progralus since each one has a
slightly _different philosophical ha -se. However, in 4-H we_do have a common
thread which runs throtighout: helping- each Youth develop to his or her
fullest potential; helping youth learn to make independent and wise decislkmvs;
helping youth gain experience in .a learn-by-doing format. The whole area of
television, television viewing, and television potential i a rather
unemployed area In the 4-H program system.

There are isolated counties within states which have started selective
television viewing. as a function bktween Parent/leader and child as part of
their orientation and training. For the Most part, the 4-H approach to .

elevision--usage-is-by-means of-television programs, either already conceived
or planned by 4-H as program tools for use within the actual 4-H program.

Typical of television programs which have been used in the recent 'past as
programming aids are: FEELING GOOD,TURNED-ON CRISIS, and FOOTSTEPS. At the
top of `our list of television aids is our own series, MULLIGAN STEW. This its

a series of eight 30-minute films on nutrition. They have proved to be (and
still are) widely popular. They have been adopted by most of the fifty states
fore classroom use and-the supporting material for MULLIGAN STEW are ordered
and reordered in great quantities each year. If is interesting to note that
the supporting materials are in the form of a comic book approach. Nutrftion,
comes off as being something not only exciting, but appealing and educational.

As time goes on, I feel that critical viewing of the television format
will be a segment which we will want to emphasize more in our professional
agent training, and certainly, in Providing orientation and training for the
mare than ;600,000 ,volunteer leaders who are the "backbone" of our 4-H
organization..



THE NEEDS OF YOUTH IN THE AGE_ TELEVISION

Julie
Girl ScbUts'-Of the.

This instrument caWteach, it_can
even inspire. .But it can do so

-humans arCdetermined-- to-use -i
itAs merely 'lights .and wires i

umina e; yes, it can
fly- to the extent that

se ends. = Otherwise,

EdWard R. Murrow

I view my role in presenting this p
,

be that of an advocate for
creating balance in the quality and pace, e for youth. It is valid and
-critical that youth agencies have a_ ytrn t voice in evaluation of young:
peoples needs in e acciiteTevisl Ycuth-servi g agencies came into
existence to fill the role of surrogate rentto be sup orters and enrichers
of family-life. As = the- American- family-undergoes-drastic change, the presence
of a caring, adult such as the Girl Scouteleader can be crucial in the lives of
young people.

Adapting to new values and family l ifestyles hasjchanged youth agency
programs. The zevolution of new patterns has caused blunders . and
experimentation which have both helped arid; in some cases,, had delete-rious

\ieffects on growing children. Today, mature adults study parenting techniques
&isuch as "parent effectivenest." Magnei_offer hints about ways to handle the

hildren of divorce and separation ,46ng with current fashiong and homedecoration. Youth, workers attend training' (if 'they are fortunate) on how to
involve youth, design meaningful programs, and create an atmosphere of
partnership between adult and child.

At the risk of oversimplification, I,propote that youth' has not changed..
The pace of life in most of the world has quickened.. Changing family
lifestyles, in many cases, deny youth -adequate love, attention and direction.
At the same time, youth is ,now steadily impacted by sensory overload and
imbalance.in this age of TV. Youth agencies can provide well-rounded leisure
activities and the essential intermediary programs to even out this sensory
overload. This conference can serve as a beginning for youth agencies to open
a-- national network of cooperation between education, the TV and communications
world, and local community programs for young people.

Today much emphasis Is placed on diversion and prevention programs for
juvenile delinquents. Here, too, the age of TV is under serious scrutiny and
there are conflicting estimates today about hoW- much TV violence acts as a
contributing factor to promoting violent behavior in juveniles. For example,in Violent Delinquents- -A Report to the. Ford Foun from the VeraInstitute:

Defective parent-chld.,,reTationships, are among :the most
:frequently cited,,- explanations for .juvenile and adult

iOlence.:-.



....a massive lack of early mothering; chronic and seridus
childhood problems left without help

Particularly -in -the UnitedStates,-, the-study of adolescence, hal bb oom a hew_
science. Concerned parents often dread this stage of child developten Many
abandon their kids by no longer insisting orriestrictions and disciplin The
"burnt out" teacher, youth worker, clergy and ever increasing numbers o young
people turned over tO the jurisdiction of the court by distraught pare s are
indications of this national problem.

Right here and-now I would like to state my own conviction. AA4 the
potent i al media , experience which has evolved. nd; wi T1 continue tp grOcfrom
this invention can be a:Wondrous- and posj tiVe creation for this : generation'
My conviction. stemt*frorr-a-"gutl!: feeling and a burning .curiosity to,-,OMOrehend

_

how. beauty,.strange- images, sound, color, humor-,-designspOrts,' alW instant::
Access into the lives of human beings and -lands I- could: never otheri4itiknOW-
can emerge from what: is affectionately termed,--,"the BO-ob- Tube," in oOr-Tamiu . .

.

In additjon, -the. unexpected,- gift A- scholarship.-:to -do :graduate twork-
which led to:- a- [ester Of Arts Degree in Media Studies gave methe'chandg to
wall ow in -the wonder of the TV .age. There- was the added enrichaient-

:.:opportunity. tcL, cOmbine the research And -studpwith my work in a youth agency
:Setting (G USA }. I 'was.--also-:fortunate to-have -.a-forwardthinking -superViSdr,
Ms. .Rena Shaefer_whci spent considerable time reading-,course,Offering$ 'at'the
New School as well -.a S helping me select and critique .projetts- Which' -:became
part of . everyday work plans.

e

A moit lasting impression came from a course entitled, "TV. and , =the
Senses" taught by Lise Liepman author of Your Child's Sensory World, -which
was the main text I recommend this book to parents, teachers, youth workers
and physicians. Further, I feel this text offers specific direction 'for all
of us invited to this National WorkshOp on Television and Youth to become
aware of hoW important sensory balance is to childhood development. *Since
can create overload and imbalance to the senses, I suggest that we might begin.
to ,,help - by evaluating sensory pattern input from whatever vantage point each
of us represents. For the purpose of this conferehce, addresting - sensory
overload in young people is an appropriate role for youth agehcies in the age
of TV.

Premise

Sensory overload and imbalance has been one of the b iggst impacts on
child development in the age of television.

Him to Evaluate the Impact

There is need for the medical profession, for educators, parental
figures, sports and education special sts, youth agencies, religious leaders
concerned with values for society, elected officials, the FCC and designated
regulatory systems, .those, giftedffin the cultural arts, foundations and,
corporations to:

LExploretheimpactof-TVandeage of media on children. ,

1'
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Share expertise, talent, funding, and creative_ thinking in -order to
put the technology of TV in proper perspettive so,that it contributes
positively to the quality of life.

Listen, to children, remembering that-our generation did not
with 'SESAME STREET (for better or for worse

. -

Remember that children in the slums are told to go home afte
-lock the door-and watch TV. (It is used:` a baby-sitter.)

g'ow up

Stress the wonder and the positive opportunity for media to enlarge
the horizons and offer careers-that-do not yet-exist in the sciences,
and the arts as a result of the Ty age.

Research the potential of TV to-assist disabled and institutionalized
young people by offering youth programs through the media.

Initiate "e national thrust to strive for balance in children's lives
by a deslgn Which will influence_programming_of children!s_TV,_the_
school curriculum and leisure time Opportunities in recreation and
youth groups to blend and support a,wholesome learning experience

The Task of YouthlAgencies the Age of TeleVision

1. Create wall' rounded leisure'program activities

guidelines whiCh, emphasize sensory deielopment.

Recruit and-train a pew breed of-sensitive volunteers who-* are aware
of media impact on yodth.

Work more closely h.educators = to Offer different leisure time
activities which are exciting and challenging. Offer the opportunity
to have fun trying --whether you have, talent- or not.

Create an, atmosphere of friendliness, acceptance' 'of diversity,
chance to belong and share and to be respected by adults.

Offer specific guidance i career eXploration--particularly in
communication areas, to combinations-of the arts and sciences which-
.challenge'ap sensory areas.

Offer hjOischool-age youths job experience, internship; with
interested and qualified*persons in careers, professioris, which they
tao try themselves.

(See From
experience
to schools,
Stouts _of'

10022.)

Dreams to Realitt a A career expl r atipn
including internships for ages 6-17. Av ilable
youth agencies; and institutions from :. Girl
the USA, 830 Third Avenue, New York, New York,

Develop a well-rounded staff of-writers, trainers, and communicators
within agencies who are knowledgeable and sensitive to media impact.



Encou
preven

e youth inter-agency collabora ion
duplication of programs.

a sha

1

e expertise, and

-Encoura inter-agency funding= by foundations and corporations to
develop. .uality and varied programs which balance school/ television
-orogramm lei,Sure time youth activities.

10. Use the med a,-to spread good -youth program activities for recruitment
and trainin of high quality volunteers.

.
.Use televisio and video for outr ach to the disabled who. are

institutional ed,, for children in temporary shelter settings, for
families in stress situations, and for emergency situations-.

12. .Promote quality oath agencies' with ads depicting young perions!
opinions, of ex ting programs instead of advertising,Products. Show
good role models on TV--to parents--to business--to police.

1 Use research avai e-for grogram design of -quality and inexpensive
leisure activities for families.

.9

(See Southwe Educational Development Laboratory's
newsletter,- Viewer, 'July 27, 1979, issue no. 9. "Does
television maE5\a-TITTErence the way families spend
their- time tog'ther? Active and passive families are
compared.)

14. Use inter - agency ttreng h to. .adVdcate-for- Ouallt programming_ in:
children's television :1Ms-Youtit- agencies,'to:dat%,have given..

jidor response' to FCC req ests for_comments. 'Action. for Children's,'
'Television. and..P.TA.Cannbt do-tbe ob:41.cine.

(See - federal -Re.

Progrmntfng 'and

Part

erg "FCC Children's Television
is ng Practices," August 21, 1978,

t including' and .adjusting ctivities
o parent or adult, and child-to learn
.f parental needs-. example;

have , provided opportunities , for
mothers and daughters can discuss
nt health problems, self-protection,
uses, juvenile rights, child 'abuse.

15. Be creative and.flexible abo
whic4 .provide the chante
together. Think in terms
inter-agency° youth setting
meaningful conferences where
sensitive issues-such as adoles
alcohoTism, and other chemical
These conferences follow pre cribed guidelines recommended -by
agencies, and include religiou leaders, community relations
divisions of .local or state, police, the legal and medical
professions, etc.. The National Youthworker Education Project, funded
by the Lilly Endowment, Inc., has provided training to'over. 800 youth

. ,workers from eight major girl-serving agencies as well as staff frOm
corrections facilities. Main f ctis was the needs and problems of
adolescent girls. Forreferences a d models, contact:



Dr. Ruth Teeter, Project- Director-
National. Youthworker Education Project NYEP)
Center- for Youth DeVeloOment and- Research __

-.32S-Haecker

1364 Eckles Avenue
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, Minnetota 66108

15. Youth agencies need. to be more vocal about successful -program, by
reporting -at major -conventions and conferences of PTA .and other
parent organizations. school administrators, mayors,. national
communications and advertising groups, meetings of-national religious
denominations, the ibusiness sector, And the television and
communications world.

1 Promote' national inter-agency youth forums' so that, Young people will
take responsibility for the design of 'quality TV programing, and

other- needs, such ,as youthbecome vocal about consumerism and
employment.

Extend membership in youth, agencies to more qualified adults in
communities to encourage them to become advocates for youth in the
age of television.

Conclusion

A surprising national statistic reported by- University of Minnesota'
Center for Family Research and Development deals with the fact that 50 percent
of the youth in thiS country have never particlpated in a group sports club,youth, agency program, or a young people's group connected with a house ofworships Yet these programs are offered to, youth in. all urban and ruralareas. Other-statistics, stated nationally, show a high increase in truancy,
schopl drop-outs, ruh4ways, and an alarming escalation of delinquency in
Younger and younger Children! How sari' we communicate to youth that they arewanted? Communication remains a problem. This is ironic in the age of TV.

I said in the first paragraph that youth has not changed. Today's kidsneed what we neededto grovi up in a caring, nurturing atmosphere; to touch,hear, smell, see, to have fun, to experience, the arts,: to have friends,' pets,
adequate food and rest. These rights of children were emphasized in 1979, The
International Year of the Child.

I will close by sharing a statement of the Children's Advisory Panel ofThe International Year of the Child, which represented young people (ages 10
to 17) from all parts Of ,thee United States. The statement ' was made in mypresence as, a facilitator for the panel in a discussion which centered around
children's concern about fear and violence. '

'Television needs to tell the\truth. Now in many, programs,
the- bad guys win and, take money--sO children think they
are.the good guys. This is Wrong.

It is My hope than this conference will help the p eces f truth
together for all- of us.



CHILDREN AND ADVERTI N -WHAT IS-INDUSTRY DING
TO REGULATE' ITS HILD-DIRECTED 'ADVERTISING?

athleen-S. McGowan
Child en!s Advertising Review Unit

Since-Congress asStarted:61.0teeKpine the Federal,
.,role in regulating-41dustrYwideMarketing'-pradticet, the hreat-pdsedbOhe: ,

FTC's proposed phildrehadvertisingregulations=has less-ned,considerablY.W=/
its -.initial-- intensityet-evenduring the most ritical times of the
Childrees adverttSingdebete,--Industry-s--pported effortS at regUlating:.

4t
chfildAireeteCadVartising:worked-hard'at r*_ onding to onsumer

=

complaihts,on-
advertisinA40:ben-the,FTC'Makbelpited: to relinq WI its. farreaching
Ap0940--t97.1100Wftadyertisfngthe.-need-for, trong-self,regblatoryl,
prOcess-=is ron--

.:1

the bat the .public,and. the
adyertising:tntinStry-.--- ---------

.. _ Theithildren's Adverti ing eiliew Unit of -the C uncil=oUBetter Business
Bureaus,BOOaui, -Ifit it.now in its-Sfittflear of regulati both print and-broadcast.-.
adVertiSing-MreCted_;--ta -:Children.':'''.--The -Ctrildren Unit is ,supporte&ilby,
coMpinies- whith-':advertiO to 'Children 'AD assu e the truth,_ accuracYfand..

jairnesS of- child- directed advertising-in the publi interest. ., :.7

_- .. .

The-b-asicaCtivitybf..the Children!t Wit- the -ongoing review and
evaluation of-adyertftingAttectedAO children un :12 yearS of age. This -is
accomplished. by COntinUaTTY-monitoring :print,tel vision -and radio advertising
and

. reviewing advertisements provided voluntarily by advertisers.- .Jhe
ChildrenjSrunitTalso-responds to coMplaints:f m the 'PubTitonitpeCific.:
advertisements. --Wheniadvertising-isfound,inac Prate-orAinfair,-toChtldreres
perceptions the Children's UnitIteekr'Modificat on orAiscontinUande-through
-the..-voluntarycooperation Of,advertisert.All!oase-.decisionsarereported.'in:-
a monthly press release. jriorto:Aroduction, he.ChildreWs*it/Willipon:
requesti. also'. review -prOpoSed advertising-co y and - will -be given-an oinion
abdutits acceptability.

To determine what advertising technique or\ practices might be.potentially
.misleading when used in children's advertising, the Children's Unit has
published a special set of guidelines. The Children'd Advertising Guidelindi
are. periodically revised . to reflect new fffTIPET-Pinerfrom expeT6gEritia
research relating to children and advertising. In addition to'the truth and
accuracy, of advertising claims, the guidelines also deal with such matters as
social values, product presentation, pressure to: purchase endorsements,safety,.-and premiums.

4 f 4

Seven academfc advisors with distinguished backgrounds in child
psychology, the behavioral sciences, and nutrition are retained to counsel the
Children's Unit. The adviSors help evaluate advertising and information
provided by advertisers in support of their advertising claims. They salso
advise on general issues concerning children's advertising and assist in the
-revision of the guidelines.



In addition to- caseWork, the Children's Onit: on a regular basis,
&responds to correPondence_ from _consumers,ndustry_r_representatives,
libfa-FfdisT uniRr Sities 16Vernient representatives and others. Most of this9-.

nvolves reqdests for information on the activities of the ChildreWs-i
Unit,

and children's advertising, in = general .

In 1977 the Children's Unit established the Clearinghouse i=on Research On
.Children's Advertising for the purposes of publishing a bibliography,
providing a source -of. information on current` or proposed_ research, and
analyzing newt key studies - -all related to children and advertising. Both
academic and industry researchers across the country keep. the Clearinghouse
infqrmed of their ongoing and newly completed research. The Children's Unit
has cpnducted many "Clearinghouse Research Searches" for industry, government
and the academic ,community\las well as responding to numerous ,general
inquiries. The Clearinghouse is-intended to be an operational bridge betwee
mearchert and. advertising- OlicYrmakers. It is hoped that this activit
will. create an aWareness of existing research and encourage future research
advertisingand children.

In June 1978, `the Children's Unit published the first comprehensive.
bibliography on Children and advertising. This un qUe compilation of books,
articles, research,. speeches, and seminars--all relating. to children- and
advertising, is being- revised ,and'reprinted during 1980. Copies of the
bibliographY are available on a costbasis,

To help children better understand such topics as good njtritlon, saving
and spending money wisely, energy ionservation, dental 'hyglene and the
difference between a program and.i commercial, the Council of Better Business
Bureaus;, Inc., tn cooperation. with NBC, .has .produced public service'
announcements for children.

. These "Junior Conshmer Tips" are regularly aired
by the major networks.

Probably the most significant benefit arising from the controversy over
children's advertising is the dialogue which has developed between broadcast
and advert4sing industry policy-makers, researchers academicians, consumer
advocates and:government regulators. While these diverse interest.groups may
disagfee strongly on whether tdlevision's content has-been and -is responsive
to children's special needs, they all do agree that -television should
contribute to the cognitive and social development'of children. Out of this
dialogue has come the common recognition that in order for children to develop
a balanced, undistorted view of the World, they need to acquire knowledge from.,-
a - variety, of sources and the skills to judge the crediblity of these
information sources. Of course, the responsibility to meet these basic needs
must be shared by all.

This dialcgue also has led .to 'the development of sclie constructive
programs. One has been the introduction of eletentary school courses which
teach critical viewing skills for children's television watching. There has
also been greater emphasis Prl better programming and commercial content.

Certainly there are many questions on how children perceive adverti fng
which- need to be addressed properly and investigated in the near future. To
this end, it is the belief of the.Children's Advertising Review Unit that the

2Oi
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'TELEVISION FROM THE'PERSPECTIVE:-
v yr A ;YOUTH-SERVING-ORGANIZATION=-

_

by

David F. Wynn
Boys' Clubs of America

"Ah-alf, don't touch that dial!" used to be-'n admonition to young people
in Boys' Clubs. It was motivated out of a desire not to upset the fragile
tuning of the TV set. Television technology and viewing patterns in Boys'
Clubs have Come a long way since then, and consequemtly our perspective of TV
and its place in programing has changed. ,----

can't speak for all types. of youth- serving' groups across' this
country--only for the. Boys' Clubs I've asked for data. What follows might be
said -to resemble the Nielson ratfngs which bases data on viewing preferences
from 2,200 American homes. The perspectives I share are limited to the
viewpoints 'of a fractional representation of Boys' Clubs across the country
Telephone interviews .'were conducted with a group of 35. staff. Efforts were
made to contact Clubs located in big cities as well as small towns, with, large
as, well as Small budget operations. 'Geographic distribution- to reflect
regional differences was considered in the ..sampling.

- -

Boys' tl s are building-centered programs designed to-serve youth from
diiadvantaged circumstances who range -in age from 6 to 18 years. .Each Club is
governed by a board of leading community citizens and staffed by a core of
professional youth' workers whose services' are augmented by a cadre of
part-time employees and volunteers. The nearly 1,000 -Boys'- Clubs across the
country (all' 50 states, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands) serve in excess of
1,090,000 members. Approximately 50 percent of our members are minority
youth, 30 percent come from families on welfare, 46 percent are from
single-parent families, 72 percent Wave four or more brothers' sters, , and
65 percent of ,our Clubs ---'are located in the inner-city sections, of major
metropolitan areas.

Open during a young person's non-school hours. Boys' Club programs are
varied to appeal to the needs' and interests of 40§lers. Facilities of Clubs.,
include gymnasiums, exercise rooms., game rooms, lourites, libraries, crafts and
meeting room space. Many Clubs haVe extensive outdoor areas and day or
residence camps. Boys' Clubs have often been referred to as a member's second
home because the boys spend so much time with us.-

-

U.S. Census figures _indicate that 99 percent of American homes' have at-
le sei one TV set which is turned on at "least six hours per day. Based.on

was felt likely that every Boys' Club would be equipped with 'a -TV
se Not so! My survey revealed that 20 percent, of the Clubs contacted do
notif e a TV. These Clubs have concluded tVat present TV programming has
not h'° 'to the program if a Boyst Club. Of the Clubs with
tele isi 35 percent have only one set, 30, percent have two,- and the
remain r have three or more sets Half of the TVs owned by Clubs are color.,
Ten pe;ertt of the sets Are-turned on .continuously from the time the Club
open u utiNclosing. Thirty percent use the setsomly during certain schedul
hours aid 60 percent view only selected programs. In clubs, the sets are



usual ly located ii

--is-provided .'at= the
special came room.
proarams. Clearly, -the

ame.,rook or lounge where a variety of other activities
'e.----Where.,-sets are lecated in the -C-10,------library;-- or
is restricted to scheduled / viewing: or selected

4u s have= learned tdmake jedic ous use 0 TV- es! an
.

-activity for members.

When TV is used, whomatchet? Mgribers-from 11,

Tv in the Club more than.any other' age group followed
to 15, then by the i6 to

thy_

olds. Those 16- yearS o
the least frequently: With our members, sOorts,'PrOgr
followed by -cartoons, sped ai s and situation comedies.

thirty-five percent of ihose surveyed indicated- hey
Ipi l

use TV -for special
,

,-
purposesusUally for viewing programs ,ch ,they, fee vii IWill haVe a reinforcing.
educational value, or for erograms'whith 'hi've &Sped llzed appeal to members,
Sixty percent .of those s4rveYed felt, that TV could be used more effectively in
Club programming, but this would require 'TV programffil g that would relateto
the. goals of the Boys', Club ai,,Well-as staff trained in the" Use_of TV as a
--program tool. Therefore, the chances of such a combination. emerging seem

t.\,highly unlikely. Currently, educatiOnal TV is sed to help motivate and
develop reading. skills., Video gaMes are used. to aid in the development of the
eye and -hand coordination oc _members. Video Work bons are seen as having
pr6grauf potentials ...For , enhancing reading. verbalizing. and. Creative and
expressive skills of young 'members. However, the sOeCialized equipment and

,skills,skills needed for SUch programs limit its -viability..

Years:of' age Statc
y, these:8A° _10. and 1

and-: older% watch
s,are the most popular

c. A rti N

A number-of' Clubt (25 percent) indicated /that they have had _problems
emerge -at` a result of young people watching TV. UsuallY.the problems-are of
an acting-out nature and the behavior seems to be induqied. by shows -which
feature violence. SOme Piths indicate that members \who watch TV 'regularly. -

, tend, to be more difficult to involve., in other Club -activitids. For this
reason, use of TV- is controlled. Program- a strong relationship to

\
racial- injustice such as ROOTS, THE KLU KLUX KLAN dodumentary. and THE .

HOLOCAUST have, created-Strong, angry reactions among members. Staff inAhese
instances have been =forced 'Anti situations reqUIring.l that .theY, Interfiret
cirEumstances. Usually such a need has not- been - anticipated in advance and so
staff members have been caught "off gu-ardb-and 'unprepared to handle:situations
as well as they might have-liked.' .. . .,,..

:

Generally, ub leaders feel thine is a need to _advocate for _better TV
pro rarming._ Tgr' saturate Boys' C ers hour after hour-With the same
type of programs is not viewed as ng in t e belt inteest of the young. TV
sitcoms are too often composed of Andiv duals making comedy out of the ;
misfortunes of others. Club-leaders wonder w it is that TV_ families', almost
always have only a mother. If a fathe' is present in a TV shoW, is-
geneTly represented as a' clown. So, TV scheduling as ,well as content is
seen s leaving much to.' be desired. ,

.n
,

-. '. Despi,te-tbe 'gaint in the erfbrMerS.- orillfjwho.,-ark members of
riiihorl tY,.,ratitarit atpreValent ' it ever n --the'TI950's 14.6 had AMOS AND ANDY.
Tetley we have as .role models for minority. y gt THE JEFFERSONS. If Minority
young. people are to take- their lead from',TV,..,th ill have to conclude they
must-be either a ,comedian', :an- athlete-i -or a former slave to make it big in the-
media.' -,
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Viole ce co
near

to abound on. IV- Children:See.i all on TV. :May see
th-e- blO d, they hear the screams= 7-but they, do no feel the pain.: Cartoons and

i4P

_-
even aw rd-Winni g childrenls programs" abound in vigMemce." -,It comes as no
sdrpri e, the that young people are cruel to others, especially the less
fortunate peo of our society; One-might argue that the medical prggramd
with their'eMphasis'cn saving life counterbalance the violence. Studies have
shOwn----80 pereent of the population have no real confidence- in, the health 1.... i

, . .smessaoes of all the "doctor and nurse" shows. Even in docmentarv-tvoe-TV
programs on health and meditiPp, only 17-bercent of the viewers express a lot
of confidence in such information. Therefore, it seems it is not aqpiestion
of counter-balancing,messages, but of consciously deciding not to glamorize
certai. s= types of behavior.

he National PTA in its-work to reduce TV violencelearned that the key
institutions in'today's society influencipg-the lives of young people-are the.
home, sthool, peer's and '.television. , In our ever-changing society, Club
le iders -feelit more-imPortant than ever4to-reinforce-values-anda-belief in a-
P rPese and something more than omrselves. Club leaders -clearly- recognize,
that in few forims of TV entertainment is there a_hint-of a belief in any form
ofa'deity. 1

_e

. . ..
, ,. , . -,--: .

:7Becausethe family, even-in- -itS :thanging.,form,_ is a .cornerstone-!of,
society,-some,04ub staffJieljevewethOuldrattempt,tO,influente families. as to
the oftypeSvprogranit' they'Viata,and.the amount of_tim 'TV,is'vieweth It was
suggested thatjaYs.,:,Clubsof America or \consortiums.of ommunity-based-groups,
should get together to rate =TV. The'Stafflelt.that::major emphasis-
,..should,,06-HplaCed on :encouraging:more.faMilyInvolveMentinwatthing TV:_and
engaginglamilymembersin'tonVerati064boOt what,- has -been seen, - PerhapS.
thit 'would 'ehcoUrage- more.Interattion in faMilies, as well as foster greater:
ord.-usage...:.NOWever.liowthii-, could be attained:is not certain, -and' 'ClubS,

expressed, the desire,,for:guidance andassistanCesin: thin-regard.
,40

Surprisingly,.: Club leaderSfelt one o..F.the:re#1 ineeds:-.:_today-is for,
history " interpretation of the:daily:news for.loung people." Young.

people,-have alimited:understandino:of-oolitical, and-,economJc- intricacies.
Suct.L..a,program_LcoUld:.:da much :to.:help.young- viewertAaima.more--realgstic.-
4PPraisal.of,the-times-an4 the 'inter- relationships betWeen:'systems within

iety and.aMong the nations of the wotld.:-. ,4!

...However,-.therealAeedrof bur.timesis Jeff- OPpOrtunities:.that foster
CreatiVity,- that engender--:ope.:with,:a feel of suCcessand:competency, that ,

pi-Ovide.testS.OfOne's skills in Jeadei.ship and decision,Making,'that-helv to
generate a vitality ---afid a..-zestfor :TV-does not ftlithat,need; An'
fact;%Club.jeadert.feel-the,o4erallimpact/of:TV is a leghtiveHoneo.an&to. its
Ute_sih.'Boytv,,Cluht is more .judicious than-ever,- -AcrOss the county,.,, Club
ieadept ard:toing, '"Ahah,,,don't'-.touchAlithat dial, unless itiS to ',-turn off
the set ' -,Ahd,td our way of ,thinking*that jS' a-very healthy developMent-

.



III.* ,RESULTS OR SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS



` ,NOUTH LEADERS. GROUP.

ator:. Karen- Bartz,:campfire
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National youth organizations recognize the impact of television : in many
direct and indiredt ways upcin our nation's yoUth: However, the priotity
placed by youth organizations upon this issue is not as great as Other issues
tuch.as-juvenile juttice,,employment, and Ar4g-Abuse..

Youth agencies are concerned about two umajor aspects of television:
(a) content of program and advertising 'materials, and (bi process of
television viewing.. Both aspects- influence all agencies' successfulattainment of general goals related to active, informal educational
experiences which develop selfLpotential, decision-making, competence' and,
creativity..

Television Content. 'My aspect of television,prcigram content potentially
has pOlitiVe-and.negitiVe iftpacts'upon youth, agencies and youth.- For example,
program content-May-present role todelt whidh facilitate a.youth's.realization
of his or her potential, or tOle.. Models. .Which stereotype and otherwise
restrict future options. Youth agencies, support_ Conduct and dissemination
-Of research related ..tb bah the,pOSitiVe0d negative influences of program
Content.

Yolith agencies can have an impact upon'he content of television and theimpact of content on youth through two eneral approaches, (a) advocacy,
individually and collectively, related to the content of programs and
advertising, and (0) youth programming which helps to develop critical
viewing skills so that television programs can be judged for realisM,
stereotyping, relevance, production quality, etc..

Television Viewin- Process. The process of television viewing refers tothe influence- of viewing '--tiOon time use and family interaction.. Much of
television programing promotes a style of learning (e.g., passiVe and
determined, by others), which is not compatible with the philosophies 'of -youth
organizations. There appears to be- i need,for more research to investigatethe extent to which TV viewing displaces involvement in other activities. The
process of viewing also has important effects upon family interaction and
corwnunication patterns. Youth, agencies can involve youth and their paeents in
constructive communication around the viewing experience.

Some special concerns and interests of . youth agencies include,
(a) aVoiding, duplication of school curricula, and (b) utilizing television
aS an art forM andHa means of expressing creativity.



PARENT LEADERS GROUP
Facilitator:- lean Dye, National PTA

: The parent leaders found ,.consensus. on several assumptions before
developing specific recommendations:

The'.proUlem..is ulti-facpted.and thd solutions must be variegate.

/-Televitim 4 influential; it can be both destructive -anc
.conStructiVe.

Parental oversighk.6f4hildreWs -elevisidh viewing is part of
broader socioeconomic concern.

There are many different kinds of families- -a wide range
socioeconomic -and ethnic-cultural -vari-tions.

There are parents who are not being reached.
4

There are parents-whftunddrstanding that children 'receive many m no'
and value,laden men ages from television, arestisfied with these
messages. I

Parents mutt be helped to realize there are potential problems
to television and that their actions can make .a difference.

Total hours of-viewing time should be reduced.

la edJ

In some situations, it is better: for the chi)d to be watching
television than to be out on the streets." Many children simp y spend
many hours alone while parents work.

Critical Viewing_ skills, in the broadest sense, are) a school
curriculum as. well as a home function, activity and responsibility.

The parent group made'the following recommendations:

Make the importance of TV an issue-of national concern--because the
implications of television for and upon family life are all pervasive,
and important.

Develop a Strong national coalition. _Assist education of the TV
industry,'parents, educators, yOuth groups and youth.

Tnvolva parent groups and major organizations concerned lgith child
care, child health- and ',child -welfare, including -religious
institutions,:and youth - serving- groups,

Expand involvement to _individuals and groups who are "not. in the
mainstream."

Help parents tb understand_ that -TV can he.' 'constructive'. and
destructive;:. they can control amount of.ohild viewing in both subtle
and'avart Ways- They can help their children .become. .selective in



amount 'of TV viewed.
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HelpjOarents,to, understand.the: educational, social - and developmental.
advantages`, -in watching teleVision with their children.'

Encourage .parents. to use isppes and incidents portrayed on television
as :1',springboard for meaningful. discussion (i.e., abortion, family

handicaps,,etc.) %.

Help the federal govOtiment
programming, advertising,
clearinghouse, and :enacting
televition.programmins.

to assume a more active role in
funding projects, establishing a
legislation supporting children's

Develop and .disPeminate informat'dn materials
children and youth.

to help parentp



E UCATORS GROUP,

Facilitator: Rosediry Lee Potter

The.educa ors.lroup aincluded participants from. both instruction' and
administration at all levels,, as well as researchers and TV- related project"directors. It-was recommen.ed that

Principals, addinistrators, boards 'should &btain and be given more
information bn School TV. use, including the needs of-students and
teathers for .such programming:

Teachers should be involved in developing TV-related projects, bOth in
scho61..and:by the networks.

Teacher education should include educational technology and strategies
for classroom use and instruction..*

Inservice and staff. development sho ld' spec-ifie and
appropriate training in how to use n TV viewing skills.as well as.
how to work with parents'regarding such /programs, materials; etc.

. t

Teachers and parents should be invited Ibehl d the screen to local
studios, both to learn about the Mediu and to develop a, local
cooPeratiVe'relationship- among parents', teac ers and broadcasters on
behalf of children.:

While it is difficult to obtain consenisus-on.the ratings_ and valuing
of TV pro§radming, all agree that the general improvement bf the
-quality.ofchildren'srograms should/be-encouraged.

Insufficient funding.may be a major eason why informaton is not a
priority ", on any list. 'limey Should be sought for program
and infirmatcn!distribut*onfrom ,ne work affiliates, sponsors,,.. and
other 'organizations.- -Furthermore, fit appears that cooperation is the
ultimate key to obtaininga more constructive, use of television in
.school and community..



:-TELEVISION PAorEs5IoNAL Gkoup
.Facilitators:..Lee Polk and Debbi Dilow#:

.- .

A

The TV Industry group was composed . pf representative from _the, three
major commercial networks, .public television,' edudAtional' television,
television producers and.teleyision researchers. The grdbp made the following.
recommendations: .

rikorporate non-sterp
_programs.

Utilize-a variety of forms of,comedir i n ,balanced way.

into Cu

-Aliticipate children's negilea:rid.try to. iddres them:
a.:\s-peciall3; ,funded-research

draw Upon'curreft.educational research.

Conduct .informal dialoquecohcernintissues of social-concern:and how
TV programs.'can help-ddres these current context (even as
part of background om,subtext).

ently 'popular

Encourage producers to talk to children about their lives,' concerns
and- interactions with pe s and to talk tb people who work with
children.

Invite educators to TV stations to find out about the business of TV's
development of programs.

SpoAsor informal dialogues between researchers and producers.

Explore alternative -scheduling so childreri don't have to choose
between two good programs at peak times, or so that children need not
give up a non-TV activity tosee the program (many children enjoy
repeats):,

repeat in prime time ifnot originally shown then.
b. utilize' Saturday mornlngs for repeatt.

.c, make videotapes available to schools.
d. non-competitive scheduling.
e. use afternoon time for repeats of these programs.

210
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REC Min NDAT I ONS OF THE TASK FORCES \



TASK FORCE ONE

_300

Task Force One discussedways educators, parents, the televiSion indluhry
could work with Youthrserving organlzations to ,develop collaborative,
opportunities at the national and local

National.

,

Dissehlinate information on how television ,can, be used within each
Agency system, including how train volunteer leaders.

Youth agencies should use existing. coalitions. for the purpose
advocacy.

National} youth agencies should capitalize on the :expertise of existing
televiSion 'prodUction and broadcatting companies ,as a- means of
reaching agency goals for youth._

Youth participation. should- be encouraged at all levels of planning
related to the TV industry,

Local:

Youth agencies should seek the assistance of universities and other
media training centers to provide training for paid and volunteer
staff and media development.

Youth groups should utilize local TV stations as excellent resources
to learn about the industry. / .

Youth groups should seek assistance from other groups (PTA) to provide
training in awareness and skills for agency staff.

Equipment in schools and of er flaces should be offered for use by
agencies since purchase of quipment is a major obstacle to'its use by
volunteer leaders.

When parents and youth
program should include asp-

a

YouthYouth members should be en
'letters with comments, cri

e together (e.g., meetings-, c
cts of television use and abuse.

ouraged to give Input to TV industry via.
icism, etc., of specific programs.

cps)



TASK FORCE TWO

Task Force Two discussed Ways'--educa rs, the television industry, and
youth leaders could woIwpth parents.

Help parents develop skills in organizing of non-TV activities to
engage childreWs interest:- games, sports, storytelling, the arts,
reading. M

Help parents seihoint-they-_-as families- -can watch good shows together.

.Parents must not bemade'to feel'more inadequate as parents.

The prodess must. 'not be''adVersitive but cooperative, collaborative.

Develop a school focus on .engag-ng, parents in tjleir- Children's
learning process, including dealing with TV- viewing.

Form coalitions to.urge more inservitc?' training and more teacher I
training edutatfoli in usingtelevision'Ay.universities

Coalition memberships should be wide. School presentation should_
include non-public' schools, ,universities, and` community colleges.,

Train coalition leaders in leadership skills and in media literacy-
.

There should be continued research on how parents are using teleV s n
today.
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.TASK FORCE. THREE

Task Force Three developed recommendations orways in which community and
educational organizations can work with television stations to improve the
direction and content of television programs for children.

Concerned groups should pool, representatives to approach the
television industry. A coalition of citizens groups should arrange
-meetings under a "neutral" umbrella with reprtsentatives from the ;IV
industry (including the American Association of Advertising Agencies
and the National Academy of TeleVtsion Arts and Sciences) to .take_
recommendations.

Community organizatons should combine forces to .build audiences and
ratings for programs of value -- particularly those intended for

0,children.,

.

Concerned cottunity,40 educational groups should-invfte people from
the industry to talicwith.thet,,to estabish a dialogue.

Community groups should join forces with research groups to explore
e impact of community efforts and television programs and report to
e television industry.

Youth-oriented groups and coalitions such as the National Coalition'
for Youth should establish a televisi9n program evaluation system
which can be used by its members--including such points as-"boring" as
well as "excellent."

Community'groups should join forces with IV. stations to increase the
effectiveness of PSAs regarding children and. family viewing of
television. Those PSAs should be broadcast. in -conjunction_ with a
community awareness effort, perhaps also combined-with-Institutional
advertising. In addition, station managers "should be urged to do
their best to schedule PSAs at favorable times.

Local stations- should be encouraged to establish- a community, advisory
committee to evaluate syndicated series they plan to purchase and
broadcast.

Community.groups should actively support the production of local
children's programs.

tonal organi-zation-sshould-examInt---gove-rnment_ool icy! and advocate
for a rewriting of regulations regarding production of
government - funded television programs to include the opportunity of
making the Programs available to commercial television stations as
well as public television stations.
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TASK FORCE FOUR

Task Force FourAiscussed ways parents, educators and yodth leaders,could
work collaboratively-with television industry.

Inservice training to teachers and college training should be provided
on understanding TV and constructive uses of various media,
technology, etc. JA collaboration between educators, independents,
cable, networks, universities might be wise.

Guidelines (criterion references) for pre- apd post-produCtion
self-evaluation by the TV industry should be developed. Producers,
writers, and communication schools should be involved in developing
the guidelines.

Encourage parent education m a variety of formats to help parents
realize their roles as primary mediators of television through
,brocqures, PSAs, drop-ins, and talking with parents at Meetings, PTAs,
etc.



CONCLUSIONS



It is difficult, if not impossible,' .t& identifythe: outcomes .of the
Workshop. However, the overwhelming consensus was that despite the many
exiiting problems and misuhderstandings there is a need and.a desire'- to:
on the initiatives,established-40ring the two-days of the workshop.

At least two broad recbmmendations can be abstracted from the many ideas
'.and suggestions,

A research progrAm on :age- spec_ifiyc needs and
abilities of children and youth should be conducted-to provideAhe
basis for establishing television ;.dustry standards lor the
koduction, Of .programs and Commer; lils to be viewed by significant
child and youth audiences.

A national network of parents, youth leaders, educators and television
fprofessionalS should be .developed to facilitate the sharing Of
information and.facilitate cooperative efforts.

The Workshop built toward a-growing awareness among all participants. of.:
the need for them to encourage their friends.and colleagues to.work together
to make the television viewing experiende positive and educational ft* all
children and youth. It was the hope of everyone that the'Workshop marked the
beginning of this difficult but important,effort.

2 -Y


